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This volume addresses itself to a difficult and complex set of issues

related to.the making and implementing Of policies with respect to '

Research, Developnent and Innovation (R/D&I) processes ane systems.

Despite the eiistence of large (if fragmented) literatures on policy

and R/D&I relevant subjecis, the complexity of R/D&I and policy.making

issues and processes continues to confound policy makers. Never4tasy,

policy making in the R/D&I context can be especially perplexing for

the policy maker, the mar. jer and the analyst. Not the least among

the factors causing this condition is the uncertainty associated with

sudh processes. This uncertainty is manifested in goal setting

(ws generally lack precise targets; goals are frequently emergent);

in resource requirements (it is usually very difficult to estilnate

the how match, what kind and how long parameters of what.it will take

to pursue a project or program); and consequently, in evaluation

eiforts and cost/benefit considerations (it is often difficult to

obtain agreement as to what benefits are relevant; to mebsure and

evaluate the impact of programs or projects; or to assign and measure

costs). 'Because we are deAling in futures'(often quite long-term),

the process is subject to numerous and potentially dramatic consequences

of changes in the environment (social, political, technological,

ecological, etc.) in which the work goes on;. thus, forecasting

'becomes an important yet difficult aspect of policy. Because we are

dealing with innovation, issues of response to change and the complexity

of knowledge processes come into play.

*
The meaning of the concept of R/D&1 is discussed later in this intro-

duction.
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TUe sources and locations of the innovation process (and its components)

are of major policy concern.. Is the process to be driven by technolo-

gical opportunity or by user need (often described in push/pull terms)?

Who is/Should be involved in the process? What is the nature of the

actual and/or needed interaction between producers.and users? What

is the impact of suCh interaction (or the lack of interaction)?

Requirements for dealing with4dissemination, implementation and dif-

fusion of innovations thus become a part of policy concerns. How

do these producer/user and pudh/pull issues very as a consequence of

the nature of the field, the nature of the knowledge base and the

maturity of tite RiDie/ system and its institutiond. The various cow.

ponents of an R/D&I Process (the research, the development,.the dis-

semination, etc.) tend to have substantially different characteristici;

and policy and management requirements; thus, there arise issues of

linkage and balance betwee4 and across these R4D&I process components.

The above are not well und4rstood phenomena, and they make policy

making difficult.

Such issues arise at the institutional level (generally thought of in

terms Of R&D management in business and governmental organizations),

and at system sectoral, national end even international levels. Thus,

'inter-organizational issues arise such as those involved in the R/D&I

systems in education, in law enforcement, in an industry, in energy,

with respect to the role of technology development for the third world,

etc. In such cases, the complexity of the policy issues is increased

immeasurably.

Finally, we may note that we are dealing with policy questions that

will involve professionals and professional organizations. Policies

and management procedures that ignore the implications of-this .fact

in terms of goal setting, decision orocesses, motivational patterns,

information flows, reference groups etc., are doomed to fail.

In this volume we will deal with several such policy issues, using a

contextual analysis framework that(we have developed. This framework



relects a synthesis of the research and policy literatures on

R&D management, the economIcs.of R&D, innovaticn, the sociology

of scienCe,,the management and policy sciences, and of many,

years of managerial and researCh experience with such questions.

A brief description of this framework is given below. For a

more complete description the reader should turn to a companion

volume* (Researdh, Development and Innovation: Contextual

Analysis 1977).

The polity Lows wehhave dealt with and Which are presented and

analysed iniubilequent chapters of this book were for the most

part presented to us as maj RiD&I concerna.for the organize-

tions.involved. We had lit. le or nothing to say in defining the

initial problem statement, Although we had much to say in terms .

of red4fining the problems ior analysis Into forms that had use-

ful and policy actionable imilicátiozs. W*thenwent on to use

our aualytical framework to develop the palicy and managements

requirements in each case. It is onr.shope that in presenting

these, we can demonstrate both the raluirements and pOssibilities

for poliCy analysis in the Rp:k&I areni, and the utility Of our

framework for.facilitatinisUch*indeamors and for providing some

structure to our scattered knowledge (and literatures) in this

field. Further, we believe that this.frammmi: makes an impor-

tant contribution to dealing with the problems of comparative

policy analysis across fields and sectors by shawing one can

and must deal with contextual differences, and therefore by im-

plication, with the consequences for attempts to transfer ex-

perience anctmethods from one sector to another (e.g.: as be-

Three volumes have been prepared to illustrate the nature and
utilization of our contextual analysis framework. Rach is di-
rected to one of three specific audiences: (1) policy analysts
and policy makers; (2) researchers; and (3) the educational
a/D&I community.
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tween industry and education and aerospace, etc.). Compara-

tive analysis of policy issues also illustrates differences be-

tween OM in sociul science contexts and R/D&I in physical

or life science contexts as well as between specific sectors.

These differences can also be critical in attempts to transfer

Ixperience and methods across sectore. These.last points are

elaborated in some detail in the previously cited comparison

volume.

1

Before going further, let us consider some of the more general

/issues of policy making and then return to the apccifiu arena for

this book, policy making in Pesearch, Development and Innovation.

1 2

/

,-
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I POLICY MAKING : DIFFICULT yrr IMPORTANT

TVE4making of policies is at best (as we have noted) a difficult

business. In any itAven instance; a policy.maker is faced with

sudh critical issues as:

- the sUfficiency, adequacy, availability of needed information;

choices among alternative policies, pa& of'which will likely

have different...(and perhaps,conflicting) ramifications;. is .

.likely to have critical limitations; will likely involve a

sat of assumptions.about conditions which must and/or do exist,

tbe expected impact of the pollen the "values"/goals/purposes

which the policy is to serve, etc.;

- the resources required to implement a onlicy

a variety of uncertainties such as tb =certainties of

economic, political and socio-cultural realities and dynamics;

the uncArtainties asspciated with diffuse and loosely linked

systems (as in the social:science context); the lack of clarity

and consensus over goals at the level of nacional systems and

of large complex organizations; etc.;

- identifying, comprehending and "sorting out" the broad, inter-

active complex of factors and dynamics which may be relevant for

auy given policy issue;

the potentill interactive effects among a variety of policies

within a single institution or between a set of institutions

which may be loosely linked (if at all) and whose interests and

purposes (and hence policies),may at times be either conflicting

or complementary;

t:



- constraints whiCh must, in effect, be accepted as "givens".

Policy making, then, is not an easy task. The complexities and

uncertainties tend to be of large magnitudes. Relevant couditions

change over time'-a sometimes in a very brief period of time.

Variables are often non-quantifiable (except perhaps in i very in-

direct, "indicator" sense). The policy maker, as a human being,

brings to the policy meking task particular assumptions, biases,

views of "reality% values, goals,*etc. (and those may be per-

sonal, oiganizational and/or cultural in nature). The policy

maker will generally be provided (or confronted) with "partisan"

information, advice, perspectives (Cain 1971) -- and will sim-

ilarly be faced with various "power" realities (e.g.: political

power that the Congress has over the funding -- and even the

existence -- of a federal agency).

While policy making is not an easy task, it ie nonetheless an

important task; Cain describes policies as "discrete, parti-

cular, authorative, content-laden decisions which indeed come out

of' soma process and presumably have critical ramifications for

somebody, and often everybody." While irguing that the complexity

may be such that analysis can never be "good enough" to "solve"

a policy problem, Lindblom (1968) also argues that policy ana-

lysis does have an impact -- and more so the better it is done.

And we may simply note that the absence of a policy also has

ramifications and impact.



IL. POLICY SCIENCE: INSIGHTS INTO THE PROCESS OF POLICY ANALYSIS

In light of the importIonce yet difficulty of the policy making

process, it is liqle wonder that over the past decade ar so, a

f field of policy siience has been developing effect, as an

"effort to cope with the needs of a complex, dynamic and demanding

society" (George Washington University, 1968-1969). This field

hss not yet matured and thus does not yet have a well-defined

identity oi image (Lasswell.1970) -- indeed, Radnor, White and

Tansik have offered several "definitions" of policy science

(or espects.of policy science): a process for'handling com-

plex policy issues by including consideration of "political,

'institutional, 'irrational' (but real), and other nonquanti-

fiable and value-laden factors"; a descriptive study; improve-

ment in the design of the policy-making process; a set of

skills, people, etc.; and just "something responsive to ill-

structured complexity" (Radnor, White and Tansik 1975). We may

draw some significant insights into the nature of policy ana-

lysis from this developing field of policy science.

1. Complex issues must be examined in the light of their total,

complex, interactive contexts. Complex issues kimply cannot '

be "effectively dealt with in a partial, specialized and arbitrary

manned' (George WashingtOn University 1968-1969). The implication

here is two-fold:

a) Policy analyses must consider a broad range of dynamics,

factors, contextual conditions, etc.

b) The context for a policy issue must be analysed from-multiple

perspectives (e.g.: the perspectives of various disciplines

and professions; the perspectives of those who'make, those

who must implement and those who would be impacted by a ,

policy; the perspectives of varying, multiple purposes

which might be relevant to a policy; etc.)
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In a word, the context-used as a basis for analysis must be

."sufficiently comprehensive to Identify Significant relation-

ships" (George Washington University 1968-1969).

2. At the same time, policy analysis must be "sufficiently limited

to be managed effectively" (George Washington University 1968-

1969 ), and to be Useable for the policy maker -- i.e., policy

analysis must'be focused.

3. The function of.policy analysis is to provide a "handle"

that enables a policy maker to "take hold" of a policy

issue -- i.e., policy analysis "must provide decision-

=kers with a basis.for more confident control over

events by assisting in the articulation of critical con-

tingencies," (George%Wshington University 1968-1969)

comdftions, dynamics, factors, opportunities, constraints,

etc.

4. Policy analysits may be seen as a process for identify-

ing and analyzing alternatives (George Washington Uni-

varsity 1968-1969): alternative descriptions of the

context of a.policy issue; alternative goals and ob-

jectives; alternative Wive of conceptualizing an issue;

alternative courses of actions; alternative predictions

of probable outcomell of certain courses of action are

taken; alternative methods for measuring, obtaining

data about and evaluating policy outcomes; etc.

5. Care must be taken to recognize the limitations of I

policy analysis in general and of Specific policy itAalyses.

For example: the policy analyst will tend to brOg

certain personal, organizational and/or socio-cultural

.assumptions and perspectives to the task of analysis.

The "givens" of a society may significantly pre-deter-

mine the shape of a policy (George Washington University

r 6
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1968-1969). Policy analysis may be validly seen as an

attempt to bring "rationality" to bear on a policy issuii

yet "rationality" is limited by the complexity involvedi-*

by the non-quantifiable and value-laden nature of policy

issUes, by ladk of information, by political considera-

tions,
*
a lack of well-defined goals, and even by the

vary meaning of rationality". (Dror, 1975). Lindblom

argues, in effect, that polivaking is and will be

an.imperfect process: 4man's design of the (policy

making) system never controls specifically or precisely --

but only within broad limits . .

1:t4

*,

The impact of litical considerations may call for a "different"
kind of rationality than we normally mean when we speak of "being
rationale".

irk
Dror comments that the term "rationality" is used either "as a

-iynonym for 'reasonable', or as referring to estimation ability,
or as referring to operations-research-like capability or --
usually -- as referring to a mixture of all these possible meanings."

***
Lindblom notes a distinction between "gool analysis" and "part-

isan nature of analysis" views of the nature and process of policy
analxsis.

.1
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/II. THE CHALLENGE OP R/D&I POLICY ANALYSIS

Thus far, we have talked about policy analysis and the policy process

from a general level perSpective - i.e., at the "generic" level.

Our concern in this volume, however, is as we.stated earlier, somewhat

more specific. We are here concerned with pci...icy analysis relevant to

Research, Development and InnovAion (R/D&I).

use of the term "R/D&I" is deliberate. One of the major weak-

ne)tses in R/D&I policy making has been that "R&D"-- the'production

of new knowledge (KP) and knowledge prodacts -- is given au essentially

exclusive and myopic emphasis. Inadequate consideration tends to

be\given (by those concerned with R&D systemi and policy issues) to

the\fact that R&D is only a part of a more total process of innovation --

a proCess which includes not only the knowlefte Production functions

of research and developmedt but "downstream" knailedge utilization (KU)

functions of acquisition, implementation, utilization -- as well as

KP-XU,linkinsk functions Bud* as need identification, dissemination/

diffusion/marketing/distribution, and evaluation research. Thus, to

connote this total process of innovation of which R&D is a part,, we

use the term R/D&I(-- Research, Development and Innovation.

1-%%..fA'nother major problem that has tended to plague R/D&I policy analysis

and policy making has been an inability to deal witii coutextual

complexity on the one hand and, relatedli, the complex Interplay of

R/D&I issues on the other hand. Thus, we tend to find that policy

analysis flounders at either of two extremes. At one extreme, R/D&I

policy issues have been approached from the particularistic perspec

tives.of specific theories, specific disciplines, specific institu-

tional perspectives --perspectives which are too specific to comprehend

the complexity involved in a policy isstse and which thus can neither

identify the range of relevant variables and alternatives nor "sort



out" the 'most critical variables and alternatives. At the other

extreme, 'policy issues have been approached from a "total world"

perspective Whia attempts to cover everything and leave.out nothing

-- with the predictable result that policy analysis gets bogged down

in a complex morasslof issues, fagors, dynamics, details, alternatives,

contingeacies, etc. The policy maker is then left wdth a certainty

that there exists a very big problem -- but with little else. The

policy maker hai\no "handles", no indication of which factors are most

critical, whidh factors can be impacted, or what particular policies

and strategies are relevant or.feasible.

Similar comments can be made in relation to RJD&I program and project

selection processes. "Downstream" utilisation issues tend to be\

ignored. .Significant yariances are often ignored because assumpAons

are made that civtain factors will remain constant, when in fact

sudh assumptions may be quite in error.

Thus, the need in R/D&I policy analysis is for soma process or

mechanism ahiCh allows the policy analyst to consider the total. '

procezs of innovation; to identify and take into account the inter-

plays ampng policies and policies issues, between institutions, etc.;

to consider a broad range of contextual conditions and variables

(e.g., institutional, personnel and knowledge/technology bases;

political, legal, economic, social environments; information flows;

historical development issues; etc.); -- and at the same time to

focus analysis on those considerations which are most critical for

the policy issue at hand.
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/V. A FRAMEWORK FOR CONTEXTUAL ANATASIS OF R/Dia

1Without trying to debate whether any policy analysis can ever be

"completely rational" or "completely comprehensive" (though we have

our doubts),:we do believe that the policy analyst must have some

analytical framework which allows the analyst to take into consider-

ation the full, broad range of contextual complexitv and then to

identify those factors whiCh are most critical in order to limit

and focus the analysis. Such a framewOrk must be able to take into

consideiation, separately and in interaction, those factors and

dynamics which are generic to R/D&I and those which are (descriptively)

specific or peculiar to the particular R/D&I system and/or issue at

hand. Such a framework must be able to utilize varying perspectives

and to be utilized by personnel having differing perspectives.

Over the past two years, the Northwestern University Center for the

Interdisciplinary Study of Science and TecAnology (CISST) has been

attempting to develop suCh a framework.-- which we call a "contextual

analysis framework" -- epd it is the purpose of this report both to

describe this framework and to illustrate its usage in policy-relevant

ways.

Before turning to a discussion of this contextual analysis framework,

it is critical that it be'recognized for what it is -- and what it is

not. A contextual analysis framework is a tool for analysis -- speci-

fically, it provides a means of access into analysis'whieh allows the

analysis to be comprehensive, yet focused. It is not a substitute for

analysis, or for knowledge.about the subject matter at hand; nor does

it guarantee the validity, ef4cacy or relevancy of a policy analysis.

.7

*A more complete discussion of this framework is found in, Radnor,
Michael, Harriet Spivak and Durward Hofler, "Research, Development
and Innovation: Contextual Analysis", December 19y.

2'6
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The nature and adequacy of policy analysis remains the domain of the

policy analyst -- just as policy decisions remain the domain of the

policy maker.*
'

1. The Perspective of General Systems Theory

The framework presented here for the annlysis of RAW systems

has been drawn from the general systems theory literature. With-

out attempting to present an exposition of this perspective, we

simply .note that we have adopted the central elements of their s

framework for'deseribing,the strectwe.and functioning of living

systems.'

Thus, we will attempt to analyie RiDGI systems in terms of how

they interact with their environments; their central elements

or sub-systems; the mechaniamsthat link them together; internal

system structures; input-output systems as well as au& other.

...
system conditions as age and state of developmeptal igi4twrity.

04

An important question is that of.system definition: What is to be, con-

sidered within the R/D&I system (and within whiCh par of the system)

and what is in the environment? The framework we are resenting does

not contain abrupt boundary notions. What is condidered within or

external to the system and whether an R/D6a system is defined broadly

(as a whole sector) or narrowlv(as a single institution) is a matter

of degree and will depend upon the focus and purpose of analysis. Thus,

rather than being limited by a rigid conceptualization about boundaries

and sizes, the definition of the relevant R/D&I systems (as Is true

of all other aspects of the analytical framework) is bao.3d on-41ating

an opportunity to frame key questions related to the focus of the

issue analyses relevant to policy/decision makers and researchers.

The discussion which follows.is dertved, with slight modification
from Radnor, spivak and Hofler, 1977.
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Two aspects of a systems perspective on R/D&I are worth noting here.

A. Extent of RLD&I Oystem Linkage

One aspect of the "system" concept that should be considered here

is the extent to whiCh the various institutions within an RID&I

system are (or are not) coherently and strongly linked together.

Simply put, while we do consider a set of institutions to comprise

an R/D&I system (because of the roles they play within the total

process of innovation), we do not presume tnat they are in fact

coherently linked together in "appropriate" ways or that existing

linkages are strong. Indeed, the opposite.may be tcue in any

given context -- and there may be "gaps" in the'system's linkages.

Indeed, the critical issues here are precisely the nature, strength

and appropriateness of the linkages (or lack thereof) which do

exist. .

B. Maturation (State of Development)

It is important that we understand RiDia systems from an "organic"

perspective. That is to say, that they "emerge" over time, that

ea* go through/may be at different stages or levets,of development

(maturation). Further, different iustititions and/or different

functions within an RiD&I forst= may differ in terms of 4eir

respective stages or levels of development. The importane Jf

. this concept of Maturation may be seen in at least the following

ways:

1. The nerds of an R/D&I system may be different when the

system is young and immature than when it is established

and mature.

2. Since R/D6a systems may mature (9r decline) over time,,

their needs may change over time.

24?
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,
3. Policies, strategies and mechanisms whih are relevant

for sn R/D&I system utich is young and immature may

be:Irrelevant (even dysfunctional) for an R/D&I system

which As established and mature.

4.

4.. Further, different policiesiqtrategies/mechanisms may

be needed when the R/D&I institutions and/or functions

are' at different stages of development than wimp their

levels of development are "in balance".

We need, however, to understand that the concrete meaning of

"maturation" may differ significantly across sectors. Thus, for

example, even at a Imature".stage of development we would not

evict to.lind the same level of clarity and certainty in the

evaluation researcI function in a social science'sector such as

education as we would in a p7fsical science sector. The reali-

sation of inherent differences between sectors will be important

if we are to avoid makiag incorrect comparisons of (and developing

the wrong expectations for) ane R/D6I system in relation to

other R/D&I systems.

R/D&I S stem Variations and C mmonalities

IA attempting to deielop a contextual analysis framework for

,R/D&I systems, one is immediately struck by the immense amount

of observable variety in real-world R/D&I systems. Existing

R/D&I systems vary in such matters as: clusteTings of functions

within a single organization (or even within a single organiza-

tional units; existence and strength of institutional networks;

ovexill le131 of system maturity; susceptibility to political

influence; types of dissemination mechanisms and strategies;

use and effectiveness of various management technologies; etc.

R/D&I systems vary across sectors. Thus, for example, the R/D&I

system in aerospace differs significantly from the R/D&I system

"
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in education. But the issues are complicated'even further because

R/D01 systems also vary within a sing19. sector. Thus, for example,

within the private industrial world we encounter rather 4ifferent

RJD&I systems for the oil and T.V. industries. In health; the

Rirt&I system for druga and surgical procedures will vary.
\

In spite of the immense amount of observable variety among existing

RiDENI systems, these systems nonetheleis do also seem to exhibit

common characteristics -- characteristics that imply the existence

of generic features of R/D6I systems.

From a broad, overview perspective, we may note that all R/D&I

systems involve some rather basic, common functions, sudh as

research, development, production, dissemination, utilization,

etc. The specific form, manner or configuratiog, of these functions

may vary across sectors, but the functions themselves appear to

be inherent in the overall innovation process of an R/D&I system.

We may further note that for gny single R/D&I function, there

appear to be Characteristics which are common (i.e., g9neric)

to that function both across and within sectors. Por'example,

the basic research function involves a high level of uncertainty

anl unpredictability; involves extending the limits of the

existing state of the art (a criteria for "excellence" in basic

research); often involves a.long time-line (10, 20, even 50

years). These Characteristics, if indeed generic, will have

strong implications for policy making and management in RID&I

systems.

In contrt, the function of 4evelopment involves a significantly

loWer degree of uncertainty and unpredictability; is concerned

with utility and "product specifications" instead of "ultimate"

qualities; requires less highly specialized and more inter-
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disCiplinary personnel; and generilly tends to have a short

to moderate time-line (usually at least 3 to 5 years, sometimes

longer). These'characteiistics, if indeed generic, will have

strong implications for policy making and management in R/D&I

systems -- but the implications will be significantly different

t from the implications relevant to basic research. Further,

these differences between the basic research and development

functions (and other functions as well) will have strong policy

making/management implications concerning the integration/

cooltdination/Orchestration of tie various R/D&I system functions.

It is also

Merges 88

stoat to note that a "real-world" R/D&I system

interactive 'Iworking out" of generic R/D&I Character-

istics within a specific sectoral context -- whether by deliberate

design or not.

Thus, both the researcher and the decision maker suet understand

that R/D&I system features, issues and management pOlicies/

strategies will have both generic and sectoral dimenaions, and

that these will all be in interaction with each other.

For the decision maker, the importance of understanding this

ftemergent" nature of R/D&I systems is threefold.

1

1. An underitanding of the generic characteristics of

R/D&1 systems enables the decision maker to "zero in"

on the areas of the sectoral context where the critical

issues are likely to be and where in-depth analysis

of the sectoral context is needed.

2. An understanding of the nature and uniqueness of one's

sectoral context provides a basis for learning from

R/D&I systems in other sectors and for determining

the adaptability/transferability of knowledge, methods,

r)
ir.. "
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techniques, innovations, etc., from R/D&I systems in
'other sectors.

3. 'From an understandingsof the interaction between
generic and sectoral charac ristics, the decision

maker has a basis for develop ng policies and strategies
whiCh are 'me,' generically functional and sector-
specific. .

2. A Framework for "Mid-Level Analvsia"

qur contextual analisis framework serves to focus attention on a some-
what neglected area of research and analysis, sometimes referred.to
as %id-level" or "mid-range". Aa used here, this %id-level" refers
to research and analysis whiCh is somewhere between the broad level
of general theory and tht narrow level of specific cases. %4

At the fieneral theory level, the purpose of research and analysis is
to develop concepts and relationships which serve to describe.all
situations (i.e., theories). The approach, at this level is to develop
processes of research and analysis which will uncover the broadly
generalizable concepts and relationships. While important, general
level theory lacks the specificity which is needed by policy and
decision makers.

At the specific case levei,,the purpose of research and analysis is
to discover and demonstrate the uniqueness of eadh situation, and
the ppproach, to research and analysis is designed specifically to
uncover such uniquene4s4 At this level, research and analysis tends
to lack bases for generalizability. Thus, this level of research
and analysis also has limited value for policy anedecisiori makers.

Our contextual analysis framework utilizes a disciplined configurative
aproroadn that will permit systematic comparison of various sectors
or policy/strategy issues. The purpose is to develop appropriate areas
of generalizabiliey which allow one to take into account the uniqueness
of specific situations.
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3. Al contextual Framework: Describing R/D&I Systems in Terms of

Their Interactive Features

In developing a framework for contextual analysis, we have identified

nineteen key R/Da system features whiCh we believe will be helpful

'both to the researCher and to policy analysts and to policy makers.

(see Figure 1). For simplicity of presentation, we have grouped

these nineteen features into the following categorical framework

(using a general systems theory approaCh):

. 1. The R/Da Syiiem's Environment

This category will include those features which are external

to the R/D&I system itself, but which may nonetheless

impinge upon and affect the system -- and, alternatively,

which the R/D&I system may affect (e.g.:. social, legal,

political, economic, teChnological environments).

2. Operative System Conditifts

This category will include features internal to the R/Da

system which affect the way the system operates but which

are not acttvities by which the system creates or utilizes

knowledge. These features will thus include general system

conditions (e.g.: historical development), aspects of

system management (e.g.: administrative processes) and

system inputs and outputs (e.g.: personnel base).

3. R/Da Functions

This category will include those features which we would

consider to be an integral part of a knowledge production

to knowledge utilization process continuum -- i.e., what

the system does to create and utilize knowledge. ,

--71.
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TSmical Comparative Features

I. . ENVIRONMENT 1. Environments of the R/D&I System

-

II. OPERATIVE SYSTEM

CONDIT/ONS

SYSTEM 2. Historical Development

3. Institutional Base (Network

of Institutions)

SYSTEME MANAGEMENT 4. Goals, Policies, Strategies

5. Administrative Processes

SYSTEM INPUTS AND 6. .Pett)onnel Base

OUTPUTS 7. Funding

8. Information Flow

9. Innovations

III. ROsa FUNCTIONS 10. Need Identification

11. Gennration/Research

12. Development

13. Production

14. Marketing/Distribution/Dis-

semination/Diffusion

15. Acquisition

16. Implementation and Utilization

17. Support Services

18. Evaluation Research

IV. R/D&I RES CH 19. Research on R/D&I

Figure 1

Comparative R/D&I System Features
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Additionally, we have included an overview feature: Research on RIDEa.

This wdll include any kind of research done about any aspect of the

system (any of the features or feature issues; any element of the

system such as a particular institution or set of institutions; etc.).

The results of such research, in effect, provide the data base for

analysis of the other features.

Within each feature, a number of relevant issues may be identified.

An expanded discussion of these nineteen key U/D&I features and

illustrative.issues associated with each feature is provided in

Radnor, Spivak and Rofler (1977).

A differen tins or arrangement of features and issues could, of

course, be developed. What is important is to recognize, idemtify

and analyze the potential or actual effects these various features

may have (separately and/or in interaction) in the total R/D&I system.

4. The Context of an R/D&I System

Taken together, the totality of the RPM system features and issues

forms an interactive context in which analysis and decision making

=mat be performed. The way an R/R&I system has developed over time

in its sectoral environment; the Opes of institutions that have

emerged; the character of the work and technologies; the personnel

involved in each of the functions and institutions; etc. -- all

vintribute interactively to the totality of an R/D&I system's context.

For example, how an R/D&I system is structured will be influenced by

sudh factors as the social, political and economic environments of the

....institutions that constitute the R/D&I system; by the degree of

system institutionalization; by the nature of the work to be performed;

by the history and state of the system's development; by the rature

of the system's personnel base; etc. But In turn, these same

variables will also be influenced by the structure of the R/D&I
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system. Such is the interactive nature of the R/D&I system context --

each A/D&I system feature acts both as an independent variable (as

part of the total system context, affecting the other parts of the

system) and as a dependent variable (which may be a focal concern

for analysis and decision milking).

In any given instance, analysis or decision making will, of course,

be focused on some subset of contextual features or issues .(or even

on a single feature or a single issue of a feature). SUCh a narrowing

of focus ia necessary to %%ring the analytical/decision processes down

to manageable and meaningful levels. Indeed, it is important to

recognize that each feature has important characteristics which do

distinguish one feature froM another -- differential characteristics

whiCh often have important .implications for both analysis and decision

making.

However, the consideration of any single feature (or issue) must take

into account the interaction of that specific feature with all other

features -- i.e., one must consider a single feature or issue within

the richness of its.total context. To try to analyze any single

feature (or issue) without considering its contextual. interaction

would not only be inadequate -- it would likely be quite dysfunctional,

leading to wrong conclusions by the analyst and to wrong decisions

by the decision maker. Such is the interdependence within an inter-

active living system.

Therefore a context has to be understood as the intersection.of the

effects or influences of each of the system features. If we wish

to understan4 the character and managerial requirements of a given

feature or issue (e.g.: the personnel base) it will be necessary

to view this feature against the background oY all other elements

or features of the system in its context. By the same token, if we

are concerned with a sub-issue within the personnel base feature (e.g.:

the flim rate of certain types of personnel in and out of the system),

then we would also have to include all the other aspects of the

personnel base feature (e.g.: the types and levels of professionalism)

as part of the relevant context for that sub-issue.

3 cl
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V, EIGHT C9NTEXTUAL R/D&I POLICY ANALYSES:\.A "COLLECT/VE" OVERVIEW

/1

In tie chapters which fo1low are presentereight policy analyses,

each of which was prepared separately and.stands alone in its awn

right. Before looking at them individually, however, it is im-

portant to understand what they represent collectively the

history and context out of which they come; how doing them and

interacting with.our "clients" has affected our own thinking; what

'they represent as policy analyses; our use of certain terms.

J.J.iistorv and Context

The contextual analysis framework discussed above and used in these

tpolicy analyses has b n "in the prOcess" of development over the

past 2 years -- thou its roots may be traced back to our work

.over many years ir the area we now call RIM. When the initial

"rough draft" version of,the framework was reviewed anediscussed

in a workshop of NIE, field and CISST personnel (Spring, 1976)*

the response was essentially: "It sotinds interesting, but would

it really be usable and useful for policy analysis?" We agreed

that this was a valid question -- one.which,could only be answered

by actually demonstrating the use of the framewotk in specific

policy analyses. We further agreed that for the demonstration to

be valid, control over the selection of policy issues to be

analyzed should not remain with CISST (like anyone else, we might

tend to pick our "favorite" issues). Rather, the client agency

should select those policy issueb which would be most relevant to

itself. Finally, we agreed that it would be import*nt to demon-

strate the Applicability of the framework across a variety of sectors**

-- as is represented in Chapters Six, Seven and Eight.

*The first presentation of the contextual analysis framework in
published form is found in Radnor, Spivak, Young and Hofler (1977),
which was an abridged version of the more recent volume on this
subject (Radnor, Spivak and rater 1977).

**In this regaid, a companion volume (Radnor, Spivak and Haler,

1977) demonstrates the use of the framework to provide descriptive

and comparative overviews of the coutexts of four sectors: education,

civilian aviation, health and criminal justice.

17i
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This collection of policy analyses, then,'represents an illustra-

tion of the usability and usefulness of the contextual analysis

framework in R/D6I policy analysis.

As the reader will note, each of the policy analyses uses the

contextual analysis framework in somewhat different ways -- at

least in terms of how its use has been "written up\in a particular.

analysis. Thus, only the coordination analysis (Chapter Six)

specifically refers to all nineteen R/D&I .features. By contrast,

the analysis of fundamental research (Chapter Three) does not

directly mention the contextual analysis framework even though it

guides the arguments presented. Other analyses focus on a selected

set of the nineteen R/D&I features (e.g.: agency/field relations:

Chapter One; assessment of educational R/D&I: Chapter Two;

.regionalismu Chapter Four) while the ERDA analysis (Chapter Seven)

combines the nineteen RJD&I features into a more compact set of

R/D&I features which Make the proposed process more usable in the

context of building an operational decision makeup procedure.

These different ways of using the contextual analysis framework

illustrate a critical point. The framework is a tool of analysis

-- not a straightjacket. It can -- and indeed must -- be used in

the way that is most fruitful for a specific policy issue or

policy analyst. At the same time, witwould be remiss if we did not

emphasize that the perspective provi the mework has permeated,

directed and undergirded our work in Ch analysis -- regardless

Of tiaw "visible" its use may appear in each analysis. We have

indeed found this perspective to lead to insights which would likely

have otherwise been missed -- by us and by the client agency.

2. A Growing,Understandinz of Contexts and Issues .

The eight policy analyses presented here were developed at various

times over the past eighteen months. During this time, we have found

that our understanding of particular contexts and issues has both

broadened and deepened -- and, in some instances, thia had led us
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to modify some of our earlier thinking. In part, this has come

through interactive discussion of an analysis with a client agency

and with others in the field -- a process which we deliberately

build into the development of a policy analysis. In part, this

has come through interaction among the different policy analyses

-- analyses which though separate and distinct nonetheless inform

each other.

To illustrate, in the agency/field analysis (October, 1976) we

suggested a need for a central core of educational basic researchers.

Later, in the fundamental research analysis (August, 1977), we

modified our discussion of this idea to recognize that some

diffuseness in the field and lack of cumulativeness of research is

natural in much of the socinl sciences.

Similarly, we have modified our understanding of what a "mature"

WU field would "look like" in the sOcial sciences. Our dis-

cussicin of a maturS R/D&I system in the agency/field analysis* leaves

the impression that all mature R/D&I systems would have clear-cut

and finely-tuned lines of specialization, linkages, communication

channels and netoorks; that it would be "easy" to distinguish between

high quality and-low quality R&D outcomes. Such a descriptira

of maturity may be relativel); accurate for R/D&I systems in the

physical sciences (though even here we woulA hesitate to be "too

absolutely clear-cut"). However, we now recognize that R/D&I

systems in the social sciences -- even in "mature" stages -- will

probably always be more diffuse and it will be less easy to develop

a clear descriptive "map" of linkages or clean-cut "standards" for

"high" and "low" quality R&D products. This latter point would be

especially true in the educational R/D&I context, where (often

conflicting) value and political judgments cannot easily be

"separated out" from an understanding of the meaning of "quality."

*Pages 209-210 of Chapter One in this volume.
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-In ous sense, it would be temptingto have revised aspects of the

eight policy analyses (to reflect our more recent understandings)

before presenting them in this.'volume. To do so, however, would

be to gloss over and deny important aspects of the policy analysis

process -- namely, that policy analysts (as we noted earlier) is

not and probably cannot be a "complete and precise science";

and that it is both proper and necessary that any policy analysis

be considered subject to."improvement" through an interactive

process of review and discussion. We haw therefore deliberately

chosen to present the eight policy analyses in the form in which

they were initially presented to their respective client agencies.*

3. Some Further Observations about Contextual RJD&I Policy Anal sis

This volume is about contextual R/D&I policy analysis. The chapters

which follow demonstrate the use of contextual analysis in the

BiD&I policy arena. This introduction has attempted to "set the

stage" for reading the subsequent analyses by looking at the nature
8

of policy analysis, of_contextual ana/ysis and of R/D&I.

A few final observations about contextual R/D&I policy analysis

must now be made.

Each of the analyses which follow include soma set of conclusions

which we believe to be important for policy/deccsion makers. These

conclusions represent a blend of deductive reasoning interacted

with onr own considerable experience in the R/D&I arena. This is

precisely the way the contextual analysis framework is designed --

to allow an interactive process of deductive andinductive reasoning.

We also recognize that alternative conclusions may sometimes be

possible. This, too, is as it must be. Policy analysis simply is

*Chapter Six (on social science R&D coordination) and chapter Eight
(on development and the role of technollogy in developing countries)
represent partial exceptions -- i.e., the form of these analyses as
presented here is somewhat different from the original analyses. In
both cases, however, the analyses represent only a'change of format --
and not of content from the original analyses.

3 e'
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not a "precise science." Further yet, we do not consider either

any individual analysis in this volume or the volume as a whole to

be the "final word" or a "finished product." More examples and

scenarios are needed. Related issues Ilaed to be explored.

"Hissing" data needs to be collected. Conclusions need to be

reviewed and tested. These areas represent future challenges --

both to us and io the reader.

It will-also be important for the reader to recognize that the role

of policy analysis is to help the policy/decision maker identify

critical issues, ask the right questions, discover "blind spots,"

and avoid "dumb pitfalls." It is at this point that a contextual

analysis framewotk comes into plai -- by forcing consideration of

the total R/D&I context while at the same time permitting one to

identify and focus attention on the most critical areas for analysis

and decision.
sq.

It is equally important to recognize that while a policy analysis

. may provide basis for decision, it cannot take the final leap to

fdecision,'1.11 Aementation, practice. This remains the domain of the
.:'

policy/dent-Biel maker.

Finally, it wilAlbe helpful to call attention to the meanings we

ascribe to several terms which the reader will find throughout the

analysis:

When we speak of an R/D&I slystell, we are (as we noted earlier)

'emphasiiing the need to consider all parts of a total process

of innovation -- i.e., to have a systems perspective. When

we speak of an R/D&I "system," we do not mean to imply that

it actually does or should exist in any "full blown," clearly-

linked, centralized, authoritarian sense. In other words,

the term "system" is used descriptively, not prescriptively --

though of course analysis may lead one to conclusions about

what kind of R/D&I system is feasible, desirable; etc.
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When R/D6I is viewed from a broad-scbped perspective as a

"system" or as a total process of innovation, consideration

unit be given to such issues as the need for balance among

RiD8II functions, developing synergy among projects of various

funding agencies and the like. We thus' use the term

orchestration both to connote such a broad-scoped perspective
of system/innovation process interactions (and their impacts)

and to suggest that to suggest that such interactions (and

their impacts) need not necessarily be left'to "random chance."
At the same time, the n;de of and R/D&I system actors per-

forming orchestration can vary (including naturally emerging
processes). Thus, while the concept of orchestration does

imply purposeful, proactive actilkty from an overview per-

spective, it is not meant to imply tight, centralized control.

We recognize the distinction between research and technology
on the ons hand and science on the other -- and that

technology is not nscessaray driveniby science.
.

RAU arts= do go through various stages of maturation.

We do not posit a neat, clean-cut Amer process of maturation

-- indeed, different elements of an RiD&I system may be at
different levels of maturation at any given point in time.
At tlie sane time, the characteristics, needs, requirements and
capabilities of a mature R/D&I system are different than for

an immature BJD&1 system -- with potentially critical policy

implications.

In relation to MAI, the term users commonly refers to perscna

or institutions in an operational, practice setting -- i.e.,
those who use the outputs of knowledge production processes.
For descriptive, categorizing purposes this broad distinction

between knowledge producers and knowledge users is valid. At
the saue time, ii is important to recognize that knowledge
users can also be knowledge producers (and vice versa),

perhaps especially in a sector such as education.

sir
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Another term which appears in many.of,the analyses is lead

melex. Here, we would mike three comments. First, the

concept of a lead agency is one that "grew out of" our initial

contextual R/D61: policy analyses (and in particular, from the

agency/field analTsis) -- we did not "bring" this concept to

these analyses. Second, by "lead° agency, we mean an agency

which: (1) has an overview perspectivA; (2) has (or is

perceived to have) some kind of responsibility for an R/D&I

system as ateystekn, (3) has atleast somo resources with

which to eulfill this responsibility; and (4) is one of

several agencies or institutions concerned with soma aspect

of R/DSII. Mt do not mean that: (1) any kind of monolithic,

centralised control exIsts., would be possible, or is desirable;

(2):.any single agency would be the sole lead agency in a given

sector (indeed, it is more likely that several agencies or

institutions could be seen as lead egencies);(3) the agency ...-

must be the major funding agency (NIS, for example, is not

and yet it can be considered a lead agency. Third, we have

in more recent analyses (e.g.: the coordination analysis in

Chapter Six), taken more note of lead roles, in effect

broadening the lead agency concept.

The reader may note that all of these terms reflect a broad-scoped

perspective of R/D&I. ¶Itis is deliberate. It is a perspective

which is inherent in the.concepts of contextual analysis and of

R/D&I.as a total process of innovation. It is also a perspective

which, we believe, must inform more narrowly-focused policy issues.

At the sane time, we recognize (and emphasize) that policy, strategy

and management decisions and actions must also be informed by an

understanding of more situation-specific specific dynamics,

characteristics, needs, requirements, etc. Indeed, we emphasize

that contextual analysis is a process of interacting broad-scoped

and situation-specific perspectives. The ERDA analysis (Chapter Seven)

iS an example of such an interaction forple purpose of developing

program planning (project selection processes for use by a specific

division of ERDA).

rit-I I /
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. VI. EICRT.CONTEXTUAL R/D&I POLICY ANALYSES: BRIEF PREVIEWS

Raving looked at the eisht contextual R/D&I policy analyses

from a collective perspective,.we will conclude this introduction

by providing the reader with a brief summary review of each

of the eight analyses.

Atencv/Pield Relationships in the Educational R/D&I System

October 1976

As presented initially to us by NIB, thOconcerns of the Agency

focused on two questions of procurement policy: (1) the appro-

priate balance between "field-initiated" vt. "NIE-directed" R&D;

and (2) the appropriate mechanisms for procuring either field-

initiated or NIR-directed work. Since these two questions are

special cases.of the broader and more critical issue of how NIE

and the educational R/D&I field should relate, it was agreed

that the policy analysis would focus on the agency/field issue.

In thinking about this issue, we were struck by the rather fun-

damental and brood-ranging implications of the questions raised,

especially when viewed from the perspective of our understanding

of R/D&I systems and processes and of the totals-interactive pro-

cesses in WhiCh R/D&I systems and processes exist and operate.

Thus, there were some fundamental concerns which needed to be

exaiined lf the.questions posed by NIE were to be responded to

in an operational, policy and strategy relevant manner. These

fundamental concerns included:

1. the nature of NIE's purposes and roles as a mission-

oriented, lead agency in relation to educational R/D&I;

2. the impact of NIE's funding policies on NIE's purposes

(as these impact 9n the total educational R/D&I sector);
.4,

38



3. the multiplicity of NIE purposes (including, in addition

to substantive R/D&I outputs: building educational R/D&I

system capacity; affecting the system's environment;

providing system stability; s)stem orchestration);

4. a large an)ediffuse operational systen for education (i.e.,

the users of educational R&D products);

5. the relatively immature and loosely-linked nature of

the educational R/D&I "systemN

6. the differences in appropriate agency/field relations

across the different R/D&I functions.

We were also concerned with considerations of program and project

"portfolios" that would permit synergy and orchestration both

within NIE and within the educational R/D&I'system; with latent

as well as the manifest purposes implications of specific

programs, projects, policies and strategies; wdth non-procurement

as well as procurement policies and strategiei; with the nature

and implications of a variety of strategies by which an agency

can relate to various parts of the field. '

In this analysis, we analyzed the agency/field issue separately

for four key R/Dia functions: research (both basic and applied),

development, dissemination and evaluation research. Each of these,

in turn, was analyzed in terms of (1) the generic nature of the

function; (2) the educational context; and (3) the implications

for the role of NIE. A comparative analysis was then performed

across these four R/D&I functions. This comparative analysis re-

vealed several common themes (most specifically: a requirement
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for NIE leadership; system building; and orchestration as the

major NIR role) and some sign:ficant differences.(nost specifically

intrelation to time frames, the meaning of "excellente"'for' each

function and key criteria for project selection). Finally,-two

brief scenario analyses were provided to illustrate how this policy

analysis might affect policy and strategy decisions.

2 Assissment of Educational R/D&I
\

Dece4ar.1976

Institutionalised Research, Development and Innovation (R/D&I)/

in education is little more than a decade old -- yet the RID&T

system capacity (as we can assess it now), our understanding

of the system and our ability to manage it have increased sir

nificantly.

There is now a need to develop and refine, over the next few

years, an inalybical framework and a relatively unobtrusive

monitoring system (for data gathering) with which the educ-.-

tionalR/D&I system could be assessed in terms both of pro-

gress made to date and of what night reasonably be expected in

the near term and longer term future. Such an assessment would

provide the basis for annual or periodic reviews of the edu-

cational R/D&I system.

The analytical framework and the monitoring system for such

assessment could be developed from a growing knowledge of

R/D&I in other sectors and of the conditions pertinent to the

education sector in particular.

In this brief overview report, we have suggested in broad terms

what such a framework might look like; what should be the basis

for assessment in the current and succeeding\periods; what is

the current status of key elements in the system and reasonable

near and longer term expectations for (based on the incomplete



and tentative evidence and impressionistic judgements available

at the time); and finally what major needs require consideration

in formulating federal polic and program initiatives.

This. report is based on some key premises:

1. that however weakiy linked or integrated, the insti-

tutions and personnel involved in the production and

Utilisation of educational R/D&I outputs do fanu a

"system" and not just a group of disaggregated entities;

pa

2. that R/D&I systems dharacteristically go through various

stages of growth and develOpment, with different needs aud

dynamics.being present at different stages of developmsnt;

3. that over the past two decades, federal funaing policies

have reflectedian increasingly broadening perspectivelof

what constitutes an educational R/D&I system;

4. that these premises or perspecttves have significant impli-

cations for long term planning and monitoring and for the

development of initiatives by a federal agency.

This report has three parts: (1) an 4essment of the development

of educational R/D&I system.daPabilities over the past two decades;

(2) an assessment (including a aiscussion of the basis for assessment)

of the current status and needs of major R/D&I functions (specifically:

basic research, problem-focused.research, development, dissemination

and evaluation research); and (3) a summary which suggests a general

format for federal funding of educational R/D&I.

While we do throughout the report note weaknesses in the educational

R/D&I system, we also emphasize that the current state of the educa-

tional R/D&I system must be assessed in terms of where it has been

and where it now has the potential to go -- not in terms of unrealistic

4
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expectations about "progress and output to date". Thus, it is

important to note that what we have found would be generally about

what one would expect to have found within a relotively young R/D&I

system. There are weaknesses, but there has been progress and there

are signs of the beginnings of a transition from the introductory

stages of development.

3. Strengthening Fundamental Research Relevant to Educ tion

August 1977

One part of NIE's overall responsibilit, is fundamental (basic) re-

search relevant to education. In order to better fulfill this part!

of its responsibility, N/E sorght the advice and counsel of the

National Academy of Sciences (NAS). Their advice and counsel were

presented in a report ertitled: "Fundamental Research and the

Process of Education" (1977). In response to the NAS report, the

Progr.m Lc.mmittee of the Nationai Council on Educational Research

(NCER) presented a series of policy recommendations. Most notably,

the NCER Program Committee recommended that 20% of NIE's iotal budget

te allocated to fundamental research by 1979 and at least 30% by 1985.'

While agreeing wtth the NAS conclusions that fundamental re-

sear& relevant to education does need to be strengthened, there

were a number of slgnificant and potentially very dysfunctional

deficiencies in the NAS report, and(lecially in the NCER Pro-

grem Committee recommendations. For example, inadequate con-

sideration was given to:

1) NIE's broad scope of responsibilities which.cover many,

areas rellevant to et ation -- e.g.: development,

disseminition, as well as the improvement of education

.as a practice -- NIE cannot consider policies and

strategies for fundamental research apart from its

other responsibilities.

4 '1
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2) the impact that NIE policies and strategies regarding

fundamental research could have on these other areas

of NIEls responsibilities;

3) the policy and strategy implications of a number of

critical aspects of the educational R/p&I context --

e.g.: the importance to education of experience-based

knowledge vis-a-vis researdh-based knowledge; the nature

of the educational fundamental researdh personnel and

institutional bases (nuMberl quality; Interest and com-

mitment t9 educationi current capabilities to produc-

tively use what levels of increased fundkalg; how fast

they can be "built up"); the relative immaturity of

educational EMU;

4) the role of NIE as a governmental, funding and "lead".

agency in relation to the educational R/D&I context;

5) rationales or criteria to guide the policy and stra-

tegy deliberations of NCER and NIE.

Most specifically, the NCER Program: Committee does not provide

a rationale for recommending that 20-30% of NIE's total budget

be allocated to fundamental research. Indeed, this recommenda-

tion appears to us to be highly dysfunctional When one consi-

ders that NIE has many other major responsibilities; that the

costs for such R/D&I functions are significantly higher for

applied research and for.development than for fundamental re-

search; that such a level of resource allocation could not

help but restrict NIE's program planning flexibility.

Finally, the NAS report could be interpreted as providing a

rational (1) that NIE is not needed as a funding agency; and/

or (2) thit there is no need to fund fundamental research

whose focus is education per se.
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This policy analysis, then, was developed to call attention to issues

such as those above; to..ple consideration of fundmtental research

in a broader perspective of a total process of innovation, of NIEls

more broadly *coped roles, and of the educational R/D&I context;

and in so doing, to help provide a sounder basis both for the NAS

committee's basic conclusion (that fundamental research relevant to

education should be strengthened) and for policy/strategy decisions

related to the conclusidiu In this analysis, we do suggest a fund-

ing strategy as au alternative to the recommendations of the NCER

Program Committee, as well as specific funding purposes, and other

non-funding strategies. '

4. Regionalism in the Educational R/D&I Context

Deceibtr 1977

As with the issue of agency/field relations, the issue of regionalism

in the educational R/D&I context was selected by NIE. The importance

of regionalism as an issue for NIE can only be understood in terms of

the interactive impact on NIE of two aspects of the educational R/D&I:

the "regional" educational R&D labs and the political environment of NIE.

First, in the mid 1960's, twenty educational BAD labs were established

by the Office of Education (OE) under congressional legislation. By

the mid 1970's, only eight of these labs remained, and their regional

orientation had been lost to a very great extent. Currently NIE has

responsibility for (and allocates a significant portion of its budget

to) these remaining labs, even though they are autonomous organizations

and are not technically a program of NIE.

Second, NIE's re-authorizing legislation specifies that a significant

portion of NIE's budget be used to insure that: the educational R&D needs

of all regions of the country are met. The intent of the legislation

appears to mean support for regional educational R&D labs, and the legis-

lation has been so interpreted by the National COuncil on Educational

Research (NCER ResolUtion 18).

4 *-
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At the outset of this analysis, we noted a lack of clear mud common

understanding about regionalism per se: nature and meaning of region-

alism; the factors and dynamics which most critically impact regionalism;

the contextual *forces which push for or against regionalism or particular

kinds.of regional approaches; the nature and implications of altrna-

tive ways of conceptualizing, and designing for regionalism. Thus, we

chose to attempt to understand regionalism in ways that would be helpful

to policy makers. In so doing, we found we were, in effect, breaking

much new ground.

To develop such an understanding of regionalism we chose first to examine

the context for regionalism. Thus, the analysis first overviews both the

educational VII&I context and th6,federal context (since NIE is a federal

agency). As a next step, the analysis develops'an mderstanding of con-

ceptual and operational aspects of regionalism. The third step was to

look at regionalism in relation to the variousE/D&I functions. The

final step, then, was to ask how these various aspects 4 the regional-

ism issue converge and interact in terns of designing dr regionalism

from the perspective of a mission-oriented agency such as NIE.

5. A Contextual Approach. to\Program PlanninA

September 1977

Unlike the rest of the materials in this collection, this piece does

not provide a completed policy study. For the reasons to be later

described in t14 preface to this paper the project could not be carried

out as planned. However, the introductory section had been written

prior to the aborting of the project and this contained some com:epts

which added an important dimension to our work. As such it was submitted

to NIE as an interesting ihink-piece, and is therefore included in this

spirit as part of the total collection of policy studies.
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The paper focuses on the political context of the program planning process,

but recognizing that NIE functions at the intersection of the political

and scientific systems of which it is a pert.. As such, it elaborates on

a point' made in the Agency/Field Relations study in which we pointed.out

the need for NIE to take into account not only programmatic outputs., but

also impact on the R/D6I system and its constituency, in its decision

making.

The paper goes on to focus on the inadequacies of process and rational-

systems frameworks for program planning and to make the case for the

building in of political consideratiova in planning, namely such require-k

meats as the need "to satisfice",.to base policy making on incremental

steps, etc. This then becomes integrated into system-wide considerations,

which were to have included (but have not been developed in this paper)

the implications for all the R/D6sI system features (funding, personnel,

research, development, disseminatioa, and so on). This leads to the

recommendation that program planning should be conducted within a two

dimensional framework, at the program level (in terms of values to

NIE stakeholders: political system building) and at the project level

(across the functional features of educational R/D&I: R/D&I system

building). Finally, some considerations for the monitoring require-

ments to be generated are discussed. A

6. R&D Coordination in the Social Science Context

November 1977

This analysis is a summarization (in modified form) of a paper pre-

sented at the Conference on Social Research Organizations at the

University of Pittsburgh on October 20-22, 1977.

Coordination is a critical iisue from a number of perspectives:

Among the various R/D&I functions; between knowledge producers qnd

knowledge users; among the various institution4 and personnel and
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across the various programs within a specific RJD&I function such as

research; in terms of R/D&I system maturation and development; between

funders and the "field"; and so.on. Further, in the social science

context, R&D cobrdination is especially problematic.

In ihis policy analysis, we view coordination from.a broad rather than

a narrow understanding of the concept of coordination -- a broad under-

standing which is not limited to issues of timing, resource'allocation

and integration in selection to specific programs, projects and related

personnel activities. Rather, our, understanding of coordination is one

which focuses on the nature and needs.of a total process of innovation,

which considers the meaning of coordination in relation to e total

process of innovationi) to an R/D&I system of which specific organizations

and their programs, etc., are a part; in relation to the larger con-

text within which the R/D&I system and its organizaiions, programs and

personnel exist and with which they interact; in relation to RID&I

system needs and purposes as well as the needs and purposes of organi-

zations and their programs.

We have in this analysis attempted first to gain an understand-

ing of the context of social science R&D can impact and be im-

pacted by social science R&D' coordination. Thus, me have in this

analysis raised issues of R&D system maturation, emergent process

of coordination, lead roles and agencies, and the nature of

problems atsociated with the purposes social science R&D coordina-

tion might be intended to serve. These are, we believe, the_type

of issues which are critical for R&D coordination in the social

science context.

7. Analysis, Selection and Planning of Programs and Projects by

the Division of Industrial Energy Conservation of the Energy

R&D Administration: Phase One Report

September 1977

The Industrial Energy Conservation Division (INDUS) of the Energy

4

4
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Research. and Development Administration (ERDA) has a mission which

is broad in scope; requires consideration of many complex factors;

must often be accomplished under conditions of high uncertainty

or risk; and may involve conflicting governmental goals. Further,

consideration must be, given.to the fact that INDUS roast accomplish

its mission as a "lead agency"'among many autonomous institutions

(industries) which have a large degree of ultimate control over the

accomplishment of INDUS's mission. Further yet, since INDUS is

a funding agency, there will be a "multitude of voices" besetting

and beseeching the Agency for funding.

Thus, it is iMperative that MOUS have a 'incest; for the analysis,

selection and planning of programs and projects width:

1) permits analysis, selection and planning to be'grounded

in, a co4rehensive knowledge of the broad range of relevant

system and environmental factors;

2) at the same time, permits identification of those factors

which are most critical and/or about which current infor-

mation is inadequate; .

3) takes into consideration not only the knowledge production

issues of RAD but also the "downstreae knowledge utili-

zation issues and lietage issues of need identification,

dissemination (includiug marketing, distribution, diffusion)

and evaluation;

4) takes iuto consila.-stion the nature andmdynamics of the

relationship between INDVS as a funding, lead agency and

the "field" of knowledge producers and knowledge users;

5) takes.into consideration both long and short term needs,

dynamics and program/pioject implications;
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6) permits orchestration and synergy across programs and

projects.

This report, than, focuses on the development, in a manageable and

useful format, of such an analysis, selection and planning process.

The process suggested builds upon but extends current INDUS processes.

It distinguilhes between mission areas, programs and projects; thus

projects are not considered in isolation but in terms of "port-

folios" (i.e., programs). It provides both for organizational memory

and for monitoring.

This report is a "phase one" report. It provides a basic out- =

line of an analysis, selection aulplanning system in the form' of

flow charts and of specific questions to be raised at various

stages of ehe selection and planning process. These are tenta-

tive and will require considerable interaction with INDUS per-

sonnel in order for the system design to be "tailored" to the,

ipecific context and needs of INDUS. This will be the focus of

"phase two" of this project.

8. A Contextual Approach to Development and the Role of

echnology in Developing Countries

SepteMber 1977

The subject of the role of techrology in development of LDCs

(Less Developed Countries) has received a great deal of atten-

tion in economic, science policy, R&D management and inno-

vation literatures. To date, howaver, our knowledge is

fragmented and often conflicting. Two of the prime bodies of

the literature are focused on questions of:
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(1) "Appropriate Technoitkgy" -- which is concerned with

. whmt kinds of technoiogies are appropriate to LDCs

with their low capital nd high unskilled labor

availabilities as cooper d to the converse for the

-Weitern nations, which are sources of most

technology; with the implicit ions that the techno-

logies which have been exportê frmm the advanced

nations to the LDCs have not be n appropriate; and

(2) "Dependency Theory" -- which critic es the role of the

western nations in third world count ies (in terms of

their having denuded LDCs of capita itock and of having

replaced political colonialism with economic and

technology based control).

These two perspectives find little integration in the existing

literature. Nor do we find much to guide us in developing a

comprehensive perspective as to the conditions that are determinate

of appropriateness. Nor are we presented with any entry points to

break into the dilemma between the desire to avoid dependency and

the need to benefit from the sources of most technology thaKreside

in the West -- usually within multi-national corporations (NNCs).

There was clearly,a need to have a framework of anAlysis that could

identify the rich complex of variables (political, economic, social,

cultural and technological).that needed to be considered, and

within which the tensions could be resolved. Besides being able

to say what really did make a given technology more or less

appropriate or what did/should determine the choice of techniques,

we needed to be able to go further and identify "appropriate

products," "appropriate R&D systems," etc. Clearly, the problems

called for contextual analysis. In .this work we are embedding the

existing bodies of theory and current political issues (national

and_international) in our analytical scheme.
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PREFACE

I. TEE CONTEXT OF THE ISSUE

Before beginning our analysis of the appropriate balance be-

tween "Field-Initiated and Agency-D4rected" Ral it will be imoor-.

tan to frame the issue in its proper context. This can be intro-

duced b

What

general

utilize

a brief'discussion cm. some central questions for NIE today.

e.NIR's responsibilities towards U.S. education in

educational R&D in particular? How can the Agency

a ry limited budget for the best short and long term

effect,.aud ght it justify a proper increase in this budget?

These are central policy questions, as are midi related issues as:

the number and types of personne -equired within the Agency; the

proper place of an in-house Research effort (if any); how NIE

Should relate to the "Field"; the current priorities for N/ in

the "Field"; and NIE's relations with other Agencies that may be

playing roles in either educational R&D or in educational practice.

Any attempt to deal with these issues must begin with a res-,

egnition of their inter-connectedness. For all its looseness, its

inadequacielio there is an educational R&D system to be dealt with

and NIE is a critical element of that system. What is done in one

area or in relation to one issue,will likely affect other areas

aSd have impact on other issues. For example, the buili-up of

development efforts in the past has had implications for the state

of Applied Research and the needs and opportunities for Dissemina-

tion now. What the Agency adopts as its mission will deternine its

budgetary priorities and ii turn how it should and could relate to

the Field.

The recognition of the current state of educational RAD (in-

cluding the total innovation process) is as critical as the rec-

ognition of its systemic character. It is loose; gaps are

characteristic; and inadequacies are all too +mon. In short, it

is a very "immature" and weak R&D system. What then are the im-

plications of these two characteristics of being a system and being

immature and weak?

r;
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If education is to(Se served4y a quality RAID system, two major
1

requirements will need to be satisfied. These involve (a) system build-

ins, maintenence and protection and (b) system orchestration.

Only futility and frustration can come from po I thies that ignore e

state Of the educatioal R&D system; policies which plicitly assume:

viable Research/Development/Dissemination and other institutions which

are reasonably well linked.to each other and to practice; policies which

assume that Users are able to adopt quality R&D outputs, able to.properly

generate and implement their own significant innovations and able to iden-

tify,and feed forward their real needs to Developers, etc.; policies which

assume that the provision of funds to procure R&D outputs and programa are

the primary requirement for success. We suggest, in contrast, that system

building, institution buildine and rebuilding, and personnel development

are top current priorities for educational R&D. Further, it is not enough

merely to build. A fragile, politically exposed and weak system must be

maintained and protected.

A mature R&D sYStem orchestrates itself. Relationships are wall de-

veloped. Participants know what to seek and to deliver, from and to where,

and what to expect and trust. Au immature system needs help to grow, to'

learn how to adhieve such a self organizing state.

These are the needs. NIE may not be the largest governmental contrib...

Utor to the educational R&D establiehment, but it is the lead, the core-dis-

cretionary agency. NIE must take responsibility for the system building

and Orchestrating. No other body can or will. NIE could walk away or be .1

prevented, politically, from assuming this mission; but the need would

remain, as well as the ensuing frustration. In our analysis we have taken

the assumption of thi mission as a given, along with our premise that

there is an. educational RAD system, albeit immat,ire and weak.

This sets the scene for our analysis. If we are to understand the

factors that determine the what, When, how much and how of the "Field-

Initiated vs AgencyAArected" R&D issue, it.must be in terms If our under-

standing of the total educational R&D sy*cem as it now is; as we might

wish it to become; and as it varies across the differing elements of the

system (e.g. ad between Research and Development). To do this we need an

appreciation of What is fundemental and generic in R&D and 'What is charac-

teristic of the present educational R&D context.

6



Such understanding will need development and presentation if

we are to be able to deal with the issue at hand. It may, incl.-

dently (because of the aforementioned inter-connectedness of

system issues) also provide soma insight to the type of questions

raised at the start of this preface. Soma very brief thoughts on

those questions may be a fitting introduction and entree into our

analysis.

II. SOME RELATED ISSUES

The limited size of NIE's budget in relation to the needs, and

even in comparison to what is being spent in total an educational

RAD, is well recognized in the Agency and in the National Council

on Educational Research. What are some insights that may be help-

ful in developing Parameters and guidelines for budgetaryplanninK

that may be derived from the analysis that we present below?

This is clearly a large policy issue and we cen only hope to

suggest some useful perspectives in these few comments.

We would need to begin with an evaluation of the capacity of

the RAD system, overall and across its parts (or functions as we

mill be terming then--Basic Research, Problem-Focused Research,

Development, Dissemination, etc.). What is there naw (in terms of

capacity, product inventories, etc.)? What can be delivered? What

is needed (capacity, outputs) now and over the longer term? In our

analysis we will point out the needs and requirements of the diff-

erent functions--and haw these may differ over time.

Specifically, in our analysis we will note Chat because of

funding poticies in relation to the Development runction, there are

some quality Development organizations and an inventory of Develop-

ment product.i. What has been missing have been the quality control

/function, the Developer/User linkage and the User/Product matching

(and tailoring) functions. We will further note in our analysis

that the Problem,Focused Research and,(until recently) the Dis-

semination functions have not been well developed and are weak.

We will note that overall Ole educational R&D system is relatively

immature.

4.4ti.



To illustrate how these budgetary parameters might,be applied,

let us consider what a "balanced" funding procuss for Research,

Development and Dissemination might be, given the existing staie' of

I
these syste functions.

...

As we oted, a relatively large amount of funding has been pro-

vided in the past for Development, while Problem-Focused Research
C

and (until recently) Dissemination has been relatively less developed.

Thus, a "balinced" budget plan might be:

1. Since there are now a sizeable number of Development

products available, reduce current Development fund-

ing--to that minimal level necessary to maintain the

existing high quality centers.

2. Since Dissemination Las been.ioeseently fragment's

ed, direct significant funding to Dissemination--but

not so much as to build a. system that would overWhela

Users. At this time, quality control, sorting and

technical service would likely need to be a part of

the.function.

3. Since /urge scale Froblem.Focused Research has been neg-

lected, provide major funding here-for system build4ing--

but not at a level greater'than the capacity of the

function to abzOrb productively..

4. Provide moderate funding for Basis Research, for long-

term aystem-building purposes.

4 A funding strategy such as the above would, of course, have to

consider existing funding realities, political conditions and the

particular current needs of Users.

Additional considerations will be important for such a "system

building" budget and policy orientation. For example:

1. There must be funding stability over time. System

building is a sustained rather than an "in-and-out"

process. A three to five year period would be minimal

for au kind of systembuildingand would be com-

pletely inadequate in the Research function. For total

system building, a much longer time frame is required.
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2. System building is different you procurement of a product,

and this fact has signific&nt implications for funding

policies. For the procurement of a product, open competi-

tive bidding is often a systemically valid strategy because the

product (not an institution) is the concern. In system bailding

ing, the reyeese holds true--the instir tional (and personnel)

base is the prithary concern--not a product.

3. From the poliiical point of view it may be vital to.attempt to

educate the relevant communities as to the state of the edu-

cational R&D system and to the fact that the next few years

have to be seen as a period of long term capital investment--

if we are not to be burdened in the future with the errors of

the past as we seam to be today. Perhaps this is the only

meaningful justification that can be used for added Agency

funding that will not return teiplague educational R&D in the

near future.

Thkse last points warrant further consideration. As we will note )1/

the lanalysis, system building req4res continuity end concentration. Di-

reetion and orchestration must be provided from some system-wide agency

such as NIE. Thus, Agency efforts cannot be scattered and non-directive

and still ae affective. This, in turn, implies a tighter degree of selec-

tivity and control by the Agency than would be possible under standard RFP

and competitive bidding procedures. Thus, there is a dilemma--there are

legal and political constraints involved in a "sole source" approach (Obach

would be a relevant mode of funding for system building purposes).

Thus, as our analysis will indicate, it becomes imioortant for NIE to

know what is needed, to be aware of the legal/political constraints, and to

find ways to mSdiate the tension between needs and constraints--i.e., meet-

ing the needs without violating the constraints. Perhaps one mode of such

mediation would be for NIE, acting in consort with other agencies facing

the same tension, to apprise the Congress and other relevant groups of the

iong-l'erm requIrements for system building as contrasted to procurement

approaches to funding, given the current system state and needs.

In the above discussion, ue have touched upon two\other issuer relevant

to NIE Aich are discussed in our analysis: inter-agenC'y coordination and

- internal NIE staf4nA (especially the question of an internal NIE Research

capability).

I/

.I) 7
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Although a detailed analysis and discussion would be beyond our

current scope of effort, our analysis indicates thatjater-agencY.

coordination and orchestration is a key NIE role--both because NIE is
At

the lead agency in educettOeal R&D and becausesmore funding of educa-

tional R&D is provided outside of NIE than by NIE. As we noted

earlier, this may at times mean that a significant portion oi NIE

efforts may be applied toward a specific critical area even though

relativelt little of NIB', Padget, is applied to this seme.area. Stated

,another way, NIE's focus of concern should be with needs, not only with

the implications of its budget per se.

Our analysis also suggests that the way NIE proliides for its own

internal staffing will have a critical effect on the' direction and

, effectivent , of the Institute. For example, the NIE role of orches-

tration requires personnel who have skills in orchestration and in

facilitating collaboration between people and/or between institu-

. tions and agencies.. Additional14, NIE will need some personnel who

have "political savvy"o. For another exaMple, our analysis will

suggesta need to build the Research fUnction and will further sug-

gest that only by having an ,internel Research capability will NIE be

able to orChestrate the building of the Research functions.

We might also comment-briefly on ehe issue of NIE "rul.es of

thumb" (such as: "only offer a grants competition when a total of

one million dollars can be provided and when you can fund 257. of the

proposals submitted"). We would not be concerned with the amount

and the percentage figures per se. Rather we would note that there is

an ihherent system logic in such a rule of thuMb.--i.e., it is correct

that the expectations of the field should not be raised beyond

reasonable levtls of potential for fulfillment. We would further

note, however, that "rules of thumb" tend, too oftvn to'fall into the

trap of ignoring critical system or function dynamics, conditions,

needs and requirements. In the above case the danger would be that

such a grants competition would be used in an area so lacking'in

Excellence that the funding of 25% of proposals at the one million .

dollar total level would tend to trap the.Agency into ind?.ed provid-
.

ing the funds to low qualiv, law-success-probabfqty projects.
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One final comment. Our analysis may at first glance appear overly-

extended !or such a "simple" problem as'the Field-Initiated vs. Agency-

Directed issue. Our point is precisely that this is not a simple question--

it is embedded within other more fundamental system issues, and NIE's re-

Lponse will have system-wide impact. Thus, the only appropriate analysis is

a system analysis. Additionally, this am: sis has shed light on other

issues confronting NIE--a good illustration of the "multi-purpose effects"

concept we will introduce rn this report.

.e.

REPORT ORGANIZATION AND PREPARATION

In the pages that follow, our report will:

1. describe our method of analysis;

2. analyze the NIE/field relationship issue from both the generic

and educational.contitxt perspectives in four major functional

areas of educational R/D&I--Research, Development, Dissemina-

tionelind EvaluatOn Research;

3. outline potential implications of the analysis for NIE pol-

icies and strategies in eadh of the four functional areas;

4. provide hypothetical scenarios to illustrate the implications

of potential policy and strategy decisions of NIE.

The policy analysis is framed within the overall contextual issue

of the relationship between a mission-oriented federal agency (NIE)

and the operative R/D&I community in a specific sectoral context (edu-

cation in the United States). The specific issue of Field-Initiated

vs. Agency-Directed Procurement is treated as a sub-issue of the larger

Agency/Field relationship issue.

Reference

Seiber, Sam D., "The Requirements of a National Educational R&D SysteM"

in Educational Researcher, December 1975 (p 3-6).

**
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This policy analysis has beeu prepared by staff members of the

Northwestern University Center for the Interdisciplinary Study of

Science and Technology under contract # NIS-C-400-76-01W.

The Center is an interdisciplinary Research center that exists

*to focus the broad 'and varied interests of a number of Northwestern.

University faculty concerned with the moral, philosophical, cultural,

social, econamic, and political significance of science and technology.

An area of special concentration is on R&D management systems and

problems as they are encountered in a variety of8sectors (e.g., in-

dustry, law enforcement, and education). The Center brings together

interdisciplinary talents frmm such diverse fields as management,
.

economics, history, philosophy; education, journalism, the physical and

biological sciences, engineering, psychology, sociology, anthropology,

and religion. Faculty and staff associated with the Center are drawn

'From several organizational units of the University, including personnel

with appointments in the Graduate School of Management, the School of

Education, the College of Arts and Sciences, the Technological Insti-

tute and others Center Associates are affiliated with universities

and Research institutes across the country and in a number of other

nations.
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DEFINITION OF IssuEs AND METHOD OF ANALYSIS

ISSUE DEFINITION

1. Initial NIE Concerns

As presented to us by NIE, thq concerns of the Agency focused on

two questions of prbturement policy. Foremost was the question of

determining the appropriate balance between "Field-Initiated" versus

"NIB-Directed" R&D. The Agency had been receiving considerable

criticism from the field, reflecting the view that too liiited a role

was permitted the field in the design of either broad programs or

specific,procurements. Many of those unhappy with the present charac-

ter of procurements were suggesting that the Institute commit itself

to a predetermined funding percentage for field-initiated R&D. The .

expectation was that such a predetermined set-aside formula would

create a larger flow of funds into field-initiated work than had recently

been the case. The National Council n ducational Research, in its

desire tf be responsive to the field, quested a reifiew of NIE procure-

ment poliCies and some careful consideration of the question of how

Agency policy might be developed on the matter of the appropriate

balance between Field-Initiated and NIE-Dirocted R&D.

A second, related question involved determining the appropriate

mechanisms'for procuring Field-Initiated and NIE-Directed work. Of

particular concein were questions about the nature and extent of

direction that an agency could justify building into procurement

mechanisms, specifically with the requirements and language of I6Ps

(as these might constrain project conception, design, execution, etcb)

and most particularly whether the RFP should be used at all in the

R&D funding contoxt.

2. Our Reformulation of the Issue 3

'In thinking about these questions, we were struck by the rather

fundamental and broad-ranging implications of the questions raised,

especially when viewed from the framework of our understanding of RGD



systems and processes. In order to deal with these far-reaching issues

in a meaningfill way, it seemed to us that there were some critical

prior questions to be addressed and clarilied. Therefore, we proceeded

to reformulate the questions of concern to the Institute in a manner

that we felt.would best permit us to shed some light and suggest some

directions for policy development.

OUT consideration began with recognition of two defining features

of the Agency's character: first, that NIE is a mission-oriented R4D

agency; and second, that NIE is the lead agency for.federal activity

with respect to Research and Drvelopment in education. Given that

role, its funding policies would have to be understood in terms of its

purposes as'se impact on the total education iector's Research,

Development and Innovation (R/DU) system. What the balance of differ-

ent types of funding should be and how an agency should relate to the

field with which it worked would depend on the purposes the agency was

trying to achieve across all aspects of the R/D4I system. The nature

of this behavior would need to be fitted to whatever it was necessary

for NIB to do if it were to achieve its' mission in all its R/D4I system

aspects. Percentaie of field-initiated programs and type of procure-

ment mechanism used could be viewed in this light as indicators or as

symptoms of Agency/Field behavior rather than as direct policy lever-

age points. Therefore, it seemed to us, our analysis could be focused

most fruitgialy on more fundamental questions concerning NIE's mission

and purposes in relation to the field's needs and conditions. Answers

to these prior questions, if seen as determinants of necessary Agency

behavior, would suggest what the appropriate Field-Initiated/Agency-

Direct6d balances should be at any particular time, and would suggest,

too, the most appropriate procurement mechanisms for each individual

case. With this set of assumptions as our starting point, we then

began to formulate our analytical strategy.

3. The Relationship of this Analysis to Current NIE Analyses of this

Issue

In carrying out our analysis the results of ecent in-house NIE
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efforts (specifically the Duffy et al.1976 memos) were made available

fo us. We deem it appropriate to point out the areas of similarity

and points of departure between our.analysis and the NIE in-house .

report.

A. Review and Interpretation of the Duffy Report

From our perspective, the NIB study was a rich, on-target

discussion but one that was acutely limited by its narrowness of fe.cus.

We make this criticism on two grounds.

a) The report lacks an overall R/DU systems perspective,

casting its afgumonts in terms most relevant to the Research function,

but far less ipproir;Ate to the, NIE purposes wi.h respect to, and the

generic issues inherent in, such other functions as Development,

Dissemination, etc.

b) The discussion was,. in our view, more than necessarily

couched in terms of a Field/giency dichotomy (an "us" versus "them"

-peTspective) . --Rather, it will, as we-will show, be vital to recognize

NIE's integral place as a part of the educational R/DU system. Despite

these criticisms we would bp remiss if we failed to comment on the

quality of the analysis wit ix the above stated constraints.

B. Our Approach

By contrast, our 'approach grows out of and builds on a systems

perspective, with NIE's mission being viewed in terms of its impact,

as an integral part of the system, on the educatio, al R/M. system's
1

health, functioning and outputs. Further, growing gut of this systems

perspective, and as is inherent in our general analytical method, we

engage in a broader, more systematic analysis vf R/D4I functions and

the range of conditions affecting the system. Finally, we note that

procurement is but one of the range of behaviors available to NIE by

which it can influence the system and that behavior must be evaluated

in its totality.

Thus, the essence of the issue as we see it is: how does NIE

12:cl_p_ppIgtlieveitsurosesthilrocurementsandother Agency actions,



taken in consort with and as part of the field?

4.

4. NIE Purposes

A. The Multiplicity of Purpoles

Central in determing NIE's poroper modes of behavior must be its

mission in relation to the educational R/D&I system. While NIB can be

conceived as seeking many individual goals these can be usefully grouped

under the following general systems dimensions:

1. Substantive outputs of the R/D&I system (knowledge, products,

services, etc.) - The systems throughput dimension.

2. System capacity building (instiptions, linkages, personnel,

etc.) - The level or maturity and capability of the system

itself.

3. Alfenenvironment (support, prestige, legiti-

macy, etc.)- The system environment.

Procurements tend to be thought of primarily in terns of the

first of these categories the direct purchase of R/D&I activities to

generate knowledge, produce programs, products, etc., or to provide

services. Occasionally, ,gencies procure capability-building activi-

ties directly, as in the provision of institutional support, or the

funding of training programs or graduate or post-doctoral fellowships.

But forthe. most part, procurements are designed and managed by

agency personnel as individual projects or programs designed to pro-

duce specific outputs for the use of the operational system or the

R/D&I system itself.

What tends to be overlooked is the extent to which these mani-

festly single-purpoqe procurements tend to have multi-purpose impli-

cations: in almost every procurement (or other Agency behavior), more

than one of these purposes will be involved, whether implicitly or

explicitly. Thus, the award of a grant to an R&D institution to

support a specific project may also have an impact on that institution's

capacity to perform in the future (e.g.,by permitting it to hire



additional personnel, by the added experience that may result).

timilarly, the provision of an institutional support grant may result

in the conduct of R&D programs whose outputs may not have been speci-

fically sought but,which ate of considerable value, and at the same

time act so as to increase that institution's legitimacy vis vis

various of its publics..

Consequently, it belomes essential for an agency to be very clear

about.its purposes, those entailing system building and affecting the

system environment as well as the use of system capacity,to produce

substantive outputs. And too, it seems important to develpp some

recognition of the legitimacy of latent as well as manifest purposes

for Olocurements as well as other Agency actions;

Manifest and Latent Purposes

The legitU4cy of lateitt as well as manifest purposes of Agency

actions is a poin that mrits some elaboration. The manifest reason

4 for supporting a particular project may hlave little relevance to the

real reason, which is latent, implicit, and infrequently made clear

to members of the R&D community ana/or relevant publics. A particular

pitoject may receive funding npt so much because of the immediate

payoff expected from the project itself but rather because of the support

it is providing for a certain*type or group of graduate students, or

because it is expected that if.a certain Researcher is suppOrted long

enough he is bound .co make very substantial contributions to the field.

In such cases, defending a project in terms of its manifest purpose

may be difficult, but justifying it in terms of long-term capability-

building needg may be much less of a problem. Or to consider a some-

what different example, an agency may be subjected to considerable

pressure to supiort a particular kind of program, and the pressure

may'be sufttantial enough to have serious enough ramifications to

jeopardize achievement of important objectivet. In such a case, an

agency may have little interest in the manifest purpose of a project,

but may_support it for the latent purpose of re icvi undue stress

on the system.



The essential point here is that procurements may prov4le the

greatest long-range payoff if they arc designed with-multi-pu poses in

mind, and if Agency personnel can design them creatively to s rve

latent is well as manifest purposes. What would seem to be ne ded, then,

are deliberate Agency strategies to capitalize on the multiplicity of

consequences from specific Agency actions, to maximize possibld gains

and minimize possibfe costs from potential multiple and intpraction

effects across the latenttand manifest purposes of given procurements.

0
C. Interabtion Effects

This issue of interaction effects is one of the most critical

points that seems to be overlooked in the develupment of Ageficy policies.

Once an Agency comes to view its. beh.Aoar in terms of interactions

among seemingly discrete actions, an entirely different kind of

understanding emetges of the potentially far-reaching systemic impli-

cations of individual decisions and policies! Different purposes can

interact with one another (a poipt we shall return to shortly). Pur-
,

poses can interact with procurement mechanisms -- e.g., a mechanism

used to procure Basic Research outputs can have Major implications

for long-term capacity-building. Purposes and mechanisms can interact

with.contextual conditions.4 e.g., the state of development of the

system; a strategy that may have been ineffective a decade ago may be

highly successful in achieving certain purposes now or ten years from

now.

The point is perhaps made most clearly by examining potential

interaction effects among purposes, both within a single procurement

and across the totality of procurements made by an agency. A procure-

ment can lead to the creation of outputs and lead to an imnrovement

in the system environment. Or, it can lead to a deteriorat; n in the

environment if, for example, that particular output is seen as

offensive to certain key elements. It could also load to a destruction

of R/KI system capacity by, for example, moving critical resources

away from their most productive areas of applixation.

When one examines patterns of Agency actions across procurements
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i.e., when one considers potential interactions among the discrete

procurements that make up an agency's "portfolio" -- interactions of

an even loss obvious nature becow apparent. Across programs, the

outputs may reinforce each other (synergistic effects). Or they may

Counteract each other in the manner of what might be called "anti-

purposes" -- i.e., taking a specific action in pursuit of one purpose

may make more difficult the achievement of another purpose. The use

of RFPs to procure certain kinds of Research, for instance, might

well have anti-purpose effects if a by-product is turning off the

best Research talents, suggesting to them that Research funding in

the field of education is unlikely to be forthcoming withmt untenable

constraints. Such eltcts may be immediate in their interantion or

observable only in lagged and in second- and third-order manifestations.

If an agency decides to design procurements that are ,deliberately

multi-purpose in nature, it becomes essential for agency personnel to

have a cleaz understanding of the kinds of procurement "a&-ons" that

tend to be congruent vs. incongruent with each other, functional vs.

dysfunctional.

Portfolio effects may be discernible within'institutions as well

as across institutions. It is common to observe how R&D institutions

become shaped by the patterns of funding that become available to them.

If a single agency provides a particularly large share of an organiza-

tion's total funang, agency actions can have the effect of molding

br changing the very character of such organizations.

In summar , then, interaction effects will need to be considered

in terms of their:

- synergistic effects

- congruency/incongruency with each other

- lagged (and indirect/second and third-order) effects

- cumulative effects within and on institutions and personnel

The essential point is that multi-purpose effects are inevitable.

The issue is not whether there should be multi-purposes but rather
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uhether they are to be recognized or ignored, and if recognized to be

dealt with and capitalized upon or anti-purposes minimized.

S. The Functional Context of NIE Purposes

Up to this peint, we have considered three sets of purposes that

can be affected by procurements and other Agency behaviors. We turn

now to consideration of the second major building block of our analyti-

cal approach.

NIE's purposes are achieved through the carrying out of various

activities that can be categorized by R/DU functions: Research,

Development, Dissemination, etc. Achieving the same purposes (e.g.,

institution building or affecting the system environment) may call for

.different Agency behaviors in relation to these different functions.

Building Research institutions may demand strategies very different

from those required to build Development organizations. The mechanisms

that are appropriate for procuring Development products may be quite

inappropriate for procuring Basic Research studies, and so forth.

Similarly, the types of skills and experience required within NIE

to work with personnel and institutions inwlved in Basic Research are

likely to be rather different from those required when working with

those involved in the Dissemination function. Therefore, it follows

that the determination of Agency behaviors (of all kinds) are likely

to be highly dependent on the R/DU functions with which they are

involved, and this consideration must be refl;pd in our policy

analysis.

To make such analysis possle, it was necessary for us to select

a set of R/DU functions that seemed to be reflective of the bulk of

the activities that go on within educational R/D&I and that become the

ob1a:1 Jf NTE procurement and other Agency activities. With this in

mind, we selected the following R/D&I functions (or groupings of

functions)to become the focus of our analysis.*

* In the RAM systems analysis scheme we use generally, we treat Need

Identification as a discrete function. In education, however, where

specialized Need Ideneification mechanisms tend to be lacking, Need
Identification is carried out as an Ltegral part of each function. We

have therefore treated Need Identification this way in our policy analysis.



A. Research

Research can vary along a series of multi-dimensional continua,

generally categorized as going from Basic to Applied. We fully

recopize the debate involved in such categorization and the diffi-

culties involved in the usual over-simplification so implied. Never-.

theless there are, for our purposes in relation to discussing appropriate

Agency behavior, impoztant potential differences between what is

required to deal:with Basic Research, which is largely involvea in the

search for knowledge for its own sake, and what is required for applied

work that goes on in relation to well-defined problem areas. We will

therefore examine these two types of Research as being representative ."

of the range of activities with which NIB may become

thinking through the implications of ouranalyrls-ficr the particular

kinds of Research NIE procures, Agency personnel can make the necessary

accommodations to variations encountered between these two extemes.

The two stb-functions therefore will be:-

1. Basic Research (the seeking of knowledge for its own sake)

2. Problem Focused (or Applied)Research. As used here and

later in this analysis "problem" refers to a social or

practice-centered problem rather than to the kind of

,intellectual or discipline-based problem that is central

to Basic Research.

B. Development

Wherea$ what we are calling Problem-Focused Research is oriented

toward problem areas w thin education, Development work tends to be

focused on the design aad elaboration of products, processes, programs,

procedures, practices, etc. that attempt to deal with identified

problems or needs. For simplicity of usage, we will generally use the

term "products" to describe the outputs orthe Development process.

However, it should be understood clearly that we have the full array

of Dvelopment outputs in mind -- programs, procedures, strategies,

practices, etc. as wcil as the narrower category of outputs generally



thought of as "products.",

C. Dissemination/Implementation/Utilization

The functions within this cluster are typically treated separately

in R/DU systems analyses (at least as between Dissemination and the

other two). We will.Aink them in this analysis since this is a

characteristic of the educational RIDGI system: its relatively low

level of maturity and'the general absence of institutionalized integral

User change agent functions make this a necessity. The focus of our

analysis will be placed on the Dissemination function, since It is here,

in system-level linkages (rather than within the User setting that

shapes Implementation/Utilization), that NIE efforts can have more

substantial impact. However, it should be noted that any future ex-

pansions of our analysis should involve specific detailed analysis of

the Implementation/Utilization functiops.

D. Evaluation/Policy Research

Evaluation and Policy Research are often grouped together. In

education'this seems particularly fitting since Policy Research in

education so often involves one or another form .of Evaluation Research.

However,.there are important differences between Lvaluation Research

and Policy. Research, and they may require some extended separate

treatment. .Since it appears that che bulk of NIE's efforts in these

areas are more directly involved with Evaluation Research, we will

focus on this function in our analysis. Again, further work could

expand on the specific issues related to Policy Research.

L.__E/J2.&_Lsat_ej_ncontext

We hay, seen up to th.4s irt in the analysis that achieving the

same Agency purposes may require scAewbat different Agency behaviors

in relation to different R/D&I functions. But beyond this, for R/D&I

functions and their generic requirements to be understooa in terms

that seem congruent with concrete empiricdlreality, it becomes im-

portant to see each function within a total R/D&I system context.



We define an R/DU system context as the joint interaction of

three elements:

1. the R/IAI functions, as described above.

2. operating conditions within a particular R/IAI system

(e.g., the maturity of the system; the types and quality

of personnel available; the types and quality of the insti-

tutions available; the state of development of the know-

ledge/technology base; the nature of the information

systems and flows among key elements in the R/DU system--

journals, invisible colleges, conEerences, etc. etc.; tbe

very nature of the innovations involved).

3. the system environment (e.g., the political/social environ-

ment, especial)y its supportiveness or lack of support for

the system; the economic environment; the nature of the

knowledge base of the field -- whether it is a natural- or

social-science base; eic.).

Therefore, in determining appropriate Agency behavior for achiev-

ing a certain purpose it becomes vital to be cognizant of both the

system function to which it applies and the manner in which the generic

characteristics of a given function are mediated by systemic and

environmental conditions. It is this joint effect that we term the

R/DU system context.

7. The Spe.trum of Agency Behavior

A. Types of Behavior

While an agency such as NIE can engage in a wide variety of be-

havior in relation to its purposes, these can be usefully grouped for

(dialysis under three headings:

1. Procurements

An agency's use of the funds available to procure specific

outputs, institution building, etc. is generally seen as the prime

forum for Agency action.
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2. Non-Procurement System Behavior

The potential range of Agency behaviors is inot necessarily limited

to procurements. It may also play a potentially important role in the

system through a variety of other kinds of actions. These may include:

working with other agencies so as to achieve synergistic and multiplier

effects from joint (additive and/or supplementary) act4vities; having

its personnel play an active role as members of the R/D4I community--

as Researchers, as participants in conferences, as influences on

thinking in various informal interactive modes, etc.; by making in-

formation available; etc.

3. NIE Internal Actions

How an agency relates to a field will be importantly determined

by what goes on within the agency. Sidecifically, the strategies and

modes of behavior required will be constrained by the exten' o which

NIE has the number and type (skills, experience, stature) of personnel

needed and the organizational and hudgetaly struLtures that permit

appropriate behaviors.

ies

Within the above three alLas for N.F. behavior, there remains a

wide and multi-dimensional variety of behaviors in which an agency

can engage. These can be c)ndensed Along three dimensions:

14_122amajg Agency Control

NIE might nee the need to maintain a greater or lesser degree

of control over what goes on in the field, in terms both of extent

(level) ..u.1 of domain (program selection, methods used, personnel

involved, nature of relationships, forms of reporting,etc.).

2. Degree of Agency Involvement

NT might choose to be more or less diretly involved in what

wal occurring in the fieldfor example: NIE participation in the

vaticus functions (e.g., undertaking various types of Research,

birsemination, hvaluations, Policy and R&D system studies); planning

for anu monitoring of the R/D&1 system; determining what work to carry

7.*,



out internally and what activities to procure through external con-

tracts or grants.

3. A Strategy Continuum

Seen the above ways, it is possible to array very roughly the

types of strategies by which an agency can relate to various aspects

of a field. Such an array could be the followfwg:

'Initiate activity for a field

- Supplement what is already going on

- Modify what is already going xi

- Selecksirom among whatvp already in a field

- Educate the field to operste differently

- Mediate external pressures on specific field elements or

programs

- Integrate programs, institutions and systems to be found
V

in the field

- Cooperate with other programs (e.g. in other agencies) or

with field programs.

- Facilitate activity already going on

- Execute activities 4itiated by the field

- Evaluate activities tliat have occurred in the field

- Monitor what is going on.

This array, while admittedly rough, represents, jointly, a

diminution of Agency control and involvement in tat is going on

in the field, in both pragmatic and systemic term,. The oraer is

not,however, especially important. To the extent that it does

array a variety of possible strategies, it demonstrates a richness

that goes well beyond the simple Field-Initiated vs. AgencHliireeted

continuum. From our perspective, the Field-Initiated vs..1

Agency-Directed continuum is likely to be most meaningful in

relation to individual projects and programs rather than system-

based purposes, and in relation to those functions in which programantic

activities can be separated -,asily from system activities, at least

in the short run, as in the case of Resedch. especially Basic Research.

7F
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(Nrld even then the extent to which the FIS vs NIE continuum applies

see's related to the extent to which Agency personnel focus on their

own individual projects rE.:.her than the system as a whole.) The Field-

Initiated vs. NU-Directed continuum is likely to be far less meaning-

ful for such inhtently systemic functions as Dissemination, or for

system building purposes. Seen in this way a determination of the

proper proportion of NIE's budget that shc...ild go to Field-Initiated

activity could only be made in relation to NIE's agenda, as it played

itself out with respect to the Agency's purposes, as manifested in

the various R/DU functions (Research, Development, Dissemination, etc.),

under the prevailing contextualtmonditions (personnel, funding,

maturity of the system etc.). As an overall index it would therefore

1

not seem to provide much meaning, and hence not represent a proper

actionable policy criterion.

8. A General Analytical Model

As implied above, our analysis will involve the specification of

the behavior appropriate .to the achievement of Agency purposes in the

context of the functional, systemic and other environmental conditions

that prevail. Diagrammatically, this can be illustrated as in Figure

I. This model also indicates that NIE's purposes will themselves be

influenced by what is going on in the educational R/D8I context and

that in turn this context will be importantly influenced by how NIB

does actually behave, as an integral part of the educational R/DU

system.

II. METHOD OF ANALYSIS

1. General Methodology

A complete analysis would require examination of how the inter-

action of NIEts purposes, as manifested in the R/DU functions, and

m2diated by the systemic and environmental conditions, determine

appropriate Agency behaviors and consequently strategies in relation

to the field. The above statement would imply at least a four

7
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dimensional analysis. As a simplifying step, we have elected to

consider each of the R/DU functions separately in relation to the

combination of R/I4I systemic and environmental conditions, as shown

in Figure 2.

4164

R/DIII Function

R/IAI Environmental and Systemic Conditions

(Appropriate NIB Behaviors/

NIB Strategies)

Figure 2. ,Simplified Analysis Matrix

The cells of this matrix are the appropriate NIE behaviors which can be

built into strategies that the Agency could pursue.

Having conducted the individual analyses for each R/DU function,

it becomes possible to consider the implications for NIB strategy

across the functions. Finally, the strategies can be converted into

scenarios in which ipatterns of hypothetical, or actual past or con-

templated NIE behagor, are analyzed to suggest likely impacts if

implemenied as originally formulated, or as reformulated in alternative

ways that take into account some of the points we have tried to under-

score in our analysis. In the final analysis, one could conceive of

converting NIE's total programmatic agenda into an integrated set of

...!

scenarios, determining

,
he various patterns of appropriate Agency

behaviors (a fallout which would be an estimate of the percentage

of all procurements that would be Field-Initiated--though as we have

stated this would not be an index of great significance in an of itself),

and suggesting likely impacts.
i

2. Specific Analysis Method

Within the framework of the above general approach, the procedures

to be followed will be as follows:
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A. Functional Analyses

Each sele-ted R/DU function (Research--Basic and Problem-Focused--

Development, bissemination, Evaluation) will be analyzed in the follow

ing manner:

1. Generic Characteristics of the Function

We will begin each functional analysis with a review of those

generic issues inherent in the function which are likely to be of

relevance to educational R/DU and have implications for NIB behavior.

A complete generic review of each function would ir-witably deal with

many issues that are of relatively lesser cone e rn in education at this

time. GiVen the constraints of time, volume A nd salience implicit in

a policy analysis, we have attempted to be padicious in our selection '

of issues to be discussed.
/

2. The'Educational Context of the/iunction

'ft We then consider the current stat, of affairi in the educational

R/14I system as it relates to carrying out this particular function.

We examine contextual issues pertaining'to the state'of development of

the relevant knowledge base, the institutional base, the personnel

base, the climate of support fdr funding its activities, etc. As before,

the implications for NIE behavior are drawn. Where feasible, this

section concludes with some general guidelines for NIE's operating modes

and strategies.

3. Implications for Agency Behavior

In this final ser..tion of each functional analysis we attempt to

summarize the requirements fox NIE behavior in relation to the partid=

cular function in its present context, building up some recommendations

for Agency strategy.

J. Cross-Functional Analysis

In this critical chapter, we take the analysis and strategy-

building a step higher by attempting to draw the cross-functional

implications for NlE at a total Agency level.
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C. Scenario Analyses

Two illustrative scenarios are then analyzed. Each scenario

. consists of a description of a hypothetical NIB behavior

(e g., a particular procuremeq program, its objectives, the manner

of its implementation), an analysis of its wide implications (if any)

and likely impact, our recommendations as to what changes might

(or should) have boen made, and the likely consequence of these

recommendations. *The thinking behind this process is depicted

graphically in Figure 3.

A specific NIE action (usually a procurement), with its intended

purpose, would .result in some consequences. The effects or impacts

would be a consequence of the NIE action interacting with contextn0

conditions, and would have to be understood in terms not only of the

intended and manifest purposes of an action, but also any other

(possibly latent) purposes. These impacts would be evaluated and

appropriate strategy alternatives recommended. Such recommendations

would lead to NIB actions involving procurement, non-procurement and..

internal NIB- behaviors, in relation to the, whole rangeof possible

purposes. Then, in turn, the effects of these behaviors would be

analyzed.

The scenarios are intended to suggest an analytical approach we

view as appropriate for internal Agency use in designing procurements

and relating procurement strategies to other, possible non-procurement

courses of.action. The strength of this approach, we would argue, is

the manner in which it'orients Agency personnel toward system-level

thinking:

1. It require's the analyst to think in terms of the

multiplicity of purposes implicit in procurements and

other Agency behaviors, and suggests the legitimacy of

designing courses of action in terms of latent as well

as manifest'purposes.

2. It requirek considelation of interaction effects among

purposes, between purposes ank. mechanisms, and between
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purposes and generic characteristics of R/MI functions

as these are mediated by systemic and en 'rer-ental

conditions.

t calls for Agency personnel to estimate potential

pacts of contemplated courses of action on key dimensions

of the system.

4. It iyggests a series of questions that enable the analyst

to generate alternative courses of action with potentially

different impacts, and to use these alternatives, along
.

with their own estimates of potential impacts, to reformu-

late and refine contemplated strategies.

We offer the analysis which follows as a first-cut at what we

believe can evolve over time into a highly useful approach.

REFERENUiS
a1.10

Duffy et al., 1976.
'e had access to several internal memos, in various states of their

developi lt, in August and September 1976, including: a) an August 2,
1976 memo written by Susan Duffy and Nal Brenoan entitled "Status
Report on FIS"; and b) a somewhat later set of materials providing
working definitions of Narrow and Broad FIS, elaborating the 'relevant
dimensions of each, and considering some of the implications for NIE.
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RESEARCH

Research can be viewed as being essentially of .:wo types:

1. Basic Research: Research to produce knowledge for its

own sake.

2. Problem-FOcused Research: Research seeking to produce

knowledge applicable to the solittion of a specified

problem (commonly known as Applied Research).

In this section, we will examine Basic Research. In the next section,

we will examine Problem-Focused Research.

BASIC RESEARCH: KO.I.EDGE FOR ITS OWN SAKE

I. GENERIC CHARACTERISTICS OF BASIC RESEARCH

The characteristics of Basic Research have been well and frequently

discussed in the literature. We will here attempt only to highlight

briefly and call attention to some of the particular characteristics

that arc of some importance to this analysis and which bear repeating

by way of introduction.

1. Uncertainty and Unpredictabiiity

The primary characteristic of Basic Research is its ,4ncertainty

and unpredictability. For example:

1. Tt is very difficult to predict the form, the typc, the

timing of outputs--or even or the inputs that Will be

required.

2. I:1 ,he long run, what 'are later seen as the "most important"

benefits of Basic Research were not even initially visvalizedo

bat rather resulted from spin-offs of the Ilas'c Research or

from findings that arose in une:ected and unplanned-for

turns and byways in the Research process.

3. Indeed, the very definition or spe,ification of what constitutes
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a 'Field of Research" tends to change over time.

A discussion of the uncertainty and unpredictability of Basic

Research could be continued for some length. what is important here

is to recogni:e some potential implications for NIE.

1. The Basic Research process calls for a high degree of

creativity from Research personnel. The specific

implications of this fact will become mofe obvious later

in our discussions where the personnel involved are a

significant consideration (e.g., in determining a

"minimum critical mass" of talent).

2. Long-range program planning is essentially meaningless

on a project-by-project basis. Most particularly, it

seems difficult if not titypssible to program the kinds

of suddeh, major "breakthroughs" that are sometimes

sought. Indeed, in some fields or in some projects,

such "breakthroughs" may never occur. Rather, progress

may be incremental, developing through an accumulation

and extension of knowledge over extended periods of

time.

3. Since it is relatholy difficult to know where and when

useful outputs will occur, the primary need in Basic

Research is for as much high quality activity as possible.

4. It is important to be sensitive to what is happening in

a field and how a field is changing, as contyasted to

thinking in terms of programming the changes in a field.

2. Time Frame for Outputs

Basic Research has both a short-term and a long-term framo. In

the short term, the result of Basic Research is esf,eatially to in-

crease the total base of knowledye, i.e., to produce kno.ledge that

is in turn used and built upon by other Basic Researclwrs. It is

genvrlIly only over very long periods of time (e.g., 50 years) that
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the Basic Research results in practical tIpplication. Thus, what is

done in the present, is done for the future. What 1 lacking in the

present is a result of omissions of the past.

3. The Rate at Which a Basic Research Area can be Bulk Up

Two points must be made about the process of "building up" a

high quality Basic Research area. First, a high quality Basic

Research area cannot be built up very quickly. The cumulative

development of a total base of knowledge is generally a long-term

process (as we have just noted). And it takes a considerable amount

of time to both train competent Researchers and develop a community

of Researchers who are committed to a particular field.

Secondly, the rate at which a Basic Research area can be

developed is dependent upon the number of competent Researchers and

centers of excellence already existing in the field. If there are

only a fe4 competent Researchers and centers of excellence, the

rdte at which the total base of knowledge can be expanded is rather

significantly limited. The training of new personnel who are

committed to the field must be done by the currently available leading

Regearchers within the context of existing centers of excellence. Thus,

the fewer such centers of excellence, the slower will be the rate of

increase in the total number of competent, committed Researchers.

The above considerations have some significant impliLailor for

the funding in' a Basic Research area. When the existing quality

Research base is small, pumping large amounts of money into Basic

Research would tend to have very little constructive or meaningful

impact in either the short term or the long term. Instead,

the impact would tend to be the generation of a lnrge amount of

lesser quality activity, much of which would simply be unprAuctive

and would disappear (for lack of commitment) when the funding was

withdrawn.

Beyond the setting of some upper and lower boundaries, there



are virtually no useful guidelines for determining the "optimal" level

of funding tor Basic Research. Rather, funding becomes essentially

a matter of faith related to the availability of funding. It is not

even very helpful to make analogies to, other fields because:

1. These other examples were tfiemselves based on this kind

of faith and/o;historical extension.

2. The existing situation and opportunities can vary so

dramatically as to make projections very difficult.

An upper boundary for funding would be determined by the rate

at which funds can be usefully absorbed by the existing centers of

excelletice--i.e., the rato at which they could increase the
410

of graduate students and/or take on additional Basic Research programs.

The lower boundary for funding might be determined by the minimal

funding necessary to protect the existing centers of excellence (or,

if necessary, to create such centers). In setting both the upper

and lower boundaries, consideration should also be given to funding

bein* provided by other funding sources (e.g., other federal agencies,

foundations).

Between the upper and lower boundaries, there would tend to be

a rather wide range of levels at which funding could potentially have

significant impact. It should also be noted, of course, that these

upper and lower boundaries might (for practical purposes) be further

constrainedly economic, political or other non-Research considerations.

4. Some ifther Fundamental Issues

A. The Criterionoof Excellence

The.criterion of Excellence is central and predominant as a basis

for decision making. Ideally, at least, Excellence is the key selection

criterion for pro47rams and projects to be supported, funded, or even

permitted to take place (e.g., by allowing access to scarce facilities,

etc.), and for the support of institutions and personnel.
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B. Competing Centers of Excellence

However, where a Basic-Research field is relatively immature--

where it lacks cohesion and consensus on the definition of Research

areas, clarity on the standards that define Excellence, a well

developed social structure that establishes a picture of who the

field regards as auihoritative, etc.--the choice among those centers

of excellence that do exist becomes that much more kfficult. Under

those circumstances, funding agencies are faced with a choice of:

a. spreading resources around to many centers of excllence; or

b. "placing their bets" on a limited number of such centers.

C. "Minimum Critical Mass"

The resolution of choice among competing centers-of excellence

requires (at least) the introduction of another premise concerning

Basic Research--namely the need to maintain a "minimum critical mass"

of cffort. This premise holds that because of the uncertainty and

unpredictability in Basic Research, because of the need for a creative

interplay between a number of persons with different perspectives

(sometimes disciplines, etc.), and because Basic Research is a

"building upon," generally incremental process, there must often be

a certain "critical minimum" number of Researchers interacting with

each other if Basic Research is to be productive within a given time

frame. This minimum critical mass may vary across fields and is most

particularly applicable to empirically based work. Observations of

prior successful patterns can permit some estimations to be made.

Taking together consideration of limited funding, the existence

of several competing centers of excellence and some notions of minimum

critical mass, a funding agency might consider a strategy of "placing

bets" on a limited number of centers of excellence as being superior

to spreading its limited funds around to many centers of excellence.

5 A Possible Set of Selection t riteria

SummariLing frony number of points in the discussion thus far,
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we suggest the following as a possible set of criteria for selecting

Rusearch areas for funding:

1. Which disciplines (or sub-0;.sciplines) have a.potential.

for making a contribution in the long run?

2. Which areas are already being well-supported by the

Agency or by other funding sources?

3. Which areas have the sufficient seeds of excellence to

build upon?

After having made a determination of these first three criteria, then

a fourth criterion may be added':

4. Which of the areas have the best potential for building

long term capability for the Basic Research function?

II. BASIC RESEARCH IN EDUCATION

1. Weakness of Central Core of Educational Researchers

The central core of Basic Researchers, those committed to and

devoting the bulk of their careers to educational Research, seems to

be particularly weak in this field, especially when compared to

Basic Research in most other fields. In education, this core group

tends for the most part to be located in schools. of education, in

departments focused on each of a number of derivative disq.plines

(e.g., educational psychology, educational sociology). Consideration

of these settings as the primary institutional bases for Basic

Research in education suggests that there are relatively few centers

of excellence and a great deal of mediocrity. Also, when one makes

the distinction between numbers staffing these departments and numbers

carrying out significant amounts of Basic Research, the relatively

small size of this core, and its scattered condition, become apparent.

A somewhat different picture emerges when one examines Basic

Research relevant to education carried out in discipline-based uni-

versity departments (e.g., departments of Psychology or Sociology).
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Here, there is considerable Excellence, and these disciplines often

pr.wide valuable inputs and contributions to the education knowledge

and technology base. The problem, however, is that the cemmitment

of discipline-based Researchers to the field of education tends to

be variable and shifting over time. After all, their primary com-

mitment is to their Aiscipline, and education takes a secondary role.

Taken together, these two conditions create an educational

Research community...that:tends to be, unstable and amorphous, thus

complicating the problem of relatiohships and of maintaining .

commvnication flows among the parts pf the system. What this implies

for N1B is a major system-building need in order to (a) crea:- the

vital, stable core of high quality Researchers and (b) Zacilitate

and sustain interdisciplinary communication and collaboration.

2. General Climate

The general climate surrounding Basic Research in education has

not been supportive. Basic Research in the social sciences is not

held in high repute by the public or its representatives in Congress.

In education the problem is intensified by the difficulty even

Researchers have in pointing to more than a handful of significant

developments that are traceable to Basic Research in the field, The

consequence has been low prestige--compli.cating efforts to attract

strong Research talent to the field--and low political support,

unreliable funding, and lack of continuity in funding emphases--

complicating the problem of sustaining the work of those strong

Researchers who have been attracted to the field. Such conditions,

then, have tended to limit the quality of relationships between NIE

and the Researchers, and have actod as a constraint on building the

needed central core of educational Researchers.

3. The Interdisciplinarity of Educatinn

Educational Research tends to require :di interdisciplinary attack,
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yet much of educational Research tends to be discipline-focused.

This issue adds to the difficulty of developing and finding con-

sensus and hampers communication between the sub-groups in the field.

Further, the communication mechanisms in educational Basic Research

are very diffuse. Lacking for the most part are eithet the in-

visible colleges or'core journal mechanisms that typically structure

information flow i^ other Basic Research cield and would simplify

information searches across discipline lines. The relevant journals,

both those from the disciplines and those within education, are so

numerous and so inadequately abstracted that the cumulative develop-

ment of a relevant interdisciplinary knowledge and technology base

seems difficult to envision unless a lead akency such as NIE inter-

venes and takes some facilitative actions.

4. The Funding Sources for Education Research

Given the multi-disciplinary nature of educational Research,

and the ,.ather substantial numhpr of relevant disciplines, the single

most prominent policy-relevant feature of the funding of Basic Reseaxch

.in education would seem to be the existence and use of multiple funding

sources. Looked at in total, NIE's potential crntribution in dollar

terms is relatively small. This fact puts a premium on the require-

ment for NIE to be aware of and stay in .1.ose touch with the various

sources that do provide funding for areas of work relevant to education

In this way, NIE can effectively use its resources through strategies

of gap-filling, attempts to pool and coordinate resources across

agencies, etc. And given NIE's position as the lead agency for

educational Research and Development, this leadership/coordination

role seems central to its mission.

III. IMPLICATIONS FOR TiRi ROLE OF NIE

1. Procurement Behavior

A. Facilitative Orchestralion

Given the conditions we have been considering, the role of



NIE would clearly seem to be to orchestrate the various elements

in the system. However, in contrast to the kind of orchestration

we will describe later tor the Development function, in Basic

Research the kind of orchestration that would seem most appro-

priate would need to take place through a combination of:

1. facilitating the quality: activities that are already

existing i4 the field (i.e. seek out and support

Excellence);

2. selecting the Research areas with which to work; and

3. being responsive to the shifts and changes.that are
N\ ,

developing in the field.

luch a strategy of facilitative orchestration would require

a close NIE relationship with the field--ongoing, one-to-one

relationships between Agency staff and Basic Researchers in

the field. This kind of orchestration cannot really be

achieved through the use of advisory panels representing the

diverse perspectives of the Basic Research community, even

the more creative use of long-term panels for shaping and

monitoring broad.programs. Facilitative orchestration re-

quires certain kinds of internal staffing in the Agency and

a collaborative mode of Research management that this kind of

staffing makes possible. We shall return to these points

shortly.

B. System Building

We have emphasized throughout our analysis the need for NIE

to play a system-building role in managing its Basic Research

program. We have suggested at several points that a key criter-

ion in considering contemplated Agency actions with regard to

this function should be estimating likely consequences for the

development of long-term Basic Research capability--a building

process that requires lengthy time spans and is constrained

by the scale and state of development of existing centers of



excellence. If NIE accepts this role, then in project selection

this might mean accepting the legitimacy of latent system-

building purpoes in procurement, and recognizing that the sys-

tem-building consequences of a given project are likely to be

of greater importance than the project itself or its anticipated

substantive output. Once an agency accepts.a system-building

role, and is operating in a function such as Basic Research where

system-building activities cannot be planned or carried out in-

dependent of the field and Agency actions can be of only the

facilitative/collaborative type if they are to be productive,

then the Field-Initiated vs. NIB-Directed issue loses its meaning

and forces consideration of a broader and more complex array of

options.

C. Implications oi Levels of Consensus in * iield

A

Different Basic Research areas aie likely to vary in levels

of cotnensus among Researchers in the field--as to key questions

in need of answers, adequacy or appropriateness of different

methodologies, etc. Under conditions of low.consensus, the role

of a funding agency would seem to be to work with the field

rather than be directed by it--be fairly active in molding and

selecting from what the field has to offer rather than just re-

sponding to scattered field-initiated proposals. On the other

hand, under conditions of high consensus, such activity on the

part of the Agency would seem to be less necessary. Thus, the

Agency could operate in a mode in which one was responsive to

field initiations. This perspective is somewhat different from

that presented by the Duffy et al. 1976 memos. It is also worth

noting in comparison to the Duffy et al.memos that under condi-

tions of high consensus there would not seem to be the need for

RFPs that seemed to be suggested there.

D. Process Mode of Management

Up to this point, we have focused our attention on the early



stages of Agency management of Basic Research, i.e., the selection

. of Research area3, institutions, and projects to fund. We have

not as yet considered how an agency monitors and manages com-

ponents of its Basic Research programs after these selection

decisions have been made. A few comments would seem to be in

order here. '.

Given the unpredictability and uncertainty inherent in the

Research.process, tight monitoring of Basic Research programs in

accord with predetermined output specifications is clearly in-

feasible. A more reasonable alternative than kght management

of the Research product would seem,to be monitoring of the

Research process. However, given the nature of Research and

especially of Basic Researchers, bureaucratic controls of the

Research process would hardly seem to be in order. Instead, the

problem resolves itself if the Agency has an internal Basic

Research staff that is itself involved in Research and is func-

tioning as an integral part of the field. Under such circumstances,

NIE become part of the quality control mechanisms operative in

the field, and may be acting both to insure the needed degree of

quality control on given pieces of work while also stimulating

the field's development of self-controlling mechanisms that make

an Agency role in quality control less and less relevant over time

as the system matures.

2. Considerations Internal to NIE and Non-Procurement Activities

A. NIE Staffing

The procurement behaviors we have been considering--facili-

tative orchestration, system building, and process management--

all require the kind of close NIE relationship with the field

that suggests a rather particular type of NIE staffing. Speci-

fically what is implied is staffing an Institute Basic Research

unit with personnel who possess considerable substantive com-

petence in the Research areas with which they might be working.
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It suggests too that these NIE Research personnel might them-

selves be involved.in the Research process. This would seem

to be vital if such personnel were to be sensitive to the shifts

and revolutions taking place in the field sad-to be able to

discriminate substangtmc advances and quality as compared to ab-

%.4.mammethilts and poor quality.

Given those circumstances, it is quite likely that the skills,

experience and interests of NIB personnel would strongly in-

fluence NIB decisions about which Research areas NIB would fund

or support. While this might be of some concern, it need not

be considered a major problem. Given the large number of poten-

tially relevant Research areas, and the virtual impossibility

of determining which of these are moit likely to be productive'

for the future, there is no "right" answer to which Basic Research

areas an agency such as NIE should support. There is no reason

why an agency should not be opportunistic in selecting areas to

support--taking advantage of the .itpabilities of its personnel,

and permitting them to work with the field in the Research areas:

(a) in which they find the most that interests/and excites them,

the most of what they view as productive work going on; and (b)

those Research areas they are most strongly qualified to work

with (and in) themselves.

What we are suggesting here is the need for NIE's Basic

Research programs to be staffed by personnel who are themselves

highly competent Researchers in any of a number of Basic Research

arias of relevance to education. And further, we are proposing

reviving the idea initially included in NIE's structure and

operations in the form of its Basic Studies unit--the notion that

NIE should support an in-house Basic,Research capability--not so

much because of the Research they will carry out per se, but

because of the manner in which this could permit NIB to have a

totally different relationship to the field.

NIE Basic Research personnel, under these conditions, would
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areas and the Researchers who carry out the work in those areas--

. who they are, what they are doing, what they have done in the

past, what approaches they Use, what parts of the relevant know-

ledge/technology base of the field they draw on. They would

know how to US6 the informal communication mechanisms of a Re-

.. .iearch area, or where and how NIB should start in any contemplated

efforts to facilitate the development of invisible college mech-

anisms or other informal communication channels. And equally

important, they would have a very clear sense of whatever standards'

exist for judging Excellence, and too, have a sense of the sorts

of questions to be considered in judging Excellence or in putting

panels together to guide such judgments.

Perhaps most critical of all, with such personnel on NIE's

staff, the NIB vs. Field issue would lose much of its meaning.

Rather than NIB and the field confronting one inother as discrete

entities with often different intexasts, the boundary lines be-

tween the two would be more difficult to define and NIB could.

more adequately function as not simply an agency responsive to

the field but as (in fact) aniintegral part of the field.

How can an agency such as NIE attract the kind of Basic

Research talent we have been suggesting is needed? The problem

is by no means a simple one. On the one hand, the Agency wants

to attract strong Research talent. But it is unlikely that such

personnel would be willing to leave Research settings for Agency

positions for more than short stints (unless, of course, NIB

could provide an attractive Research environment that could both

attract and hold such talent--a strong argument in favor of in-

house Basic Research units). On the other hand, long-term com-

mitments to the Agency would seem essential if the familiarity

built up in working with Researchers in a given area is to have

long-range utility for the Agency. A certain amount of inter-

institutional mobility may be inevitable, and given that, perhaps
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could even be capitalized on, e.g., by developing exchange

programs for twa-way flows of personnel between the Agency and

,the field, with exchanges entailing long-term roles with in-

herent continuity regardless of the institutional affiliation

of an individual at a particular point in time. Joint appoint-

ments aad collaborative Research are other possibilities. We

offer these as merely illuitrative options. Our basic point is

that such seemingly internal Agency matters as staffing have

significant implications across the whole range of Agency actions,

a..d.may severely constrain Agency options.

One point of caution should be underscored about the kinds

of personnel NIE should and should not have carrying out these

activities. We would caution strongly against the kind of very

independent "stars" of the field who are likely to distort the

field to their own image of where the field should be rather than

facilitating and working with the field. This does not mean that

there are not some kinds of "stars" who are also good facilitators

and collaborators. Rather, we are emphasizing the danger of

selecting the kind of "star" who would tend to pull the field

only into his or her own image, and would thus tend not to be

sensitive to and supportive of other areas of significant activity.

It is important to recognize that theref.s a considerable differ-

ence between the role (and hence the kind of personnel) needed in

a Research institute that is concerned primarily with conducting

Basic Research and the rather different role needed in a coordina-

ting funding agency that is promoting Basic Research, as is the

case for NIE.

B. Non-Procurement Activities

If NIE had the kind of staffing we hay, been considering, the

Institute could carry out a number of critical non-procurement

activities vital to its leadership role in an immature system.

At the very least we would expect such NIB personnel to
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carry out such activities as: conducting Research of their own,

perhaps in collaboration, with Researchers in the field; develop-

ing very clear notions of what quality work is going on, and

how it could be .facilitated; spending a fair amount of time

travelling to stay in touch with people in the field, and xeMain

ing in touch iriformally by telephone, etc.; attending or even

sponsoring conferences and seminars.; working with professional

associations; and perhaps even facilitating ihe development of.in-

visible colleges and various other communication and quality

control mechanisms so essential tothe cumulative development

of high quality knowledge/technology bases.

Beyond this, NIB persannel might well carry out such critical

tasks as: mapping Research areas; providing critical syntheses of

the state of the relevant knowledge and technology basesi re-

viewing what work is currently going on where, wbat,approaches are

being used, how these relate to state-of-the-art needs and what

kinds of work still need to be done, what opportunities exist for

what kinds of talent, etc.; etc. The preparation of such annual

review documents would necessitate close NIB staff interaction

and communication with the field, and could easily be the wedge

that would enable the field to see NIE as an integral part of

its functioning and a critical facilitator of its development.

But only, of course, if these reviews suggestqd thinking reason-

ably congruent with the best thinking in the field--again sug-

gesting the need for close collaboration in the development of

such reviews.

Such reviews can serve a numbe of purposes, not the least

important of which might be use as a mechanism for attracting

strong Research talent in certain areas. If such reviews were

distributed widely, and were sent especially to a carefully

selected list of capable Researchets whom one might want to attract

to work in the field of education, the recruitment and capacity-

building potential of such mechanisms might be considerable.
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This suggests a non-procurement behavior the Agency might con-

sider, with considerable long-range implications fortprocurenents

as well 40 other aspects ofAgency action. This i by no means

an original idea,--NSF has been doing this with s ,ss for

years.

Mention of NSF points to one additional kind of non-procure-

ment activity NIB should be engaged in--i.e., working t. bring

about some degree of coordination among the various governmental

and private (e.g., foundations) sources of funding for Basic

Research relevant td education. NIB might 108 its position

as lead agency for Research and Development in edUcation: a) to

develop communication channels.imong funding sources; b) to

develop analyses of the cross-agency funding pattern (e.g.,

where there are areas of overlap, where there may be gaps);

and c) to suggest opportunities for poOling of resources where

the potential'for synergy among projects may exist and/or where

such pooling of resources Would seem to increase the likelihood

of greater overall'impact.

C. Relationship between NIB Staffing, Non-Procurement Activities,

and a Wider Range of Procurement Options

To illustrate how the kind of staffing we have been consider-

ing and the types of non-procurement activities this staffing

makes possible, can impact on Agency procurement options, we

borrow another example from NSF. If staffed with personnel

having the proper credentials, we could envision NIE pursuing

an interactive relationship with the field. An Agency staff

member might carry out a number of intensive discussions over a

certain period of time with some of the strong Research talent

that exists within the field or in other relevant areas. These

discussions might focus on the kinds of work seen as needed,

..the state of the art for carrying out such work, and what portion
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of all this a particular Ret%-ta*cher would want his own organiza-

tion to carry out. At same poirt along the way, some of these

Researchers might be auproached to prepare brief statements--

the outlines of thinking oriented in the direction of formal

proposals. (Or such initial itateMients might be derived from un-

solicited proposals received by the Agency.) This brief state-N,

ment might be ihe beginning of a lengthier cycle of communication

and interaction focused on collaborative development of proposals

that reflected the thinking and interests of both the Agency and

the Researcher(s). The Agency role here would be largely facili-

tative. The NIE staffer might suggest that the Researcheriget in

touch with a paxticular organization that is doing some thinking

along similar lines, or might suggest that the proposal could be

strengthened or made more attractive for funding if this or that

were changed in this or that manner. After several suCh cycles,

with perhaps a certain amount of involvement of the broader field

as well. PS the particular Researcher and staff member, some rather

exciting and strong plans might evolve, rather different from what

would instead have been proposed without this interactive, col-

laborative relationship between NIE staff and the Research com-

munity. We include this example simply to be.illustrative of the

range of options available for funding Basic Research, options

rather different in nature from dependence on the unsolicited

proposal or grants competition mechanisms--with rather different

implications for the manner in which NIE relates to the field.

We recognize.that the pattern of Agency/Field relationships

we are offering here for NIE consideration runs counter to

strongly held feelings in government circles about the ueed for

"fairness"--the need to treat all potential contractors and grant

recipients alike, without giving undue advantage to one or an-

other individual or organization. However, we would argue that

many of these convictions about "fairness" and "equal treatment"

for potential contractors may be more appropriate to mature
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systems, and inappropriate to Agency behavior in relation to

Immature R/D,I systems. If NIE is to take seriously its legis-

lative mandate to "build ati effective R4D system" in the edu-

cation sector, system-building consPerations may have to be

given precedence over other principles of Agency behavior--

especially wherithose principles may:be-inappropriate for the

particular context in which the Agency must function. We suggest

that these matters need caieful consideration in relation to

the rather fundamental kinds of questions we are raising about

NIE's mission and role vis a vis the field with which it works.



PROBLEM-FOCUSED RESEARCH

. GENERIC CHARACTERISTICS OF PROBLEM-FOCUSED RESEARCH

1. Introduction
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Problem-Focused Research has two basic characteristics--and

herein lies an inherent problem.

1. Problem-Focused Research is Research.

2. But Problem-FocUsed Research is "targettedm-i.e., there is

a very specific area of focus. Thus Problem-Focused

Research seems like Development.

From the above, we can see that Problem-Focused Research can be

deceptive--it looks both like Basic Research and like Development.

It.has elements of bot
I
; yet it is neither. Thus, the inherent

tensions between Basic esearch and Development are inherent in the

Problem-Focused Research process. And,this tends to lead predictably

to certain kinds of problems.

The basic tension is that:

14 On the one hand, Researchers tend to treat' Problem-Focused

Research in a Basic Research mode.

2. On the other hand, Users and Funders tend to treat Problem-
.

Focused Research as if it were a Development activity.

For the funding agency, some important issues arise from this

basic tension. The tendency of Researchers'to use a Basic Research

mode even while conducting Problem-Focused Research may imply the need

for some sort of monitoring role from the funding agency. But this

would be a difficult role for an agency to (ry out because of the

unpredictability involved even in Problem-Focused Research.

Perhaps even more importantly, the funding agency will have to

resiSt its own temptation to treat Problem-Focused Research as though

it were a Development process. Development permits a greater degree

of specificity and so of Agency controlling activity. The point hero

is that different--rot similar--control mechanisms and strategies



are applicable because Development and Problem-Focused Research are

dissimilar.

2. Users and Funders: Stein Problem-Focused Research as a'Develop-
-.

ment Activity

It is tio be expected that Users would tend to see Problem-

Focused Research as a Development activity. Alter all, their concern
4

is with the development of a product they can use. Perhaps to a

lesser extent, we would also expect Funders to have a similar per-

spective, especially given the fact that Researchers often oversell

their efforts and the potential immediacy of the benefits as a

strategy to obtain funding.

Several problems tend to arise when Users and Flinders think of

Prob1em-Focuse4 Research as a Development activity.

1 1. In Development activities, there are specified "targets"

1
which mike relatively fixed. However, simply because

Problem-Focused Research is Research, the "targets" tend

to be unstable. What starts as,a Problem-Focused Research

pro.ject may gravitate towards a Basic Research project

(or vice versa).

Because Users and Funders have a Development perspective

(which assumes a stable or fixed "target"), the shifting

of "targets" in the Problem-Focused Research process easily

leads to frustration by Users and Funders.

2. Like any Research activity, Problem-Focused Research has a

high degree of uncertainty and unt,redictability in rela-

tionship to time horizons, costs, utc. Again, this tends

to be less so for Development activities.

When we consider the uncertaint)) and the instability of

"targets," we can understand that the RFP-type of mechanism

is really inappropriate for Problem-Focused Research. The

RFP mechanism, with its specificity, creates an inevitable

tension situation,,forcing the Researchers to play games.

1 typ
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The Researchers will tenii to oversell, to predict what they

cannot predict in advahce, i641..iggest they will produce

something about which they are uncertain. Once having been

funded, the Researchers are likely to find they are pro-

ducing something very different (or that they are working

'in a very slifferent direction) from what the RFP specified.

,Thus, the Researchers face a constant choice between the

"lesser of two evils": either (a) decline the funding

because they cannot-be sure they can meet the RFP specifi-

cations; or (b) respond to the RFP and play games with the

funding_agency.

Problem-Focused Research is performe: by Researchers who

behave lite Researchers rather than like Development

personnel. For example, while Development personnel con-

tinually have to face such requirements as specified time-

lines, Researchers are not accustomed to being subjected

'to such requirements,.and will thus iend to ignore and/or

resent these "Developt-u type" requiiements

4. In the Need Identificat /Problem Definition process,

there is a real gulf bucween theltesearch and Development

perspectivesand thus between the perspectives of Researchers,

on the one hand, and Users and Funders, on the other.

Users and Funders will tend tip focus on the practical

problem immediately at hand. their concern will be:

"What is-going to solve this problem?" Contrarily, the

User/FUnder concern may or may not be seen as important by

the Researcher. The Researcher will be concerned with

identifying a reseatchable problem--which may or may not

be the same as the problem identified by Users or Funders.

Even when the Researcher and the User/Funder are,in

agreement as to the desirability of a specific problem-

focused target, the Researcher may see only one aspect

,of that problem as being researchableand the Users and



Fundett-may respond: "Yes, but that won't help us-

to solve our problem"; or, "Yes, but that would take

too long." .

The issue for the funding agency is the need to balance, on the

rale hand, the significance of the problem area as perceived by Users,

andoon the other hand:the extent to which that problem area is

researchable, given the current state of the art. The tendency will

generally be to put too much weight on the significance of the proolem

area and the practical (end-result) justification for beginning a

Research program, and to give inadequate attention to the extent to

which the Researcher could likely come up with anything useful at

this tine, or researched in this way, or researched in a certain

time period. Probably the worst of all situations is to have very

bad Research being done on a very important problem.

The nature of Problem-Focused Research is such that the User

does have a significant role in defining the overall context for the

Research--i.e., in identifying and defining the practical (User)

need on which the Research is to be focused. However, the User's

rile must be kept in perspective. The User cannot determine what

is in fact researChable,' within what time frame, etc. Thus, the

funding agency has the role of:

1. orchestrating the tension between User and Researcher
A

perspectives; and

2. not undertaking program Research in areas that (for

whatever reasons) cannot be usefully researched.

3. Problems from the Perspectiire of the Researcher

Switching now to the perspective of the Researcher, we find

that several more problems may be likely to arise bqcause of the

Researcher's tendency toward a Basic Research rather than a Problem-

Focused Research mode.
(,.

. 1. Problem-Focused Research tends to require a scale and

cost of efforts which is significantly greater than that of the
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Basic Research mode to which the Researcher is likely to be accustomed.

This larger scale of effort tends to result from the fact that in

comparison to Basic Research, Problem-Focused Research:

a) usually requires significantly more empirical investigation .

(either laboratory or field study);

b) tends to require more usage of large and possibly inter-

disciplinary teams.

What rather naturally tends to happen is that the Researcher

subsumes or redefines Problem-Focused Research issues into Ba*ic

Research issues which can be handled within.a smaller scale of efforts.

2. Similarly, the Problem-Focused Research project typically

needs to be done in some sort of large scale (somewhat bureaucratic)

institutional complex (such as a Research institution, a Research

laboratory) where larger scale, longer-term efforts can be made and

continui.ty maintained. Again, this is, mode which is not typical'

of Basic Research.

3. For several reasons, quality control tends to be far more

of a problem in Problem-Focused Research than in Basic Research.

a) For one thing, there are fewer and less effective control

mechanisms. While we can find similar controls in relation

to Problem-Focused Research, here the controls tend to be

far more limited in number, scope, visibility and effCctive-

ness. Since selftquality control of the field is weaker,

the funding agency will here have to initiate and control

the use of panels of people in the Research field. A major

agency concern will be getting the right people together for

these panels. Where there is a relatively weak Resear h

community, the same persons will tend to be over-used thus

creating problems of bias and narrowness of focus. F__ther,

since Problelm-Focused Research tends to be multi-disciplinary,

various groups can form around specific problems and self

define the criteria of "quality", in which case, felevantinter-

lob
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disciplinary control mechanisms may not exist and may be

needed.

b) When Problem4ocused ResAarch is interdisciplinary, each

discipline will likely have different perspectives and

conclusions as to pludaem definition, criteria for "quality",

and Reiearch methodology. Thus, the very process of

coalescing (and orchestrating) the different perspectives

(and interests) into Common agreement is itself a difficult

process.

c) The problem of quality control becomes even more significant

when viewed from the persuctive of scale and magnitude.

Because Problem Focused Research is generally of a signifi-

cantly greater scale or magnitude than Basic Research,

the need for control in Problem-Focused Research is greater

than in Basic Research--while the ability to control is

less.

At this point, the funding agency faces a very frustrating

dilemma. The substantial funding investment required by

Problem-Focused Research calls for increased control of the

process, but because this is Research, the Agency cannot be

effective in trying to control the4process bureaucratically4

Thus, the primary means for an agency to control the process

is to be part of the process--which in turn means having a

significant internal Problem-Focused Research component. If

an Agency had such a substantial Problem-Focused Research

unit (or equivalent), these persons would be part of the

self-regulating quality control mechanisms of the field.

Instead of having bureaucratically imposed control, these

Agency Researchers would be working with the field in

creating some standard field mechanisms, the kind oif

mechanisms that provide quality control in the di.sCiplines.

Because Agency Researchers would be part of the veocess,

the Agency would have a degree of control or involvementin
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d) We may further note that because Of the greater scale and

cost of Problem-Focused Research as compared to Basic

Research, funding agencies tend to be more involved in

the quality control process. Inevitably, this Las.the

effect of Imposing more limits on the freedom of the

Researcher. If however, this control were effected in the

manner described above it might not be perceived as onerous.

4. The User's Role

Given the inherent tension between the Researcher and User

perspectives in Problem-Focused Research, the need is apparent for

some clarity in defining the appropriate role for the User in the

Problem-Focused Research process. Thii would seem to call for

differentiating appropriate User roles in two stages of the Problem-

Focused ResearCh process: The Need Identification/Problem Definition/

*Project Selection stage, and the Research stage.

1. In the Need Identification/Problem Definition/Project

Selection stage, mechanisms are needed to allow significant User

participation because:

a) The User need is, By definition, a significant parameter

in determining the focus or "target" of Problem-Focused

/*)

Research.

b) The Researcher would normally have somewhat different

insights and perspectives from thoSe of the User.

Thus, the puirpose of User participation in this stage of the

proce,:, is to provide the Researcher with the inputs he needs to

have a good initial awareness and understanding of User needs from

the User's iiserspective. We should be clear, however, that here the

User role is not one of exercising veto power over project selection.

2. In the Research stage, however, a rather different User

role would seem to be called forone in which User participation is
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minimal. Here, the premium is on creativeness in respoftse to the

identified need, and the Researcher is best left alone rather than

, influenced or controlled by possibly dysfunctional User pressures.

S. Issues.Related to the Characteristics of Personnel Involved

inithe ProblemrFocused Research Process

We are now ready to delineate several key issues facing the

funding agency as a result of chatacteristics of the.ResearcO''

personnel involved in the Problem-Focused Research process.

A. Large Scale Research and the Response to the Required f;

_

\\ Institutional Setting

First, we must note that because a considerable amount of

Problem-Focused Research tends to be large scale Or needs to be so

carried out) and thus to be performed within an institutionalized

bas\e\ the organizational context may be less than inviting for the

Researcher. The extent of bureaucratic control of the Research

process, and of such things as deadlines and programming of activities,

is likely to be greater than that to which the Researcher is ac-

customed. Having been socialized in Basic .Research contexts and

positions, Researchers tend to resist this kind of controlling

activity.

As a result, some of the better and more widely known and in-

fluential Researchers will tend to avoid Problem-Focused esearch

in preference tb Basic Research.

Thus, the funding agency must recognize this dynamic and, if

anything, bend over backwards to accommodate Researchers in order to

keep them,efiracted to the Problem-Focused field (in contrast to what

agencies.sometimes seem to do)..

B. Redefinition of Studies into a Basic Research Mode

Even when Researchers do get involved in Problem-Focused

Research, they will rather naturally tend to bend the Research to
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Focused Research projects into Basic Research projects. They will

be more laely to look for the Basic Research aspect of the Problem- .

Focused Research roblem than to look at the ProblempFocused Research

problem ac hand.

Thus, the issue fOr the funding agency is to keep Researchers

focused on Problem-Focused Research toncerns rather than following

their natural tendency toward Basic Research questions. The funding

agency must keep one point clearly and sharply in focus: Problem-

Focused Research is Research, but it is not Basic Research. 'Thus,

a Research proposal should not be funded as if it were Problem-Focused

Research if it lacks the proper focus--i.e., if the proposal ocuses

on Basic Research questions rather than on the kind of problemti

appropriate to Problem-Focused Research. It might of course be

worthy of funding as Basic Research--from funds allocated to that:.

Because of the tendency of Researchers to switch the focus, the

funding agency must be sure it is leading (in consort with the

Researcher) rather than being led blindly. Its role is active and

proactive instead of passive and reactive. Otherwise funds will tend.

to be directed into Basic Research.

This is precisely the problem so often encountered in field-

initiated work (especially work suggested by unsolicited proposals).

The initiators are often Researchers who, as we are noting, tend

towareBasic Research, especially the most creative of them and those

whose efforts tend to be focused on outputs capable of being published

in the more prestigious Research journals. The potential dangers

increase when the Researchers making such proposals are the "stars"

*We are using "problem" here to refer to social problems or problems

of practice, in contrast to the intellectual problems (i.e., Research

problems, or problems inherent in the development of the knowledge

base of a discipline) that structure Basic Research inquiries.
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of a field. Such persons are often Basic-Research oriented, and

# being influential and presti3ious, they tend to become field and

acus defining, and their proposals are more likely to win approval.

We must note here that this is not an issue of Excellence. The

proposed research may be of excellent quality--it just may not be

appropriately problem-focused.

\ly funding agency must mediate the whole process, and this

will require high qUality personnel within the Agency.

C. *Problems in Maintaining the Interdisciplinary Focus

Similarly, we must note that having been trained in a specific

discipline, the Researcher will rather naturally tend to redefine
*

probleis into those ihat fit into the perspectives and boundaries

9f his own partiblar discipline--the discipkine in which he works

most comfortably.

It may be necessary to allow this to haPpen at least to some

extent, because this is what is of interest to (and thus motivates)

the Researcher. The trouble is that it is too easy for the Researcher
,

to shift the focus of a problem in this way.

As a result,.where a problem could be studied on an inter-

disciplinary basis, the interdisciplinary focus may be lost unless

some kind of proactive tension'is provided.

Thus, the issue for the funding agency is to provide mechanisms

*to maintain an interdisciplinary focus wherelossible, while at the

same time being careful not to "overprogram" such an interdisciplinary

focus. The.mest reasonable strategy for the funding agency

instance is probably to include this interdisciplinary requirement

as part of the evaluation process at the beginningduring the

selection of projects, the selection of institutions; etc.--but

not to interfere with the overall process itself.

The maintenance of an interdisciplinary focus is an objective

most appropriately met during the selection stage; it is not likely

to le accomplished effectively through attempting to impose process
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controls. In order to maintain an interdisciplinary focus, the

funding agency has two alternative approaches to consider:

1. On the one hand, the Agency may choose to create an

interdisciplinary setting in which the Research will

be carried out. Here, the Agency must face.the issue

of whether'or not it wishes to get into an institution-

building mode.

2. On the other hand, the Agency may choose to allow the

various different disciplines each to undertake the

work in its own way and within its own boundaries. Here,

the Agency faces ihe problem of "putting it all together--

which may require additional projects, or the establish-

ment of some other method of integration.

6. Summary

Inherent in the Problem-Focused Research process are two

conflicting tendencies:

1. The tendency of Users and Funders to turn it into a

Development proc4d.

2. The tendency of Researchers tc turn it into a Basic

Research process.

A further complicating problemts the fact that the Researchers are

not a cohesive group but rather.beiong to different disciplines, each

with its own perspectives and boundaries.
,

The funding agency must be very clear as to the existence and

nature of these conflicting forces.

In this light, tho funding agency has several key roles:

1. to maintain the integrityW the Problem-Focused Research;

2. to mediate, balance, synthesize thn conflictitg forces

inherent in the Problem-Focused Research process;

5. to insure that there Is adequate input regarding the per-

spectives and needs of the various kinds of Users to which

- -

e.
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tha Research process is directed;

4. to insure the participation of competent Researchers by

presenting clearly and invitingly the Research aspects

of .the process which interest, excite and motivate them.

It should be clear by now that balancing the conflicting forces

in a way that keeps Problem-Focused Research productive requires

skillful orchestration by the funding agency personnel. It is also

immediately obvious that if the funding agency is to be able to

4
perrorm its orchestrating role effectively, it would seem advisable

for the Agency to haVe very knowledgeable ahd skillful personnel on

its staff--personnel who understand the forces arid issucs involved.

As this is not always possibly, an alternative that might be attempted

would be to utilize such integrating mechanisms as panels, conferences,

etc.., where representatives of the Users and of the various disciplines

of the Researchers can discuss the issues and reach consensus. How-

ever, we must recognizo that the basic nature of the Problem-Focused

Research process is for the different participants to be in tension

with one another. Thus,lust bringing them together does not solve

the problem of ccnflict--it merely provides a way or mechanism for

orchestrating a conflict sitution. As a result, even when provision

is made for bringing the diffe:ent participants together, there

remains', the need for in-housc Agency people to perform skillfully

the role of balancing, mediating, and orchestratilg the conflicting

forces.

In the oraythe funding agency attempts to procure programs and

manage Research activities, there is really no substitute for haVing

within the Agency knowledgeable and. skilled personnel who are highly

involved in the area of concern.

The generic characteristics .,f.the Problem-Focused Research

process are so important that we probably cannot overemphasize what

Problem-Focuse.. Research is and is not--and especially how it differs

from 3asic Research and Development.

.1)

:



\Frqm this perspective, we have already noted the following

implications for Agency strategy:

I. The process.cannot be controlled in a standard "bureaucratic"

manner. Rather, an agency can best exercise control by

being involved in the process.

2. The Agency must play a major leadership role rather than

being blindly led by the Researchers. At the same time,

lotobdem-Focused Research is not highly attractive to some

of the most creative Researchers. Thus, while leading and

controlling, the Agency must also be as accommodating as

possible to the Researchers in those aspects that do not

subvert or divert the primary intent of thp ptOgram.

3.. it follows that having knowledgeable professionals within

the Agency is a very important part of a funding strategy.

THE EL.UCATIONAL CO#EXT OF PROBLEM-FOCUSED RESEARCH

1. Basic Weaknesses

Probably the greater part of the Research that is carried on 141/

within the field of education is Research of the Problem-Focused type.

There is a sizeable community Of educational Researchers who carry

out wozk that is problem-focused. And there is an enormous quantity

of Research of this applied or problem-focused variety produced every

year. Nonetheless, the field is basically a weak field:

1. Most of what is happening is small-scale, scattered,

fragmented.

2. There are major questions about the quality of what is

being done.

3. There is a lack of clear definition and identity of the

field ai somehow differen% from either Basic Research or

Evaluation or Policy Research.

4. There is enn a lack of clear delineation or consensus on

the problem areas that structure this as a field of inquiry



or as an R/lAI function.

There is a considerable amount of confusion in education as to

just what is and is not Research of an Applied, or Problem-Focused

nature. On one end of the inquiry oontinuum, one finds considerable

difficult in education in distinguishing Applied or Problem-Focused

Reearch from Basic Research. On the other end of the continuum,

there is a tendency of many--generally non-Researchem--to confuse

Applied or Problem-Focused Research with a broad range of other

activitiesthatt cannot properly be subsumed under the Research rubric--

e.g., library research (such as examination of alternative sets of

teaching materials); demonstration projects (a favorite device for

diverting "Research" funds into other uses); Or the social bookkeeping

kind of statistical record keeping that occupies the attention of so

many school system "Research" offices.

One of the clearest Indicators of the weaknesses and immaturit7

of the Probiem-Focused Research field is the widespread inability of

educational Researchers to define what is a researchable problem. In

education, a great deal of what is defined as a problem is defined on

the basis of the significance of the topic area rather than on'the

basis of what is researchable. Indeed, many of the proposals that are

made are about questions having clear significance in terms of the

sUbstance of the problem. However, the simple fact that a significant

social or auctice-based problem is not itself a Research problem is

s,.mething that does not appear td be completely understood in the

field of education. The oft-noted.criticism of the inability of

educational Researchers to define reasonable Research problems comes .

about in part because there is a gap between Researchers, understanding

of a given need or topic and how one would go about researching the

need or even translating the general problem into a researchable

problem. As a result, Problem-Focused Research in education is

characterized by a tremendous amount of oversell. This is not because

the ;:epple involved are charlatans, deliberPtely promising to answer

c-,

te
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questions they kaow they cannot answer. Rather, it is too often the

cat.: that the Researchers do not eitin know that thc.state of the art ,

renders them incapable of answering questions which they have defined,

as a need or problem.

2. Institutional Bases

There are primarily two institutional bases where Problem-

Focused Research is carried out in the field of education: the

universities, and a number of large R&D organizations in the private

and quasi-public sectors. There are problems inherent in both of

these'institutional bases.

A. The Universities

The universities have the capability to do Problem-Focused

ResearCh, but they tend to do it in a Basic Research mpde--both

because tliat is the mode the Researchers have been trained and

sociali:ed in, aad because of the social pressures of the university

as an institution. In a university setting, Researchers arc rewarded

for acting like Basic Researchers rather than for problem solving.

Thus, Research gets bent into the Basic R'esearch mode, especially

if the Research is being done by a group within a particular discipline.

A second point about universities is that they usually do not have

a minimum critical mass of the capabilities needed to carry out

Problem-Focused Research. The result tends to be that either (a)

a problem that requires t large scale approach will tend to be scaled

down to fit the resourcesthat the univerSity has available; or (b)

as an alternative, the university will put together an ad-hoc group

of people who tend not to stay together very long as a work group.

Neither of these alternatives is really very helpful, but both are
1

typical enough to warrant some further attention.

1. Scaling Down the Problem

If a university lacks adequate resources to deal 1Nith a

problem that requiros a large scale approach, the problem will
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tend to be redefined to a smaller, manageable scale, In

particular, the time frame will tdwl to be reduced (as we

shall note in more detail below). Additionaliy,'In a unil-

versity setting a problem is often approached by a group

of Researchers from 4 specific discipline and, rather natur-

ally, tills group will scale.the problem do% 'to fit into the

focus and capabilities of their own discipl nes, thus veering

the Research away from the problem focus to a disciplinary

focus. In schools of education, where the problem focus is

more likely to be maintained, a somewhat different kind of /

- problem is encountered froquently. With the possible ex- 4

ception of the ten to fifteen schools of ed4cation in this

country with strong Research traditions, schools of education

generallyjack the.kind of well trained Research faculty and

graduate Students more likely to be found within the. dis-

cip;iniry departn.ents. Typically, then, the university setting

:ar Problem-Focused Research offers the fundlng agency a choice

between well trdined personnel who are likely to redefine Problem-

Focused Research into Basic Research modes or adherence to the

problem focus by Researchers less likely to produce qaatity Work.

.2. lhe Ad-Hoc Approach

Whether the reason be the disciplinary emphases of university

personnel, the general fragmentation of tho field, or whatever,

it is the nature of the university social system that people

will tend to come together for a while to work on a problem

and then go their separite ways instead of staying together

for a long period of time.

This ad-hoc, short term approach tends to be highly dys-

functional simply because Problem-Focused Research (and

Research in general) tends to require longevity--i.e., the

building of skill groups that can work together over long

periods of time. The focus of the Research is problem solving,



a process that takes time, especially if.the need is to

develop a long-range Problem-Focused Researdh program.

We may also note that the commitment to a set or series

of ,:oncerns (which tends to exist in .Basic Research in tha

disciplinary setting) tends more often than not to be missing

in relation to Problem-Focused Research--a dynamic that re-

inforces the ad-hoc approach..

This iendency towards adrhoc approaches bears further

examination from the institution-building perspective. There

may indeed be extremely well written.proposals from a uni-

versity _group to do Research in a given area. There may even

be a "star", a very competent Researcher with the appearance

of a striong group around him (or her) to do the Research.

Indeed,,for providing good quality results from a particular

piece 4f,Research,.this group may in fact appear to be a strongly

quaLified group, one that would do the work well.

4ever, it would seem essential for NIB to be,concerned

with long-term capacity and system building as well as with the

particular results of a single Research project. Looked at

from an overall system perspective, the procurement of a grotip

that will be.together only for one or maybe two projects will

not be as relevant, meaningful or cost/effective (in the long

term) as funding a group which has(or has.the potential to

develop) longevity. In the ldtter instance, the Agency would

be.procuring not qnly a short-term product but also a system-

building capacity.

In summary, universities tend not to be able to put together

long-term, large scale work groups. As a result they tend either

to scale down a problem into one that is manageable with existing

capabilities; or they develop ad-hoe, short-life groups for

individual Research projects which add nothing of significance

towards building overall system capabilities.
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A somewhat different set of problems ctiAracterize Problem-

Focused Research as this is carried out,in large R$D organizations

in the private sector (generally non-profit corporations and oc-

casionally for-profit organizations) and in the quasi-public sector

(the federally-created regional laboratories and R&D centers). These

are organizations that, by ttgeir very nature, should be particularly

well-suited to carrying out P.Jmblem-Focused Research. They are

likely io develop ana\put together the resources for large scale

Problem-Focused Research,particularly the larger organizations. They

are likely.to put together work teams that will stay together for.a

long time. There are not the internal social pressure that one gets

in the university setting that would veer ReiOarchers away from

focusing on specified problems (even when these seem to provide no

eXciting and potentially publishable outputs).

HoweverT- at least two significant kinds of problems are dis-

cernible from the history of these organization. First, it is not

obvious that there are attractive career paths in these organizations

that are capable of attracting the best talent. A small handful of

these organizations win a large number of contracts, and can offer

people some degree of stability and the prospect of a long-term career.

But, compared to a university (which is the setting that tends to

attract most of the best Research talent), there is no similar kind

of long-term tenure or comnitment. The likelihood is that, for a

variety of reasons, these organizations may have great difficuIty

attracting the strongest Research talents. -

The second kind of problem may be an even more serious one.

Many of these organizations were originally established to carry out

Applied (i.e., Problem-Focused) Research as well as Development.

However, the history of the labs and centers is suggestive of a

pattern that is probably somewhat discernible in the private sector
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.9as well, the later 60s, federal procurement emphases reshaped

these organizations, especially the labs, into Development organiza-

tions rather than organizations that carried out the full spectrum

of R/D4I activities including Problem-Focused Research. That is

to say, most of the money tended to go for Development rather than

Problem-Focused Resehrch. Consequently, these organizations (being

the qpe that are structurally responsive to funding sources) ex-

panded their Development capacity more and more. To the extent they

carried on Problem-Focused Research, it might have been as an induce-

ment to keep some of their Research talent happy and to maintain them

in the organization.

To summarize, there is one all-pervasive point that becomes

apparent from examining the institutional bases of Problem-Focused

Research in education: there is a fair amount of Problem-Focused

4Besearch around, but it tends to be discrete, small scale Research

projects rather than very large-scale projects. Certainly there may

be a significant number of Problem-Focused Research problems which can

be tackled in a small way. But the ones that are probably the focus

of NIE procurement tend tb be larger-scale, complex programs that

will likely require long-term Research capability.

The basic point is that there is very little large-scale, long-

term Problem-Focused Research being done. The universities tend to

scale it down or not do it in tlie long-term mode. The large insti-

tutes and organizations in the private and quasi-public sectors that

are organizationally capable of putting together large scale long-term

work teams tend to have been pushed into becoming primarily Detelopment

organizations. This may be overstating the case; but certainly they

have not filled the need for a significant amount of large-scale,

long-term Problem-Focused Research to meet needs.

. It appears that Problem-Focused Research in education is

essentially an area that needs to be put together--it it not really

there now to any sizeable degree. In part this is because the field



has tended to think in terms of Basic Research concepts, or Develop-

ment concepts, rather than thinking of Problem-Focused Research as

a fundamentally different kind of Research, requiring different

sorts of *structures and institUtional bases which are suited to

Problem-Focused Research as a distinct mode of RiD 2ctivity.

3. Some Additional Considerations

lp Communication

Problem-Focused Research shares many of the problems that we

already noted about Basic Research. The information mechanisnm and

the communication structures of the field are inadequate--even more

so than in Basic Research. Not only does the field lack invisible.
.

colleges,but there is an even weaker journal structure. Relatively

few journals specialize in definable Problem-06cused Research areas,

and material relevant to any particular problem area tends to be

scattered among scores of journals. There are relatively few

abstracting mechanisms in the educational field at all,'and virtually

no usable abstracting mechanism of relevance to any but a handful of

problem areas. The whole information retrieval syiiem, which might

be potentially useful to the Problem-Focused Researcher, is really

not geared to Problem-Focused Research.

B. Commitment

Given the way the field is currently organized, with the Problem-

Focused Researchers constantly moving in an oUt of prbblem areas,

commitments tend to be short-term rather than long-term. Thus in-

formal communication mechanisms and personal information flows are

difficult to sgstain; the communication networks are even more

diffuse than in Basic Research, where we have already noted the very

rudimentary state of development of communications networks.

C. Climate

The climate surrounding Problem-Focused Research is even more
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negative than the climate surrounding Basic Research. The reason,

quite simply, is that moro tends to be expected of Problem-Focused

Research, and therefore the disappointment is far greater when no

payoff seems forthcoming. Basic Research does not hold out the

promise of solving life's problems so saliently. Thus, there is a

degree of acceptance' when a specific Basic Research project does not

produce answers--or may do so onlif in i distan future.

But, in contrast, precisely because it is problem focused,

Problem-Focused Research does (rightly or wrongly) seem to hold out

a "promise" to solve ongoing operational problems. Thus, when such

rather costly Research projects do not produce answers (or might

possibly'do so only over a long period of time), there is disappoint-

ment. The result, inevitably, tends to be the generation of strongly

held feelings that Problem-Focused Research is a waste of money.

D. , Need Identification

A related point here has to do with Need Identification for

Research--who does it, and how a.whoie'set of problem areas have

been identified. In the past, Need Identification has been

Researcher-driven. That is to say, Researchers identified their own

problems, with very little input from,Users. Thus, the problems

defined by the Researchers were things that interested them rather

than necessarily the problems perceived by Users or by people

affected by the problem. As a'result, Researcher-defined problems

turned out to be either so irrelevant, ill-defined or misperceived

that the User community perceived the Research as useless.

Now it appears that there has been an overreaction to the pre-
.

dominance of Researchc -initiated inquiry into problems. Thus, the

definition of problems is now perhaps overly system-driven. NIE is

defining problems; Users are defining problems; and the Research

community is doing a gmit deal of complaining about the fact that

the problems which are being defined either are not problems that are

researchable or are not problems that should be the focus of Research
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Clearly, then, there is some need for orchestration in the Need

Identification process. Given the current level of maturfty in

educational R/DIII as a whole and educational Problem-Focused Research

in particular, only an agency such as NIE can provide the orchestra-

tion needed to maintain and mediate the existing tension, permitting

the Researcher viewpoint to take on increasing influence as the

capability of the Research community permits.

E. Funding

As in Basic Research, the sources _for Problem-Focused Research

funding are numerous. NIE, as the lead agency (even though not

necessarily the major funding source), has a role in working with other

agencies to orchestrate funding so that NIE funds can be applied in a

way maximally useful to the system.

III. Implications for the Role of NIE

1. Procurement Behavior

A. Orchestration

Given the baSic tension inherent in Problem-Focused Research

and the resultant tendencies for Researchers to treat it as

though it were Basic Research while Panders and Users tend to

treat it like Development, NIE has a key orchestration role in

mediating the inevitable conflicts between Researchers on the

one hand and Users and Funders on the other hand--as well as

reconciling differences in perspectives among Researchers from

the vapous disciplines relevant to a given problem area.-

Critical here is the orchestration of User and Researcher

perspectives in problem selectionbalancing Users' interest in

targetting Research at problems where they perceive a real need

and Researchers' concerns about the researchability of identified

problem areas given the state of the art in relevant fields.

If high quality Researchers arc to he attracted to and maintaineld

I.
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in large scale educational Research institutions that carry out

Problem-Focused Research, the field and the institutional settings

must be made attractive to them. As far as is feasible the forms

and modes of funding and control must be made to accommodate their

needs. It is vital to include the User perspective of problem

area significance in initial project and program selection, but

the overall balance will need to be redressed in favor of the

protection of the Researchers' criteria of Excellence and re-
.

searchability (so.often lacking in the current situation).

This kind of orchestration will require great sensitivity

i and skill, and suggests the need for Agency personnel: a) who

can work closely and well with both Researchers anci Users;

b) who can gain their trust and'confidence while still maintain-

ing the iltogrity of the Institute's perspective; c) who can

_intervene appropriate].) to make certain that the Research

)11aintains its problem focus and that the problems selected for

study both meettyser needs and are in fact researchable and

carried out in a manner likely to be productive.

The use of advisory panels to help NIB staff define Research

program areas would seem appropriate. But their influence may well

be somewhat limited until the field gains in strength. A danger

to be avoided is the filling out of these panels with dispro-
,

portionate representation from the Basic Research community (no

matter how distinguished these Basic Researchers may be, especially

those from the disciplines) and from the User community. Until

more can be delegated to a stronger interdisciplinary field, NIE

will have to be prepared to assume a larger share of the overall

programming responsibility.

B. System Building

The fundamental point we emphasized in our analysis of the

educational context was the relative absence of Problem-Focused

Research settings with the required attributes of large scale,
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longevity, and Excellence. FurXher, we noted that prior funding

policies had tended to transform the centers of applied work

that do exist into what are primarily Development organizations.

The implication for NIE is that institution building (and

rebuilding) is a very important need--and only NIE (through its

funding, orchestrating, and managing) can provide the impetus

for such a strategy.

Institution building implies:'

1. locating existing or potential centers of excellence;

2. developing and supporting them in a manner that will

permit the longevity of work teams and the kind of

scaled operations that Problem-Focused Research often

requires.

Specifically in relation to universities (as one obvious

source for centers of excellence), the problem is the tension

between (a) the need to keep the focus on Problem-Focused Research;

and (b) the fact that Problem-Focused Research is generally not

rewarded in the university setting. Thus, two alternative strate-

gies could be:

1. to attract competent university Researchers to R&D

organizations in the private and quasi-public sectors

(which, however, would have the dysfunctional effect

of weakening potential university centers of excellence);

or

2. to provide joint-appointment arrangements wherein

university Researchers can both maintain their univer-

sity relationships (and security) yet also devote major

amounts of their time to Problem-Fecnsed Research in

these R&D organizations outside the university setting.

In relation to large-scale R&D organizations in the private and

quasi-public sectors, NIE's strategy will probably have to be one

of re-building--i.e., developing funding policies with the needed

focus, scale, and time-frame to permit these organizations to
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ieturn to the Problem-Focused mold.

As in our discussion of institution building for the Basic

Research function, system building will require a somewhat close,

collaborative relationship with the field to permit the identi-

fication of potential centers of excellence with the required

"minimum critical mass of talent." And as in Basic Research,

with limited resources for funding and a wide array of potential

problem areas for the focus of such funding, a policy of "placing

bets" and concentratxng funding on a few selected problem areas

would seem preferable to scattering the available resources across

a much larger range of problem areas and Research organizations.

The funding of Problem-Focused Research in education has been

characterized for some time by a Catch-22 problem i.e., a funding .

pattern which requires Researchers to promise unattainable (or at

the very least, highly uncertain) results in order to obtain

funding. Thus, if you promise, you can't deliver. If you don't

promise, you don't get funded.

NIE--and Users, Researchers, and the Congress--need to clearlr

understand that:

1. The problems selected must be important problems.

2. At the same time, the problems must be researchable.

3. The capacity does not really exist right now to

meet those needs.

4. Thus, institution building (and rebuilding) is the

prime need.

S. However, institution building is an ongoing, long-term

process.

These points imply that Problem-Focused Research must be

promoted as an important but long term contributor to education--

one that requires a major investment now"If the gap is to be

filled, more for-future than for present benefits. Perhaps this is'

the only way to overcome the Catch-22 problem. Vital to such a
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strategy is that Users, the Congress and NIL have a clear under-

standing of the differentiation between Problem-Focused Research

and Development.

C. Process Mode of Management

Given the size of the investment required for large-scale

Problem-Focused.Research, and recognition of the somewhat limited

sta*likdevelopment of the field, a funding agency is likely to

havd a strongly felt need to exercise some control over its Re-

search program. But,as we have emphasized repeatedly, Problem-

Focused Research is Research, ind it is carried out by Researchers.

Therefore, it would seem essential for NIE OrtiFoid a bureau-

cratic response. Tightly drawn RFP's that attempt to mandate

targets, deadlines, procedures, etc. have limited likelihood

of being effective and seem to be inappropriate substituies for

knowledgeable close interactive relationships between NIE staff

and the field, especially where NIE staff include Researchers

who function as an integral part of thelield.

2. Considerations Internal to N1E and Non-Procurement Activities

A. Staffing

Recdtnizing the high cost of establishing large scale Problem-

Focused efforts of appropriate critical mass, the visibility of

such efforts, and the tremendous difficulty of keeping such work

problem-focused (especially during a period in which the emphasis

is to be on institution building and on attracting strong Research

talent), NIE will be faced with the need to build a.very strong

internal group capable of close working relationships with the

field--rclationships that imply a substantial degree of leadership.

This can be achieved only if such personnel are themselves involved

in important Problem-Focused Research and have achievel some stature

in the Research community.

Without such a relationship and a strengthened field (backed
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up by the needed in-house competence and activity), merely doubling

or tripling the proportion of funding allocated to field-initiated

"Research would not seem to be a purposeful strategy in and of it-

self. Unlesi NIE is capable of orchestrating the Basic Research/

Development iension, the quality control requirements, the

institution building programs and the much greater amount of fund-

ing available for Problem-Eqcused Research from other agencies

and, further, is capable of performing the monitoring of the total

effort, then merely turning more of the initiative over to an

overtly weak field would seem to be futile.

B. Internal Asency Structure

Given what we have said of the importance of separating

ProbleM-Focused Research from both Basic Research and Development,

it might be desirable for this se'paration also to be reflected

in both organizational and budgetary.structures within NIE. This

would seem to be a matter that merits some attention within the.

Agency.

C. Non-Procurement Activities

Much of what we discussed earlier in relation to non-procurement

activities of the Agency appropriate for the Basic Research func-

tion applies equally well to Problem-Focused Research. Included

here mignt be such activities as: NIE Researchers conducting

Problem-Focused Research of their own, possibly in collaboration

with Researchers in the field; keeping in touch with the field

through travel, telephone communication, attending and/or sponsoring

seminars and conferences, etc.; facilitating the development of

invisible colleges and other communication and quality control

mechanisms needed for the cumulative development of relevant

knowledge and technology bases; etc.

Here too, NIE Researaers might map potential problem areas,

prepare syntheses and reviews of the state of available knowledge,
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etc., and use such documents for recruiting and attracting top

Research talent to specific Problem-Focused Research areas--

in much the same manner described earlier in our discussidn of

Basic Research.

The procurement implications of these kinds of staffing and

non-procurement'activities parallel those considered earlier

for Basic Research. Here too, close interactive relationships

between Agency and field, and itollaborative development of

Resoarch proposals and programs,would seem possible if system-

building considerations coUld be seen to take precedence over

the rules of the game of competitive procurements. Inherent in

this discussion may well be one of the most significant and

Ontroversial policy issues in need of NIB consideration--one

fraught With enormous implications for the Institute as well

as for the whole educational R/DBI system and its future develop-

ment.
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I. THE NATURE OF DEVELOPMENT

1. Introduction

A. User Focus

Development infolves a process of converting knowledge into

User-ready products.* The emphasis or focus of Developint is the User.

The end-product must be something a User can use (with at most some

minimal fitting or tailoring). Thus, we use the term "Us r-ready" to

emphasize that when a product is "developed," it is in a form that the

User can potentially use--it is "ready" for use.

It follows rather obviously that Development is very dependent

upon and thus must be very responsive to User, needs. Further, we must

emphasize that Development must be related to current User needs--not

to some "foreseen" long-term future needs.

. Of course, there D.. always the potsitliity to foresee (or project)

a time when Users will be ready for a product which they do.not currently

see I's a need. However, this kind of situation tends to be much more

theoretical than real. Normally, a Developer has neither the capability

to make such "putting products on the shelf" projections accurately nor

the luxury to do so. e

B. icetpTrDeendetltheDevelopiaent State of the Art

Whether or not it is even possible to develop a specific product

is, of course, determined by what the state of the art permits. Whether

or not a product should be developed also depends on the state of the

*As noted in an earlier chapter, for simplicity of usage we use the term
"products" whenever we are referring to the outputs of the Deve;opment
process. However, th ^eader should keep in mind that the term "products"
is meant here to .convc, the full array of Development outputsnrograms,
processes, modOls, strategies, approaches, etc. as well as the narrower
range of outputs we typically think of as "products."
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art. For example, there is no point in creating a product that is in

fact out-of-date if the state of the art permits a superior product to

be developed.

We must note that we refer to the Development state of the art --

not to the Research state of the art. As we will note later, there is

in fact very little direct transfer from Research into Development. The

products of Research appear in long-term, indirect ways. By contrast,

Development products generally come from a more certain, established

knowledge base -- i.e., Development products tend to be based upon or

are an extension of other kinds of Development products. In simple

terms, an existing product A.s modified, improved, etc.. or a well

developed concept is turned into a usable product.

C. Production

Development is the creation of a product in a form in which it

can be used directly or duplicated for wider use.

In the generic sense, the end of Development is the beginning of

Production. Once a product is developed, Production begins and at some

later time (usually soon after Production begins), the Producer dis-

seminates (distributes, markets) the product to the User.

In some fields (where the products are essentially technologies,

e.g. in education), this clear-cut process of Development/Production/

Dissemina*ion/Utilization generally does not exist. In such cases, the

actual Production may be carried out by the User3 themselves. After

Development is completed, the next step is usually simply informing

the User how to reproduce the developed product. Thus, in education,

a clear-cut, separate Production stage often does not exist.

D. The Steps in Development

The Development process will depend to some degree on the nature

of the product being developed. however, im one form or another the

process will generally involve: Need Identification, Development justi-

fication and feasibility,1 dcsfkn, model'or prototype building, testing,

packaging'(which may include creation of Implementation/Utilization
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instructions), pilot dissination, large-scale field testing, final

modifications.

2. The Cntrality_oflatem Linkages

In Development, three system linkages are of critical importance;

i.e., the linkages between the Developer and:

1. the User (fsEeKed Identification)

2. the Developmerit state of the art

3. the Producthn stage.

1. Need IdeAtification Linkages with the User

Normally we tend to think of Need IdentifiCation as occurring

at the tginaing. of the Development process--i.e., when the User

(either directly or through some intermediary) works with the Developer

to define the area of need. Typically, Need Identification is then

c'onsidered to have been completed.

This, however, is a very limited concept, one that works well

only under conditions of overall system maturity and certainty--i.e.,

when:

1. the Users can clearly specify what they need;

2. the Developer (and Producer) can know exactly what the

Users mean;

3. the Developer is then capable of producing the developed

product and then saying with assuredness to the Users:

"Here is what you asked for";

4. it is then obvious to the Users what to do with the product.

As an example, an airplane manufacturer may well be able to specify so

clearly the requirements for a needed airplane part that the part can

be developed to specifications and then, in effect, simply "plugged in."

In contrast, of what value is such an isolated, simplistic

process of Need Identification under conditions of overall system

imwaturity and uncertainty (such as in education), when the User

cannt clearly tell the Developer what is needed, when the Developer

I ,
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would not really be sure how to go about developIng the product oven

if the User were to give clear specifications, etc.?

Under these conditicins, Need identification mu3t be seen as

a broa.:. ongoing, continuous process-ma process that:

1. enables the Developer throughout the virious stage;\b&

Development to seek and receive additional information

and clarification from the User;

2. not only involves successive stages of the Development

process, but is continuous through Dissemination,

Implementation, and UtUization, until the need has been

rpfined sufficiently for a usable product to be developed.

In a word, under conditions of overall system immaturity and un-

certainty, Development is a continuous prec.ess of adjustment and

modification--a tailoring of the product which does not end With the

generic "Development" stage but continues through the User aspects

of the RiT4I process.

2.t_linkajtes1:42the Development State of the Art

While not as critical or as difficult as linkages between the

Developer and the User, thc linkage between the Developer and the

Development state of the ar\is nonetheless important. The Developer

does need to know what has been done, can be modified or improved,

can be applied to a particular pioject.

The linkage is to the Development knowledge base. This does

not mean that linkage to Problem-Focused Research cannot at times be

helpful. (Indeed, some Problem-Focused Research quite often occurs

concurrently with the Development process--i.e., as the Developer

runs into "problems.") This also means that the linkage to Basic

Research is at best tangential and occasional.

3. Linkues to the Production Sta$e

A not uncommon breakdown in the R/D&I process occurs when a

develd product is given to the Producer in a form that (for whatever
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reason) is not practical or feasible for Production purposes. This is

not surprising. If Developers are doing their job, they have kept in

mind that the final product must be in a form which tho User can use.

We simply note here that the Developers also need to consider that the

developed product (prototype, model) can be manufactured, where such a

function is needed. . To know what are the Production constraints,

criteria, etc., the Developer needs communication linkages with the

Producer.

B. The Agency Role: Monitoring and Orchestrating System Linkages

The mission of a funding ageAcy in Development is in essence to

insure that adequate Development is (or can) occur. Because Development

is a system phenomenon, a major Agency responsibility is to monitor and

orchestrate the system linkages. We emphasize the system nature of

Development simply because Development cannot be isolated from

Produzti3n, Dissemination, Implementation, and Utilization.

In a mature system, this-role is likely to be relatively smaller,

as there may have developed natural linkages which provide for a high

degree of self-monitoring and self-orchestration.

Contrarily, in the uncertain conditions of an immature system,

monitoring and orchestration may be a significant Agency role.

II. EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT OF DEVELOPMENT

1. The Lack of a Production Function in Education

As we have already noted briefly, in the educationalsaaext,

Development often does take on aspects of Production--simply because

a separate Production stage and apparatus often does not exist.

When no mass production is involved, the developed prototype may

indeed be the sum total of Production. Then the issue is simply one

of informing Users of the prototype.

In other instances, the Productiou phase may occur at several

unreted points in time (instead of over a single, continuous point

in time). The prototype or model is put into the system, in the
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Of course, there are types of outputs (games, books) for which

there may be a distinct Production stage. Here the issue to be con-

!sider:d is: who is willing and capable to do Production?

In cases where the Development work has been done by a commercial

firm, the carrying out of Production activities is usually not a

problem. Commercial firms tend to have well developed Production

capabilities. And their right to control thy nature of thc output in

its final form cannot really be challenged given their joint role as

both Developer and Producer.

However, when the Developer is government-funded, questions about

cemmercialization in the Production stage arise inevitably. Production

considerations may suggest major changes in the .Doveloper's prototype

if Production is to be carried out on a sufficient scale and/or if it

is to be 1:ept within specified costs. In such instances, the Developer

will navo t: reconcile his desire for Production on a scale that would

permit widespread Dissemination and Utilization, with his desire to

maintain the integrity of his prototype and to control the character of

the final product. This is clearly an issue worthy of some attention,

but one that we cannot deal with here.

Mention should also be made of the difficulty encountered occa-

sionally when commercial Producers acquire the rights to a larger

number of Development outputs than they can readily produce over the

short run. The consequence here may be that the product's dissemination

is delayed for some time (if not, perhaps, forever). This potential

problem suggests the need for considering the possibility of agreements

with commercial Producers that entail forfeit of the Producer's rights

to a product if its Production and at least the beginnings of its Dis-

semination are not accomplished within a specified time period.

For a variety of reasons, a product may not be commercialized--

either by intent or by default, or for lack of interest from commercial

Prodrs. Where Production activities of some kind or other are called

for ly the very nature of tho product, then the question becomes: if
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not commercial Producers, who w[111 do Production? There are a number

of possible answers. Perhaps the Developer will do Production -- per-

haps el,en the User or various kinds of intermediary organizations created

1..) link Producers and Users. The character of that Production may well

vary depending on who in the'system actually carries out the Producjon

work.

.2. The Development Knowledge/Techno1ogy...23am)

Thero seems to be general agreement that the educational Develop-

ment knowledge/technology base is weak, that its quality ii generally

poor. 454.when one can pol.nt to some highly valuable Development

knowledge or some highly useful Development technology, access to

quality information of this kind is difficult:

a. Developers do not know what other Developers have done or

can do.

b. There is little codification of Development knowledge/

technology-- the kind of codification to which Developers

could turn and on which they could rely. There is an

absence of "handbooks." Lacking too are distinct,

discrete, Development-relevant categories to facilitate

information searches.

c. The transforms or linkage mechanisms between stages of

the educational R/DU process are weak (e.g., there ale

so many unknowns in education that Research findings do

not readily get translated into.Development products;

almost equally ambigious may be the linkages between

Development and Production or Dissemination). Considering

that Development is a continuous process across various

R/KI stages, such transforms or linkages are quite

important

In light of the above, quality con-:rol becomes a key issue for

educational Development. Further, since the quality control needs to

he continklus throughout and even beyond the Development stage, there

is a strong logic for breal'ing up the procurement of Development into
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\k'tage 1: The Developer is asked to present NTE with a concept

for development of a product.

Stage 2: The Developer is asked to create and pilot test a

prototype.

Stage 3: ThWDeveloper is asked to develop a scaled !aversion

ready for large-scale Dissemination.

At each stage, the Development process could be reviewed, re-

fined and even stopped. The point is simply that N1E cannot afford to

assume that adequate quality control will be provided throughout an

entire Development cycle.

This stage-by-stage quality control could be accomplished through

either of two basic strategies.

1. A single Developer could be funded for the entire Development

process, but NIE would review the Developer's work at various

stages in the process.

2. Each stage of the process could be funded separately. This

would allow NIE the option (at each stage) to continue with

a single Developer or to open each stage to Competition.

The point to be emphasized here is simply that NIE should think

about Development procurement along lines such as these. And if NIE

is going to consider such strategies, a fairly active NIE involvement

is required--as contrasted, for example, with NIE simply providing

long-term nunding to a Developer who proposed what appears to be an

exciting, potentially significant Development project. Such NIE in-

volvement may seem onerous at times--but in educational Development,

some active degree of NIE involvement is bound to be necessary.

Finally, we must note that in education, the difficulty of

developing "product staneIrds" is such that the very concept may be

meaningless. The educational literature contains examples of some of

the more rigorous Development organizations striving to develop

"prlduet specirieations" i or to designing and testing prototypes.
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However, due to the "soft" nature .of the product in education, the

weakness of the overall knowledX! base of the field, and the general

resistance to developing and usir tight product specifications or

standards--either in the design ph se or in the course of formative

or summative evaluations-- there see s little point at this stage in

the maturity of the educitional R/D4I ystem to invest in development

of product "standards" as the solution the issue quality control.

More productive may be an investment in d signing Agency quality control

monitoring processes that have within them he built-in potential for

documentation and analysis of Development.pr cesses and the cumulative

development of a stronger Development knowledg /technology base.

3. The Institutional/Personnel Base for Ilucational Development

The institutional/personnel base for educational Development is

weak.. There are some strong Development organizations, but only

relatively few, especially in comparison to other fields (e.g., Health).

There are personnel doing Development, but relatively few personnel

trained in the Development process.

The weak institutional/personnel base raises at least three major

issues for NIE.

A. Contractor Selection

On the one hand, NIB must consider whether a potential contractor

has the kind of professional capabilities and skills to handle Develop-

ment throughout Its various phases.

Thus, selecting a somarnt contractor is a key role for NIB. How-

ever, the need for building an educational Development system is so

strong that NIE must be equally concerned about ensuring an adequate

Development institutional and personnel base from which competent

contractors can be selected. In many cases, this will mean that NIE

will have to take the initiative in seeking out and developing con-

tractors (as contrasted to simply responding to field initiation or

selecting from among those organizations willing to invest resources

in responding to competitive procurements).
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B. Quality Control of Process Instead of Product

Given the weakness of this institutional/personnel base, and

the difficulties inherent in either devising or using meaningful

product standards for quality control of the Development function jn

education, NIE will do better to attempt to exert quality control

over the Development' process rather than attempt what are likely to

be fruitless efforts to control directly the quality of Development

products. NIE can exert some control over the Development process by

determining how the contractor is going to approach a Development

project, who is going to be involved, etc.

C. The Locus of Quality Control

Quality control may be provided in either of two ways.

In a mature system, there will likely be a large degree of effec-

tive field-initiated quality control.

In an immature system (such as education), however, effective

field-initiated control will tend to be missing. Ilus, quality control

mechanisms will need to be set up by the Agency. (An exception can and

should be made in those few instances where the Development institutions

are able to and do exercise a strong degree of self-control over

quality.)

In the educational context, quality control could be provided

directly by NIE; or NIE could procure the services of other organizations

for quality control; or, as the field matures, NIE could gradually

facilitate the development of field self-control over quality.

We must further note that the locus of quality control will tend

to shift through the various phases of the Development process. In the

initial phases, NIE must play an important role -- e.g., with'kspect

to Need.Identification, how Development will be done, who will do it,

etc. As the Development p l cess moves towards finalization of ao

developed product, User involvement will tend to be more important than

NIE involvement. Thus, NIE should design and provide the mechanisms

that will gradually shift the locus of quality control from NIE to Users.

147
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D. Development in the Quasi-Public and Private Sectors

Finally, we may note some differences between Developmt.t in

the quasi-public and private sectors.

When Development is done in the commercial (private) sector, there

is in the long run a built-in quality control mechanism: if the product

is not good, it is not likely to sell for long. This is especially

true in fields where there are sophisticated Users. Further, in the

commercial sector, the Development/Producilon/Dissemination phases are

integrated. The danger here is not so much that of selling a low

quality product as it is selling the User products he does not need.

In contrast, as we have been noting, when Development is funded

by the government in the quasi-public sector, quality control cannot

be assumed, nor is the Developer automatically linked into the total

Development/Production/Dissemination process.

4. Development Processes in Education

Two aspects of Development as a process merit particular attention

because of their potential implications for NIE behavior with respect

to the field.

A., Need Iden ification: Pro ram Definition/Project Selection

I. Sotilniliel_ds

It must be understood that especially in education, there are

far more needs than can be met at any one time. This fact necessitates

having some form of project or program selection process. Further,

given the limited resources of NIE, the major criterion must be cost/

effectiveness, with effectiveness being seen in system terms of multi-

purposes and of portfolio effects.

2, MultLipurpole/§ystem Impact

Any particular procurement should be examined not only in terms

of its stated purpose, but also in terms of additional ways the project

might (or could be used to) impact various parts or the educational

system. For example, the project could have the additional impacts or:
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a. building the capability of the Deve.loper;

b. creating linkages;

c. helping the User during Ihiplementation and Utilization;

d. impacting the educational Development environment by

helping people see educational Development in a better
4

light.

Thus, a premium should be placed on those projects which not only

have important manifest purposes but Which also can provide multiple

additional impacts upon the total educational ystem.

3. Portfolio Impacts

Similarly the cost/effectiveness of a given project should be

evaluated in terms of its overall impact upon and within the total

portfolios of projects and pr NIE and at the various Development

institutions.

For example:

a. How many Development products (and what kinds) can be

disseminated without overloading the User? Over what

period of time?

b. Would it be better for NIE to concentrate its resources

in.a single area in order to obtain synergistic and

multiplier effects, in contrast to scattering its

resources among many "good" but unrelated projects?

Such'a consideration would also suggest the.need to

examine how other (non-NIE) sources of funding were being

used, and how funding might be coordinated across funding

agencies to obtain synergistic and multiplier effects.

c. To what extent would a given project tend to tie up.a

significant portion of an institution's resources?

For how long?

d. What would a particular project do to the balance between

high- and low-risk projects? Short-term and long-term

projects? What kind of balance does NIP want to have?

What kind should a given institution have?



Thus, considerdble emphasis should be placed on those projects

, which fit best i(ato the total portfolio of projects. i

Other illustrations could ea ily be given of multi-purpose and
0

\

portfolio impacts. The point is simply that, roject selection should

be considered net just from the viewpoint of a ) single project in

isolation but also from the viewpoint of total system impact.

4. NIE and Field Roles in Project Selection

Viewed fromhthis above perspective, project selection is not merely

the evaluation of proposals. Even more significantly, project selection

is a key element of system orchestration,* in Development but also (of

course) in other R/DU system functions.

Further, from this perspective . it becomes possible for NIE to

think of potential divisions of roles between NIB and the field.

Specifically, the field should be involved primarily at the

point of proposal.evaluation, while NIB must take responsibility for

project,and system orchestration. .

The field should be in the best pOsition to evaluate whether an
.

innovation is "goo.i" or "bad," at least in terms of such key criteria as:

relevance to User need; User capability to implement and utilize; state

of the art; User climate for acceptance; etc. Parenthetically we may

note that to the extent NIB lacks education professionals on its staff,

, NIE will be dependent upon field evaluation. This dependence is not.

i; an issue here. By allowing the field to provide evaluation from its
\

perspective and capabilities, NIE is freed from some unnecessary

additional burdens and can focus its resources on: a) the evaluation

of proposals in terms of orchestration and total system impact, and

b) doing the actual orchestration. At the same time, we do not want

to downplay the importance of having education professionals on the

Institute's staff. They would seem to be needed to help give an frin-

cation perspective to NIE's orchestration rule.

The field cannot really' be of mUch help ils making orchestration

and total system impact evaluations simply because they are not likely

to be in touch with (oCeven know about) all the elements of the NIB
,,
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b. creating linkages;

c. helping the User during Implementation and Utilization;

d. impacting the educational Development environment by

helping people see educational Development in a better

light .

Thus, a premium should be placed on those projects which not only

.

have imPortant manifest purposes but which also can provide multiple

additional impacts upon the total educational system.
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3. Portfolio Impacts

Similarly the cost/effectiveness of a given project should be

evaluated in terms of its overall impact upon and within the total

portfolios of projects and programs at NIE and at the various Developmeir

institutions.

example:

a. How many Development products (and what kinds) can be

disseminated withouP overloading the User? Over what

period of time?

b. Would it be better for NIE to concentrate its resources P*4
4
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in a single area in order to obtain synergistic and

multiplier effects, in contrast to scattering its

resources.among many "good" but unrelated projects?

Such a consideration would also suggest the need to

examine how other (non-NIE) sources of funding were being

used, and how fanding might be coordinated across funding

Akencies to obtain synergistic and multiplier effects.

c. To what extent would a given project tend to tic up a

significant portion of an institution's resources?

For how long?

d. What would a particular prdject do to the balance between

high- and low-risk projects? Short-term nd long-term

projects? What kind of bolanee does NIE want to have?

What kind should a given institution have?



Thus, considerable emphasis should be placed on those projects

whioh fit best into the total portfolio of projects.

Other illustrations could easily be given of multi-purpose and

portfolio impacts. The point is simply that project selection should

be considered pot just from the viewpoint of a single project in

isolation but also from the viewpoint of total system impact.

, 4. NIE and Field Roles in Project Olection

Viewed from this above perspective, project selection is not merely

the evaluation of proposals. Even more significantly, project selection

is a key element of system orchestration, in Development but al (of

course) in other'll/DU system functions.

Further, from this perspective, it becomes possible for NIE to

think of potential divisions of roles between NIE and the field.

Specifically, the field should be involved primarily at the

point c.:: proposal evaluatioW, while NIE must take responsibility for

project anaKlystem orch3stration.

The field should be in the best position to evaluate whether an

innovation is "good" or "bad," at least in terms of such key criteria as:

relevance to User need; User capabilitY to implement and utilize; state

of the art; User climate for acceptance; etc. Parenthetically we may

,

note that to the extent NIE lacks education profes ionals on its staff,

NIE will be dependent upon field evaluation. This dependence is not

an issue here. By allowing the field to provide evaluation from its

perspective and capabilities, NIE is freed from some unnecessary

# additional bflrdeas and can focus its resources on: a) the evaluation

of proposals in terms of orchestration and total system impact, and

b) doing the actual orchestration. At the same time, we do not want

to downplay the importance of having education professionals on the

Institute's staff. They would seem to be needed to help give an edu-

cation perspective to NIE's orchestration role.

The field canLot really he of much help in making orchestration
A

and t.-ti! system impact evaluations simply because they are'not likely

to in touch with (or even know about) all the elements of the NIF



portfOlio; to- know which institutions nepd building; what funding is

available from what sources for what projects; etc. In other words,

the field has neither the system information nor the system perspective

toOtake a total systmevaluation or to take responsibility for or-

chestration.

Finally, we may note that the fiald's lack of a total system

perspective may well be a strong point in favor of NIE permitting the

field to play a major role in evaluating individual proposals. Since

the judgments of.NIE personnel are likely to be affected by their con-

cerns about system building, etc., evaluations of individual proposals

by the field provide the Agency with a rather different set of evalu-

ative judgments to input into the project selection process--judgments

based on the merits of individual proposals alone, unhaMpered by the

other kinds of concernt that would arise inevitably from application of

. a total system perspective.

S. patentialEgulyanatives
In Development (as elsewhere to some degree), it is not obvious

and clear that one product will be of more benefit or is more necessary

in the long run than another product. Innovatiun rarely comes from a

once-and-for-all "great breakthrough." Rather, significant innovation

generally results from a series of small improvements, and such im-

provements may result from a myriad of alternative approaches, methods,

project..1, etc.

Thus, NIE will always be in the position of making cost/effective-

ness orchestration judgments, not only between proposals, but between

the need to orchestrate the field, on the one hand, and the value of

a given innovation, on the other. And NIE will not,have the luxury of

certainty about its judgments. This does not m.,an that NIE should avoid

the responsibility of making cost/effectiveness judgments by relying on

others (e.g., a panel of "experts" from the field). As we have already

noted, the fiel4 cannot orchestrate. Rather, the Agency staff, after

obtaining the best information it can, must simply a" ept the responsi-

bility to make (and live with) ,rches'tration judgments.
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6. The Extent of NIE Influence in the Field

86

In terms of funding, NIE is only one of many sources which fund

education or education-related Development. NIE is not even the

largest funding source. Further, NIE does not have the power or status

of such other funding agencies as the National Institutes of Health.

Nonetheless, since NIE is the lead agency for Research and Develop-

ment in education, its orchestration role is vital. Futher, even

though NIEsmay not have a large direct influence on the field, NIE

can have a significant indirect impact on education through its orches-

tration role, by tailoring its efforts carefully in terms of such

criterla as: knowing what is and is not being done; knowing where the

streno+ and weaknesses of the system lie; knowing where it can and

cannu help. Indeed the combination of NIE's relative smallness and

its having the lead responsibility make its orchestration role even more

important.

7. Appropriate Evaluators

Selection of personnel to evaluate proposals, projects and products

is a key element for an overall NIE Development project selection strategy.

Determining at what point (during the overall Development process) each

evaluator has an appropriate role is also important:

1. Users have a valid evaluation role at three main points:

a. early in the Development process, to identify their

needs;

b. at the point of proposal evaluation, to help NIE

evaluate the specific merits of individual proposals;

c. later in the Development process, as products begin

to enter the developed, stage; and then as products arc

imp!emented and utilized, so as to provide corrective

feedback to Developers and/or Producers.

2. Developers should have a role early in the process to help

identify what projects should be worked on, especially to

provide some input into decisions about what is possible

given the Development state of the art.
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3. Researchers will play a very miner role in the evaluation

process. Where the state of the art leads to a very large

degree of uncertainty, Researchers might be able to provide

some insight.

4. NIE has two basic evaluation roles:

a. NIE must evaluate proposals from the total system

iMpact perspective (multiple purposes and portfolio

impact).

b. NIE must also select the evaluators from the field,

both in terms of individual capabilities and perspectives

and of providing balance in the field evaluation. For

example, if there is to be an evaluation panel, it is

NIE's responsibility to determine how many and what

Users, Developers, Researchers; at what different points

in time; organized in what ways; etc. In other words,

the use of field evaluators should be a carefully thought-

through and planned process, one which can vary according

to situation.

8. Sources of Need Identification: ),'ractice v. Technological

Opportunitx

Thus far we have been emphasizing practice-based needs--i.e.,

the needs identified by Users, which are based on their everyday ex-

perience. It is also important to consider needs which are technology-

basedi.e., when itibecomes technologically possible to develop a

product, consideration must be given to developing(and in some cases

even promoting strongly) that product.

The issue now becomes: What is a proper portfolio balance between

needs as currently understood by the field and responsiveness to what

has recently become technologivally possible. On the one hand the

"bread and butter" type of Development is generally based upon User

identified needs. On the other hand, it ;s likely that the accumulation

of Development and Research knowledge will at times make possible the

development of a very significant product. Thus, NIE will want to



orchestrate a portfolio that permits strong technological oppor-

tunity types of Development work to.be supported.

The implication for the N1E-orchestrated selection process is

that Users will predominate in the evaluation of User-based needs,

and Developers (with some help from Researchers) will predominate

in the evaluation of technological-opportunity-based Need Identi-

fication.

9. Interrelatlonships and Orchestration: Some Implications

To summarize some points we have been making:

1. Consideration must be given to potential synergistic

effects across projects that may result from develop-

ing a portfolio of interrelated projects--as contrasted

to a lack of synergistic effects from an unconnected

set of unrelated projects.

2. Consideration must be given to work that is supported

elsewhere (e.g., by the Office of Education, the

National Science Foundation, other non-government

foundations). Here the relevant issues would be (for

example):

a. How can the various funding sources pool resources

and orchestrate efforts to develop synergistic

effects across plojects?

h. How adequate are the non-NIE sdurces of support

in a particular area? Are they such as to allow

NIE to give its attention and support to other

areas?

B. Two Basic Operatjag Modes in Educational Development

Basically, there are two rather different operating modes

through which the Development function is carried out in



education--Development work as it is generally carried out

in specialized Development organization, and Development

'work as it tends to take place in practice-based (or

practice-related) settings.

1. Specialized Development Organizations:

The Development function as it is carried out in pur-

suance of government contracts--primarily in federally-

funded regional laboratories and R&D centers and in

some of the non-ptofit and for-profit Reseaich and

R&D corporations--tends to adhere, at least in form,

to the engineering model of Development used in indus-

try.

Development in these settings is an institutionalized

specialty carried out by specialized personnel in

specialized Development organizations or organizational

units. In the best of these organizations, Development

activities tend to be systematic and sequential, moving

in a smooth progression from the prototype design that

is the end product of the Research phase of R/D&I, to

product or program Development in accordance with detailed

specifications, to evaluation of,small field tests, to

revisions, to larger field tests, to more revisions, to an

additional field test, etc. until the product performs in

accord with prespecified performance objectives. Products

go through successive generations of revisions, each a

closer and closer approximation to the performance specifi-

cations. Revisions are based on empirical field test data

that are gathered systematically and analyzed rigorously,

and the evaluation data are expected to provide the poten-

tial User with information about the outcomes or effects to

be expected from use of the product under specified Im-

plementation conditions.



Clearly, there is a considerable amount of Develop-

ment work carried on in these organizations that does

not adhere faithfully to this relatively rigorous model

of the Development function. But equally clearly, this

does appear to be the model they are trying to use in

plannirg and conducting their work.

Development projects implemented in accord with this

model tend to be Isrge-scale anti expensive, involve large

personnel pools and heterogeneous skill mixes, and require

extensive cooperation between the organization developing

the products and the school systems agreeing to serve as

field test sites. The products themselves are often com-

plex, consisting of many and varied modules or components,

and often several forms of media as well is printed mater-

ials. The management of these complex projects is often

highly formalized, using flow charts and sophisticated

management tools.

There are some variations in patic.rn depending on the

nature of the produCis being developed--e.g., products vs.

change processes. But the issues of concern to managers

tend to be consistent--e.g., How much Research is needed

prior to the Development work; how much Research ,can

proceed parallel to the Development work? At what point is

the product sufficiently developed to permit initial field

testing? At what point has the product been tested suffi-

ciently to permit Dissemination? What Dissemination, Market-

ing, and Implementation factors need to be considered

throughout the desigu and developmela phase? At what point

does the responsibility of the Developer endDevelopment?

Dissemination? Installation? Utilization and Maintenance?

These issues are to some extent common to the Development

function in all sectors, but they take on particular signi-

ficance in education. The weakness of the knowledge and



technology base of the field makes it more difficult to

translate performance specifications into effective

products. Outcomes are much less predictable given:

a) the nature of the interaction between User and product

and b) the limited technical capability of Users to imple-

ment complex innovations without substantial Implementation

supports and/or assistance. Consequently, Development work

in education requires a far greater investment ofenme and

money in the Research and Evaluation components of the

RIID process, making Development costs high relative to

practical payoff, a problem of particular importance

considering the negative political climate in which edu-

cational RIM appropriations tend to be made.

2. Practice-Based/Practice-Related Development:

A rat'Alr different mode of Deveropment is inherent in

traditiona.: -pproaches to the design and development of

instructional strategies and materials--as these activities

have been carried out by classroom teachers, by curriculum

specialists in SEAs, LEAs, and universities, by publishers;

and by the university scholars whd have on occasion par-

ticipated in efforts to improve K-12 level curricula and

instructional materials in their areas of specialization.

We note in particular the significant amount of program

design and development that has been carried out within

LEAs in response to the availability of cat:orical

funding from federal (and some State and other) 3nurces--

e.g., ESEA Title I and Title III funding from the Office of

Education.

The Development approach used in these settings tends to

be intuitive rather than data-based or grounded in in-

structional theory. The focus of attention is generally on

the content to be conveyed rather than on conceptions of

how teachers go about providing instruction. Field-testing



is non-existent or minimal. Whatever evaluation is

carried out tends to focus on the face validity (e.g.,

expert judgments, teachers' subjective perceptions and

reactions) rather than measured effectiveness in achieving

prespecified impacts. There may not be a systematic .

testing.program or rigorous analysis of empirical data.

In comparison to the Development mode that characterizes

specialized Development organizations, there is less likely

to be a systematic cyclical test and revision sequence.

Even where some evaluation and revision does take place

there is less likely to be extensive recycling, and it is

highly unlikely that evaluations would be made in terms of

a product's effectiveness in achieving prespecified measur-

able objectives.

There are other significant contrasts between the two

Development modes. In comparison to the pattern in special-

ized Development organizations; Development costs in

practice-based (or practice-related) settings tend to be

relatively low. The personnel involved are relatively

few (e.g., one teacher, a few scholars or curriculum,

specialists, etc.) and whatever skill mixes are present in

a Development team tend to be relatively homogeneous.

Management is generally, informal and highly flexible.

Within the practice-based/practice-related mode, two

important variants can be identified, depending on whether

or not the product or program of interest has been developed

with the intent of wide-scale dissemination in mind. Where

textbooks or materials packages are being developed for

large-scale, nationwide dissemination, an effort is usually

made to include Implementation supports in the form of

teachers' guides, tests, etc. Where materials are developed

locally within the User system for use by a single teacher

or group of teachers in a single school or District, far

160
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less of the Implertntation process is committed to print

or media presentation, the state of "development" of the

materials or strategies for use outside this small group

remains inadequate, and either the locally developed in-

novations are not disseminated at all or they are dissemin-

ated but have minimal success elsewhere because Development

work was not carried far enough to permit the materials to

be implemented easily and effectively by others.

The exemplary practices or programs that have become,the

focus of so much attentlon in recent federal and State

Dissemination programs fall within this practire-based mode.

Where exemplary practices or programs are neither designed

in a form titat permits them to be generalized to other

schools or Districts, nor packaged in a form that permits

dissemination, these practices/programs may provide poten-

tial inputs for the Development function as this is carriea'

out in the specialized Development organizations. We shall

return to this point shortly.

3. Strengths and Weaknesses of the Two Basic Modes

Given that Development work in education tends to be carried

out in one or the other of these two basic modes, our first

concern must be to identify the strengths and weaknesses of

each mode. We will then be in a position to identify several

issues with significant implications for NIE behavior.

a. Specialized Development Organizations:

The specialized Development organizations in the edu-

cational R/DU system have (at least potentially) several

basic strengths. They are generally large in scale and

tend to be staffed by sizeable numbers of skilled personnel--

(quite possibly) at the "minimum critical mass" level.

These personnel lre more likely than the practice-based

and practice-related Developers to be knohledgeable about
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the Develqpment state of the art. These organizations

tend to have the capabilities needed to undertake large-

scale projects and are generally able to carry out all

steps of the Development process.

These organizations also have several potential disad-

vantages. Because they are external to the User system,

they may tend to be isolated and insu:af'd from User needs--

_working, as it were, in an "ivory tower" setting. Dis-

semination and Implementation may be problematical because

of inadequate linkages to the User population and/or.to

intermediary organizations, because their products may

not be sufficiently relevant to User needs, and because

the User may reaci to these externally developed products r

in terms of the'all-too-familiar "not invented here"

syndrome. Given the high costs of rigorous Development

work in these specialized organizations, the relatively

limited utilization of their outputs to date in User set-

tings, and increasing recognition of the extensive amount

of local innovation that exists in some parts of the User

system- questions continue to be raised about the relative

efficacy of this Development mode. If this mode is to

remain viable it would seem essential for NIE to relate to

these organizations in a manner that strengthens their func-

tioning.

b. Practice-Based/Practice-Related Development:

The obvious advantage of the practice-based/practice-

related mode is its general closeness to real User needs

and problems, especially i. those cases where the Developer

is the User or is at least part of the User system.

However, several disadvantages of this mode are also

, obvious. For example:

1. This tends to be an inefficient and at times in-

effective mode. Since the personnel carrying out



this kind of Development work tend to be part-time

Developers t best (and often people who may carry

out Developb. nt work only once or twice or very few

times)--personael who by training, background, and

commitment tend to be identified with other kinds of

activities--there is limited likelihood of these

Developers being very aware of the Development state

of the art. Thus, there will tend to be much "re-

invention of the wheel"--duplication of effort, etc.

Further, most of the Developers who carry out this

type of Development work lack both the skills and

time needed for sophisticated and complex develop-
.

mental activity. (One important exce on here are

the Production personnel who generall work for

textbook publishers. But even in the publishing

example, the university scholars or education

practitioners who may do the bulk of the conceptual

and substantive, as opposed to editorial and Pro-

duction work, are likely to fit the above description.)

2. Even when the Development output appears to be high

in quality, there islgenerally little accompanying

empirical evaluationAata to serve as the basis for

making quality control judgments or Adoption/

Adaptation/Implementation decisions.

3. When Development work is carried out within the User

systemwhkher in classrooms, curriculum committees,

teacher centers, LEA or SEA officesthe output (a

curriculum, a set of materials, etc.) is being

devloped for a particular local component of the

User system and is generally not automatically input

into some broader Dissemination system able to make

it accessible to a larger population of rotential

Users. Thus, there are rather'substantial problems
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encountered in identifying and disseminating high

tality developmental work carried out in these

tings.

4. There is one other significant problem related to

the fact that this kind of output is generally

being developed for only a local ct.mponent of the

User systm--by a User-Developer for personal use,

or by a Developer who can interact personally with

a relatively small number of Users (e.g.,.au LEA

curriculum coordinator, or a teacher working with

other tegichers in her school or District). More

often than not, the kind of Implementation informa-

tion that a User-Developer is likely to carry around

in his/her head is not elaborated in.print or through

media presentations. For this is the kind of in-

formation that the User-Developer generally feels

need not be committed to paper for personal use, and

can be readily communicated orally in interpersonal

exchanges Nith other Users iA the school or District

with whom he or she may share the Development output.

If this kind of output is to be disslminated more

broadJy it must.be packaged properly--a problem usually

beyond the time and skills (and probably the interest)

of the individual Developer-User.

C. Issues

In relating to the specialized Development organizations

in the educational II/MI system, the key issues for NIR

to consider would seem to be:

1. the extent to which NIE shuald specify the substance

of, and/or provide direction to, their Development

activities;

2. the extent to which emphasis should be given to

1 6'
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system building and/or-rebuilding; and

3. h3w to overcome the Dissemination weaknesses in-

herent in this operating mode based in settings

external to the User system.

In relation to practice-based/practice-related Develop-

ment work, the key issues fot NIE would seem to be:

" 1. to what exteht these outputs should be validated,

and what mechanisms might be most appropriate ior

whatever degree of validation is seen as needed;

2. what mechanisms might b. most apropriate for

identifying high quality materials, programs,

practices, qtc. developed within the Uier system;

and ,

3. what strategies might be most appropriate for

supplementing the efforts-Of the Developer-User at

various steps in the Development process that are

not likely to be carrled out adequately (or at all)

without the intervention of some State or federal

agency or some intermediary ofganization (e.g.,

the packaging, Production, and Dissemination of .

exemplary programs or practices created by User-

Developers).

It is woth noting that Dissemination is aissue for

both of these two basic modes of educational Development.

Given that these are.two very significant modes oc

educational Development, the overarching appears to bc.

on the one hand, how to capitalize on their strengths

while on the other hand, how to build into the system

countervailing 'forces to overcome their weaknesses.

4. The ME Role

It :an be seen from the above delineation or that

!;17. :7ust accept responsibility for orchestrating the

6
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linkages- .ply because the need is therP and there is

nq ether agency with the authority (or perhaps too the

inclination) to do thii orchestration.

In relatioq to the large-scale Development organiza-

tions, there is a i ed to develop the linkage between

these organizations and Users. NIE should be directive'

in developing and controlling thelinkage process.

That is, NIE should insure that the process.leads the

Developer both to develop products that are needed and

to disseminate these products. This is related.to our

earlier point about the needed User role in Development

program definition and project selet.tion.

In relation to the practice-based mode of Delyelopment,

the needed NIE' role would seem to be to develop and/or

facilitate mechanisms Wch would permit the identifi-

'cation of exemplary practices and other.oUtputs which

could and should be generalized, packaged and dissemi(na-

ted (and probably validated as well). The question now

arises: who should begin the process by identifying

exemplary practices, etc. for input into more formal-

ized and rigorous developmental activity, e.g., pack-

aging and validating? On the one hand, Users could

identify such practices and bring them to the attention

of some other (probably intermediary) organizations.

On the other hand, intermediary organizations could

bear the brunt of these "search and discover" opera-

tic, .

Once such exemplary practices have been identified,

they must then be recast in forms that are generaliz-

able to other settings, and then, they must be packaged,

produced, and disseminated.

Where organizations with the needed capabil ties

already exist in the field, NIE's role would s cm to be

"'I,



to facilitate their work (and where possible their

growth) by providing resources
ond/or,making it more

feasible in other ways for them to function better and

to grow.

However, if the needed organizations do not exist

(02° are too few), NIE's options would seem to be to

either "buy" or "rent" the needed capabilities. The

"buying" strategy would involve a direct attempt to

create insitutions that would become a permanent part

of the educational Development system. A "renting"

strategy would entail the temporary purchase (there-

fore, the term "renting") of Services from organizations

that already possess the needed skills but are external,

to the educational R/MI. system. In this case, a

"glp" in the system is "filled," but only temporarily,

on a project-by-project basis. The advantages of the

"renting".option are that the packaging, production,

etc. can be done quickly, NIE can b4Arather directive

about what is to be done, and the funding need be for a

.specified (short-term) period only. The disadvantage

is that thi3 option does not increase the overall long-

term capabilities of the educational Development system.

We shall return to this point later in our analysis.
4

Thus far we have discussed possible NIE roles and

options vis vis Development organizations and practice-

based Developers as separate, unrelated courses of

action. However, if NIB were to pursue a "buy" strategy

for packaging exemplary programs, practice-based

Developers and Development organizations could be linked

in such a way as to improve the overall, long-term

capabilities of the educational Development system.

Here, the role of NIE could be to create special link-

ages between Users and Pwelopment organizations such

16'7



that the flow of exemplary practices into the

Development organizations for packaging and dissemina-

tion would become a normal and permanent part of the

Development system. Initially, we would anticipate

that the bulk of the exemplary practices that would

flow into the Development system for packaging and

dissemination would be identified by intermediary or-

ganilations specifically assigned the task of''identi-

fying exemplary programs, practices, approaches, etc.

operational in the User system. Over time, however,

we would anticipate an increase in User-initiated

communicdtion of exemplary practices to the Develop..-*

ment organizations. This linkAgeanstrc'o-mmunication

flow might be strengthened over time as the outputs

of these Development organiZations become increasingly

User-relevant and high:quality. Under such conditions,

we might hope for a greater User awareness and appreci-

ation of the role of these Development organizations.

Thus the real issue is:

1. whether NIE wants Lt insure that many exemplary

practices are identified, packaged, and dis-

seminated quickly (and therefore might choose

the "rent" option); or

2. whether instead NIE prefers to build slowly and

facilitate development of capabilities and

linkages that will become permanent and expand

the capacity of the overall system (and there-

fore might choose instead to function in a "buy"

mode with built-in system building potential).



III. IMPLICATIONS FOR NIE BEHAVIOR

1. Procurement Behavior

The key theme throughout this analysis of educational Development

has been that NIE is not simply a "channel" for funds. Rather, NIE has

a major orchestA'ating role because the context calls for this type of

role, the need is so great, and ther.p is no other institution available

to carry out this role. Further, orchestration implies not simply a

balancing of types of products or programs, but alsd--and more important-

.1y--a.balancing of purposes. As noted in our introductory chapter,

when NIE makes a procurement, it may procure:

1. a product or a program;

2. system building; and/or

3. some change in the environment of the educational

system.

it intends to do so or not, whenever NIE makes a procurement,

that procurement may affect one, two, or all three of the above purposes.

Thus, for example, a procurement made with the manifest purpose of

permitting the rapid design of a given product may achieve that parti-

cular purpose and have little if any discernible systemic impact. Or,

the procurement may achieve the manifest product-design purpose while

at the same time also strengthening (or weakening) the 1

capabilities ol a particular part of the cducate pment system.

A. The "What" of Development Procurement strati n

Throughout this analysis, we have noted a number of specific

items which NITI can ;,Ki should orchestrate through its Development

funding policy. r (::nra:,e:

I. obviously0 a crcific, relevant, and usable Development

product;

2. system linkages (e.g., between Users and Developers, be-

tween Developers and the Development state of the art) ;

S. balance among and between multi-purpmles and portfolio



effects;

4. coordination and synergistic effects between NIE and

other funding agencies and/or combinations or projects;

S. system balding and rebuilding.

B. The "How" of Development Procurement Orchestration

We have noted a number of options or alternative strategies

concerning the methods of orchestration.

1 NIE can operate in a consensus building mode, i.e., pro-

viding the mechanisms whereby field personnel can come

together to reach agreement as to key issues, directions,

etc. Basically this is a process of orchestration through

the use of field personnel for inputs to key planning

decisions. However, we note that NIE must orclv.stratq

the selection both of which field personnel and which

mechanisms are to be utilized, and in relation to what

issues or concerns.

2. NIE can choose to orchestrate through the proper selection

and placement of advisors in relation to specific aspects

of the Development function. That is, NIE can orchestrate

procurements through decisions about who will be involved

in Need Identification, in various stages of quality

control, in making decisions about field testing and pack-

aging, etc.

3. Orc:estration may be carried on through stagina the procure-

ment process--either by using different contractors for

different stages of the Development process (e.g., differ-

ent contractors ('or Need Identification, designing, field

testing, etc.); and/or tunding only one stage at a time,

reviewing aft.. each stage, and thun continuing, modifying

or terminating the process.

l. Nth has choices to make among the strategies of facili-
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tating, buying or renting. We will discuss this more

fully below.

Regardless of which combination of the above options

NIE chooses, there are two aspects of orchestration method-

ology which our analysis has emphasized. These are:

5. Orchestkation requires a monitoring process. Thus, moni-

toring becomes a critical NIE activity that has to be

continuous and ongoing.

6. Given the nature of the educational R/KI system as a

whole and of the educational Development system in par-

ticular, orchestration of process is likely to be more

fruitful (and even fuasible) than dirLztive control of

products.

C. Picilitatina, Buying or Renting

NIE can choose among facilitating, "buying," or "renting"

strategies, both within projects and across its total portfolio

of Development projects. We discussed these options earlier in

connection with the .rtc:aging, production. and dissemination of

exemplay7 practicvs developeu within the User system. The same

points could apply equally well to other kinds of Development

activities.

An nnted earlier, though, it should be underscored that the

choice among these options must be based in part on the kinds of

eapabiliLles that do or do not exist at a given point in time

with3n the educational R/KI system. A facilitating strategy is

poss4ble for NIE only where the needed capabilities exist to

some degree or other within the educaticnal R/MI system. If the

needed institutions do not exist (er are too few), the facilitative

strategy is irrelevant. Thus, NIE would then have to create the

needed parts of the system, either on a permanent basis (buying)

:r on a temporary basis (milting).

Each of these strategies call for a somewhat different manage-
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ment mode by NIE. Where a facilitating strategy is possible, the

collaborative mode of management is most appropriate. The buying

and renting strategies, in contrast, call for and permit a more

directive mode of management by NIE, with renting requiring/

permAXing the moSt.directive approach.

Three points should be made here:

1. Both buying and facilitating are system-building modes.

Renting is not, though some system-building capabili-

ties can be built into a renting scrategy.

2. In general NIE should seek to build the educational

Development system (though there are exceptions, as

we shall note), and where possible it is best to build

` through the facilitation of existing institutions.

3. NIE has been receiving some criticism from the field

for behaving in a manner that some in the field view .

as overly directive. While we, in this analysis have

been emphasizing a process rather than a directive

management mode for NIE, we must also noce that at times

NIE may.have no choice but to be directive. A facili-

tative mode, by definition, is relevaa only when con-

ditions in the field permit. When there is a lack of

adequate capability in the field, it is this weakness

which requires the taking of a directive approach.

Some additional comments lld seem to be in order

about the renting strategy. A, already noted, renting

is not a system-building strategy. That does not mean

renting is by definition a "bad" or "lesser of evils"

strategy. For one thing, the nature of Development is

such that there may be a large number of specialized

tasks. Where a task is highly specialized, and/or seldom

used, renting may indeed be the "best" strategy. There

is nothing inherent in'the Development process that

quires a I tasks to be performed by organizations within
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the Development system of o particular sector.

A second point is that renting can be very helpful

as an interim strategy--either because it is simply

necessary, or because at a given time NIE is not yet

certain whether there.is or is not a long-term need for

building a specific internal system capability.

Nonetheless, where renting is useti as an interim

strategy, NIE must, recognize that renting can retard

system development. If NIE wants to develop a particular

internal.syste*, capability in the long run, there is the

danger of never starting the process of 'building simply

'because the products being rented look so much better

than what initially could be obtained within the system.

Thus, where ren*ing is an interim strategy, there

should be some mixing of renting and buying strategies.

For example, the rental contract might mandate a certain

amount of training for personnel within the educational

Development system.

Finally, even when renting is a valid strategy, there

are fictors which will tend to constrain NIE's willing-

ness to use the strategy--e.g., a high price, a large

amount of sub-contractino, etc.

D. Excellence in Development

We should note here that while "Excellence" may be considered

a desirable procurement objective, "Excellence" has a meaning in

Development rather different from its meaning in Research--a

difference that significantly affects funding policies and decisions.

In Research, "Excellence" is measured against the best Or

field can do worRing at the outer limits of the state of the art.

Thus, in Research, "Excellence" implies creativity, the utmost in

understanding knowledge, even "breaking through" or expanding

the limits of t'"e state of the art. In Research, "Excellence" is



not measured against practical considerations such as cost, time,

operability, availability, usability, etc.

In contast, Development "Excellence" is measured by these

praztical operational criteria and is not measured by the "outer

limits" of the state of the art.

For example', in Development there may be a choice between two

potential contractors. The first can develop a product which is

"good enough to do the job," and can do so at a reasonable cost

and within a reasonable period of time. Further, to fund this

organization would result in strengtheaing the overall Development

system. By contrast, the second organization can develop a product

which is potentially superior and certainly more creative, but

can do so only at a much higher risk and cost and it may take mudh

longer. Further, funding the second organization would not result

ir any overall or long-term strengthening of the Development

system. In Research, the wise policy would be to fund the latter

organization. In Development, however, it may be a wiser policy

to fund the first of these organizations.

In Development, usability is the key criterion of Excellence.

Usability, costs, time-frame and system-building would seem to

be the criteria most appropriate for project selection.

E. The Effects of Fundins. Policy on Development Institutions

NIE should keep in mind that its funding policy toward Develop-

ment institutions tends to mold the character of these institutions .

It is the nature of institutions (particularly the more mission-

orionted) to tend to become what their funding sources (on whom

their existence depends) demand of them in terms of kinds of

products, kinds of skills, kinds of risks, etc. It is, in simple

terms, a case of "He who pays the piper calls the tune." This

dynamic is especially true of Development organizations, for

they, in sharp contrast to Research organizations, tend to he )

to acquire rapidly the skills required by the types of /
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projects funded. For example, in comparison to Research organiza-

tions, Development organizations tend to have a clearer division

of labor, tend to acquire personnel specializing in less creative

areas of work, which require less knowledge, etc.

A related concern is vihether (and to what extent) NIE should

fund Development organizations on a programmatic as contrasted to

an institutional support bagis. NIE has been grappling with this

issue since the beginning of its existence. The tide now appears

to,be moving back noticeably toward acknowledging the need for

some degree of institutional support for organizations with

which it has (or chooses in the future to have) a "special rela-

tionship"--or at least some kind of balance between institutional

and programmatic support.

U'e note this concern because (in contrast to Research or-

gani:ations) Development programs which are government-funded

tend to allow very little room for interpretation or maneuvering.

When a Research program is funded, there is a sufficient level

of uncertainty involved to permit the Research organization to

choose from among a variety of alternatives and still remain

within the.program's guidelines. By contrast, a specified

Development product tends to be defined more narrowly and the

Developer's options are considerably more limited.

Thus, for the overall health of a Development organization,

some institutional funding would seem to be essential, whether

this be 10% or 20% or some other figure. Otherwise, the creative

aspect of that organization will be stifled and its character

molded to a very large extent by the funding agency.

F. Competitive Bidding vs. Sole Source

We must now call attention.to an issue which is, to an im-

portant de,..;re, political. Government policy favors competitive

bidding f?: govrnment funding, and for very valid reasons.

Howex:.r, 1-':e very concept of orchestration (especially in the



context of an immature system such as educational R/DU in general

or educational Development in particular) implies that there will

a significant (probably predominant) need for sole-source

type of funding. .

Orchestration requires the ability to control the various

parts and aspects and purposes of system funding. By definition,

competitive bidding takes away from the funding agency a signi-

ficant part of its ability to orchestrate. Even when there is

competitive bidding, the ability of a potential contractor to

"fit into" the funding agency's orchestration efforts may have

to be one of the criteria for the contractor's being permitted

to submit a bid and/or for the selection of one bid over another.

Por example, if one of NIE's orchestration objectives is to build

a few strong Development organizations (as compared to funding

nan :. wea% institutions with little or no system-building effects,

given limited.NIE resources), a fully open comietitive bidding

policy for each individual product or project may well negate

such NIE orchestration efforts and capabilities.

Thus far, our discussion may seem to imply the funding of a

single institution to carry out a particular project. This need

not be the case. There can be good reason to fund several organiza-

tions to work on a single project. For example:

1. No one institution may have all the capabilities needed on

a given project. For example, one may be strong in Need

Identification because of strong ties with Users--but have

lesser product design skills. Rather than eliminating that

organization from the project, an option could be to fund

a second organization for the product design stage. An-

other example could he a product requiring the perspective

of different disciplines (e.g., psychology and sociology as

well as education). Under such circumstances, NIL might
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cho:se to fund a collaborative relationship between two

or mare organi:ations with the necessary perspectives

and skill..

2. Collaboration between two or more organizations could

have synergistic effects.

The use of several organizations could take a number of forms.

For example:

1. Staging. Different organizations would be funded for

different stages of'the Development process. lere the

role of NIE would be to orchestrate and facilitate the

transitions between stages and organizations. //

2. Collaboration. Several organizations would bfii funded to

work together on the same stage or stages of the Develop-

ment process. Here, NIE's role would be sxgnificant in

selecting the organizations and perh4s%cilitating

their collaboration.

3. Supplementing.. Here, one organization would have primary

responsibility but would need sol.e supplemental help in

one or more aspects of the process. Here, the NIE role

could be either to select an organization which has con-

nections with "satellites," or to select the supplemental

organizations.

4. System building. Here, a weak but potentially valuable

organization could be "paired" with a stronger organiza-

tion. The "weaker" organization could thus gain experi-

ence. Here, the primary NIE role is selection.

5 Funding Coordination. Where other funding agencies either

ure or could be involved, the use of more than one Develop-

ment organization might simply be a political necessity in

order for funding to he coordinated. Further, the use of

mu11-iple Developmeat organizations could be seen by the

var'w:s funding agencies as having a potential synecgictic
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benefit.

Regardless of .ne form, use of multiple organiLations would

ne:essitate.some form of orchestration by NIE.

2. Non-Procurement NIE Activities

Thus fai we have tended to focus on the procurement ac-

tivities of NIE, i.e., those actions which lead to the award

of (and invovle Agency personnel in-monitoring) grants or

contracts for various R/DU outputs. Indeed, if one were to

analyze NIE's activities solely in terms of its expenditures,

it might well seem that the Institute's role is defined

largely in terms of procurement activities.

However, there are various.othe.c kinds of activities

which NIB could initiate, or facilitate, and we have mentioned

some of these at various points in our analysis. Examples

of :nese non-procurement activities include:,

1. Coordination and collaboration with other a encies

funding NIE is the load

agency for Research and Development in the education

sector, and is the only existing agency with 4 legis-
,

lative mandate "to build an effective RGD system"

for education. Thus, it is the only organization

that can legitimately claim some "right" to function

in a system orchestration role.

2. Conferences and seminars: We have noted several

kinds of communication linkages which are weak or

missing in the educationa' It/KI system. Conferences

and seminars provide one way to provide some communi-

cation between groups and to develop the inCormal

communication networks which tend to exist in more

mature R/DU systems. Such conferences might bring

together: Users and Developers (to impiove the Need

Identification process, or to provide Developers with

7,t?
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linkages to'exemplary practices in thc(ield);

.64 regional groups of Users (with a focus -804,either

some specific topic of relevance to the region or

simply beginning the delmlopment of informal region-

al communication linkages); Developers (again, to

,
help Developers become more aware of possible proj

linkages among different Developers, and to begin

' development of informal networks); etc.

5. Considerations Internal to NIB

A. NIB Staffing and Development

The edticational issues and pot6tia2 NIE roles which we have

been discussirg,have imp14,tations for the kinds of staff NIE needs,

the kinds of skills its stc.ff must nave, and the kinds of structurt4

Which are or are not relevant to NIE

WhIlb the scope of t'iis study does not permit full delineiirion

i of these implications, some observations may nonetheless be made.

1. The emphases of this analysis on: a) orchestration as a

major role of NIE and b) process facilitation as a basic

management mode call for organizatiOnal structures and

management styles and skills other than those normally

associated with a bureaucratic type of organi:,ation.

2. Further, these same emphase in the context of the im-

maturity of the educational R/DU system, call for staff

personnel in N1T uno are educational professionals and whp

continue to he actively involved in various aspects of

the field.

3. A somewhat decentralized rather than highly centralized

type of orf nitational structure would seem To he better

suitud zo gaining entry into the User system, to develop-
/

ing linkages with and he"t'Aen vtr:ous parts of the edu-

rational system, and to facilitating syttem 'rnilding within



the field.

B. NIE's View of Its Relation to the Field

)/'
Most of this analysis has focused upon an orchestratren role

for NIE. .The question at this point would seem to be: .Does NIE

accept that role,for itself? Or does NIE prefer to play a

different role?

If NIE is willing to accept the orchestration role, then the

Institute must begin the process of developing the kinds of goals,

priorities, policies, structures and staffing th#t are relevant

to and/or required by this role. In this process, it may very

well be that a certain amount of internal re-orientation and re-

training would be wise and/cr necessary. We shall Keturn to these

considerations later ip our analysis.

Nk
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DISSEMINATION

I. Ti:r GENERIC CHARACTERISTICS OF DISSEMINATION

1. Introduction

In the sense of a segmented conceptual model of a total R/D4I

. process, Dissemination may b.t considered as a sepavate, distinct

part of the process--specifically as the link which takes a developed

product* and sends or gives information about the product (or

distributes and delivers the product) to the User population.** Thus,

on this conceptual basis, we picture as distinct a separate Dis-

seminition eiement of the R/DU process--an element having tangential

boundaries with Producers/Developers on tte one hand and with Users

on the other.

In a more o.mplete systems sense, howeVer, Dissemination cannot

be viewed as a basically isolated segment. Precisely because it is

link bzr:ween P:search/Development on the one hand and User

Selection/Implementation/Utilization on the other, we must conclude

that for both theoretical and practical purposes, Dissemination

either does not exist or exists dysfunctionally when the Research/

Development and/or the Selection/Implementation/Utilization fl ,ions

occur inadequately or inappropriately, or (In the case of Se4ection/

h.elementation/Utilization) do not occur at all.

-------- --
*As noted in earlier chapters, for simplicity of usage we Us2 the term
"produets'. whenever t.e are referring to the outputs of the Devvlopment

process. Hiwever, the reader should keep in mind that the tera
'products" is meant here to convey the full array of Development
outputs--programs, processes, models, strategies, approJches, etc.
as well as the narrower range of outputs we typically think of as

°products."

**We recognize that the definition of Disseminat!on that has achieved
some degree of consensus in education today includes *wo-way commun'-
catica between Producers and Users, with Users "feeding forward" to
Produc(-rs information about their perceived needs as well as evaluative
fee.;.-1:k on the products they have tried to use. However, altheugh we

are t aro that a combined Dissemination and.Feed-Forward (0/11) system
is I ag designed by N1E, we view Feed-Perward as a conceptuall, discrete

.ion, and therefone do not treat it here in thi!: analysis. 1:eed-

1.,r..-ird is an additionol function we consider in some future, VN-

Wr.d.%1 analysis.

1 t)
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In, a word:

a; ne kind of Disseminatiop system nef.ded in a given sector

is dependent on the nature and level of maturity of the

total R/DU system.

b. A Dissemination system is useless (and even dysfunctional)

if it is not designed in accordance with the realities of

the existinaoverall R/D&I system,,

By way of contrast, it is more possiblt, -4 think of Research

and Development as.separate. isolated elements simply because there

is an identifiable end result--there is a a"product," even if it

figuratively "sits on the shelf" and is never Used.

Similarly, it is also more possi.ble to think of Implementation/

Utilization as separate, isolated elements. Users do implement and

use products, methods, processes, etc.-even though few Users may

use a partici..1:4r prf:luct; or the product is of poor quality; or the

Froduct is used inappropriately or inadequately. Also, these products

may ir may not have come from external R&D-based sources (in a

direct sense). On the other hand, the "end product" of Dissemination

is the effective Selection/Implementation/Utilization by relevant

Users of products which are both adeq01te and relevant to the User's

need.

Thus, it makes sense to think of the Development/DisseCnat;on/

Implementation/Utili4ation process as a paclare with the focus.peing

on the User.

To illustrate, where the overall R/KI systcm ilimatnre, several

conditions will tend to exist wLich signifiu;ntly irpact upon the

effectiveness (.ric thus upon the design) uF the Dissemination system.

I. The tranofms between the steps of the R/DU pi-ocess

are nut clear, hat is, it is not obvious (for -atarle)

how Rc:seareh results can be applied 'o Developmeh ; how

qurt:jt.: control is to he done in relation to Proluction;

t!le Ty)duct will got to the 'Nev.



2. User knowledge tends To be highly limited. The User

may not know a product exist:, or how to differentiate

between a "good" and a "bad" product; or how to effec-

tively use a productor, because of these factors,

the User may not even try the product.

Thus, when the R/DU system is immatt&e, certain kinds of Dissemination

policies, strategies and mechanisms may be needed which are not needed

when the It/DU system is mature.

Viewing the Development/Dissemination/Implementation/Utilization

process as a "package," it now becomes possible to consider the

question of appropriate Federal agency policies and strategics in

Dissemination. As a preliminary comment, we may note that Agency

options are limited by certain, factors:

I. The further the Dis$cmination "package" goes into the

User system, the less control can or should be maintained

y the Agency. That is, the Agency may have high control

over the Dissemination aspect, less over User Imple-

mentation, and even less over Utilization.

2. The larger and more fragmented the User system, the more

difficult it becomes for the Ag. .ey to be directly involved

(in an effective manner) with Users.

The discussion which -ollows is predicated upon the above under-

standings of the Dissemination process and of Dissemination systems.

We will first examine what role Dissemination has in the overall

VD&I system. Prom this context, we will be able to identify some of

the key building blocks of a Dissemination system. Next, we will

rocus on strategic elements of Dissemination as a process, and then

on some of the likely kcy problem aeas for Oissemin.tiu.. *:c will

als:, comment on the stato of knowledge concerning Dissm:oatiot, a

1
total, complex process.

From thc above, we will !suggest some relevant Dissemination

,trat.,,. The outlins* and process of the discussion which follows
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may be represented schematically as in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1

The Place of Dissemination
r-.
! in the R/DtiI System

I'Key Building Blocks

Dissemination as a Process: --....2: Design .......-4Strategies

Some Elements -.-----------77-7.7,7)Requirements
_,,---- ../

fKey Problem Areas ....----

Knowledge about Dissemina-Y/
-gion as a total, omplex,-
process

2. The Place of Dissemination in the R/DU System

7.1 .:::1,.:rstand the nature of ( and effectively develop) a

oisso.nin,lriun system, it is vital to have a clear understanding of

how Dissemination fits Into and affects the overall R/DU proc.e

A. System-Creating Phenomenon

In the first place, we must be aware that Dissemination itca

system-creating phenomenon.

This is true because without Dissemination a total R/Ofil system

simply does not really exist. Research and/or Develorment can

indeed exist independently--hut unless there is also a link to the

Users, Research merely produces knowledge in isolation, and Development

merely produces products which, in effect, "sit on the shelf." Thus,

mechanisms for disseminating the results of Research and Development

to Users must exist for a total R/D4I system to exist.

Where the R/D61 system is immature, Dissemination mechanisms may

have to he created (where none exist) and/or supplemented and sup-

ported (where inadequate mechanism exist). Where the R/DO sy:;tem

is r ature and foriwili::e0. institutionalk:ed Ossemination

1 " /
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arrangements may exist in the form of mechanisms that permit direct

Prducer (or Supplier)/User relations.

B. Linkage Process

It follows from the above that Dissemination, in its essence,

is a linkage process--a linkage process so important and so critical

that the total R/D&I system does not exist in its absence. The

functions of this linkage process are essentially three-fold:

a. To inform Users of the reults of Research and Development

which are relevant to and usable by them.

b. To enable Users to effectively utilize the results of

Research and Development.

c. To enable Developers and Producers to develop and produce

products which fit User noeds.

Viewed from this perspective, several important implications become

%.

a. It is vital that the Dissemination systems operate with

clear understandings of the User organizations with which

they interact.

b. Dissemination systems and mechanisms must be tailpre to

the nature and style of the User organizations.

c. The products to be disseminated must he matched both to

User needs, to User capabilities, and to User readiness

to adopt new products, programs, processes, cand even new

Dissemination mechanisms.

d. It is important to keep in mind that the relevance of any

specific Dissemination mechanism is determined' hy whether

or not it helps achieve Dissemination purposes. A specific

Dissemination mechanism is not important in and of itself.

Thus (as we shall later note) , in any given situation,

several different Dissemination mechanisms may be reasonably

effective.
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lioover, we must also note that normally most Users will tend to be

sl to adapt to new information sources, new mechanisms, new modes

of operation, new materials and products. In this regard, it may

at be good strategy to utilize and improve an existing Dis-

semination mechanism (with which the User is familiar and comfortable)

rather than to introduce new Dissemination mechanisms (which in them-

selves may require change by the User).

c? Optimizing Interaction and Fit

Finally, from all of the above, it follows that in the design

of Dissemination processes there is a very high premium on desining

Dissemination mechanisms that will optimize interaction with Users

and will thus also tend to optimize the fit between Products and

Users. However, as a strong caution, we must also make a distinction

between creating mechanisms for Dissemination and achieving Dissemina-

4; That is t9 say, the mere existence"or Dissemination

JJOS not guarantee that Dissqmination will actually occur.

D. Many Products and Hodes
1

From the previous discussion of the importance of designing

Dissemination mechanisms which optimize interaction with the User

and fit between Product and User, an erroneous conclusion could

easily be drawn--i.e., that there is one best set of Dissemination

mechanisms and that NIE should discover and design that set. There

are at least *four important reisens why such a conclusion Would not

only be erroneous, but also potentially dysfunctional.

1. Many Products

How a Dissemination systcw will function in practice

depends to a significant degree on the types of producis

being disseminated. Even within a given sector e.g., edn

cation or health), there will be a degree'of product variation

sufficient to call for certain differences in Dissemination

rloehanisms. For example, the methods must appropriate for
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Dissemination of a very simple product are likely not to be

at all appropriate for the Dissemination of a very. complex

technology; and vice versa. Thus, tae must be a fit between

thc "what" (Product) and the "How" (Dissemination)--a fit

that will tend to vary across product types.

We may also'nete here that this linking of product type

with types of Dissemination mechanisms can, over time, lead

to some degree of specialization by Disseminators in relation

both to the type of productseich they will tend to dissemin-

ate and the Dissemination mechanisms which they will tend to

utilize.

2. Mhny Modes of Dissemination

In al$ given situation, there are likely to be several

modes or mechanisms which would be reasonably and more or less

equally effective for the dissemination of a particular product

.:)r type of product. In such a situation, the issue is not:

Which is the best?; but rather: Which is available? Which

already has User confidence (or lack of confidence)? What

arc the cost differentials? etc.

3. User Familiarity and Acceptance

It is important that Users have sufficient confidence in

the source of Dissemination information so that they will be

at least initially favorably inclined to try out an innovation.

lt is not unreasonable to anticipate that in many instances,

out of all the possible relevant and reasonable Dissemination

mechanisms, a User (or group of Osers) will have confidence

in onc particular Dissemination mechanisms because of ptior

positive experiences with it. Thus, where possible, it would

be reasonable to utiiiie that mechanism. Given the :arge number

of Users nationwide, we would expect different User sets to have

dirferent "favorite" Dissemination mechanisms. Each separate

seminntion mechanism may gravitate towards a specialization
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in the %semination of a relatively limited line or type

of product, but for that line or type of product, it is

potentially a highly effective Dissemination tool for a

given set of Users. This need not be limed as a factor

limiting improvement in practice. As we have noted, a wide

variety of different ..nnovations may be potentially helpful

to any given User; and presenting a User with too wide of a

set of alternatives may result in a dysfunctional state of

confusion.

4. Fail Safe

As al will note more fully later, the Dissemination system

needs to be made fail-safe, since it is reasonable to expect

that Users will:from time to time have "bad" experiences with

Dissemination soUrces, which when going through a "learning

curve" :7.ai to premature and long term rejection.

1:e have just noted that when.the User has had "good"

experiences with a Dissemination source, the positive experience

should be reinforced and capitalized upon. The reverse is true

when the User has had "bad" experiences with a Dissemination

source. In this situation, reinforcement should be avoided--

but if there jI only one Dissemination source available to the

the "bad" experience will be reinforced and the User

will tend to discredit and reject the entire Dissemination

system.

Thus, it.makes sense to provide the Users with several

alternative Dissemination sources, such that if they experience

failure with one source, they can go to anoth6r source instead

of rejecting the entire Dissemination system.

In summary, there are many Dissemination modes or mechanisms

which could poteni;:lly optimize interaction with the User and the

fit hotween pred..-ts and Users. No single mode or me:hanisms (or

even set of mee,::::cms) is likel> to he clearly "the best," Further,
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there are a number of very good reasons to follow a policy of per-

mitting and supporting the successful functioning of a variety of

Dissemination systems.

E. R/D41 System_naturitt

The type of Dissemination system required varies as.a function

of the degree of thee maturity of the R/D&I system...

Immature R/DU System

When the R/DU syster is immature, several key conditions

will tend to exist:

a) There will be general lack of quality and quality control

in Development (and also in Research).

b) Users Will generally have a low level of effectiveness in

Implementation; Users may be (to a large extent) unaware

of what is avanable for their u?e; and Users will lack

the evaluative capability to distinguish between "good"

and "bad," "relevant" and "inappropriate" products.

Under these conditions, the Dissemination system must be

designed to Find, evaluate, categorize, store, and retrieve

information about what is available. Further,the Dissemination'

system must provide mechanisms La enele Users to be aware of,

properly select, and be capable of implementing the particular

Development product which is most relevant to and usable by theft!.

Such mechanisms may be provided either by the creation of new

mechanisms or by the utilization, modification or improvement of

existing mechanisms.

2. Mature R/U&I System

When the R/D&I syFtem is more mature, a diSferent set of

conditions tends to exist.

a) Products of good a1 ity and mechanisms for quality control

will be more readily available.

b) Users will tend 4o have a higher degree of familiarity with

products; they will better know how to Find, select, imple-

ment, and u.sc ACW products.
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Under these conditions, an agency with an R/D&I system-build-

ing mission will have less need to be concerned about estab-

lishing Dissemination mechanisms (thóugh there muy still be such

a need) and will be able to focus its attention on different

specific aspects of the overall Dissemination process (e.g.,

ensuring outreach and diSseminating thin market preduets to small

special groups).

F. The Role of Intermedlaganizations

The role of intermediary Dissemination organizations deserves

special attention at this point. (By intermediaries we mean organiza.:,,

tions external to both producers and Users.)

As described above', the conditions existing when the R/D&I system

is immature may require that intermediary Dissemination organizations

4

r.nd mechanisms exist to perform those functions which are nct being

performed (or are heir.; inadequately performed) by Producers/

Developers and Users (e.g., quality control, User search, testing

evaluation). Indeed, it is likely that the Agency will have to estab-

lish such intermediary mechanisms.

However, as the R/DU system matures, the need for intermediaries

may decrease ave.,- time and the mile of intermediaries will change.

For example, as Producers be ome more capable of developing quality

products, the need for intermedia'y quality control mechanisms diminishes.

'----Indeed; the need for some intermediary mechanisms and functions ray

completely cease to exist.

A key issue arises for the Ageney in connection with these inter-

mediary mechanisms. Organizations and institutions, once established,

tend to seek to continue their existence. Thus it becomes imperative,

from the bslinning, that the Agency build acla_t_.2.12LIti. into the

intermediary mechanisms it stimulates and funds--and even prov-Inde for

the possible demise of these mechanisms.

G. Lenz Term Objective: Developing a Mature System

A basic long-term objective of the Agency should be to facilitate
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the transition,of an immature R/D&I syr,tem into a more mature system.

The Dissemination syscem shoilld be seen as'a key element in achieving

ths objective. for .twojeasons:

a. The vital role of Dissemination as a linkage process

requires that mature Dissemination mechanisms be a part

of.any mature ROCII.system.

b. Under the conditions existing in ah immature R/DflI system,

the:intermediary Dissemination mechanisms tend to fulfil

functions usually associated with Producers and Users in

more mature systems. Thus, Dissemination becomes.a

potentially strong entry point for facilitating the matura-

tion of other par(ts.of the total R/D&I system.

3. Key Building 'Blocks of a Dissemination System

From an understanding of the overall R/' fI system and of the place

. of Lissemination in that system, it pow becomes possible to identi:fy

SO:ae :Joy elements (or building blocks) of a Dissemination system.

A. Elements which are Primarily External to the User

1. Information frpm Knowledye Sources

Mechanisms must be provided that can determine what is

available. This could he information about products

currently under development; products that have boon around

for a long time but have not been hidely used; or -)ven

exemplary practices within User urganizations which have

not.become known outside of a particular User organization.

2. Quality Control

Mechanisms must be provided to sort out the "good" from

the "bad" products, i.e., those products which are useful

and relevant as contrasted to those products which do not

work or are not appropriate.

3. Sorting and Retrieval

As there will likely be more products than a User can

reasonably be expected to he aware of, some mechanism must

h "r-



ilsera:to:ide0ify:nnd obtain

the particular products which are relevant.to their needs,

4. Ta1s2112/

Because of the diversity among User organizations and their

needs, it is probable that.existing products will not quite "fit"

User needs and will thus have to be "tailored" to fit a par-

ticular User organization.

The relative definitivene;s of the problem/solution 'fit in

a given instance would significantly influence how these differ-

ent elements might be used in working with a _given User.* In

some instances,.there might be a variety of innovatiens that

could assist.Users in their (often loosely defined) needs, and

one milht'decide to provide them with information on a broad

array of alternatives.' In other cases, however, it might be

far froiclear1.which
products would be more or less useful. In'

these circumstances, it becomes the objective of the process to

eliminate the clearly .Lnappropriate, while narrewing down the

choice to roughly comparable alternatives from which the User

could select.

B. Elements which are Primarily in the Domain of the User

1. Trial

In the initial stages of Dissemination, whether initiated

by the User, by Producers/Developers, or by an intermediary

agency, the nature and method of Dissemination must be

designed so as to motivate the User to give the new produe,;

a trial. Unless this is done, the overall Dissemination

process breaks down and stops.

2. Acisltion and Implementation

Dissemination is not merely a "sending out" of information.

Dissemination must also be concerned with what is done with

the information after it is received and tried by the User.

This should be obvious, for the purpose of "sending out"



.iiiformt.i on , is to increase the Adoption and Implementation

of new products, , materials, processes, etc. The point is

emphas 1 zed here because Dissemination often is understood

simply as ,a "sending out," with a resulting neglect of that

'Users do--or.are. able to do--with the information they

.H.

. Utilization

Dissemination systems must also include provision ,for

continued Utilization--not just Adoption and Implementation

followed by discontinuance.

The role of Dissemination in Adoption, Implementation, and

Utilization is to insure that Users will receive the help they

need to make effective MC, of what they receive.

C. Elements which may be Fither Producer or User Initiated.

1. User Awareness

Mechanisms must exist through which the User can become

aware that a product exists which may be rolevont to his

needs.

2. Mat.:E}2112B to User Needs

Mechanisms must exist by which the sources and/orSup-

plier of products and information on products can become

aware of User needs in order to permit the sorting/retrieval

and tailoring described above.

ln both of the above, the initiative may come validly from

the Users, from Producers/Developers, or from intermediary

agencies, Tho Users may be looking for a particular innovation,

or a message may be sent to the Users to inform them of a par-

ticular innovation.

4. DovistaLProducer/User Linkage Strategies

A. Dimensions (Sub-Blocks) of Dissemination System Building Blocks

Each of the building blocks considered above might be described



terms:of.:dimensions.(Or "sub,blecks!," JhuS theJ)uildinci

JO-Oelc "inf-'17Mation fzom knoWledge:sources"..might-be elabox ated.

by reference to such sub-bIecks'aS:--the distribution of printed

materials,face-to-face presentations, conferences, demonstration

rograms, etc.

Tho design of.Dissemination strategies is essentially a

process of combining these building blocks, and especially the

various building block dimensions or "sub4iioeks". The ()Mc-
,

tiveness of these strategies is likely to be dependent on the

'extent to which these component building blocks and "sub-blocks"

are properly selected, sequenced and timed for a partiCular

target User and a particular innovation. For example, in one

situation an appropriate Dissemination stratgy might consist of:

a series of introductory "flyers" or brochures; a visit to a

User to ascertain needs; search-and sorting to identify appro-

priate available products; a second visit by a representative of

the disseminating agency; perhaps followed by 'informal discussion

to zero in en a given innovation; a demonstration by other current

Users of the innovation; and a promise of needed service and

support. In a different situation, such a Dissemination strategy

might be inappropriate.

B. Key Issues in the Design of Dissemination Strategies

From the above we can identify at least three key issues

that must be considered in the design of Dissemination strategie.;:

1. What is the appropriate combination of "building blocks" iii

a given situvtion?

2. What the appropriate orw;nization for implementing the

Dissemination strategy in a particular situation? in determinNg

the appropriate organization, some relevant questions might be:

Who works with the User? Who has the relevant knowledgeand'

skills? no knows (or can obtain sufficient knowledge about)

the particular innovation?

.10



3. 1;hat type of role is the Agency to have in implementing a

Dissemination strategy? For example will it have a direct

operational role in the Dissemination process, 'or wicll it

play an indirect role facilitating the activities of Producers,

Intermediaries, and Users? In either case, what will be its

majar objectives and modes of operation?

S. Factors Affecting Dissemination as a Process:

A. Cost/Effectiveness as a Factor

At the very outset, one must be aware that Dissemination is a

very cost-dependent process. The Disseminator has large publics at

both ends of the .process. That is to say, the Disseminator must be

in touch with the various Producers and Developers, on the one hand,

and with the various Users, on the other. Further, there are a variety

of Disseminatior media to be considered, each with different costs

attached.

much of the discussion about Dissemination in the literature

focuses on the effectiveness factor, but less emphasis is given to

cost/effectiveness. This is unfortunate, for the Disseminator must

consider cost/effectiveness of various Dissemination media in relation

to the dissemination of a particular innovation to a particular User

public. For example, mailing 10,000 brochures maY result in a low

percentage of response (in terms of Adoption, Implementation, Utiliza-

tion), but such a mailing might be relatively inexpensive and could

reach a very sizeable audience. Hence, even with a low response rate,

a substantial impact might be attainable for the cost and time involved.

By way of contrast, having three staff 'members make trips to User sites

could tend to be more effective (with the Users contacted) but might

be relatively more costly and time-consuming and would roach far fewer

Users'. Thus, cost/effectiveLess considerati ds would be a key factor

in choosing between these two illustrative strategies.

We must further note that in most instances, it will not be

obvious (or even determinable in advanced) what strategy is in faCt

n



"best." All sorts of strategy, combinations will succeed to some degree.

Thus, the Disseminator is iot working in (n area where he can saY tlere,

is "one right way." (Of course, there may be clearly jelentifiable

"wrong ways" of Dissemination relative to a particular innovation and

,particular User public,*and identifying these %mug ways" may be an

important issue for the Disseminator4)

Most likely, an optimal strategy will be to include a variety

of approaches; and the specific combination of approaches that sqould

be used will be determined by such factors as: objectives; number and

nature of Users; cost; availability of Dissemination resources (e.g.,

materials, skilled personnel, support equipment such as audio-visual

equipment, etc.); etc.

In addition, as we have said, there may be much uncertainty as

to the benefits derivable from alternative products. Since products

may vary in cost to the User, and there is often also an interaction

between the nature of the product and how (and hence at what cost)

it can be disseminated, there can be both considerable variation and

considerable uncertainty associated with overall cost/effectiveness

considerations
(where cost is now seen in both User and Disseminator

terms).

13% Professionalism and Reliability Factors

Whatever approaches the Disseminator decides to use, it is vital

that these be reliable and be used in a professional manner. Sloppy

brochures, publications that are not delivered when promised, products

and programs that are
inappropriate, unclear or ,nusable--when

unprofessional and unieliable Dissemination
effor-s such as these occur,

the immediate and long-term effects can be disastrous for the overall

Dissemination process. In the'short term, the result is likely to be

that tho User will give little or no attention to the innovation. In

the long tern, the result is likely to be that the User will reject

oui-of-hand any future Dissemination efforts by the Disseminator--

whatever the Dissemination strategy.
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The basic reason for this dynamic. is that the User lives in an
, ....

.......

.... , .

orational framewerk........In_cOntrast.-Aothe.Resarcher.or-th,." DeVeloper

the-User cannot-afford.th.1 litXury:of'anitbrative:prcieusS.,of:experi

ment/itpreve/experiment/iMprove/ete..

C. Motivation and Commitment

From the above, it is obvious chat the Dissemination process

requires a great deal of hard work. Further, the proces? is subject

to a great deal of potential discouragement on the part of c.he Dis-

seminator. Hence, Dissemination needs to be done by persons and

organizations who feel a degree of "excitement" about their taski.e.

those who are interested in and committed to the particular innovation

and/or to improvement in the sefetor as a whole.

D. Trust

An effective Dissemination process is bascd en trusttsizI
the information being disseminated, and trust in the source of Dis-

semination. Quality control is a key to building and maintaining

trust--quality control on the products and quality control on tae

usage of the products. Simply put, the Disseminator should not be

promoting a product under conditions that will lead to its misuse

(e.g., under conditions where the User does not know how to use it;

or where the product is inappropriate to the User's need).

We may further note that interpersonal mechanisms tend to be seen

as more trustworthy than printed and other impersonal.mechanisms. This

is especially-true in areas of innovation where there is a low level of

development and a high level of uncertainty.

6

I. italLiatbility of Developed Dissemination Media

When considering any particular clement of a Dissemination

strategy, it is important to make a conceptual distinction between

the deqgp stage of devising the strategy and the subsequent ooerational

stage of using it to achieve the Dissemination objectives. The design

stage is likely to take considerable time--deciding what to do, develop-

ing it, making it usable through pilot testing, evaluating, refining, etc.



once' the element. of'Dissemi,liatioo 'ts ready for uso, howover, it.
.

.

can generally be reproduced 'rather rap...Ally; For instance, it he develop-

ment of the next in a series of brochures is usually a short-term

effort. Similarly, training of "detail men" once the pattern has been

established tends also to be a relatively short-term effort.

This characteristic of replieability ean be utilized in order to

expand Dissemination programs rapidly and efficiently. However, in so

doing, it iS-important not to follow the tendency to overuse particular

dissemination media simply because it can be dono more cheaply and

easily.

IR. Overall: A Complex Process

Though at times it may appear deceptively simple, Dissemination

is a compleX process. There will be several steps in the process,

and these are likely to be interactive. For example, poor quality

control which results in a "bad product" boiug exposed to a User may

negate the.best Dissemination strategies. SimilArly, unprofessional

and unreliable Di-lemination efforts will likely, result in reduced

feedback from the User (relative to the innovation), thus reducing the

User information needed by Researchers and Developers.

Thus, while an individual element of the Dissemination process may

be relatively simple and manageable, the overall process is complex.

,There arc many different steps in the process. There are many different

kinds of Users, Developers, Producer*, Intermediaries, Products, etc.

It becomes obvious, then, that designing and managing the Dis-
.

semination system requires considerable skill, mil this becomes a key

issue for the Agency funding and building such a system.

6. Key Problem Areas

From an understanding of the RPM process, it is possible to

delineate several key generic problems which must be dealt with by the

b:sseminator If Dissemination is to be effective.



...SeL9Te..of. the ..Problem

'Size'of the Userpalulation

,
In any :iector, there may be a largo number of potential Users

of innovations. In the educatior seetcr in particular, there

may be potentially thousands of Users nationwide. Just making

effective coniact with so many Users is likely to be a signifi-

cant prOlem in itself

2. User (Market) Variations

Within any large User population, it is inevitable that there

will-be variations among Users. There may ,even be variations

across types of User sub-groups. Further, variations may exist

across different facets of User populations and sub-groups. For

example, Users may vary according to: needs; location; size;

private vs. public status; profit vs. non-profit status; capa-

bility to acquire, test, evalUate, implement and utilize innova-

tions; etc. In the education sector in particular, the variations

are likely to be quite numerous. Given such variations, several

specific problems rimy arise. For example:

a. It may be difficult to identify which Users are the relevant

potential target population for Dissemination of a particular

innovatiun.

b. The needs of the various Users are often hard to identify and

define.

c. Market segmentation may be necessary.

B. Producer/User Breakdowns

A second key area for potential problems in Dissemination is the

relationship between PrOducers and,Users. We can specify several

conditions under which the direct Producer/User relationship is likely

to break down!

1. Information Flow

Obviously, the flow of information betwe,m Producers and Users

is a key element in the Dissemination process. However, this
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tions:
a There are lanquage differepees:between PrOdlicerS.And.OSei

(e.g., the use of R4D vs.-operational language and concepts

rot another example, in certain education situations, key

S.0.5marbeSpanishspeaking,:while ..the Predeicers. are

.There is, a lack of adequate conunualcotion channels between

Producers and Users. This is eslecially likely to be the.

Op_VP41 immaturo.or where the. mfirket

(User.$) Is-.fragMented_and _diffuse.

Users-lack:the-capability to Understand-the technical

aspects of the innovation. Here, even when the information

disseminated is technically adeciluate and reaches...the relevant

-Users,. they-may.be Incapable of using the information received.

-1

,Produrer Motivation

For a variety of reasons, Producers may have a low level of

motivation to disseminate new products, especially in the face '

of resistance, uncertainty and/or fragmented markets.

Some Producers may think of themselves sill& as Development

organizations and may have little interest in carrying out

the Dissemination function. In t'llese instances, their

a.

organi.zations may have a low level of Dissemination experience

and skill, a fact which will also tend to lessen the motiva-

tion to disseminate.

b. Under conditions Of perceived resistance, uncertainty or

fragmented markets, even thoso Producer organizations hhich

are oriented towards Dissemination and which therefore have

the necessary Dissemination skills may decide that the cost

and risk are too high to attempt a high level of Dissemination.

An example would be school textbook publishers who Liight be

very hesitant to produce and promote innovative materials

which have not yet been "accepted" by Users-or which perhaps

t.1
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3. tisor 1%.1otivation

Fer'effective Dissemination to (wear between rrodui..or:i and

Users, the Users must be motivated to receivo, test, try and

yevaluatWinnovations from Produeersv.:-Vnumber-of

a. Being exposed to an innovative product can raise the

polssibility (to Users) that they are not eurrently

"doing it right," or at least not doing something as welt

as it m)ght be done. This is not always an eaSy.thing for

a.User to admit.

b. To study, test, evaluate and then implement and utilize an

innovation takes time and is therefore an interruption in

the work of Users who may olready fool overwhelmed by dnds

on their time and energy. Where training is required for

Offeetive usar,.additional demands aro placed on the- time'

and energy of the User.

c. The above discussion woe'l seem to imply that Users generally

- are confronted with a small number of innovations. In many

instances, it is more likely that the User will be confronted

with a plethora of innovations When this is the case, the

User is likely to fool overwhelmed by a seemingly impossibie

task of reviewing, testing, evaluating, etc.--and may thus

be inclined to ignore everything offered.

A somewhat differpnt issue is involved in those cases whore

an innovation has been developed by a User. In -1,1.1.s case the Dissemina-
\

tion and the complotion of the Development process beceme interwoven.

The innovation has to be identified, possibly modified and packaged for

a wider User group and then disseminated. A key plJblem is that there

is generally little to motivate a User/Developer to become involved in

this process.
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a. Producer Dissemination Skills:

Dissemination requires special skills, which may differ

according to thr, type of User end/or the type of innovation.

Thus, the Producer/User relationship may break down uhere:

1) the Producer is inexperienced in Dissemination;

2) the-PrOducer &s.inexperiencedinDisseputhation in-a

particular market or in relation to a particular type

of innovation.

b. -User Implementation/Utilization. Skills:

The Producer/User relationship.may alsn break down when

.the User lacks the skills necessary for Implementation and

Utilization. It is not enough to assume th:lt a "good"

product can be effectively used by a User. Training may be

required.

c. User Dissemination Skills:

sAs before, where the User is also th Developer there may

be a lad.: of skills in knowing how to . 'ct innovations for,'

Dissemination,how to tailor for general ,;pplleability, and

how to communicate to relevant others.

S. Sualemental Resources

The Producer/User relationships may also break down when
5

effective Implementation and Utilization require supplemental

resources which the Producer does not provide and/or Lhe User

does not have (and may not be able to acquire and/or uLilizo).

6. Patterns of Adoption

The rate of User acceptance and asysorption of new inforpation

and new information sources tends to be slow. What is important

to note, here is that the rate of User absorption of new information

sources--his awareness of the existence of such sources, his

kfiterest in making uso of these sources, his trust in these sources,

tbtc.--tends to be'much slower than the rate at which these inferma-

tion systems can Ile developed and made zictive.



Asa_result, there is the danger that creating large

issemination systems' may lead to high expectations (IT both

the Dissemjnate6 and the Users), while in reality the benefits
\

and satisfaction mny be strongly limited by the slow rates of

absorption and utilization.

In a word; the capacity, to develop and activate Dissemination
mechanisms tends to be greater than User capacity to absorb and

utilize the information sent to them by the Dissemination mechan-
.

isms. Thus, in designing and creating Dissemination mechanisms,

the Agency needs to assess carefully its expectations in terms

both of the expected levels and the anticipated time-lines of

User Acquisition, Implementation, and Utilization. This assess:-

nt also needs to be made by the personnel of the- v;ly-created

..,7issemination mechaniisms.

C. Knowlebout the Dissemination Process

The discussion thus far lias focused on various elements of the

Dissemination process. Now it is important to note that while much may

be known about specific elements of the Dissemination process (e.g.,

about the impaa of written as compared to interpersonal communication),

re1ative4 little is known about Dissemlnation as a complex total

piocess. We must further note that merely "adding up" our knowledge

of individual element,; will not provide a useful understanding of the

Dissemination process, for these parts are interactive and influence

and change each other and the overall process.

Given the uncertainty associated with the workings-of the total

Dissemination process, there is validity in supporting processes of

natural development which would lead to the use of mixed and variable

strategies in Dissemination system design. This contrasts with a

strategy of seeking optimal designs at this point in time.

7. Design Requirements and Strategies

Up to this point we have been developing an understanding of the

WO process. The importance in so doing is to increase our ability

r mig



to design effective Disseminatiw, syst.ems, develop offetive Dissem-

ination strategies, and thereby, to recognize the appropriate Agency

role. It is to this task that we now:turn our attention.

A. Congvuency and Maj2Lability

A Disseminatt9n system must be congruent with the state of develop-

ment of the R/D6I system It serves. What is needed (and effective) for

an immature R/1M4I'system may not be needed (or effective) in a mature

system. 'Indeed, the need for some aspects of the system may cease

to exist.

Desip Requirements:

The Dissemination system design must be flexible and

adaptive over time, and even provide for the termination

of some .of its parts.

Strats_gt:

Institutions tend to be slow, to change and even to

resist change. Certainly, it is not typical of an in-

titution to seek its own demise. Thus; an important

strategy for a funding agency is to build adaptability

(and even termination) into the initial design of the

overall Dissemination system, Dissemination sub-systems

(e.g., regional D/PI: systems) , and Dissemination mechan-

isms.

B. Stability

Though institutionalized Dissemination mechanisms must be adaptive,

they must also have stability in order both to avoid dysfunctional dis-

ruptions and to benefit from the confidence and competency which comes

from experience and familiarity.

When change is abrupt and continual, a number of dysfuncuonal

results tend to occur:

1. Dissemination agents do not have time to accomplish their

objectives.

kw
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2. Dissemination agents will tend to become uncertain,

confused, insecure.

5. Dissemination agents wAll not gain the confidence and '

competence that comes from experience and familiarity.

4. Dissemination agefits will not have credibility with Users.

5. Users will become confused and will tend to resist further

Dissemination efforts.

6. The Disseminator/User relationship will lack continuity.

7. Commilnication channels will be inadequate and tend to be

unknown to the User.

Design Requirement:

The Dissemination system design must provide stability

and gradualness to change for the system as a whole and

for its parts.

Strately:

Stability and gradualness of change should both he a

part of the initial system design and an integral part of

Y the funding support and programming of the Agency.

C. Management Mode

The nature of the control mechanisms used to manage a system \\

is likely to have a significant effect on the nature and effectiveness

of the system. Further, the appropriateness of different management

modes depends to a large degree upon the level or state of the system's

maturity.

Design_Recluirements:

1. The mode of management control which is relevant to

the current \level of maturity of the overall R/DCO system

must be built into the Dissemination system design.

2. Provisions must be made in the Dissemiq4lon system

design for the management mode to change over time as the

overall 11/DO system matures.

it



3., Information feodhack mechanisms mut ho au et;selitial

-element. of. the Dissemination system design to .pr9vido

system managers with indivators of the changing-maturity

level of the system, and.to signal the need for change

.in the mode oi management control used.

.§tratevies:

In a mature'R/DVII system, management of the Dissemination

functions normany can be done through the development, use

and control of well-developed plans. However, in an immature

R/DU system, this mode of management'is not so feasible be7.

cause there is too much uncertainty, too many variations, etc.

Rather, a relevant management mode is one which focuses on

policy_rather.than detailed administrative management of plans--

a mode of management which steers and guides the various parts

of.the system, a mode of management which oversees the pro-

cess of system development and change.

In this management mode, monitoring of the process becomes

they key management tool and a key Agency role whether per-

fermod directly or i4ontracted out.

D. 21ality Control

As was noted earlier, the quality of innovative products is

important to an effective Dissemination process. When 'product quality

is,low, User trust in the Dissemination source deteriorates.

.Desiern.Rqqpircment:

Meehan, -s fel- quality control of Development/Production

,
outputs to be disseminated must be an integral part of the

Dissemination system design .

$traQgjcs:es:

The Agency role here would be to monitor the quality

control process and to intervene to create appropriate mech-

anisms and procest..,es where these were lacking.,



F. The Prodnet/UserAateh
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Regardless of fh u! quality of a given product, it will not be

of mneh value to Users Li: it is not relevant to their needs or if they

are not capable of using it.

De01111_14.'.1":1-rnwnt

The Dissamiuxtion system design must provide mechanisms

through which produfts may oe adequately matched with User

needs and capabilities.

Sl.ratqies:

Such matching can be accomplished in a variety of ways.

For examrlo:

1. proper identificatien of prOducts relevant to User

need and capability;

2. tailoring innovations to User need and capabilit!':

3. helping the User obtain and develop the capability

to implement and utilize innovations;

F. BuyingRenting Services

It is not always necessary or wise that every component of

a Dissemination system be contained within a single Dissemination

organization.. Services ,can be purchased or,rented, either tempor-

arily or regularly. For example, successful Dissemination does not

depend upon the Dissemination agent doing its own iSrinting. Whether

it is more cost/effective to have a printing capability within an

organi.zatioa or to purchase printing services is a valid administrative

question, but it is not an issue vital io successful Dissemination.

Dejagn Requirement:

The Dissemination system design impt be such as to

allow a funding agency to treat the 'f'bUyirent" question

as an administrative issue.

The buy-or-rent decision may need to be orchestrated and/

or mandated by the Agency.



G. Produet Championship

There is evidence from a variety.of sources that having a "product

champion" is a key factor in increasing the probability of successful

Dissemination. 'Fhe product champion may ha a User, a Producer or

.
Developer, an influential individual or group, or even the Dissemina-

ting agency. Who the product champion might be can vary. What is

important is that the product champion be excited and committed enough

to follow through on the DI*semination efforts. We do however note

that prior negative User experience with product champiohs can be a

significant barrier to effective utilization of this strategy.

Design Reaulyelint:

None. This is an administrative consideration. The

design should neither mandate nor prevent the use of

"Product Champions".

For an Agency to become a "champion" may be dangerous.

Its role is to ensure that the conditions(incentives, mechan-

_ isms) for champinship exist in the field.

H. Stimulatina User Demand

The likelihood that an innovation will be tried, adopted, im-

plemented, and utilized is significantly increased when there is User

interest in and demand for the innovation. Similarly, when a relevant

product does not already exist, User interest and demand can be very

effective in stimulating the development of a particula5.- innovation.

DeAixaRegnirement:

.

None. This is an administrative corlsideration. The

design should neither mandate nor prevent such a demand

effect.

Stratilm
It is often an effective strategy for a Dissemination

agent to create conditions which willJstimulate User interest

in and demand for innovation. When this strategy is utilized,
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it is important that a funding agency control the rate of

such "priming" so as not to permit stimulation'of User

'demands which cannot be satisfied, or cannot ho satisfiod

within a reasonable timu frame.

1. The Develooental/Emergent/I]xperimental Strategy

Since the state of knowledge about Dissemination (as a total

complex process) is low, there is justification for pursuing a policy

which permits a degree of controlled, natural varialon and pTovides

mechanisms for monitoring of natural field experiments.

:The justification for such a strategy is three-fold:

1. In conditions of immaturity and uncertainty, it is not ob-

vious which specific mechanisms (or combinations of mechanisms)

are most cost/effective (though certainly some building

block elements of strategy are more effective than others

for certain purposes).

2. Persons in the field may have valid insights about effective

Dissemination methods.

3. By using such a strateg understanding of the Dissemination

process in general (and within a specific sector in parti-

cular) can be increased and, over t.ime, Dissemination im-
.

proved.

DonRoqji
The design must provide mechanisms through which natural

field experiments can be monitored and controlled.

Stratqg;ies:

1. A funding agency can establish a policy which provides

support for natural experiments emerging from activities

in the field. When this policy is utilized, it must be

accompanied by monitoring and reinforcement.

2. Monitoring is important both to control the process and

tos-learn from the process. Reinforcement is important

because there is a premium on doing some things wellexce1lent-
:7

ly--as compared to trving to do many things. To be avoided

ti "
-- - . r vr" "'



are failures due to pow- operations which Users then blame

OH the overall Dissemination system. which in turn produces

long-term negative systemic effects. Thus when a partic-

ular strategy (or element) is seen to work,well, and the

capability for performirfg that strategy has been (or is

capable of being) developed, then this strategy should be

reinforced.

3. What is to be avoided is,the obvious mismatch of strate-

gies to situations.

J. Fail-Safe Mechanisms

In spite of the premium on reinforcing successes and avoiding

-7;ailures, failures. will inevitably occur. There are just too many

u5ints of uncertainty and unreliability in the chain connecting RP

o Utilization which in combination result in.low success probabilities.

'urther, when the R/DU system is immature, the probability of failure

secomes quite high. .Thus, when the RAM system is immature, it be-

comes imperative that the Dissemination system be designed to bp fail-

isafe. That is to say, if the User experiences failure in ono instance,

le will be aware that other alternatives are availableas contrasted

to the User seeing the Dissemination system as a monolithic system,

sherein the whole systeIl is deemed useless by the User when he ex--
0

_periences failure with one part of it.

Design gegnirement:

The Dissemination system must be designed so as to

provide alternative channels of dissemination to the User.

StrateOes:

Strategies should put a premium on redundancy, on making

compe.titive alternatives available to the User. Such I

r, 'undancy can be achieved in either of two ways:

1. Natural Decentralized VaPlation and Adaptation: When

natural decentralized variation and adaptation are ailowed,

a variety of alternatives (even redundancy) may become
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available to the User, and the User is thus less likely

to transfer his perception of weakness in one part Of the

Dif;somination system to the other parts. The various

Disemination mechanisms sheuld, of course, be orchestrated

from a higher level, but with a minimum of visibility.

2. A FaiI-SafoiCentralizpd System Design: While a fail-

safe centralized system design is at least theoretically

possible, at is complex and thus very difficult to develop.

and manage. If attempted, it would include:

a. disaggregated parts;

b. built-in competition among parts;

c. built-in redundancy.of a few things done well.

II. DISSEMINATION IN 1HE EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT

1. Level of MatEity_of Educational R/DC/I as a Whole
aw..0 on..(wour

It has ben our contention throughout that we must understand an

R/D&I system as' a whole system in order to develop relevant policies

and strategics fur Gny one asepect of the total system. For example,

many Dissemination roles and mechwdsms which arc created for an

immature It/DU system must change over time or even be terminated as .

the overall R/MI system reaches maturity.

In education, we find a very immature R/D&I system. There is a

history of poor quality products, which suggests the need for internal

mechanisms for quality control. Th,Jre is a history of low levels of

User capability in locating and utilizing products, even ih defining

problems and identifying needs. This hi.Aory points to the need for

intermediate mecharisms to facilitate and develop User capabilities.

Thus, the immature nature of the overall.educational R/D&I system

strongly points toward the need for intermediate roleS, mechanisms and

linkages i.stitutions in the educational Dissemination process. However,

an understanding of it/DU systems in general also makes it clear that

in designing a Dissemination system for an immature R/D&1 system, the
4



dosign must provide for adaptability, change and even termination or

certain Dissemination roles and mechanisms. The importance of designing

change into the system is based on the two previously mentioned con-__
flicting considerations.

1. Some Dissemination roles and mechanisms will outlive their,

relevance and usefulness over time as the total R/DO system

matures.

2. Institutions tend to strive to maintain (and even enlarge)

their roles and their existence.

Since such potentially desired "withering away" will nut tend to

occur naturally (or easily), the mandating of design for change (e.g.,

timed funding) and ,the necessary monitoring become key Agency roles.

2. User §_stti,.jia

If workable Dissemination strategies are to be developed and

effective Dissemination systems to be designed, problems inherent in

two characteristics of the User system must bc taken into account:

a) its enormous scale, and uj the attitudes toward change likely to

be encountered in User settings.

A. Scale
.Meaareatilille-e.A.11m

1. An Enormous Number of Users

There are more than 19,000 LEA's in this country. Each

one includes many schools (litoraily.hundreds of schools in

the larger cities) . In each school there are numerous teachers--

not to mention students (who are in a real sense the ultimate

Users) . Thus, any idea about designing a Dissemination

system to reach an entire universe of potential Users'is simply

mind-boggling, especially given limited federal resources

allocated to the education sector.

2. A Tremendous Diversity ans Variety Among Users
---

As might be expected with such an enormous number of

Us,ers, there is a tremendous amountof diversity and variety



among Users. There are: rich and poor _Districts; urban,

suburban, and rural Districts; public. and private educational

systems; largo schools and small schools; Districts with a

higil level of teacher professionalism and,Districts with a

much lower .levi,i.of teacher professionalism; ete.--nut to

mention variations in educational philosophy and in the nature

and extent .of administrative leadership.

From the product perspective, there are many kinds of prod-

ucts for which there is a relatively thin (and not commercially

profitable) market--a fact which may point to a need to develop

'special mechanisms for'disseminating thin market products.

Given the problems of scale, it would seem reasonable in developing

Dissemination strategies and mechanisms to: a) identify the categories

of,Tersonnel in different kinds of User settings who have the most impact

on 1cloption delcisions, and b) focus Dissemination strategies and re-

sources on these target Users. One possibility might be to differentiate

Mks in terms of the professionalism of their instructional personnel.

The educational change literature Is rather inconsistent in assessing

the relative influence of teachers vs principals and otl'or administra-

tors on innovation Adoption decisions ( a matter rather different from

innovation Implementation). Some analysts emphasize the need for par-

ticipative decisionmaking on the Selection and Adoption of new programs,

products, etc., with a major (perhaps tho major) role for teachers. Other

analysts urge strong administrative leadership as a preferred alternative,

describing the real influence of teachers on such decisions as minimal

and over-rated--and seem to suggest that this minimal role for teachers

is to be viewed as desirable if innovation is to occur. What seems

missing from these analyses is consideration of such factors as the

professinalism of a District's teaching staff as a determinant of the

appropriateness of one or the other of these approaches. Thus, fur

those Districts where the instructional staff demonstrzaes a high level

of professionalism, the appropriate Dissemination strategy would seem



to he .1.(1 target Dissemination resources directly at teachers. In these

DistrietF. where the instructional staff demonstrates a vonsiderahly

lesser degree of professionalism, the target for Dissemination eould be

Superintendents, orincipals, and other administrators--on the' aseumption

that the teachere are likely to "go along with" the administrator's

decision. Given the limited resource!, available for Dissemination, it

might be wise to further segment the Districts with relatively low

teacher professionalism into those characterized by strong vs. weak

administ/ative leadership and more vs. less interest in innovation and

work primarily with those Districts demonstrating interest in innovation

and strong administrative leadership to promote and support innovation.

At times, effective Dissemination may require a strat&gy ef selec-

tivity in the choice of User target groups leite which te work. For

example, in a diffusion model of Dissemination, the Disseminator might

work with only a few selected User xroups. To consider another example,

given limited funding, it may be best not to try to work with a resisting

SEA.. However, there is a danger that this kind of choice will be mai.e

simply on the basis of convenience. Thus, it may be necessary and

appeopriate for an Agency to mandate allocations of effort and to make

available to Disseminators information on preferred strategies.

Ai. Motivation and Technical 2pabilitv

Resistance to innovation is probably the single must salient

characteristic of User settings described in the change literature--

not only in education but in other sectors as well. In any given

instance, such resistaqe may be attributable to attitudes, norms,

and User system constraints; or to technical complexities and diffi-
yee

culties that make effective Implementation beyond the capabilities

of User personnel in the absence of implementation supports that

are not provided; or both (as when awareness of the technical com-

plexities generate resistant attitudes).

The attitudinal basis for resistance is simply that change teeds

to be threatening to peoi le. ln the eeueation seetor, the "threat"



aspect of ehattl,,c is probably even more significant became edu

min I innovat i nvo I vos 1nu1jc ,chanv,p: now bohnvi ors ; ph i lo-

sophy change; technical strategies whICh require teachers-to

unlearn "old" behaviors and strategies with which they are fo.miliar;

etc.

However, th'e'e is suggestive evidence that the attitudinal

dimension may well nave been given excessive stress in the litera-

ture and that the technical problems may in the long run have far

greater significan e for determin* the fate of innovations than

the attitudinal ones. More often than not, teachers appear to be

willing to give an innovative idea 6r program a try. But very

often, the programs fail because no one has given the teacher

needed technical support--the kind of Implementation support

and technical assistance that is required to make an innovation

successful. The result is failure--failuros which make it diffi-

:mit to introd o the next innovation into that particular school

system. Thus the ensuring of proper quality control and tochnical

support components in Dissemination programs would seem to be

of central importance.

There has been increasing recognition of the importance of

the technical side of resistance. Thus we find Dissemination and

Utilization being clustered or integrated in recent educational

policy. There is validity to this clustering of the Dissemination

and Utilization functions. That is to say, it is not enough just

to disseminate information and make Usel's "aware" of an innovation.

lhe User must also have, be able to obtain,.or be provided,

Implemontation/Utilization support throughout the Adoption/lnstalla-

tion process in order to make sure that there is the best possible

chance for the innovation to be successful. Otherwise, the proba-

bility of Dissemination railure is very large--with the attendant

result that Dissemination efforts and money spent will be wasted

and that resistance to future Dissemination will develop.

---"ater *MAC r- NV-9-9w TOME
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3. Climate
IMINIION-TWF. Mu 0. y.....g. 041/1/-0-011,...

At least two major factori; have tended to create a very poor climo-o

for Dissemination in the education sector. One factor has been the lack

of Implementation/Utilizat:on support to the User during the Dissemination

Acess. (This we have already discussed above.) Another factor is that

many products disseminated to sehool Districts have been of poor quality--,

at.least some have been clearly inferior to existing User-developed

practices, programs, materials, ete. The effect of such Dissemination

has been to create negative attitudes toward the WiD system and its

outputs and also a lack of trust,in both the information and outputs

disseminated and the sources of Dissemination information Under such

conditions,"many Users have become skeptical of any innovation. Further,

there has developeld an attitude that anyone advocatina a product is doing,

so for his own bepefit or glorification,,, Finally, the professionalism

with which the Dissemination was pursued loft much to be desired.

Thus, past Dissemination efforts have created a poor climate for

Dissemination,a climate which makes it more difficult for new Dissemina-

tion efforts to have significant impact.

The point to be made in reference to current and future Dissemina-

tion policy and strategy is that:

a. User trust in the source of Dissemieation is vital.

b. To develop and maintain this trust, it is vital to du well

whatever is done--both in terms of the product and the

Dissemination efforts.

Perhaps this'is an important:part of the reason why commercial products

are so dominant in school systems. . Even though commercial products tend

not to be the outputs of rigorous, systematic 114D, and not to have beena

carefully tested, the commercial firms do a very professional job of

marketing and distributing, their products. It would seem to be the

responsibility of NIE to ensure that similar care and professionalism is

built into the Dissemination systems it helps to create.
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4. Ner.l.nous but Fragmented Dissemination Efforts
NNNINNam-N. Ndarn. SIM M NaamaMarylbaNNa mm.19-....m 1.ar m

In the education-sector, there has been a considerable amount of

activity that hits been called Disseminaticm But still, despite all

this apparent activity there seems to,be widespread disappointment in

what is ppreeived to i2e rather, minimal impact on school practices and

programs. Relatively few RFID outputs produced by the specialized

Development organizations appear to have been adopted (or if adopted,
, /

maintained) by the User system. Where innovative practices can be,

identified in a school system, they tend more often than not to take
,

the form of locally developed 6:wmplary practices or programs that are

lost to the larger system for lack of packaging and dissemination.

The efore, despite all the activity that is c,Ategorized under the

Disns ination rubric, there appears to have iwen relativayllittle

effective Dissemination. Dissemination programs do not appear to have
I

been noticeably successful in achieving their objectives.

There would seem to be several possible explanations for this

limited iirdiact. But certainly one factor that accounts for the weakness

of the Dissemination function in education is its fragmented, scattered

character. Of the several typos of Dissemination activity in education

that could be noted to underscore this point, two in particular illus-

tratu the point well.

1. Deve1ga2111:_22i112hs": Particularly in the early years

of federal funding of the regional laboratories and RVID

centers, Dissemination was assumed to be an activity

that should be carried o'n by each Developer, to make

potential Users aware of and interested in implementing

the Developer's own products and programs. In each case,

a certain amount 9f the total funding was set aside for

Dissemination. Such Dissemination "add-ons" tacked unto

grants or contracts for Development work appear to be

one uC the dominant modes of Dissemination funding in the

early and late '60s. Such Dissemination was rarely if



ever carried out by specialized-personnel, mechanisms, or

untts with the kinds of training, backgrounds or organiza-

tional supports that would suggest a strong likelihood

of success in achieving Dissemination objectives.

2. Dissemination Channels within Categorical Pragyams:

Stronger. Dissemination efforts with some greater degree

of success were (and continue to be) found within the

domains of the various kinds of federally4unded cate-

gorical programs (e.g., special education, handicapped

education, vocational/occupational/career/educations,

ESEA Titles I and III, etc.). However, each of the

categorical programs appears to have developed its own,

discrete specialized Dissemination system, separate and

apart from any other program--its own channels, mechan-

isms, ete. Even if p potential User learns his way

around the Dissemination system of a given categorical

program to meet one specific set of needs, he is likely

to still be totally in the dark about the Dissemination

channels potentially able to assist him in meeting a

different set.of needs subsumed under a different cate-

gorical program.

From the perspective of the potential User, then, there may be

a multiplicity of potential Dissemination
channels that might serve him,

hut he is likely to be only vaguely aware of some, totally unaware of

others, and too engrossed in his day-to-day operational problems to

invest substantial time and energies in taking the initiative to cut

through the morass.

Federal agencies have become inc)easingly cognizant of this problem.

The history of the OE/NIE response over the past decade warrants some

analysis if policies are to be developed that take into account the

educational context as it appears today and the 7arious assumptions that

havevshaped that context in the past and may continue (in varying degrees)

to do du today.



5. Recent Federal, and State initiatives in Dissemination

A. Three Modes of Dissemination

Federal Pissemination policy over the past decade or has

gone through three identifiable emphases: first, an emphasis on

the creation of,a centralized, comprehensive resource base through

which Users could gain easy access to needed information; a

second focus on supporting product advocacy efforts designed to

persuade Users to adopt specific outputs of the R&D system; and

finally, a shift in emphasis to advocacy of change processes rather

than particular products, with accompanying provision of needed

supports for the change process.

1. Creation of a.CoRpEhensive Resource Base
=lmobs.a.......r...11110..111,43aaammil..111....-aname

In the 19604, federal policymakers came increasingly

to recognize the scattered, fragmented character of Dis-

semination in education and the difficulty of locating in-

formation relevant to a vast array of potential needs, stored

in innumerable discrete repositories (or not'stored at all).

The solution to these problems seemed fo be to create a

single, centralized, comprehensive, generalized (rather than

7pecialized) resource base that would meet any User's needs--

i.e., to place all the scattered resource information in a

central repository through which, by the push of a button,

the User would have immediate, automated access to every item

of information available about his specified need.

Thus, the massive ERIC system was created by OE to ac-

quire, store, abstract, and provide easy computerized retriev-

al of sources from the extensive, unpublished, "fugitive"

literature of the education sector. ERIC Elise provided

publications that announced acquisitions to the field (and

therefore were expected to make them more visible) ,indexed

the journal literature of the field as wel 1 as the f..1git



literature stored in the ERIC eollection, and peovided

several hundred information analysis prodects that synthe-

sieed information in selected toPleal areas.

Several eharactoristies of ERIC should be underscored:

a. ER1C was.primarily a repository for Research

information.

ERIC provided a single, zeneralized

somination capacity. It was2not comprised of

separate, specialized systems targetted at

different User groups or focused on different

problem areas or neeas.

c.,EERIC was a passive system. It was a passive in-

formation repository that required User initiative

to activate it, and therefore assumed User capacity

to define their information needs, to learn the

descriptors, and other tools required to make

effective use of the ERIC system, and to screen

and make use of the enormous quantity of (not

always useful or high quality) output the system

provided.

We shall return to the implications of these points later in

this analysis.

2. Product Advocacy

While ERIC was being developed and expanded, a somewhat

different Dissemination strategy was evolving and being pro-

moted with federal fundiLe. The annual budgets of the federally-

funded.regional laboratories and R&D centers inauded specific

allocations for Dissemination programs, especially those in-
/

volving dissemination of the R&D outputs they were producing.

Various institutions and mechpnisms were created specifically

-N
to advocate'the use of particular products or progrems they

selected or developed, and to persuade Users of their meritel

e.
,
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e.g., the Instructional Materials Centers, and Title III

demonstration centers. -

Over time, however, some difficulties in the product

advocacy mode of Disemination became apparent. Many of.

the-products diSseminatod wore of poor quality and were

overzealously "marketed" by Disseminators functioning as

advocates'. And too, much of the Dissemination effort .

carried out in this mode was amateurish in naturc--it

lached polish and professionalism. These two factors

togetherpoor quality products and weak Dissemination

programscontributed to an already negative set of User

attitudes tOward the R&D system as a whole.

3. Change Process Advocacy

NIE's pOlicies app;?ar to have shifted some of the

emphasis in federal bissemination efforts away from the

product advocacy mode to an advocacy strategy that Pro-

vides supports for change processes and innovation in

schools as a more general phenomenon. Instead of ad-,

vocating particular products, strategies have been developed

to: a) provide Users with information about the full array

of products, programs, information sources, '(xemplary .

practices, etc. available to meet a given needcomparative

evaluating information on the alternatives where possible--

while b) developing the User's capabilities for identi-

fying needs and evaluating, selecting, adapting and imple-

menting the products of his choice. The emphasis is two-

fold: building User system capabilities and increasing the

"rationality" (in the technical rather than the layman's

sense) of Users' decisionmaking processes. The State and

federal Dissemination agencies that carry out this strategy

provide information and supports that make it easier fur

Users to plan and implement changes (if they want to).

,



Decisions on vhethor or not and how to change remain

with the User.

B. _Some,Specifie Current Strately_Rayelopments

Several aspects of current NIE Dissemination strategy warrant

mention.
\,

l. Centralized Resource Base: The UEinsion of ERIC

ERIC was designed initiaily as a resource base of Research

information. In more recent years, several initiatives have

expanded ERIC into an informaton base for accessing a wider,

array of resources to meet User needs: R&D products and

descriptive product information packages; exemplary practices

from the User system; Research and policy interpretations

and syntheses; guidea catalogs, prodict inventories, etc.--

all input in a form compatible with the automated ERIC

retrieval system. For those practitioners who make use of

the system, the kinds of resources that have become accessible

have broadened in scope.

2. The States and Intermediate DisSemination Mechanisms-

NIE's Dissemination policies have placed a great deal

of/emphasis on working with and through SEAs and LEAs. The

federal role is seen as one of facilitating, coordinating,

and providing seed money to mobilize State and local Dis-

semination resources and to build needed Dissemination/

Utilization capabilities in the SEAs tnd LEAs.

Given tlie scale and variability within the User system

in education, and the rathei: limited financial iesources of

N1E, there is simply nu way for the Institute to directly

impact the User system effectively and significantly. SEAs

c\..,have substantial resource bases to apply to the Dissemination

function, and in recent years a number of SEAs have exercised

strong leac:orship in: developing systems for needs assessment
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and long-range plannin; identifying and disseminating

exemplary practices; and providing information services and

technical assistant to local school systems. NLE's strategy

is designed tosupport and strengthen the States in these

efforts--to pro\vide seed money to facilitate and expand what

they are currently doing, and to facilitate and expand their

capacity to do what they,are doing more effectively.so as to

be able to coordinate education Dissemination activities.

The pooling of federtl and State Dissemination resources

is expected to increase the potential payoff of the federal

investment. The strategy is expected to be more cost/effective

in the long run, and probably more effective in impact re-

gardless of costs because of the added possibilities of

providing services through the States that are tailored more

adequately to local District needs.

5. More Active DisseMination/Utilization Statqies

N1E's State Dissemination Capacity-Building Grants have

been used in general to establish (or strengthen) variants

of a model that includes: a) a centralized resourco.base

providing access to the ERIC system and perhaps other State

resource bases; and b) a network of, field-based, specially

trained Dissemination agents (or "educational e:Aension

agents," or "information agents") who function ss active,

personalized Dissemination links between the resource base

and the User. The various States that have created such

systems differ in how they define the role of the extension

agent; what services they provide;.who tsoy are; where they

are placed (e.g., in regional-type education information

centers or in the Districts themselves) ; etc. But regardless

of which variant is used, the extension agent concept adds

two elements to the Dissemination process:

a. There is now an intermediate-level link to facilitate



.User access to the centrathed resource base .

b. ri-nis new intermediate link is an active link. The

.extonsion agent works with the User to define problems

and needs. Information and materials potentially useful

for meeting these needs are retrieved from the resource

base, screened, synthesized, and transformed into in-

formation packages tailored to the User's neeas and

constraints. Follow-up supports and feedback-mechanisms

also tend to be built into the system designs. In some

. of the/MOst active models, the extension agent may even

function to persuade the User of thc need for change,

and perhaps even provide technical assistance to support,

the planning and implementation of the proposed changes.

(In addition to the technical assistance capability

t*nat,may be built into some of these State systems,

iome of the newer NIE initiatives such as the R&D

Utilization erogram provide the beginnings of a develop-

ing technical assistance capability.)

'

We might note that all of these more recent strategies result

from a system-level kind of thinking and that they are es-

sentially procured to facilitate Ilser access to the information

resource base.

4. Two-Way Communication

Recent federal Dissemination policy statements have tended

to underscore a view of the Dissemination process as essentially

two-way rather than one-way commu cation. The assumption here

is that if Dissemination efforts to be effective in ac-

hieving widescale Implementation and Uti1i2.ation of Develop-

ment outputs, more will be needed than simply setting into

motion one-way flows of outputs from Producers/Suppliers to

Users. In addition, it is now argued, information from Users

will have to be fed back into the system--User perceptions of



their problems and needs, of the quality and effectiveness

of products that are being disseminated, and of the strengths

and weaknesses of the Dissemination strategies and mechanisms

.being used. Thus, one of the most recent NIE initiatives to

strengthen the Dissemination function in education is the

planning of-a system,eurrently referred to as the Dissemination/

Feed-Forward system.

A Note of Caution

The newest NIE Disseminatidn program--the planning of a

Dissemination/Feed-Forward (D/FF) system--suggests that an

additional "regionar level of Dissemination mechanisms is about

to appear on the multi-level scene of local, intermediate, State,

interstate, and federal agencies and organizations.2 Although

still in its early planning stages, it appears that one purpese

of the new regional system will be to somehow coordinate "every-

thing" relevant to Dissemination and Utilization that is taking

place within a given region. The coordination intent here would

seem to be to make the various discrete, perhaps scattered

communication channels and resources in an area more accessible

to the User.

There is a potential danger.here, one to which we have al-

ready referred. Certain types of coordination and integration

may indeed need to occur...but if there is too much "coordination,"

redundancy may be eliminated--and with redunancy, some of the

competitive alternatives available to the User will be eliminated.

Given the likelihood of ,failure in the education Dissemination

system (as we noted earlier), the Dissemination system needs to

be made fail-safe. NIE should nut create a single:\exelusive,

intermediate Dissemination channel to link ingtven User

setting. If all Us'er infor'mation in a region must channel through

a'regional agency and the regional agency fails or is ineffective

with the User, then there is the potential that the whole Dis-

1 CI
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semination system may be viewed as useless because the User has

no palatable alternatives.

If such regional agencies have to be developed (for political

or dther rationtl reasons of regional needs and opportunities) , then

this system should be designed in a way that-does not eliminate

diversity, does'not result :in too much standardization, does not
49". WST,WIDAM

eliminate alternative information access. channels. A possible

solution might be to take the "xuional opportunity" to create

inztd. an alternative system to that pursued by the States, but

werking in coordination with them.

The orchestration and coordination which is necessary in.upper

levels of the Dissemination system (10e., in the Agency) need

to be'subtle. To achieve such subtle yet effective orchestration

and coordination is difficult because the naiural tendency is to

overceordinate and overmanagea tendency that can kill off the

ry diversity that is the essence of a fail-safe system design.

NIE will need to be actively involved (and very well informed as

to the critical issues and impacts) in the system design and

functioning.

6. Personnel Base

We noted earlier how critical it is for Dissemination strategies

to be carried out in a high4 professional manner. In education, however,

a well developed personnel base of trained Dissemination specialists

is lacking. Most of those carrying out Dissemination activities appear

to be practitioners by training. Thuy are proceeding intuitively and

learning their jobs through hard, often unsuccessful, experience. Several

federally funded programs have been developed in recent years for training

DITU (Dissemination and Utilization) specialists. Dissemination mechanisms,

however, are expanding far more rapidly and creating a far greater demand

for trained personnel than these programs could ever hope to keep up with.

This p-r,-)blem suggests policy options in need of consideratione.g.,

expan.iing the training capability and the size of training progrmils to
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moct the de,aand for trdined DO personnel, or slowing/the rate of Dis-

sem:nation syti:m expansion.

if NIE deeides on a poliey of facilitating as rapid an expansjon

or the 1,rsonnel base as possible--to meet the anticipated expansion

rate of the Dissemination/Utilization functionthe Institute may have

to cksider developin3 recruitment incentives as vial as supporting

expaniion of the D&U training capability. In this regard, two points

can be suggested:

a. Personnel with classroom and school system backgrounds may

be particularly well suited for Deal positions. They are

likely to be sensitive to User needs and constraints, rxe

likely to interact well with Users, and, in comparison

many others who might be recruited for theso positions,

are more likely to view this work as important and exciting.

An additional consideration here would seem to be the large

res:Tvoir of such talent availnbie in the sizeable teacher

population currently unemployed.

b. The other likely source for recruitment would seem to be

persons trained and employed in universities. However,

there would seem to be a strong likelihood that such per-

sons would be oriented more toward an It&D perspective than

the User viewpoint, would be loss sensitive to User needs

and constraints, less effective in interacting with Users,

and less likely to find D&U work appealing or exciting.

Clearly, there are bound to be exceptions, and talented Dis-

semination agents may be recruited from a wide range of

settings. But if recruitmon efforts are to be adequately I

focused and concentrated, choices will have to be made about

where the strongest payoff is likely to be. To meet this

need, we would suggest the User setting as the most appropri-

ate focus for recruitment efforts.

7. The Institutional Base

Within the education sector, onc finds an enormous number and

fj
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divsity of organiations involvc,4 in.carrying out work rolovnnt to

nation and Utilization. Those orgnnlations will have.to be

taken illt0,401111t, facilitated, ;uld monitored if the Dissemination

functio:-:. in the education system is to be effective.

The enormity and complexity of this institutional base for Dis-

semination can be seen by simply developing a list of such organizations.

For example:

1. All Producers

2. Commercial firms

3. Regional laboratories and R&D centers

4. Federally funded pl'ograms having a Dissemination component

5. SEAs and ISAs (Intermediate Service Agencies)

6. Foundations and universities to some degree (perhaps not

very effectively, and usually in print form)

.Q

Cons:Jrtia of various types

S. NotLorks of Users (usually created by the producer of a

specific product)

9. Recent NIE funded programs which have created various

technical assistance mechanisms

10. Various sorts of organizations that are focusing on 1141)

Utilization (e.g.: Developers/Users; SEAs/Users; User/User;-

etc.)

These multitudinous and varied organizations must be taken into account

simply because they are part of thu Dissemination system, even if they

are not all part or the system created by the federal government. As

in connection with various,other aspects of the R/D4I system, NIE may

have to accept the initiating role in orchestrating this diverse but

relevant community, especially if NIE follows (as it should) a strategy

of buildinl, as feasible, on what already exists in the field.

"7'
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1, Piwnroment Behavior
istripaY,K ,V ..',

A. Orchetvation as Main N ft Role

Given the immaturity of the educational !VDU system, the

large.scalc and.variability of the User System, and the Crag-

)ented nature of current Dissemination.efforts, the key role

Y'(7 NIE would seem to be one of system orchestration. These

veiT characteritics call for Dome degree of higher (i.e.,

federal Agencyllevel orchestration. Beyond this, Dissemina-

,tion is a systems function and can be.managed only at an over-
_

all systems level. Although OE clearly has some responsibili-

ties in carrying out the Dissemination function in education,

'NIE is the load keno> for Research and Developmcnt in education
tENS.VM,

and is more likely to view R/KT functions in interrelated

systes terms. Close coordination with OE will undoubtpdly be

needed:. But if NIE is to carry out its legislative mandates

to both "build an effective 116D sy;;tem" and "improve practiee,"

NIE leadership in carrying out the orchestration role will

clearly be necessary.

This kind of orchestration required by the education sector's

immature, large and fragmented Dissemination System must be

carried out in a proactive (as compared to a reactive or passive)

mode. Orchestration requires an active posture--it will nut

happen if the Agency takes a passive stance; and it is likely to

take dysfunctional form if the Agency behaves in a reactive

manner.

At the outset, Agency planning must be based on a clear

understanding o what already e%ists in the field--what is being

disseminated; by whom; to whom; how well; and with what degree

of success as measured by User system Adoption, Implementation,

and long term Utilization/Maintenance. Some of this information

already exists--in scattered sources, reports, and in people's

.0 14,
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heads (and filus) across the multi-level federal, State, inter-

mediate end local system. Some of it is being gathered in the

current 1-,/t7 system planning effort. Uowever this information is

scred,--from contracted studies and analyses, through Tiold in-

put,,as an outcome of the creation and orchestration of a State/

regional/national organizational mechanism for Dlssemination co-

ordinationit must then be used by the Agency, taking a somewhat

directive approach initially, to make docisionS (with field

y guidance and advice) as to directions, objectives, etc; for Agency

orchestration of system facilitation and system building. Given

the long-term system-building,concerns of tho Institute, orches-

tration will have to take on one additional dimension--i.e.,

balancing coordination of current systum needs witn long-term

system-building requirements.

5 System Facilitation and System suildinn,

Throughout our analysis,: we have emphasized system facilita-
,

tion and system building as'the twO overriding objectives of NIE

Dissemination policy. In the short terici the basic need would

seem to be: a) to facilitate existing Disseminationefforts and

activities; and b) to fill "gaps" in the system/ either by

creating new institutions, roles, and mechanisms or by renting

services. Over the long run, the need is clearly one of system

building..

NIE-initiated system design must be congruent with the state

of the overall Dissemination'system (and the educational R/D&I

system more broadly). Currently, this means facilitation and

gap:filling. Over time, this means building into the system the

capability to adapt, changeLand even terminate component parts

as the overall system matures.

-) If the system is to function effectively, it must be managed

in sa way that avdids dysfunctional disruptions and permits Dis-

semination agents to gain the confidence and competency which

Mal
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oC from experience and familiarity. Consequently, what Is

needed is both stability and enange. To remain congruent with

overall system maturity over time, NTE-initiated Dissemination

m chanisms must change. Still, a system must have enough

stability to vermit it to carry out its functions effectively--

to build trust,'to avoid confusion, etc. Thus, stability too

must be built into the system design, and must be moOtored

and attended to vith great care.

C. Process Mode of WoagmEtcatrol

With regard to the Dissemination function (in contrast, tor

instanGe, ,to Research) we have suggested that NFC, must ho

directive in corryirg out substantial portions of its overall

role. Whether to control is not the issuu. Rather the issue

is what to control. And here, we have focuSed on th process

mul: of managment as most appropriate.

Where tlie overall system is weak and varied, only the pro-

cess mode of management would seem to be feasible. Where the

tverall system is strong, only the process mode is needed. Cur-

rently, then, the mixture needed would seem to be one of:

a. process control over weak areas of system functioning;

b. process control through collaborative coordina:don

where strong Dissemination agencies exist.

D. Linkaues/Transforms

We have noted repeatedly throughout our analysis how weak the

linkages (or transfoims) are between stages of the R/DeTT process

in education. Given the weakness of the knowledge and tichnology

base of the field, it is not entirely clear how to transform

Research findings -o Development products (or even how to trans-

form the accumulating Development state of the art into Develop-

men.t products); how quality control is to be applied to Development

autputs; how Development outputs are to he disseminated to Users;



how disseminated products are to be used; or even how to

translate User problems and needs into researchable questions

or D.-,volopment prOduct specifications or Dissemination/Utiliza-

tion strategy specifications.

These weak linkages or transforms must become a major focus

of Agency attention if the field's knowledge/technology base and

its R/DliI system are to mature. With,regard to the Dissemination

function, this suggests the need for focused effort on:

a. designing quality control mechanisms for screening

Research and Development outputs prior to their

Aissemination;

b. improving the design of Dissemination mechanisms and

strategies through funding analyses of the requirements

for optimizing User/product/Dissemination strategy

"fits";

C. strengthening the Dissemination/Utilization linkage

through funding analyses of MU requirements for given

product and User types and perhaps too documentation-

and-analysis Research on naturally occurring variation

or planned variation experiments in different patterns

of D&U activity;

d, design of Researcher/User and Developer/User linkage

mechanisms that might strengthen the transforms between

User needs, problems, preferences, and constraints, on

the one hand, and, on the other hand, initial Need Iden-

tification for a given Problem-jocused Research project,

ongoing Need Identification (and User/Product "fit") over

the course'of Development projects, and the design and

implementation oF Dissemination/Utilization strategies.

E. Use of Mixed Strategies

Since the state of kowledge about Dissemination (as a total

:omplex process) is low, it seeMs most appropriate for the Agency
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to pursue a policy which:

a. permits a substantial degree of controld, natural

.variation; and

b. provides mechanisms for monitoring th.tural fiell experi-

ments and building-in documentatipn-and-analysis cypes

of Research projects to enable ,ms to develop a cumula-

tive knowledge/technology base from these experiments.

in addition, gOen.the uncertainty and unreliability df our

undeilstanding of,O&U processes at this time, and the strong proba-

bility of a significant number of failures, it seems essential to

provide Users!with alternative channels of access to the avan-
t

able resourob ,base. Consequently, we have emphasized the need .
/

for:

a. decentralized rather than monolithic, centralized,

If over-coordinated" approaches; and

b. fail-safe,system designs that permit a substantial amount

of reduadandy.

Furthermore, given the significant amount of variation in

both products and Dissemination modes in education, there would

seem to be additional support for an overall Agency orientation

toward supporting a range of alternatives as well as combinations

(i.e., mixed strategies).

F. Control Growth and Expansion Rates

Since the Dissemination system can be built at a faster rate

than User ability to'Adopt; Implement, and Utilize what is dis-

seminated, we have underscored the danger in creating and/or

expanding Dissemination systems tOo quickly. Since such large

and expensive systems are likely to generate unrealistic ex-

pectations by Users, Congress, and NIE of immediate and widescale

benefits, the size'and expansion rates of NIE-sponsored Dissemina-

tion systems must be controlled carefully. Such systems should

no larger, and should be expanded no more rapidly, than is

, I



congruent with insuring:

a. adequate quality coritrol of outputs disseminated;

b. needed technical support to increase the likelihood of

User success with disseminated outputs;

c. a high level of professionalism in all Dissemination

efforts; and Sw

d. adequate recruitmentand training capabilities.to permit

the trained personnel base to expand at a rate congruent

with the rate of system expansion.

Monitoring

-11rNIE is to effectively carry out lAs orchestration role,.and

is to manage the system wherever possible through fe(iback and

field guidance,.the Agency must put into place a carefully design-

ed monitoring system, with monitoring indicators keyed to the

kinds of pitfalls in.system deiign and impiementation we have

suggested. The monitoring system must be designed well. And

it must be used in In ongoing, rouinized manner to insure con-

tinual monitoring, feedback, and adaptation---the virtually im-

'perceptible kinds of minor "fine-ttr\ing" adaptations, rather than

'the reactive dysfUncifonally major sytem modifications more

likely to be the outcome of episodic, dicontinous, only occasion-

al monitoring.

H. Mandatable Features

.There are several aspects of Dissemination functioning which

A
NIE should feel reasonably free to mandate in a somewhat direc-

tive manner. For example:

a. NIE might mandate specific allocations of efforts to

.
particular thin market products or to dissemination

to meet the needs of specific groups not well served by

existing mechanisms.

b. It would probably be unwise for NIE to mandate the dis-

9 a
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semination of specific products. But it would seem

perfectly reasonable for NIE to facilitate, or even man-

date, the creation of conditions (incentives, mechaniSms)

that would make it possible for, or even encourage

Producers or Users to become Product Champions for products

of their choice.

c.. While the decision to buy or rent services may be an ad-

ministrative matter, conditions that would make "renting".

a feasible option in certain cases may need to be facili-

tated. This facilitation may require some Agency orches-

tration or even mandating.

d. NIB might mandate certain decisions as to who is to func- .

tion as the Disseminator for a given NIE-sponsored project--

e.g., whether a given product is to be disseMinated by

its Developer/Producer or by some specialized Dissemination

mechanism.

2. NIE Skills Required

)

We have made a number of points thioughout this analysis that

suggest the need for NIE to possess and to exercise great skill in its

management of the Dissemination function. We have underscored the con-

siderable complexity of Dissemination as a total process, regardless of k

the particular sector in which it is carried out. And we have noted \
how the multiplicity of institutional bases for Dissemination in the

education context, as well as the multiple levels of government invofved,

complicates-that picture manifold for NIE. What the Institute needs,'

then, is extensive familiarity with what exists now, and how well it

works, as well as some rather clear notions about the directions it

might take in system facilitation and system building.

NIE staff will need to draw on a high level of professionalism on

matters affecting Dissemination system functioning. This professional-

ism must come from its own internal staff capabilities and the capa-

bilities it rents from various consultants drawn from academic, RE,D,
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and User (SEA/ISA/LEA) settings.

Of\all the kinds of skills Agency personnel must have to carry out

role in the Dissemination system most complex o:f all are the

:inds of subtle management skills required of personnel who must func-

tion as "hands-off" planners--subtly, almost imperceptibly coordinating

and orchestrating at'a higher level a system that is highly decentral-

ized and redundant and that is performing a critical system linkage

role in an immature R/DU system in which most of the parts to be linked

are weak and underdeveloped. We do not mean to suggest that this will

,be anything other than an incredibly difficult, almost impossible task

'requiring skills that probably do not as yet exist--within the Agency

..Xr,,,outside.

.
Still, if our analysis is accepted, this is the Agency role re-

quired and these would.seem to be the kinds of Agency management skills

to be developed. How such skills might be developed is another matter,

outside the scope of this analysis. Clearly, though, if NIE is to

function in the manner we have suggested, the matter would seem to be

one that merits some attention.

40.0
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EV LUATION RESEARCH

I. THE NATURE OF EVALUATION EARCH

A. Evaluation Research: .Evalu tion and Research

174

We must note at the beginning of t is functional analysis that

we have choaen to use the term "Evsluat en Research" instead Of the

more common term "Evaluation". We think is ii an importaut dis-.

tinction. The term "gvaluation" leads one o focus on the process

of analysis and interpretation' While this i indeed probably the

typical understanding of this function, such a understanding is

seriously flawed. "Aniaysis" and "interpretatio require a data

base'that can be obtained only by some form ofle earch process.

Thus, this function must be underitood as being an interactive

combination of Evaluation and Research -- thus our choice ol the term

"Evaluation Research".

B. A Unique Function: Knowledge Production and Knowledge

Utilization Characteristics

The Evaluation Research function is a somewhat unique function.

On the one hand, as Research it will tend to have characteristics

normally associated with the Knowledge Production end of the inno-

vation process. On the other hand, because Evaluation Research
1

is usually carried.out for the benefit of Users (administrators

and policy makers) and because Evaluation Research cannot (by de-

finition) be performed until after knowledge has been utilized,

Evaluation Researchmill tend to have characteristics normany asso-

ciated with the Knowledge Utilization end of the innovation process.'

Figure 4 illustrates the K2/KU nature of Evaluation Reseaych.

Figure 4 also indicates,that there are different types and purposes

of Evaluation Research (as we shall note later). Because this

unique combination of KP/KU characteristics underlies many of

the tensions associated with the Evaluation Research function,

it is vital that this be understood.
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Two T es of Evaluation Research: Formative and Summative

For many analytical purposes 'it has been thought useful to see

.Evaluation Research as having two basic forms (though we realize there

is.aame overlap).

A. Formative Evaluation Research

Evaluation Research findings may be generated at intervals during

the life of the program in order to provide a mcnitoring/self-correiting

function. As the program will not have been completed, ..formative

Evaluation Research findings must be considered to be tentative --

but they are nonetheless important to program administrators. Their

function must be seen.primarily as part of the program administrator's

or developer's team. Seen this way, as helpers and not information sources

for external evaluators, formative Evaluation Researchers need not (should

not), pose a threat to program personnel.

. B. Summative Evaluation Research

The basic purpose of summative Eviluation Research is to determine,the

effects of a program through some form of pre/post or time-series or similar

types of analysis. In this case, findings are generated after the completion

of a program (or at least, for ongoing or long-term programs, after the pro-

gram has been in existence for a sufficie4ly lengthy period of time to

permit pre/post analysis).
1'4

This pre/post summative Evaluation Research may be performed in order

\it

tchetermine how

\

well a O'iogram has met its objectives and/or to provide

a cost/benefit an lysis. The change-detecting summative evaluation'may
_

also be done simply to identify and understand the effects of a program,

apart from program objectives and cost/benefit consideritions. For

whatever reason it is carried out, summative Evaluation Research involves

measurement aimed at detecting cha ges or impacts attributable to the

; program.
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C. A Research Dilemma

It is important now to note that there is an inherent tension in thd

purposes 46 fOrmaiive and sumpittive Evaluation Research.

Formative Evaluation Research seeks to Tmovide evaluative information

in order that ificationsCand changes (if needed) may be made in the

program--aciions which break the rules of Research "control".

Summative Evaluation Research, on ihe other hand, seeks to determine

the effects of a program without-modifications and changes Which would

iniroduce "impurities" and reduce Research "control".

Persons familiar with Research .will recognize that the above com.

parison of formative and summative Evaluation Research is sodewhat over-

siated but nonetheless reflects a very real Reaearch dilemma. It_is our
. 41
purpose here stdply to take note of'this potential tension involved in

Evaluation Research, not to provide a detailed discussion of this issue,

an issue that we. know has been well recognized in the field in general,

\:nd by N1E and OE in particular.

D. That Same or Different Evaluation Researchers?

One related issue must also be noted here. In those programs for

-* which there is to be both formative and summative Evaluation Redearcli,

many have questioned whether the same Researcher can properly do both.

The issue here is two-fold. First, the performance of formative EvaluatIon

Research will require some degeee of Researcher Contact with program per-

sonnel at various times during the life of the program. This contact

can lead, the Researcher to develop interpersonal relationships with pro-

gram personnel and Researcher "interest" in the program--factors which

raise the question ab the Researcher's capability to provide objective

summative Evaluation Research. This problem involves not only Research

considerations but cou;ebe d is often raised for political purposes.

Second, depending upon t ature of the formative Evaluation Re-

search design, it may be reasonable to etpect the formative researcher to

have interpersonal and communication (and perhaps design) skills which are

not needed by the summative Researcher.

With'thesfit conditions in mind, consideration might be (and sometimes
4

is) given to the use of separate formative and summative Researchers. on

24,,
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the other hand, such a strategy would require extra coordination and

likely be more costly. More typically, in federal social service

programs however,'only summative evaluation research has been required,

and the formative aspects have been ignored.-

3._ Three Purposes of Evaluation Research

. To further understand the nature .of Evaluation Research and sthe

tensions associated with it, we must also be aware that Evaluation

Research bas thret basic purposes.(or uses) -- purposes whiCh are

to some dgree inherently in conflict. .

A. For.Polisy Makers and Funders

.0ne purpose of Evaluation Research is-to provide the policy

makers with informatiOn about.a program (or project) as a basis for

decisions concerning future programs. Axe the program's results Ar

-(compared to program costs and objectives) of sufficient merit to

warrant program continuation and/or expansion?' Or.should it be dropped? '4

Can/should it be modified? 'If so; in what ways? Can the program be

used elsewhere? As is, or in modified form? Does the evaluation of f

this program, provide insights about other (similar) programs? As can

be seen, these are post-program questions that are best answered by

summative Evaluation Research. We note also, however, that in order

to monitor A program, policy makers And funders may also want infor-

mation provided by formative Evaluation Research.

B. Bor Program Administrators

.A second purpose of Evaluation Research would be to provide

program administrators with iaformation upon which to base IJossible in-

process program modifications and changes. Thus, program administrators

would tend to be very interested in formative Evaluation Research -- and

not so concerned with its effects on summative Evaluation Research.

Indeed, Evaluation Research (bott( formative and summative) are

system functions -- they ire a basic part q\good system operating

manag ment. The program being designed and implemented should have

the benefit of what can be learned as the process proceeds. It is also

vital to have a measure of the impact with the needs of redesign, im-

-, provement and future efforts in mind. It is unfortunate that summative
41-01,N.
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evaluatiOn Is too often.associated Tolth a threat to program personnel,

so preventing its proper exploitation as'an aid to the process.

C. Knowledge Production

Simply because It is Research, Evaluation Research can 'add

to the knowledge base of the field. However, as this purpose has long. .

term ratOer than immediate impact, this potential system-building value

can easily be lost simply by being.overlooked by policy makers and fund-

ers (whose concerns in Evaluation.Research tend to be tore immediate).
"-

This value can be lost through inadequate *development of the aesearch

design, ihroug:i the selection of less competent Research personnel or

of "skilled" Evaluation Research personnel who have little inferest in

the substance of the phenomenon being evaluated, and through failure to

diiseminate the findings. qt must now be emphasized that the overarching

purpose of Evaluation .Research is to reduce the uncertainty of decision

makers -- perhaps most specifically the.policy makers/funders who have

ultimate control,and decision power, but also the program administrators.

4. The Conflict Potential Among Significant Participants
r

As the above discussion has implied, there are at least 4hree

significant participants in the Evaluation Research process: the sponsoring

policy makers/funders; the program administrators; the Evaluation Re-

searchers. The program staff could be added to this list. Because of

the valuelader political context of education which we discus's later,

we must also add the public. Each of these participants will have dif-

fering interests and viewpoints about the Evaluation Research which

may be in conflict.P

ye have already noted the potential for conflict between the

intetest of admthistrators in formative Evaluation Research and the

interest of Evaluation Researchers and policy makers/funders in summative

Evaluation Research. The Evaluation Research literature nots& a further

potential conflict between administrators and Evaluation Researchers.

Comments that administrators tend to be concerned with organizational

stability and survival issues while Evaluation Researchers introduce

organizational change and growth issues are common. While both concerns
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are valid organizational goals, the potential for "threat" to the

administrator exists -- thereby buildiag in a potential subversion

of the Research. Wt can add that the possibility of negati7 findings

may qlso be seen as as "threat" by administrators.

. A Real Life Context

Evaluation Researcn takes place ir a real-life context. It is

related either to a product which is disseminated iiito the real

world or to a program designed to provide people or.organizations

with services.

Evaluation Research is directly related to decision making pro-

cesses -- eitfier as corrective feedback for administrators or ai

information which can influence policy/funding decisions. This

means that Evaluation Research has an "iMmediate" time frame in terms

of usage.

The management of what is being evaluated (i.e., a product or

program) is always in the hands of (or at least influenced by)

someone other than the Researcher.

As we will note'in more detail later, these Knowledge Utilization

characteristics of Evaluation Research are in (often sharp) contrast

with the Xnowledge Product.Lon characteristics of Basic and Problem-

Focused Research. Knowledge Production types of Research are de-

signed for the specific purpose cd, producing knowledge and may be

considered important in there own right, apart from anyAiotential real-

world impact. By contrast, the concern of Evaluation Research is

specifically with the real-world\impact both of its findings and

of the product or program oeing elialuated; and knowledge pro-

duction per se must-be considered a'secondary purpose (though im-

portant, as we have noted).

We will later note that this "real,world context" has some im-

plications for the skills and experience required of personnel.

6. The Program Focus of Evaludtion Research

Evaluation Research may be performed in relation either to

products or to pr9frams. However, moist often unaer government fund-
.

ing, Evaluation Research is focused on more amorphous.human service

"programs", ConsequenLly, we shall concentrate the rst of our
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-or human service programs.

A. A Specific Focus

Evaluation Research must focus on a program as the program actually

is, not as might be suggested by the Researcher or the Research literature.

Thus, there are sigaificant constraints on the Evaluation Research process

in terms of Evaluation Research goals, design, time frame, data avail-

ability, etc. -- constraints which Researchers tend both not to under-

stand and not to accept. This fact can be an impediment for ,attracting

competent Researchers.

B. Program Goals

Program goals rlovide the basis upon which a Research design is

// developed and evaluaLion is made. However, program goals may not be

simple and clear cut; they may even be the wrong goals. When such

conditions exist, the Evaluation Researcher would be confronted with

two significant.issues. First, designing the Evaluation Research will

be difficult at best. Second, there would be the issue of the proper

role of the Evaluation Researcher with regard to, the possibility of

suggesting changes in prograM goals. We shall comment further on this

issue later.

C. Program Complexity

Programs are rarely simple, especially in human service fields

such as education. For exampLe, both the content and the outcomes of

a program may depend as much on the competency and interests of program

.
ltrators and program staff.(or on how well the program has been

con nicated to them) as in the nature of the program, itself. This

fact increases significantly the complexity and difficulty of Evaluation

Research.

Similarly, programs will vary. A program may be "broad-aimed"

or narrow in focus. Where a program is being carried out by different

groups in different places and contexts, local varkation may be per-

mitted (or even encouraged) as for example in the Follow-Through program.

Indeed local variation may exist even without "official -anction."

Where local variation does exist, it will be difficult to provide an
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Evaluation Research design which can validly aggregate dissimilar

data. Thus, there JAN:_danger that.Evaluation Research will be

based upon the "lowest common (and probably meaningless) denominator."

D. The Changing Nature of. Programs

Human service programs.are "change-ortented". That is, the

effectiveness of human service grams is judged by the magnitude

or significance of changes La human behavior or attitudes, in social

settings, in community conditions, etc. The programs themselves

tencNo change because of feedback from participants, from Evathaiion

Research, from.environmental forces. Thus the Evaluation Research

design and methodology requirements may change. Questions of data

comparability and aggregation,may arise. Additionally, there will

be the control issue of whether the chanplbeing measured results t

from the program or from other organizational or environmental fac-.

tors.

E. Researa Skills: A Hetho4ological Issue

For Evaluation Research, different Researcher skills may

be needed for different kinds of programs. Specifically, where a

program area is reasonably well understood and the data needs, para-

meters, appropriate Evaluation Research designs etc. are reasonably

clear, it would generally be possible for the Evaluation Research to

be done by Researchers who are competent in standard Research method-

ology but who have minimal understanding of the program.area itself.

However, where the program area is of an innovative nature,

where the program Area is not well understood, or where it is not

clear what are the data needs, the parameters and the appropriate

Evaluation Research designs, it would be imperative for the Evalu-

ation Researcher to be quite familiar with the program area and to

have skills which would enable)im to create_Ole appropriate Evaluation

Research design.

7. Key Characteristics of the Evaluation Research Function

At the beginning of this functional analysis, we emphasized

that Research is a basic component of Evaluation Research. Thus, we
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would expect to find similarities between Evaluation Research and Basic/

Problem-Focused Research. However, we also noted that Evaluation Research

has characteristics normally associated with.the Knowledge Utilization

and innovation process. Thus we would expect to find dissimilarities

between Evaluation Resbarch and Basic/ProbIem,Focused Research. The program

focus of Evaluation Research should also Itad.to differences in comparison

with Basic/Problem4ocused Research.

thus, it is important to understand the characteristics of the

Eviluation, Research function and to understand.the similarities and dif-

fereices between.EValuaiicin Research and Basic/Problem-Focused Research.

A, The Technoloam Base: Design and Methodolokies

Evaluation Research and BasiC/Problem-Focused Research are in

many respects quite similar in terms of their design and methodology (the

technological base). While.there are differences, there would seem to

be more similarities than differences. This is especially true if we

include within the category of "standard" Research design and methodology

-°-::.the-prOcess-Oriented methods of.field4 like anthropology and the economist's

analytical approachNwhich is increasingly used in cost/benefit studies.

Thus much of the distinction between designs and.methods-used in Evaluation

Research and in Basic/Problem.Focused Research appear to involve points

of emphasis and matters of design implementation.

B. Purposes,

We havy already noted that Evaluation Research lifas three possible

purposes; providing information to program policymakers/funders; providing
ty,

information.to progxam administrators; and knowledge,production (i.e.,. adding

Iv the knbwledge ba'se of the field). However, we have also emphasized'that

the overarching purpose must be.the providing of information that reduces

decision uncertainty for decision makers. 'Thus, in.direct contrast tCY Basic/

Problem-Focused ReSearch, knowledge production per se is a secondary purpose.

C. Problem Definition

A basic issue in any Research is control over problem definition --

ii.e., determining what is to he researched. In Basic Research, it is

clear that the Researcher must define the Research problem. In Problem-
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Focused Reseinkch, there needs to be User/funder input, but the Re-

searcher is still predominant,in translating User/funder problem

statements into researchable questions.

In Evaluation Research, the decision maker rather than the

Evaluation Researcher is predominant in problem definition. iIndeed

we find that fundera often define the Evaluation Research Nblem

before procuring the services of an Evaluation Researcher.

In this context, the issue may arise as to what is a proper
4

role for theiEvaluation Researcher-when he. , rceives that the problem

definition of the-decision maker is inadequate -- i.e., too vague;

too narrow; would prejudice the outcome; inappropriate for the

.specific Program; etc. Mdst the Evaluation Researcher assume that

ha it an "employee" who merely accepts his "employer's" problemide-

finition and statement of program objectives,- Carries out the task

specified by his "employer", and, then simply provides the "effective-

ness. assessment" uPon demand?

Or is the EvaldatiOn Researcher to assume the kind of "con-

sultant/client" relationship with the decision makers that would

allow the Researcher to guide his "client" in developing the problem

definition and to assess the appropriateness Gf program rationales,

objectives and strategies (in addition to msasuring program effective-

ness)? The answers to these questions will significantly affect ehe

Evaluation Research process from the initial design stage to the

reported findings. It appears that strong leaders in the Evaluation

Research field opt for the "consultant/client" relationship, arguing

that the acceptance of an "employee" type of role by Evaluation Re-

searchers is a major reason why so much Evaluation Research has been

of poor quality anp,lass been unable to answer the questions asked.

D. Clear Targets,

In contrast to Basic and Problem-Focused Research, the "carget"

of Evaluation Research is clear. That is, whatever the decision

maker says is to be evaluated is the focus or target for Evaluation

Research. The Researcher may or may not have been involved in se.tting

the f6-rget, but there will nonetheless be a specified target.



E. Time Frame Constraints

In Evaluation Research, the time frame is specific (being de-

fined by the decision maker) and relatively narrow (in'order to

provide timely information to decision makers). This is in contrast

to Basic/ProblemiTocused Research and is likely to be a source of

tension and frulration to Resez.rchers who have been trained and

Socialized in the university Research environment.

Additionally, because Evaluation Research is done in an op-

erational, decision making context, the time lines may shift

decision makers may make "sudden requests" for informatica.

Where the environmental context is public and political (as in ed-

ucation), the probability that time lines may shift is even higher.

Forc,Researchers trained in. Basic and. Problem-FocusedReseareh,

such shiftingtiMes lines are iikely to be a source of incredible

tension -- both because they would be unused to (aad would dislike)

such sudden demands and because.pny findings reported under such

conditions would.be incomplete and tentative -- and could be in

error.

Th re is a clear implication here for an agency such as NIE.

The needs f the decision makers and the resistances of Researchers

both have validity. It would seam necessary, then, that some agency

ensure that this tension is mediated; probably by building some forn

of preliminary/interim reports into the Evaluation Research design.

We must also note an inherent tension in most human service

program Evaluation Research. Because the Evaluation Research is done

in an operational context, the needs of decision makers will usually

require the narrow time we discussed above. Rowever,.human service

programs involve "people change" -- a change process that generally

has a fair,y long time frame, especially if community changes are also

involved. That is, it may not be realistic to measure people change

adequately or validly within ttlg usually ahorter time frames of Evalu-

ation Research.
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F. Tight Management
A

,In contrast,to our analyses of the other functions, Evalu-.

ation Research appearstto call far a rather tight monitoring atid

management i.e., it is critical that the Evaluation Research pro-

cass be timed to the needs of decision makers.

G. Modest Approaches

The overarching purpose of EvalUation Research is the as-

sisting of the decision making process by reducing the level of

uncertainty in decisi making. Further this assistance must beI

provided within a rela

t
vely narrow time frame and must be specUic \

\

to a particular program. Thus, in contrast.especially to Basic
.

Research (but also, tO a lesser degree) to Problem-Focused Re-

seardh, Evaluation Research calls for a relatively modest approach

i.e.: the ohj-ctive is to prOvide."sufficient information"

rather than "etc:3:nel truth".

'tk
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. EVALUATION RESEARCH IN EDUCATION: A SOCIAL SCIENCE CONTEXT

Introduction: A Social Science Context

The'hIstory and nature of Evaluation Research in the educational

context is virtually identical w

i
h the history and naturepf Evalua-

tion Re earch in the overall socia science context. For that reason,

we will ere focus our analysis on the social science context, refet-

ring to t e educational context per se as.relevant.

- 1. Historic 1 Development of the Evaluation Research Function

Of all the. 10)&1 functions In the education4ctor, Evaluation Re-

search has experienced the most rapid and extensive development in the

last.ten,to twelve years.
t

.Prior to the mid-'60's, evaluation of educational programa (when

it *was done at All) was carried out by educational practitioners and

by. some Researchers -- but rarely by people who identified them-
\

selves as Evaluation Research specialists. The approaches tended to

be normative, but rarely systematic or rigorous. The predominant

strategy was casual observation and analysis. . Conclusions tended ta

be based on expert opinion, intuition', and imPression rather than

systematidally gathered and rigorously analyzed empirical data.

This pattern changed significantly in the '60s. as large-scale

federally-funded social programs proliferated, and .the legislation

that created them tended to require the systematic gath ring, analysis,

and reporting of empirical data on program effectiveness. 'Thus, the

Evaluation Research function expanded rapidly as a new specie

even as a new industry: .in less than a decade, the:dollar volume

of federal Evaluatiqn Research contracts expanded ai least tenfold,

with a sizeable portion of the funds being used for Evaluation Re-

search of educational programs.

2, A History of Methodological Issues

During the '60s and early '70s,. there were many heated debates

among Evaluation and Research theorists about appropriate methodolo-

gles for the Evaluation Research function. One group argued that ex-

perimental (or quasi-experimental) designs were more powerful than

any other Research approaches for assessing the effectiveness of
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\.
programs,*products, or stikt!gies -- %and that it was therisforessen-C

tial to use these approaches to test R&D outputs and social reform pro-

'grams of all. kinds. A second group argued that experimental approaches

impoSed unrealistic constraints on field settings -- and that at any

rate it could never be poAible to meet adequately the statistical,

design, and treatment assumptions on which experimental approaches are

'premised.

41
Other methodological debates revolved around the need for evaluation

approaches to provide feedback throughout the program development pro-

cess -- *not simply telling the Developer at the.end of the Development

'process that his program did not work, but working with him throughout

the process to make it better. Existing pre-post evaluation designs

mAde it difficult for program Evaluators to provide this ;kind of feed-

7 back, or to understand how to evaluate A program stimulus, that kept

changing.

Some of these disagreements have been eased by recognition among

Evaluation Researchers that there are a number of different kinds of

evaluation services, each requiring somewhat different approaches and

techniques. The distinction between formative and sumthative,evaluations

represents one, such distinction. Initially,.the same Researchers con-

ducted both forthative and summative evaluations, but over time there

appears to have bean some specialization of personnel and organize-

tional units here.

Currently, the formative evaluations that are undertaken as part of

the R&D program/product development process are generally carried out

by Evaluators-who work with Developers as part of the Development team

and provide ongoing feedback designed to improve the product or pragram

being developed. They use both quantitatiL data-based and qualitative

judgmental approaches. Their style of functioning emphasizes flexi-

bility -- changing t4leir Research questions, variables, instruments,

and approaches as the therging program takes shape and perhaps gles

through a number of tranformations.

The debate over experimintal vs. other kinds of Research designs is

now centered on summative evaluations -- the evaluations undertaken

to test the effectiveness of a given program or product after it has

been fully developed. Surrative evaluations are usually done by an

evaluation agency or organizational unit independent of the program's
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Developers. Summative evaluations include several types of evaluations

diLeering somewhat in emphases because of the different information

needs of the deciSion makers to whom they are addressed:

1. final operational field tests of an R&D output to help the

R/D&I'manager determine.whether or not it is ready for

Dissemination;

2. evaluations of the effectiveness of a gtven program or pro-

Alti in a given school or District in, meeting I. .ally defined

objectiVes;

3: evaluations of national program initiatives, sampling pr gram
,o

components nationwide to inform federal policymakers about ,

the effectiveness of a given strategy (or the relative effect-

ivenest of alternative strategies) in meeting federally de-

fined Policy goals.

There is still some disagreement about haw appropriate experimen-

tal designs may be for product tests and for individual school or

school District-program evaluations; and many other kinds of Research

designs have been.proposed for,these types of evaluations.- Nonethe-

less, federal program evaluation policy (to whatever extent auch a

policy exists) appears to be moving toward experimental ,approaches -r

increasing numbers of national program evaluations are being conducted

using experimental design, control groups, and soma randomization of

treatments. However, the difference between expertmental setting in

the laboratory and the field is gaining recognition. Federal Evalu-

ators are increasingly acknowledging the need to supplement impact

data with process data demonstrating that a given "treatment" was in

fact implemented as specified in the program design, and that the

impact evaluation is a valid test of the program and not sir ly a

non-event."-

3. The Knowlealnechnology base

The early phases of the maturation process of a knowledge and tech-

nology base are illustrated with particular clarity in the enormous

literature.produced by the Evaluation Research function over the last

decade. Of all the functional R/D&I specialties, Evaluation Research

appears to have experienced the most self-conscious and concerted
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development of its methodology during this peri3d. The literature re-

flects not only the inherent difficulties of the Evaluation Research role

and processes, but also the problems of weaning a new specialty away from

1

a parent field. The earl- literature was filled with se f-conscious

.
analyses drawing distinctions between Evaluation Researc and Basict

Problem-Focused Research and emphasizing the inappropriateness of pre,

veiling Research methodology for the educational Evaluation Research

context. Within only a few years, the distinctitm from Basic/Ptobleur

Focused Research was taken for granted, and the-literature documented

\the development of Evaluation Research as a nett field with &distinc-

tive identity.

The rapid coming of age of the EValuation Research function could

be seen in the quick succession of seminal papers prIgnced by Evalua-
..

tion Research theorists, the publication of eeveral anthologies rei.

printing important articlos on Evaluation Research, the frequent cita-

tion of the seminal papers of the field and the use of concepts, and

approaches developed in these papers. It could be seen in the emergence

of a_somewhat common frame of refetence among Evaluation Research theo-.

rists and a common vocabulary -- including such terms as "formative"

and "summative" Evaluation Research and "context," "input," "product,"

and "process" Evaluation Research. The maturation of the Evaluation

Research function could he seen especially in the formulation of var-

ious new Evaluation Res,arch designs and methodologies, in attempts to

develop taxonomies of Evaluation Research designs, and in the publica-

tion of several handbooks synthesizing and compressing the accumulating

knowledge and technology base and translating it into more readily usOle

reference form.

Still, the-conduct bf educational.Evaluation Research and the qual-
.

ity of Evaluation Research outputs have been the focus of considerable

criticism. The field still lacks an adequate theoretical base. 'Eval-

uation Research in-trumentation is in a most rudimentary state of de-

velopment. Basic conceptual and methodological dilemmas remain unre-

solved. Though substantial progress has been made in recent years, the

knowledge and technology base of the Evaluation Research function must

still be considered relatively immature and underdeveloped.
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4.. The Study of Social Change: A Serious 1,101ilemma

The discussion of methodological issues and of the knowledge/

technolOgy base in Evaluation Research provides a context for con-

sidering a serious dilemma.

The study of social change is one of t e least developed sub-

ject areas within thesocial sciences. Our understanding and measulies

of social change tend to be far,less incisive and sensitive Olen they

need to be,.given the fact that Evaluation Research of social change

can determine the fate of human service programs.

Thus, the Evaluation Researcher is faced with a serious dilemma.

He must assess change in a changing context (perhaps changing in

part because of his presence) -- but he must use methods'which may

be inadequately sensitive to the critical changes taking place. In-

deed, he 'may not even be able to determine at the time which changes

are fundamental and critical and which are instead only fleeting and

tangential -- i.e., he may be measuring and studying.the wrong

variables.

While to some extent this prnblem must be encountered by other

Researchers in field settings, the problem is rarely as pervasive and

.

central for other Researchers, who tlnd to be less critically con-

cerned with detecting change and who may have less need to assess

change in relation to a set of variables so-amorphous and changeable

as the defining characteristics of a given human.service "prOgram."

5. The Personnel/Insti6tional Base

The discussion thus far has indicated that there exists today, the

beginnings of a significant Evaluation Research community ve.th its

own separate identity. This fact is illustrated by the existnce of

journals, books, articles and even university training programs which

focus specifically on Evaluation Research.

However, the field is not yet mature and has certain character-

istics which must be considered here.

First, there are as yet relatively few persons well trained spckif-

ically in Evaluation Research, though many more than was 'the case 'in

the mid '6Qs.when the sudden upsurge of federal funding for Evaluation

Research (coupled with much lower levels of funding fourBasic and

2 b'



Problem-Focused Research) created a vacuum that was rather natu ally

filled by Basic and Problem-Focused Researchers -- ResearclIkers ho were

trained primarily in psychology and sociology. While these Rese rchers

do fill a gap in Evaluation Research, it pust be noted that they mould

tend to be quite frustrated by the relatively formidable constraints

that exist within the Evaluation Research function (e.g.:. time frame

constraints; the lack of coptrol over problem definition). Such' .

Researchers would also have the tendency to redefine Evaluation Research.

problems and questions into Basic/Problem-Focused Resedrch types of

problems and questions,

Secondly, the bulk of federal Evaluation Research funding has gone
4

to private sector organizations aLl relatively little has gone'io the

university setting. In the Evaluation Research industry as a whole,

statistics for HEW-iunded Evaluation Research indicate that in 1970

45% of these federal funds went-to forprofit firms; 29% went to not-

for-profit organizations; 21% went/to the universities; 4% went to State

and federal agencies; and 17% went to individual consultants (Abert, 1971).

Rossi (1976) has suggested that naivete in Evaluation Research pro-

? curements has "turned off" the best Researchers. That is, Rossi sug-

gests that while it is easy to do Bvalpation Research poorly and naively,

good Researchers have recognized (and thus shunned) Evaluation Research

procurements which pose questions that cannot be answered or.cannot be

answered within existing constraints. In a similar vein, evaluation of.

Evaluation Research by the Russell Sage Foundation indicates, that the

high quality Evaluation Research tends more often to be done by the academic

community than by the relatively new private sector Evaluation Research firms

that make up the bulk of the Evaluation Research "indusLzy."

The existence of an Evaluation Research community (evben t ough not yet

mature) and the evidence that quality Evaluation Research tends to come

from the academic community would seem to imply the need to reconsider

Evaluation Research funding policies in terms of selective support to

facilitate the maturation of a core community of-competent Evaluation

Researchers.

26'.1

3
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A Value-Laden Political Context

Evaluations are often describDA as management tools designed to

provide a "rational basis qr decision making" but decision

makers in the public sector function in a largely political sphere.

This fact raises important issues for the Evaluator on both theoret-

ical and practidal levels:

On the theoretical level, we must ask if political considerations

are "irrational," or are they based on "a,different modal of ration-

ality" from the one generally used by social scientists?,
,

On th practical level, consideration must be given t6 the poli-

dftics of cision making. Generally speaking, programa ars created

by political coalitions of diverse interests -- interests which

support programs for diverse reasons. These coalitions tend to view

negative Evaluation Research findings unfavoraSly anc generally

have enough influence to modify or bury negative findings and keep

their programs going regardless of what Evaluators report. Converse-

ly.(yet similarly), programs may be opposed by other political inter-

est groups -- interest groups who will use findings of Evaluation

Research to achieve their ends. Thus, Evaluation Research findings

may be used, misused, modified, reinterpreted, buried, etc. -- in

other words, used as a "political football." Given the political

context and the methodological issues we have noted ,above, it is not

surprising that controverstes over negative findings often'focui tin

methodological rather than substantive issues'raised by the findings

themselves.
crN

Additionally, we must note that the educatioal context is value-
,

laden, and value choices enter virtually every one of the key deci-
,

sions'made by.the Evaluator The outcome of Evaluation Research may

be predetermined by the choice of Research questions and objectives,

the criteria used in judging effectiveness, and the measurement in-
.

struments administered. From the human perspective, the question

must be"asked: Is the Evaluator value-free when doing-Evaluation

Research? From the organizational/political context perspective,

the question must be asked: To what extent is/should these key

value decision choices of the Evaluator be influenced by the organ-

izational information needs of the decision maker on thelone hand
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and the political context/dynamics on the other hand?

In contrast, Basic and Problem-Focused Research are not so immersed

in and vulnerable to a political value-laden context. They do nqt so

directly affect the public or decision makers and they tend to be

remote from the political arena.

Thp political value-laden context raises some important issues for

the Evaluation Research function. Mbst importantly, it becomes critical

that polential political issues be dealt wlth at the beginning of the
I.

design stage. This would imply a fair degree of interaction between

the decision makers on the one'hand and the Evaluation Researchers. If

political issues are not dealt with at the beginning, they will most

likely have to be dealt with later in a highly dysfunctional "attack/

defend" context, and significant findings are likely to be muted, sup-

pressed or challenged on "methodological" grounds.

A second important issue is that unless they are dealt'with, psli-

tical issues,are likely to be a strong source of frustration and ten-

sion for Evaluation Researchers -- a fact that can be highly dysfunc-

tional to the long term, health of the Evaluation Research function (and

hus to the total educational R/D&I system).

A third pRtential issue is that Evaluation Research may be used by

program administrators (and perhaps even funderstpolicy makers) as a

"court of last resort," a "panacea" to bail out and save a failing

program.

7., Control Over Outcome

A very strong issue for Evaluation Research that is generally not

found in Basic/Problem-Focused Research is the issue of who contiols

or "owns" the. outcome (the findings). This is both a theoretical/

definitional issue, a practical issue and a political issue.

As a definitional/theoretical issue, w&note that because Evaluation

Resealq,:i is Research, the implication would be that the public and the

educational R/D&I system (through the Evaluation Researcher) should

have accens to the findings of Evaluation Research. Additionally for

gov nt-funded Evaluation Res3arc1}, there would seem to be a reason-

a7Iepresuinption that the ftndings are public data. However, we must

also note that since the purpose of Etraluation Research is to assist

decision makers, it is they who initiate, procure and receive the find-

..2(,Pr
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ings of Evaluation Research, we might assume that the decision make

has control over Evaluation Research Outcomes.

However, there are practical matters to be considered. As 4he

onewho initiates, procures', funds, receives and uses the Evaluation

Research findings, it would seem reasonable to assume that deOision

makers have and will exercise control over outcome, especially given

the political, value-laden context. Thus, for practical puryoses we

must assume that the decision maker controls the findings and that the

Evaluation Researcher has,.in fact, no control over how the decisiol

maker will utilize the findings -- a fact that can be a source of

frustratton and tension to the Evaluation Researcher.

One additional aspect of this issue warrants consideration. The

program administrator may have valid,reasons for not wanting prelim-
,

inary findings to be made public prior to the final summative

ation Research report. Specifically, the program admittigfi:ator may

feel that in such a political, value-laden context, the release of

preliminary findings (which may be in error) could lead to unneces-

sary but seriously dysfunctional interventions in the life of the

program before the program has.had a chance to "mature." On the

other hand, policy makers and funders may validly request prelimin-

ary findings in ,order to monitor the program.

The resolution of this issue would probably in to have only lim-

ited circulation of the preliminary findings, with the understanding
1

that these would be available for use in the final evaluation report.

8. The Educational Context

While the educational context for Evaluation Research is baskally

the general social science context, there are some sectoral-speclf4n

characteristics that w! should note.

A. Design Variations

Because of the size and variety within the educational sector (and

because we do not yet have a fully mature theoretical and methodologi-

cal base for social science Evaluation Research), consideration must

often be given (for the larger-scale programs) to planned or unplanned

variations in the programs which are being evaluated and thus poten-

tially in Evaluation Research designs. An example of planned varia-
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tion is the Follow Through.program, which permitted local selection of

model variations.

.Variation in programs and Evaluation Research design may be planned

1100*,-- .or they may be unplanned. Given that the educational system is a

large, autonomous, decentralized and highly varied system, there is

really no way to ensure fully that actual implementation will be the

same as the desigrld (planned) implementation.

Whether planned or unplanned, variations in program implementation

and in EvalUation Research design create significant problems for

comparative analysis across settings and for aggregation of a data

bast.

B. Multiple Levels of Government

Probably more than the other sectors, educational R/D&I involves

all levels of government. Inherent in this tact is a problematic ten-

sion for Evaluation Research. On the one handlOecision makers at the

Various levels will have different information needs (including both

practical and political information needs). To meet these different

'infOrmIstion needs would likely require collection of .more arid differ-

ent data than would be needed for decision makers at a single level of

government. \To:meet these different information needs would quite pos-

sibly require..a somewhat differe:ii (or at least a more exteflisive) Eval-

uation Research design -- perhaps several separate designs. As might
0

bo,,2 illustrated in the case of Ttle I, there is the danger of reducing

Evaluation to the trivial level.

On the other hand, the need of those who fund and make policy de-

cisions from Evaluation Resear:.h need cumulative, aggregatable data

which is comparative across se'..tings. There is some trend for govern-

mental agencies to require -ertain 'ata to be unilorm (e.g.: New York;

Office of r.ducation).

The issue for Evaluaion Research designing is thus the extent to

which varying information needs can bc met While still 'providing cumu-

lative, aggregatable data which is comparative across settings.

C. Awareness of Formative/Fummative Evaluation Research Issues

We already noted the issues related to formative and summative

Evaluation Research. There was a concern in education that the forma-
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tive Evaluation Research needs were not being met. The response to

this concern has been for Evaluation Researchers to work with De-

velopment teams in educational labs and for some evaWation consul-

tants to work with school districts in order to provide feedback to

them. Thus, the education field has developed a certain degree of

awareness of formative/summative issues.

4

9
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, III. IMPLICATIONS FOR NIE

1. Orchestration as the Major NIE Role

As we have found true for thq other ftrtions we have analyzed in

this study, the major role of'NIE in relation to Evaluation Research

is that of system orchestration. In Evaluation Research, the orches-

tration will be both complex and vital. The complexity is illustrated

by the aspects of orchestration which are described below. However,

probably the,major underlying consideration is that given the highly

political and value-laden nature of the education sector, Evaluation

Research must be done well -- and it probably will not be done well

without NIE leadership in orchestrating the various complexities in-

volved. /n this light, we npw focus our discussf..on on those aspects

of thp Evaluation Research.function which require orchestrution. We

now tdrn to a consideration of thnse aspects.

2. Formative and summatiTre Evaluation Research

The need for orchestration of formative and sunnative Evaluation

Research 14 two-fold: .

j 1. 'there is a tension between Lhe need fur "pure" data for sum-

mative Evaluation Resea:lh and the p.act that formative Eval-

uation Res4arch does introduce change into programs. This

tension.will.need f.o be mediated in the designing of the Eval-

uation Research.

2. NIE will have to uaka decisions concArning the issue of

whether a single Researcher can validly do both formative and

summative Evalnatfon Research, or whether separate Evaluation

Research organizations are required. If zhe latter course id

chosen, then NIE will have to orchestrate the Researchers in

terms both of the tension between the two uhdes of Evaluation

Aesearch and the need to ensure that the data obtained from

both Evaluation Research organizations is compatible and cumu-

lative.

3. Differing 'Information Needs

Here, NIE will nted to determine for which levels of governmental

agencies information needs are to be met. To the extent t4is includes
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several levels, NIE will need to ensure that the Evaluation Research

findings are cumulative, aggregatable, and comparable across set-
,

tings .- and are not reduced to the level of triviality.

4. The Political Context

We have noted that Evaluation Research is done in a very politi-

cal, value-laden context, with the result that Evaluation Research

findings may be dontroversial and mabe distorted, suppressed, re-

jected, etc. Thus it becomes vital that political issues be dealt

,
with in the initial design stage.in order to develop and specify the

way in ..nich negative Evaluation Research findings woad be dealt

with.

This would seem to imply that thete must .be communication between

Evaluation Researchers, P rogram administrators and policy makers/

funders in the design process. This Would on the one hand tend to

make the Research Evaluators more sensitive to political realitis

and constraints and would on the other hand tend to make decision

makers more aware of the danger that Evaluation Research findings

might be pre-determined by the Evaluation Research design. Such

forums of communication would force consideration of Evaluation Re-

search design objectives and designs and would make the bases of

decisions more explicit.

5. Problem Definition

Final decisions about problem definition in Evaluation Research

are in the hands of those who procure and fund the Evaluation Re-

search -- not in the hands of the Evaluation ;earcher. However,

the Researcher may be in a position to make valuable (and in some in-

stances, essential) contributions to the definition of a problem.

Thus the need is ensure mediation of a variety of perspectives

about the" problem definition for a specific Evaluation Research

project.

6. Are Eyakk!ion/Research Findings "Public" Data?

There is an issue as the whether or not (and to what extent)

findings are to be considered "public" data. This is a political/

value decision, and it is not our intent here to debate whether or
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not government-funded Evalua %un Research findings are to be considered

"public" data. We do want to note that failure to resolve this issue at

the beginning of the Evaluation Research process is likely to result in a

heightened degree of raitiOal controversy after the Evaluation Research is

compleze4.

One furOtar aspect of this issue warrants further consideiation. While

program administrators and policy makers/funders need to have preliminary,

interim reports, widespread dissemina,ton of such preliiinary findings could

result in' 4sfunctional interventions in the life of a prograM4. This potential,/

might be reso d by limiting the initial distribution of preliminary findings,

but ensuring that they may be utilized in final reports which cpuld have wider

distribution and availability.

7. Interim Reporting

We have noted both the need of decision makers for preliminary interim

reports and the potential frustration of Researchers about providing highly

tentative findings -- especially when the demand, comes unexpectedly. Thus, the

orchestration role of NIE is to mandate that decision makers have-information

when they need it; ensure that information is not demanded which it is not

keasible to provide; ensure that demands are not made unexpectedly on

Researchers; and monitor to ensure that the periodically needed information is

proxe.ied ihe decisioakker.

Additionally, it would seem important that Researchers underostand the

needs of decision makers for preliminary data on the one hand and that de-

cision makers be aware on the other hand of problems caused when unexpected

demands are made or when the information requested cannot feasibly be provided.

Thus, it would seem that a process for providing preliminary interim

reports should be built into the initial Evaluation Research design.

In the Evaluation Research function, there are several rather clearly

defined stages which have different basic requirements.

A. The Design Stage

The design snge of Evaluation Research is critical. It is necessary

at this stage to ide'Acify potential political issues and determine how these

will be dealt with\ wheln the Evaluation Research is' completed. It is necessary
4

to insure that prolem defilnitions and Evaluation Research objectives are clear,

to ,
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relevant and within the limits of Research feasibility -- and that a variety

of perspectives are considered in determining the problem definition and the

Evaluation Research objectives. It is necessary at the design stage to de-
,

termine whose information needs wal be met and to determine what interim

reporting is to be provided.

Because of the critical nature of the design stage, it is vital that

'N
the best Evaluation Research.talent be obtained -- a fact which would suggest

hat NIE must exercise a relatively high degree of control over the selection
. _.

p ocess.

B. The Data Collection Stage

Once the problem definition and the Evaluation Research objectives are

clear, there generally would be a whole range of persamnel and organizations

competent to perform data collection. The "best minds" are not necessarily

needed. Thus, a competitive bidding mode would be refevant.

There is an exception. In the instance where there is a high level of

uncertaihty about how to define the problem, what methods are really valid,

etc., the Evaluation Researcher must have a high level of understanding of

the area to be researched and must be creative and innovative in designing

the Evaluation Research. In this instance, particular skills are required;

thus, NIE control over the seAection process would be a more relevant strategy

than open bidding.

C. Thel2eitakiAl.ysisandRear

The findings of Evaluation Research are critical both in the sense that

important policy/funding decisions will be based on the findings and in the

sense that education is a politically sensitive, value-laden area. It follows,

then, that it is important to obtain the strong analytic personnel of the field

for data analysis and reanalysis. In this context, NIE control over the

selection process would be the relevant strategy.

For th c. same reasons, data reanalysis is often provided (e.g.: the

Coleman Report; the Racial Isolation Report). Thus, a strategy might be cun-
t

sidered whereby more than one Evaluation Research organization provides

simultaneous data analysis. In effect, this would be doing data reanalysis

simiag the basic data analysis stage.

2 / I
,
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D. Formative and Summative Evaluation Research

Formative and summative :7aluation Research require orchestration at

two points. First, the tension between formative and summative Evaluation

Research must be mediated. Second, decisions must be made as to whether

formative and summative Evaluation Research will be done by the same or.dif-

ferent Evaluation Research4s. If done by different Researchers, their efforts

must be coordinated to insure that the data of both wiA be cumulative, ag-

gregatabli and comparable.

Portfolio Effecti on System Capability Building

Because there are various Evaluation Research orgAnizations already in

the field, system building per se would not appear to be a primary concern

hete. HoWever, we.have-noted that while the best Evaluation Research- talent

and the best Evaluation Research work tends.to be found in the academic settings.:J\

federal Iunding is far more supportive of private sector entrepreneurial organ-

izations. This would imply a systeM capability mode of funding which selec-

tively fdcuses on the academic se-ctor, and possibly even focuses upon a specific

set of universities and university-related organizations.

10. Monitoring. and Tight Management

The emphasis in Evaluation Research is that it must be done well. Thus

the process must be closely monitored. A "tight management" mode would seem

to.be relevant in order to insure that basic requirements are.met -- yet care

must be taken to insure that the management is not unnedessarily and unduly

restrictive.

11. NIE Internal Considerations

A. Relation of NIE to the Field

The orchestration requirements of the Evaluation Research function

suggest the need for NIE to have )ngoIng, close working rerationshipq with

the field, but do not (in contrast to Basic and Problem=Focused Research)

appear to require that NIE actually be involved in Evaluation Research. Thus,

we have suggested, the need appears to be for NIE to have top level personnel

who have a combination of substantive/methodological skills and political savvy.

B. NIE Personnel

As we have noted, NIE must have some top level personnel who have sub-

stantive and methodological Evaluation Research skills, on the one hand, aad,
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political savvy and insight, on the other. Such persons would be ai;le to

understand the critical implications of: different ways of defining problems;

different Research methodologies and their televanc to types of programs and

*program situations; and the needs of the different p rticipants -- i.e., the

policymakers/funders, the program administrators, ad the Evaluation Researchers.

Additionally, it is imperative that NIE personnel h ve skills relevant to the

process of orchestration.
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SUMARY ANALYSIS ACROSS FUNCTIONS AND CONTEXT:

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ROLE OF NIE

.INTRODUCTION

For a federal agency such as NIE, the value of an analysis of R/D&I

systems is detiirmined uy the implications that can be derived.for policy

and strUegy decisions i.e.; the identification and evaluati( f

policy/strategy options and issues. At this point, however, it becomes

iperative tO place some practical limitatiins upon the nature and

extent of 'R/D&I.system analyses.

On the one hand, time and cost considerations make it impossible to

undertake a "theoretically coMplete"*ar _ysis t1-1 considerations

involved in a total contextual analy of all functions and functional

issues would be horrendously massive aad co.dplex; the-needs of the

educational R/D&I system rrr more thla N!E could possible respond tol

there is a vast array of possible .options available which are potentially

relevant to NIE purposes. Thus, the analysis of the system must be

narrowed down to a feasible scale.

On the other hand, the analysis must remain sufficiently broad and

rich so as to provide insight and guidelines for policy and strategy

decisions.

Agency personnel need net be overwhelmed by th2 numbet and di-

versity of unfamiliar courses of action suggested. Rather, NIE should

accept the fact that it cannot do all the kinds of things we have sug-

gested, at least in the short run. T .Agency will. be selective (as it

shovld be) and determiae its priorities.

To provide a framework within which the Agency can identify and.eval-
.

uate relevant policy and strategy issues and options, it is essential for

the Agency to have a basic understanding of:

1. the R/D&I system as a system -- a system to be understood in

terms of a ptal, interactive context which will include the

system'o environment, the operative conditions existing with-

in the system, and the varlous system functions;

. 2. generic and sector-specific system characteri3tics;

2
I ..
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similarities and dissimilarities between the various system

functions;

4. the implications of the above for determining appropriate

Agepcy polies and strategies.

The analyses of the four functionsiwill have begun to provide such
--

a framework for the Agency. We now turn to a cross-function comparative

analysis (in summary form) to add to t,he Agency's analytical/deciiional

framework.

I. A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS ACROSS FUNCTIONS: DEVELOPING A SYSTEM CONTEXT

OVERVIEW

A cross-4unctional analysis suggests.that the overall requirements

for NIE policies and strategies arise out of three bases:

1. a sense of NIE's mission as one 4nvolving system building and

various subtle forms of sy,stem management;

2. an understanding of the general immaturity of the educational

R/D&I System at the present time, what this suggests about the

appropriate roles toxbe played by a lead agency w4th responsi-

bility for building an "effective R&D system" and what changes

in Agency behavior might be c'lled for over time as the system

matures and theicapabilieies of the field are better developed;

and

3. the political, value-laden, social science based nature of ed-

ucation.

We shall consider each of these points in turn.

1. The Mission of NIE

Before any Pnnsideration can be given to specific policies and

strategies, we must addres the more fundamental issue of how NIE

sees its Mission. This issue may also be defined from another per-.

spective. By definition, NI7, is a funding agency of the federal

government. Thus, the key question becomes: What "mission" per-.

spective will determine how NIE allocates the (limited) federal

funds under its control? The answer NIE gives to this question will



largely determine:

1. what NIE will and will not do;

2. what effects N1E will and will not have on the total edu-

cational system in general and on the edt:7ational R/D&I

system in particular.

A. The N7E Mission: Narrow or 'Broad

In the most general sense, NIE could define its mission from

either of two perspectives:

1. A Narrowly Defined Mission: A Passive Channel for Funding

NIE could define its mission narrowly as being simply a

passive channel of funds from the federal government to

the education sector. Such a narrow definition of mission

rtght seem appealing at first glance, but it provides no

real basis for making choices of allocation of limited

resources among multitudinous projects, educational organ-
.

izaiions, etc. At best, this perspective.would permit some

kind of simplified "percentage distribution" formula (e.g.:

10% to Research; 10% to Development; etc.;, nr 25% to SEA;

etc.) At worst it ignores the full implication of the need

to have the appropriate quality institutions and personnel

that should be utilizing these funds.

2. A Broadl Defined Nission: S stem Oriented Res onsibilities

On the other hand, NIE could see its mission more broadly;

i.e., accepting the responsibtlity to also uce federal funds

to facilitate and develop the educational R/D&I system. This

system-oriented mission would include coacern for system

building, system maintenance, system monitoring, etc. as well

as the &tannelling of funds for direct product procurement

purposes -- in a word, a zesponsibility for det3rmining and

sha-tng the nature and direction o": the system. From this

nissional perspective, NIE would have the key role of using

its funding capabilities to orchestrate the various parts of

the system.

As the discussion in the previous sections of this report indicate,
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CISST is assuming that NIE has and accepts the broader, system-oriented

definition of its mission. Our assumptions are derived from our knowl.-

edge and study of R/D&I systems in general, our discussions and ex-

perience with NIE personnel, and our analysis of the R/D&I context of

the education sector in particular.

B. Some Implications

If NIE does not accept this system-oriented mission, then the In-

stitute is likely, to disagree with our nystems analyses. More importantly,

however, the educational R/D&I system is likely to remain immature, under-

developed, weak and ineffective -- with likely long-term negative effects

for the Institute and the whole educational R/D&I system. Given Ole nature

of R/D&I systems in general, and weaknesses of immature R/D&I systems

(such as education) in particular, some system-wide agency must perform

a system-oriented role. In the educaticn sector, NIE as the lead agency

for Research and Development appears to be the most likely candidate add'

probably the only agency with any Inclination toward performing this role.

I. NIE does accept a system-oriented mission, then this must be

made clear -- to all Agency personnel, to members of the RiD&I and oper-

ating system, to Congress, and to the public as well.

2. The State of the, R/D&I Systeni

If NIE accepts a system-oriented mission, then this\mission must be '

accomplished within the context and set of needs, opportunities and con-

straints dictatad by the state of development of the educational R/D&I

system. Effective strategies tend to beicontext-bound, appropriate to

the reality of a given set of contextul conditions in a given time and

place. Thus, p,licies and strategies cannot be based on abstrations:

e.g.: that field-initiated R/D&I activity is always "good"; or that

Agency directiveness ie. either always "necessary" or always "oad".

A. Mature and Immatule Systems

Broadly speaking, R/D&I systems may be described as being relatively

mature or relatively immature.

For example, in a mature system, one would tend to find: special-

ization among functions; a basic, solid core of trained and experienced

personnel within each Function; communication networks which facilitate

6,1
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information flow within and between functions (e.g.: journals, "in-

visible colleges"); Users'who can differentiate between "good" and

"bad" products; Users who have (or can obtain) the technical capa-

bilities necessary for successl.al Implementation/Utilization of in-

novations; etc., etc.

In an immature system, one would tend to find the above to be

lacking -- i.e., there would be numerous critical "gaps" in the system.

. \1? Soma Illustrative Implications

To/illustrate the nature and implications of the differences

between mature Ihd immature systems, let us look at the following

examples:

1. System Building,

In an immature system, the weaknesses and,saps of the system

indicate that system-building needs to be a major poliCy/strategy

emphasis. In;a mature system, the major aspects of the system already

exiS't and are generally functioning well, thus, in terms of capacity,

system facilitation rathet than-syStAt building becdtheS'the'relevant

policy/strategy emphasis.

2. The Dissemination Function

As another example, in an immature system, there is a need

to "fill gaps" and to develop Dissemination mechanisms. In a mature

system, one would work with and through existing Dissemination

mechanisms. Further, we should note)that some of the roles and

mechanisms which would heed to ue created-ta..s_e_rve the-needs, of an

immature syste .ould not be needed (and could even bec-Nme dys-

functional) e the system matures. Thus, it may be necessary tn

build in change (and even termination) for those Dissemination

mechanisms which are d.veloped within and for the immature system.

3. Ager-,:y Directiveness Toward the Field

An immature system will tend to lack self-controlling and self-

orchestrating (organizing) capabilities. Thus, it is likely that the

Agency will have to provide a significant amount of direction (though

how this is done will vary across the functions). In a mature system,
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less Agency directivetless will tend to be needed because self-controlling

and self-orchestrating mechanisms will exist within the field (e.g.:

through tha "invisibile colleges"; through quality control mechanisms

built into the Development process).

The fuuctional analyses of this study reveal two basft characteristics

of the educational R/D&I system.

1. Varied and Large.

The User population in edlcation io quite varied. The User may be

seen as teachers, administrators, local and State agencies, and (ultimately)

students. School Dist icts will vary by sizeL level of funding, pros*,

fessionalism of teachers, needs (e.g.: urban/rural'. , etc.. Within a

single school, there may be varied needs (e.g.: vocational education;

bi-lingual needs; etc.). The publics of the educational environment are

also many and varied (e.g.: parents; political groups; etc.). Further,

the potential Users are numerous -- thousands in terms of school districts

along-

2. Immature

The educational R/D&I system is clearly immature. There are sig-

nificant gaps in functional specialization. Both the institutional and -,'rson-

i-Lel base tend to be weak. Many of the existing institutions are weak

or are inappropriately organized for carrying out certain functions.

Some may have been.hurt by previous federal funding policies that shifted

their nature from organizations carrying out the full range of R/D&I

functions to more na.,:rowly specialized Development organizations. The

field has attracted an inadequate supply of first rate talent end much

of the work that is produced is poor in quality. The field's knowledge/

technology base is weak. Communication mechanisms for information flow

and quality control are underdeveloped. There is little consensus on

standards for judging the quality of outputs. User system capabilities

for selecting, .-,dapting,.and implementing externally developed innovations

are weak. In all, then, the educational R/D&I system is immature and

requires Agency behaviors appropriate to an R/D&I system in an immature

state of development.
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Education as a sector is highly vulnerable to social and political

influence and is often subjected to considerable pressure from the

public and from Congress as well as from the varied partiqpants with-

in the R&D and operating systems. Schools are public service insti-

tutions supported by public funds and regulated by public agencies.

Education by its nature tends to have diffuse goalsXat are subject

to value judgments, misinterpretations and controvers-- goals that

are harder to specify, less measurable, and harder to use as standards

against which to judge system performance. Contributing to'this vul-

nerability is the weakness and uncertainty.of the field's knowledge/

technology base and the public's view of itself. as having much know17

edge about education (in contrast to such other fields as health).

Given the dependence of both the operating system and the R/D&I

system on public funding, and the generally negative ..limate that

has surrounded R/D&I funding in recent years, substantial clarity

abOut the Agency's longterm ajstem building role, and its tmplications

for Agency procurements and,other actions, would seem to be essential.

In sum, wa have suggested that Agency strategies must be developed

with a view toward system-oriente4 responsibilities conceived in terms

of the state of maturity of the educational R/D&T system and the

vulnerable nature of the educational sector in general.

In the following sections we will be summarizing key 3ssues and

implications across the functions we have analyzed. The issues ue

have already posed will, inevitably, reappear - each in their appropriate

functional context, giving the appearances of some redunda.cy. This

is inevitabl'?. and proper given our policy making kms --e focus that

cften finds rei.uldancy preferable to elegance and parsimony.

A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS ACROSS FUNCTIONS: 'THREE MAJOR COMMON THEMES

With the above overview perspective in mind, we now turn to a

comparative analysis of the four key R/D&I functions which we have

previously analwied separately.

It is important to note that a number of common themes appear
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across all four functions. At the same time.we must alsa note that the

operationalization of,each of these themes tends to be different with-

in each function. It is important for NIE perskanel to be-sensitive to

these differences. The differences are substantial-in terms of some

of theamt, less-significant in relation to others. We now examine each

of these common themes in relation to each of the four functions.

Three of the common themes are of sufficient significance to war-

rant separate attention at the beginning of our cross-functional analysis:

1. A requirement for NIE leadership;

2. System building;

3. Orchestration as the major NIE role.

1. A Requirement for NIE Leadership

A. The Need for NIE Leadership

Given the size, variability and Unmaturity of the RI D&I system,
(

there is clearly a need for a nationwide agency to exercise a system

leadership role and to provide direction for the systam. NIE is the

only agency likely to undertake such a role in the education sector.

B. The Form of NIE Leadership

The need for NIE leadership must thus be taken as a "given". For

policy and strategy purposes, the issue now becomes -he form of NIE

leadership. We have noted for each function that the nature of the

function and the state of the educatilnal R/D&I system indicate that a

process mode of management will likely be more effective than a management

'mode based on administration of cltailed plans. Even here, huwever, the

form of process management will difç somewhat across functions (as we

shall discuss later).

This finding has a specific implicatio for the Agency/Fi,ld

relationship issue. That is, the releve.at issue is not so much o,

of Field-Initiation vs. Agency-Directiveness as It is one of the way

in which NIE will pro,Ade the leadership which only it can provide.

D. Functional Areas Differences

Basic Research

Given the high level of uncertainty involved in Basic
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Research, the NIE leadership role will be one of selecting

Research areas and identifying quality activities in the

field to support through NIE fUnding.

Problem-Focused Research

In Problem-Focused Research the key decisions are likely

to be those involving selection of strong institutions for

long-term support in an institution building (or re-building)

mode.

Development

In relation to large-scale Development organizations,

the needed NIE leadership role isslikely to be on the early

stages of Need Identification, i.e., providing some direction

to these organizations about the kinds of Development out-

puts needed. In relation to practice-based and practice-

related Development, NIE leadership will be required to buy

and/or rent needed capabilities to strengthen this Develop-

ment mode.

Dissemination

As we have noted, Dissemination is a system-creating

function and is thus vital for R/D&I system building efforts.

Since the Dissemination function is relatively weak in ed-

ucation, NIE will have ko provide leadership in the designing

and building of the,educational Dissemination sys...em.

Evaluation Research

Two aspects of the nature of Evaluation Research in

education require that N1E closely monitor and orchestrate

the Evaluation Research function.

1. NIE must provide leadership to ensure that potential

political issues are resolved (as far as possible) at the

design stage of Evaluation Research. Political issues which

are not dealt with until after the Evaluation Research is

completed may very likely to destroy any benefits that might
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2. NIE must provide leadership to mediate the varying'

information needs of different system participants on the one

hand (i.e., program managers, funders, and evaluators), and to

ensure on the other hand that the/Evaluation Research is not

reduced to a meaningless "lowest common denominator".

System Buildin&

A. The Need and Implications

Simply because of the relatively immature state of the educational

R/D&I system, we have noted in each function that system building is a

key long-term need. This implies that system building should be one of

the main criteria for NIE policy/strategy decisions (and thus, also for

project selection, etc.), This further implies giving consideration to

multi-purpose and portfolio effects in project and contiactor selections.

The functional analyses also noted that organizatkons and roles crea

to mee the needs of an immature systemmay be unnecessary and even dys-

functio in a mature system. Since organizations tend toward self-

perpetua ion and self-ekpansion, system-building must include the capacity

to respond to change -- even to termination of some aspects of the system.

Finally, the functional analyses noted that in an immature system,

the kind of system building that is needed in the long term may not be

what system members want at the present point in time.

B. The Field vs, Agency Issue

The above analyses further illuminate the Field/Agency issue. Speci-

fically in relation to system building, NIE will have to assume a major

responsibility:

C. Functional Area Differences

Research

US have stressed that the system-building process in Research

is a slow process. Further, the rate at which Research systems

can be built ii limited by the extent of already existing centers

of exccalence. Thus, if more funding is provided than the existing
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personnel/institutional base of excellence can productively

absorb, the result would tend to be mediocre Research and

the mediocre training of personnel.

.
The field has a strong rola to play here in working

with the Agency to guide decisions on which areas should be

supported, which institutions, etc. At this point in time,

the systese-building purposes of any Research procurement art

likely to have long-term implications as significanteas (and

often more than) the specific substantive output of the Research

project itself. The Agency needs to be clear and explicit

about this, and develop some understanding for this position

within the Research community, the Congress, and,perhaps the

public more broadly.

With regard to Problem-Focused Research, a re-building

mode may be required to restore the Problem-Focused Research

emphasis to many of the larger scale organizations that have

been turned into Development organizations through the shifting

priorities of federal funding in the late '60s. To increase

the viability of universitvirsettings as centers for large-

scale, high quality long-term Problem-Focused Research, one

option may be to create joint university-non-university con-

texts for such Researchers.

Develooment
,

NIE's system building responsibilities in relation to large,

_,--specialized Development organizations would seem to be to en-

sure the development of mechanisms that lini: these organizations

to Users. In relation to practice-based/practice-related De.7

velopment work, NIE will have to make decisions about buying

and/or.renting the needed capabilities to identify, package,

produce and di)s eminate exemplary programs and practices.

i
Dissemination

Since Dissemination (as a linking function) is system-

11(

creati i, system-building takes on speCial importance within
,,\
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the Dissemination function: Given the complexities of the Dis-

semination function and the need to permit the development of

a redundant full-scale kind of system that provides Users with

alternative channels of access to the resource base of the field,

system design is the key to NIE's role. Given the immaturity of

the overall R/D&I system, intermediary organizations will be needed

between R&D Produers/Suppliers and Users but such organizations

must be designed in a manner that will mandate their "withering

away" as the system matures and makes them not only less necessary but

also somewhat dysfunctional.

It is vital to note that the rate at which the system can

be estaOlishad and expanded must be congruent with the much slower

rate atUser absorption of new information and new information

sources/. Otherwise, the system will create unrealistically high

expectations of rapid and widescale impact, thereby leading to

disappointments that wil/ have long-term negative effects on the

system.

All of these requirements/suggest the considerable complexity

involved in this kind of system building and the need for great

Agency skill in carrying out this task.

Evaluation Research

We have noted that there exists the beginnings of an extensive

Evaluation Research community with, however, a good deal of var-

iability among the institutional and personnel bases. We have

further noted that different stages of Evaluation Research re-

quire different skills that are likely to be found best developed

in different organizations.

.Thus, the system building role that is needed to develop

the Evaluation Research function is not one of system creatirl

as much as identifying, developing and orchestrating the existing

lEvaluation Research community. Critical will be the need to select

tho#e relevant and qualified institutions upon which to build and

who'se efforts should be facilitated. N1E's own quality control and

selection skills will be critical here.
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We must also note that the political, value-laden nature

of educational Evaluation Research underficores the importance

of having a highly competent EvalUation Research community --

and thus the importance of system-facilitation within the function.

.a. Orchestration as the Maior NIE Role

A. Tne Need fol. System Orchestratiorii

1

The functional analyses have indicatea from a number of perspec-

tives, the need for a system-wide and system-oriented agency (i.e.,

NIE) to provide orchestration for the edu tional R/D&I system as

a whole. Such orchestration is needed bec use of: the system's

immatu..ity; its variability; the differe ces in perspective among

system members (e.g.,Users vs. Researchers)'.; the inteiaisciplinary :

nature of education; the need to balance strategies in relation to

the Dissemination function.

Given the need for orchestration, systemmonitoring becomes a

.key aspect, of the orchestration process.

B. The Agency vs. Field'Issue

When the primary role of NIE is seen as sYstem orchestration,

the Agency vs. Field issue changes (or even ldpes much of) its

meaning. Giveu that NIE must provide a systemtorientation leadership

with a key emphasis on system building, and giVen our understandings

of the various system functions (as discussed in previous chapters),

we can see that the real issue is simply who aà do what best at

what given stage in the development of the tot4 system and its

functions, and bearing in mind the long term syeltem building needs.

This is often a fine) dilemma, one that calls for subtle leadership.

Thus, orchestration of both its own and field roles becomes the form
,

of:NIE leadership.

C. Functional Area 7ifferences

Basic Research

In Basic Research, Agency orchestration entaLls:
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1. selecting Research areas from among All the possible Re-
.j

search areas that might be funded (i.e., "placing bets");

2. finding and supporting quality activities going on in the

field (especially the work carried out in centers of ex-
.

cellence possessing the necessary minimum critical masses

of talent).

Such orchestration can be carried out effectively by-1n agency only

if it is staffea by competent Researchers who are actilly involved in

the conduct'of Research, and are sensitive to shifts in the field and

emergence of newAtesearch areas. Basic Research cannot be orchestrated

and monitored through tight specifications. Rather, it requires the

presence within the Agency of researchers who are an integral part of

the field. Advisory panels can be used but cannot be relied on alone.

Given this close Agency/Field relationship and fhe active involvement

of researchers in the field, the Field-Initiated vs. Agency-Directed

issue tends to melt a;4ay. The role of NIX becomes one of selecting

from a field in which the Agency is closely integrated.

Problem-Focused Research

Agency orchestration in Problem-Focused Research involves:

1. mediating the tensions between the Research and Development

perspectives, between Researchers on the one hand and

Fundtrs and Users on the other, and between the perspectives

of the different disciplindsi.

2. orchestrating problem selection in terms of the oft-conflict-

ing criteria of User neeas vs. researlability;.

3. orchestrating the types of institutional settings in which

the Research is carried out (e.g., large scale settings in

the private, quasi-public and academic sectors);

4. monitoring the Research process to make certain. th,a. the

problem focus is maintained.

As in'Basic Research, monitoring of Light Output4pecifications would

be an inappropriate form of orchestration.

Develotiment

Orchestration for the Development function is a very complex

V

,
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matter, both because of complexities within the Development function

itself aue. because Development activities must be orchestrated closely

with other !=mctions.

NIE =cat crchestrate a number of iystem linkages: DeveloPment/

Production Ii=kages; linkages between the Developer and the.state of

the art; lihkages between a variety of Development institutions;

linkages to ins-are. User input throughout the Development process.

NIE, =E.: orchestrate the proper roles of NIE and the field ifi

Developmenr.; i.e., insuring field input in project selection and

evaluation, vrchestrating.the selection and placement of a visers,
-

emphasizin2 3=E responsibility in project and system orchesta4on.

Project seleatipd in particular requires an YIE orchestration role ,

siMply bicacsi there are so many needs and possible projects 4.- i.e.,

-more needs than can possibly be met and thus more potential projects

than can be f=nded. Further, the variety of needs indicates a con-

sensus bui:::.mg used, which only NIE COuld orchestrate.

Durizz the Development process itself, NIE must orchestrate the

varioud stasres im.the process and monitor for quality Control through-

out the process.

NIE also orchestrate a balance between the various modes of

Developmemt; i.e., the sicecialized DevelopMent organizations vs the

practice-based Ts. the technological-opportunity-based modes.

Finally, NIS itself must know what does and does not exist in

the field and what NIE itself can end cannot do effectively.

Dissp-4--.t4an

Orz:hestration of the Dissemination function is also very

complex, but the distinctive characteristic of having a User focus.

In the first place, orchestration of Dissemination will be complex

simply becase ef the nature of the Dissemination functlion. Because

Disseminati= is by definition a linkage.process, NIE must orchestrate

the,way the 5issemination function informs Users, enables Users to

utilize it=c-rst:ons, and enables Developers to know what Users need.

Because D:==.....mi-Ation is a systems-creating phenomenon, orchestration

of R/D&I s7.7.em designing becomes a part of orchestrating the Dis-
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semination function. Finally, N1E must orchestrate the transforns between
\

Dissemination and the other functions.

Secondly, orchestration of Dissemination will be complex because of

the variety of possible and desirable Dissemination mechanisms. Not only

is there no single "right" Dissemination mechanism; a variety of Dis-

semination mechanisms is needed to provide "fail-safe" for the sYstem

itself. Dissemination strategies will likely consist of a combination

Of Dissemination mechanisms and methods. There will be a variety of

interthediary organizations involved in'bissemination. Finally, there

must be a "fit" between the "what" (products) and the "how" (Dissemina-

-tion mechantsms).

Similarly, the size and variety of the User market will complicate

orchestration. Further, orchestration of Dissemination must allow for

Dissemination to be initiated either by the Use: or by' the Disseminator.
A

There are some mandatable features within the Dissemination function

(for eXampls, allocation of resources to their markets) which must be

orchestrated with the variety of more naturally energizing Dissemination

mechanisms. The natural complexity of the function'and the need for a

variety of Dissemination mechanisms and approaches will require an on-

going NIE monitoring role.

Evaluation Research

Orchestration of the Evaluation Research function has three

ey characteristics: it will be very complex; it must be done in a

c,..va ue-laden political context; it must be done well.

Orchestration of the Evaluation Research is complicated first be-

cause there are many different potential Users and participants. Program

administrators, Funders, Evaluation Researchers and the public will all

have different data needs and interests -- thereby re.sing the issue

and problem of data aggregation.

Further, there are three possible uses or purposes of Evaluation

Research:

1. formative 4---Y-i.e., to provide project management with feed-

back to help control a project while it is still in process;
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2. tummetive i.e."..data upon uhich the policymaker can base

future t:ecisions.

3. knowledge production -- i.e., adding to the data base of

the educational sector and the R/D&I system.

The above considerations raise a. further issue for orchestration .

of Evaluaticrn Research -- i.e.., control over outcomes. This is a

political'issue in the sense that various persons may attempt to

reject, modify or suppress findings; Or may seek to use findings

"out of context" for political purposes. Control over outcomes is

also both a practiCal and a theoretical issue. The project manager

may need feedback during the life of a project, but:

1. the' Researcher may not wish to prol:ride findings which are

only.tentative and may be in error;

2. feedback data may change the process and therefore make

impact Evaluation Research difficult at best;

3. The manager will likely not want the feedback data to be

made public for fear that it may instigate dysfunctional

intervertions in the project before the project has "matured."

The ^bove oxscussion leads to three key orchestration needs:

1. orchestration to resolve potential political issues at the

design stage of Evaluezkft Research to the extent feasible;

2. orchestration of contra-over Outcomes to attempt to mini

mize.feedback.made-IWAio.during the Life of a.project

but that both feedback data and final report data will be-

come public after the conclusion of the project;

3. orchestration of the tension between the need of iummative

Evaluation Research or "pure" data and the fact that the

feedback process of formative Evaluation Research introduces

process changes which make "pure" impact Evaluation Research

difficult at best.

From this discussion, we must conclude that the demands on Eval-

uation.Research are great.. Monitoring wilk-te a key part of Evaluation

Research orchestration.

As if this were not enough, Evaluation Research orchestration

must also include:-
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1. the different types of Evaluation Research skills needed for

standardized as contrasted to highly innovative pl-ograms;

2. the different stages of Evaluation Research which require

different types of Evaluation Research skills and which thus

may be doae by different organizations;

3. the issue of having the person who does the operational Eyk-

uation Research Oand may therefore no longer be objective'

also d the impact Evaluation Research (and. if not, as i.. often

so, te orchestrate the two sets of Evaluation Research).

III,, A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS ACROSS FUNCTIONS: SOME OTHER COMM'ON THEMES

1. Varied But.Close Agency/Field Relationship

,We have tended to stresi close Agency/Field relationships through-

out our analysis. Illustrative of the range of relationships we

see as possible are those that would entail such Agency actions as

initiating R/D&I-activities, or coordinating, mediating, facilitating,

supplementing, or evaluating R/D&I acti,ritiels already operative in

the field. \

There is, of course, at least one more option -- that of man-

dating where the field will not or cannot do something that is

needed. Even here, the Agency would need to have a fairly close

working relationship with the field to be in a position to kncw

what the field will not or cannot do. This Agency/Field relation-

ship Will vary across the functions.

Research

In Research, the relationship between Agency and field needs

to be closest of all functions. It calls for involvement of Agency

personnel in Research activity so that they can function as an integral

part of the field, and it suggests the wisdom of a strategy of collabor-

ative/interactive Research planning by Agency and field together. Under

such conditions, the Agency vs. Field issue melts away.

Development

Development calls for a supportive style of relationship between

Agency and field, with Agency personnel facilitating quality activity
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where it exists and building or renting additional Development capacity.

where it dois not exist at all or exists at too limited.a level.

Dissemination

Dissemination is the exceptipn to the general theme of needed

close relationships,between Agency and field. Given the large and

fragmented nature of the field as.defined by this function, there is

no way thd Agency can relate directly to the field. Instead, the

Agency must relate to the field through directing or facilitating the

work of intermediaries.

Evaluation Research

The political necessity that Evaluation Research be done

well and the Research aspect of Evaluation Research both indicate

that NIE personnel must maintain a close working relationship-with

the strong talent in the field.

2. Multi-Purpose and Portfolio Emohases

In all of the functions, we have emphasized that each individual

procurement should be examined not only in terms of its manifest pur-

poilbes but also in terms of additional ways the project could or would

be likely to impact-various parti of the R/D&I system. A premium should

be placed on those projects which not only have important manifest pur-

poses but which can also provide multiple additional impacts on the system.

Similarly, the cost/effectiveness of a given project should be

evaluated in terms of its overall impact upon and within the total

portfolios Of projects and programs at NIE, iross funding agencies, and

within particular performer organizations.

Research

The key to effective Research procurement is the development

of a bet-placing portfolio. The substantive Rese...ch outputs

being procured must be recognized as having potential long term

importance, with a very significant aspect of any procurement

for NIE being its system-building potential. Thus, a ReSearch

portfolio must be understood as an area portfolio (a portfolio of
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Research areas in Basic Research, problem areas in Problem-Focused

Research).

, Development

Development portfolios must balance high-risk and low-risk

projezts, short-term and long-term activities, etc. Since the

substantive outputs.of the Development function take on.some more

immediate substantive importance.in their own.right, this balancing

of multi-purposes takes.on particular significance. Wherever posis

sible, potentially.synergistic projects should be funded at the

same time (either by a single agency or in coordination with other

funding sources). Additionally, multi-purposes should be served

explicitly wherever possible and balanced adequately in an agency's

overall Development portfolio. Finally, it is vital for a funding

agency to be sensitive to the manner in which its funding decisions

shape the character and capabilities of the Development organizations

with which they work.

Dissemination

In all other functions, we have suggested that portfolio/multi-

purpose effects be considered along with the manifest.purposes of

a particular procurement. Because of the system-building nature.

of Dissemination, portfolio/multipurpose effects must be considered

as an inherent part of the manifest' purposes.of each procurement.

Evaluation Research

In Evaluafion Research procurements, consideration must be

given to portfolios which are likely to have long-term system build-

ing effects. One key question, for instance, would be whether the

bulk of Evaluation Research funding is flowing to those institutions

most likely to produce high quality work nnd develop long-term

capabilities, or whether instead it is flowing to organizations

less likely to meet these needs -- and what this suggests about

any weaknesses of Evaluation Research procurements as currently

structured.

Additionally, consideration must be given to balancing the
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varied needs f proje4.:t managers, funders and Evaluation Researchers.

Finally we must note that Evaluation Research is inherently

multi-purposeful. That is, it has_the three functions of: (a)

meeting information needs of project managers; (b) meeting in-

formation needs of funders; and (c) adding to the overall know-

ledge base of the education sector.

3. Staginst

Procurements might be designed in such a way that the carrying

out of an overall project is broken down into stages (within and be-

tween functions), providing the Agency with the option to award dif-

ferent phases of the overall contract (e.g., prototype design/Develop-

ment/field testing/Dissemination) to different contractors with dif-

ferent strengths, or to at least provide the possibility for field

as well as Agency input and review at each step along the way.

Research

Research: In Basic Research, staging strategies are likely

to be irrelevant. In Problem-Focused Research staging may be slightly

more feasible, e.g., by separating into two stages the Need/Iden-

tification/project selection process from the actual conduct of the

Research.

Development

The issue of quality control provides the basis for staging

in the Development function. On the one hand, quality control is

vital to ensure that Users will be able to obtain "good" products and

thus will develop trust in the R/D&I .-,ystem. On the other hand, we

have noted the field self-quality control is weak. Thus, NIE must

provide for quality control through the creation of mechanisms for

monitoring of the various stages of the Development process.

Dissemination

The system linkage nature of Dissemination and the multiple-

comp,nent nature of effective Dissemination strategies lend themselves

to a staging process.

More importantly for NIE, building the Dissemination system
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in stages may be both wise and necessary because of the combination of:

(a) the very large size and the variety of the User target group; (b)

the cost of building a Dissemination system; (3) the welkness of our

knowledge about Dissemination as a tOtal process; (4) -eed to build

"fail-safe" into the Dissemination system.

Evaluation Research

As noted earlier, he relative rafability of the Evaluation

Research community -- make staging necessary. The political context

makes staging seem a particularly advantageous strategy. Each stage of

the Evaluation Research process requires different skills. The Research

design stage.is most critical of all and.requires bringing in the best

design talent available to design methodologically sound studies able

to withstand the inevitable attacks on uhpalatable findings --often

attacks that are political in nature but are couched in methodological

terms. The design stage also seems to be the critical point in the pro-

cess for identifying, orchestrating.and taking into account the aiversity

of value-laden viewpoints.that are likely to perceive a stake in the

definition of "suitable" Research questions and determination of "ap-

propriate" methodologies -- to make certain that what any stakeholder

might perceive as unpalatable findings is not predetermined by prior

choices of focus and methodology.

Whereas in the design stage, the best design talents.woula seem

to be required, the picture is rather different in the data collection

phase, where substantial numbers of competent organizations are available

and competitive procurement is likely to be appropriate. In the data

analysis stage (and perhaps too in a subsequent data reanalysis stage),

the best minds would again seem to be called for -- here the best analy-

tical minds.

Staging ia this manner is likely at this time to produce work of

far better quality than awarding a single contract for conduct of the

whole process. Further, there is likely to be a substantial by-product

in the form of strengthening communication mechanisms in the field (e.g.:

among the best'analytical talent) and enhancing the cumulative development

of the knowledge/technology base of the field.
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4. Pr4ocess vs. Product ManammIELA2proach

Given the uncertain charactP,- of.the field's knowledge/tech-

nology base and the professional,trinZng and socialization of the

available personnel, a tight mode of mAnagement of R/Da activities

is often not feasible. A more reasonable alternative than tight

monitoring of the R/D&I output or produCt is monitoring of the R/Da

process. This becomes an especially effective mode of management

if NIE staff function as an integral part of the field while also

stimulating the field's development of self-controlling mechanisms

that make an Agency role in quality control less and less, relevant

over time as the system matures.

Research

Given the uncertainty inherent in the Research process,

there is simply no way that the Agency can control the Research out-

put. Rather, control over the Research process is more appropriate

and more feasible -- and is most likely to be carried out well if

Agency personnel are involved in Research activities, function as an

integral part .
the field, and have close relationships with the

field. In Problem-Focused Research in particular, where the scale

of the Research is likely to entail a considerable Agency investment,

the need for control is high -- especially since the capability of

the field is not well developed. However, since this is Research it

cannot be controlled bureaucratically. The process mode of management

seems essential, "but this does require internal Research capabilities

within NIE and a pattern of relationships with the field that do not

yet appeak to be the general rule within the Institute.

Deve2 opmeflt

In relation to the Development function, the process

mode c niliagement' involves controlling who does DeVelopment work

(through project selection) and to some lesser extent how it is done

through the Agency involvement in some aspects of process design.

Dissemination

In Dissemination, the process mode involves control by
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steering, guiding and overseeing the Dissemination process.

Evaluation Research

The process mode of management within the Evaluation

Research kuqction involves exercising control at key points in the pro-

cess. For example:

1. intorvening during the design stage to insure that differing

value.;Xeden perspectives are taken into account in the initial

definition of the questions to be investigated and the approaches

to be used; that evaluation questions are researchable; and

that Research designs are methodologically sound and likely

to lead to cleai, answers to the questions under investigation;

2, controlling the types of Evaluation Researchers selected

to carry out particular Evaluation projects -- with the more

innovative (as opposed to the more conventional) programs

calling for the kinds 4Evaluation Researchers who are cre-

ative and who also have an in-depth understanding of the

particular kind of programiming evaluated.

1

Where needed capabilitie exist to.some degree within the educa-

tional R/D&I system, a facilitating/collaborative strategy is possible'

for NIE. However, where specific needed capabilities do not exist (or

are too few), NIE is forced to be more directive. In that case NIE's

options would seem to be to "buy or rent" the needed capabilities. The

"buying" strategy would involve AL direct attempt to create institutions

with the needed capabilities that would become permanent and largely

committed parts of the educational RiD&I system.' A "renting" strategy

would entail the temporary purchase of services fpom organizations that

already posess the needed skil4 but are external to the educational

RiD&I system in that ttleir involvement tends to be limited and/or of

short duration. In this case, a "gap" in the systelp is "filled", but

only temporarily, on a project-by-project basis. The advantages of the

"renting" option are that the Aeeded capabilities are available immediately,
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NIE can be rather directive about what is.to be done, and the funding

need be only short, specified periods. The disadvantage is that this.

option does not increase the overall long-term capabilities'of the

system.

Renting may be a preferred option in the casef,i)f highly spe-

cialized or seldom used capabilities that need not be developed internal

to the system. 'Additionally, renting may be a useful interim strategy

so long as its use aoes not retard system development because the

outputs of the emerging internal capability are not.as polished and '

professional as those likely to be produced by external organizations

with well developed capabilities that can be rented.

Research

Research: In Research "buying" strategies tend to be

most appropriate at this tim since the primary consideration in

Research procurements, we haie suggested, is system building.

While renting is perhaps not a very apt description in this instance,

cases of attracting Researches from other fields inLo educationally

relevant areas for relatively phort periods would be analagous to

renting. This has been going on in education but should not be a major

strategy.

Development

In Developmsnt, r\enting or buying are Agency options,

s
especially with rsgard to the generalizing, packaging, production,

and dissemination of exemplary programs developed in practice-based

settings. The renting optibn permits rapid packaging and dissemination.

Ihe buying option builds lOng-term internal system capabilities.

Mixed renting/buying stratOgies are alo aprrzpriate.

Dissemination

In relation to Dissemination the need to build the system

and the likely high costs of renting suggest the advisability of buying

strategies. However, the easy replicability of some Dissemination

modes permiti and even favors renting options under certain conditions.

Mixed renting/buying strategies may be particularly appropriate at

this point in the system's development..
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Eviluation Research

Here, ton, there are options. However the strong system facile-

tating,add'building needs suggest tEc advisakility'of emphasizing buYing

strategies as the preferred alternat..ye at 4is tibes even though opportun-
i

ities,of.making use of' highly qualified and spdcialized organizations need

not be abandonned as part of staging strategies.

6., Idned Stratesfies
4

% I

"Where .the'state.of knowledge about a function is low, it may be

most appropriate for an agency to pursue mixed strategies.that provide

alternati4e gossibilities anda fatr amount,of redundancy that is,orches-
. .

trated sub417 rather than\being "over-coordinated or "over-managed".

Often'a4visable is a.policy that permits a substantial tegiee of natural

variation along with built-in mechanisms for monitoring natural field

experimente and using documentation-And-analysis Research to develop a

strongerlknowledge/technology base for the field.
\

The need for'mixed strategids gets stronger, the clnsct one

gets to thd User end of the R/D&I continuum, with mixed strategies being

'essentially,pandatory in relation to the Dissemination function.

Researck\

The use of mixed strategies is likely to be minimal in

Tasic Research, where "placing bets" on specific Research areas is

likely to be the primary strategy used. There are more options in

relation to Problem-Focused Research; e.g.: using small and large

organizations; strong NIE personnel and advisory paaals from the field.

Development

Mixed strategies are highly appropriate to the Development

function; e.g.: mixing use of staging options;, single vs. m4ltiple

institutions; specialized Development organizations vs. practice-based

Development; practice-based vs. technological-opportunity-type Need

Identification; production by Developers vs. Users; etc..

Dissetination

In Dissemination, the use of mixeci strategies is mandatory

given the variability among products, User needs, User capabilities,

etc. .
Mixed strategies are particularly appropriate here since there is
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clearly no one "best" .echanism and many mechanisms exist or can be
,

created. Use of mixed strategies is the essence of designing fail-

safe,systems.

Evaluaticin Research
.

The use of mixed strdtegies here is limited somewhat to

stagin& and to selection of different, types of Evaluation Researchers

(e.g.% for evaluation of bore innovative vs. more conventional kinds

of programs). The prAmary strategies must beC (a) resolving politi-.

cal issues in the design tage; and- (b) providing a balance among

differing information needt. .

IV. ArCOMPARATIVE ANALYSIS ACROSOVUNCTIONS: SIGFIFICANT DIFFERENCES

Research

1. Time Frame

.
The time,frames for Basic Research projects tend to be

t ,

rather long, while those for Problem-Focused Researc4 may be'some-
, .

wh^t more moderate. Further, sit Reseaich involves a high level Ot
.y.

...,
.

ulacertainty, the Research time fre , are generally not predittable.

System building for both variants of the Research mode tends to take

comiderable time -- both aridentify and train creative Research

1

talent within existing centers of excellence and to build Research

teams with the needed longevity for produ4ive relationships. The

..zate of,expaniion for both variants of Research is limited'by the'
.8

number of such existing centers and their capacity to train additional

personnel and absorb and use additional funds proauctively.

Development 4

The time frame for DeteloPment projects tends to be short

to mOderate in length and relatively more predictable.

Dissemination
,-

/Dissemination involves a very different concept of time.

It requires consideration of the interrelationship between two different
:

time lines -- the rapid rate at which Dissemination capacity can be

expanded snd the much slower rate of User absorption and utilization
/-\

of what is dissemirkite)d. To avoid unrealistic expectations for system

\
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impact, the rate'of Dissemination capacity building must be-regulated to

'.. keep it reasoaably congruenttwith expected User absorption rates. An-

other option of course ii to facilitate the work of organizations that
1

provide the.kinds4of User system technical assistance and support Oat .

might increase lOmewhat the rate of User absorption and utilization.

Evaluation Research

,,. This Function tends to have extrethely tight, highly spe-

eified time lines tieeto the informatiod needs of decision makers and

the time frames of their.decision processes. Since evaluation findings

are'gathered for immediaie usage as input to these decision processes,

the time lines are major conatraints on the Evaluation Research proaess

and cannot, be shifted at the initiatiVe of the. Rasearcher. They-may ,

-at times be even shortened at the-initiative of the client, as in the

case when information is needed more quickly than the time frame in-

itially specified in the Evaluation Research procurement. Consequently,

the need for interim reports becomes a matter of some importance,as

does .the design of Research procedures that permit staged gathering of

.information end formulation of findings.

There is often a tension in Evaluation Research between the

immediaci of information needs for decision inputs and the long-term

nature of what is being evaluated -- more often than not the slow change

process experienced by individuals, social groups, and communities. The

more socialized the Evaluation Researcher has been in other modes of

Research (especially Basic Research but Problem-Focused Research as well),

the more tension is likely to be produced by the time frames demanded

by the Evaluation Research context.

2. Excellence

Research

In Research, Excellence is the key criterion of judging

projects and institutions. In Basic Research, Excellence is defined

in terms of creative?, productive, rigorous activity at the outer limits

of the state of the :art. In Problem-Focused Research, the same.definition

applies, tempered to some extent by standards of practicality.
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In Development, Excellence is defined in terms of what

is feasible, practicAl and usableifr not by the outer limits of the

state of the art.

Dissemination

In Dissemination, Excellence is defined in terms of

effectiveness and professionalism.

Evaluation Research

In Evaluation Research, a sub3tantial amount of tension

surrounds-the Excellence issue. On the one hand, it has to be done

very well (althdugh not in terms of the Evaluation Researcher seeking

to break the outer limits of the state of the art). However, the

immediacy of information needs poses serious constraints on what the

Evaluation Researcher can do. Excellent work that is concluded too

lats to affect decision processes is not useful. Consequently, the

Evaluation Researcher must produce the best work possible within

specified time constraints. Interim reports in particular may need

to be judged with a different standard of excellence from.the stand-

ard used to judge a final report.

3. Key Criteria for Project Selection

Basic Research

For Basic Research in education at this time, the project

selection process calls for:

1. placing bets on Research areas that are likely to

bear fruit; accepting the fact that there is likely

to be no one "right" project; and becoming comfortable

with a degree of opportunism in the selection of

Refiearch areas (particularly being opportunistic

about the Research strengths of the NIE Research staff);

2. searching for centers of excellence possessing the

needed critical masses of Research talent; and

3. viewing system building considerations as paramount

in project selection.
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Problem.Focused Research

In Problem-Focused R. earch, project selection criteria

must include:

1. insuring the existence of an adequate problem focus;

2. insuring the interdisciplinary nature of the persp

tives brought to bear, as needed;

3. insuring the longevity of team commitment to the proble

. are's.

Longevity is also important in Basic Research, but tends

to be less of a problem because of the nature of many of the better

Basic Research personnel 4.ad their personal commitments to areas of

Research.

Development

In selecting Development projects, the Agency must start

from a rosture of accepting the potential equivalence of an array of

alternative projects. Thus, selection criteria must focus on:

1. whether the projects fall in the priority areas

2. whether or not the contractor has the needed capabilities;

and

3. likely system impacts in terms of systam-building, multi-

purpose, and portfolio considerations.

Dissemination

The key project selection criterion in Dissemination are:

1. cost/effectiveness in relation to multi-purposes and

portfolio effects;

2. providing for fail-safe.

Evaluation Research

In Evaluation Research, project selection criteria include:

1. researchability;

2. likelihood of providing information in a form that is

reasonably immune to methodological attack to serve

political purposes; and

3. system-facilitation considerations.

%
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V. A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS ACROSS FUNCTIONS: NON-PROCUREMENT STRATEGIES

AND NIE PERSONNEL

Non-Procurement Strateaies

We have noted that NIE should consider ehree general types of

strategies: Procurements, Non-Procurement Behaviors, and Internal NIE

actions. The common themes.we have been considering are primarily

procurement-related but can also involve non-procurement behaviors.

For instance, we have mentioned at several points the possibilities

for NIE to orchestrate and coordinate funding across the various fund-

ing agencies -- e.g.: federal agencies; fudding from other levels of

government; and other potential private sector sources of 'funding.

Multi-purposes and portfolio emphases are as appropriate to the fund-

ling coordination process as to the examination of individual procure-

ments or Agency program agendas. Coordination of funding may be used

to illustrate non-procurement strategies across functions.

Research

In Research, cross-agency coordination is vital because

much educational Research is likely to be interdisciplinary in nature.

Further, while the proportion of total Research funding provided by

NlE is small, NIE is the lead igency.

Development

In Development, coordination of funding across agencies

is likely to be helpful but is not so essential. It may be adequate

simpl to know what kinds of Development projects other agencies are

funding and therefore where the potential for synergy may exist.

Dissemination

In relation to Dissemination, coordination across agencies

miy be helpful. However, OE rather than NIE is the lead agency for

activities that relate to the operating system. Consequently, NIE

may have to work very closely with OE in these coordination activities.

Evaluation Research

Given the extensive amount of Evaluation Research activity
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that is supported by federal agencies and other levels of government,

coordination of such funding would seem to be helpful both for orches-

tration purposes:and also for developing a cumulative knowledge/tech-

nology base for the Evaluation Research function.

2. N1E Personnel

*We have noted that to orchestrate, monitor, and relate to the.

field in each function, NIE needs,teohAve personnel with specific types

of skills and backgrounds. .

Research

If NIE is to relate to the field in the manner we have
1

suggested, it will be.essential for NIE to have on its ataff Researchers
. /

who are from the field and who continue to be involved actiizely in the

Resech process. This 'w4Duld seem to be an essential rkquirement for

effectir NIE process monitoring and orchestration of he field, and

even more. critical if Research planning is to be carried out in an

interactive/collaborative mode. We halie suggested that the kinds of

Researchers needed here are not the "stars" of the field who are likely

to distort the field to their own image of where the field should be.

Rather Researchers are needed who can facilitate and work with the field,

who are sensitive to developments going on throughout the field. These

requirements would seem to contribute significantly to the case for NIE

conducting a limited in-house Research program not in competition with

but as a contributor to the field.

Development

The kinds of NIE personnel needed to manage the Institute's

Development programs would seem to be educat4.on professionals sensitive

to the needs and constraints of the edutation context and who also possess

the kinds of skills needed for effective orchestration and facilitation.

-Dissemination

If the Dissemination function is to be carried out in a

highly professional manner, it would seem advisable to have at least some

Dissemindtion professionals on the staff of the Institute -- talent that

can likely be "rented" temporarily or acquired on a more permanent "buying"

basia.
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Evaluation Reseaich

The internal Agency skills needed herZ would seem'to be

political as well as methodological insight and savvy regarding such

matters as different ways of defining problems; the different kinds

of Rasearch methodologies that are relevant to different kinds of

projects; the varying needs of progr71, managers, funders, and Evalu-

ation Researchers; and the relevant pOtential political implications.

Most likely this mo of skills is to be found only in experienced,

first-rate EvaluatiOn Research talent.

In concluding this section we feel that it is appropriate

to echo a theme first raised in the Preface. NIE priorities and re-

sponsibilities can not be only a reflection of the Agency's budget

profile. As a small agency,in a large field iti activities as co-A4

ordinator, orchestrator and facilitator, involving non-procurement

based efforts are likely-to have very significant implications for

the short and long term health and functioning of the educational

R/D&I system.

3. Structures

A cross-sectoral comparative analysis reveals some differences

across functions in the forms of NIE organizational structures that would 's

be most relevant to each function.

Basic Research

The uncertainty involved in working at the outer limits of the

state of the art is the key to determining relevant NIE structures in re-

lation to Basic Research. NIE cannot orchestrate, guide and monitor this

field from centralized structures and detailed plans. Rather, NIE needs

to have personnel who know the field: what\is being done, where and by

whom, in order to 'determine which areas of aoncern to doncentrate upon and

which personnel and institutions t6 support in a long-term system-building

mode. These conditions suggest decentralized, emergent-organic structures,

with generally open boundaries between NIE and the field such that NIE

personnel are actually a part of the field. This would seem to call for a

3
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relatively loose distinction between NIE/field organizational membership for

NIE personnel -- for example, as might be achieved through personnel inter-
.

changes and leaves to and from universities (es is now odcasionally done).

Problemr-Focused Research

In comparison to Basic Research, there is relatively less un-

zertainty in Problem-Focused Research, though this is still a significant

factor. The boundaries between NIE and the field are clearer, but there

remains the need for NIE personnel to be directly involved in 'Problem:-

Focused Research. Since both NIE and field personnel would be involved :

in Problem-Focused Research (though probably separately), the key element

of structure becomes some form of linking mechanism between NIE and the

field. A matrix structure might be relevant in terms of the interdisci-

plinary nature of educational,Research an4 the various problem areas of

Problem-Focused Research -- and to facilitate selection of institutions

to support in a system-building mode.

Development

Development is not an ip-houseANKL.function. NIE's role is
.

to provide direction through funding and moni;oring. Since Development is

a product-driented function, NIE might consider structures which are organ-

ized according to product typologies.

Dissemination

Because of the size and variety that characterizes education

and because we generally cannot say there is "one best way" for all situa-

tions (or even for a particular situation), diversity and even redundancy

characterize Dissemivation. Thus, there will be structural diffusion

several diffevent structures may emerge in the field and be,supported.

NIE structures must be supportive of, and congruent with, field structures.

One relevant NIE structure could be a problem/geographical matriX".organiza-

tion.

Evaluation Research

The key needs for Evaluation Research are (a) orchestration of a

complex set of needs, relevant participants and perspectives; and (b) insur-

ing that.Evaluation Research is done well. This situation presents a key

structural dilemma.
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On the one hand, the politically sensitive nature of Evaluation

Research requires that it be done well and that potential political issues

be dealt with in the EValuation Research process. Further, the various and

poisibly conflictirig needs and perspectives of the participants require

orchestration. Finally,, especially with regard tb summative Evaluation

Research, it is the policymaker/funder who must and will determine problem

definitions and Evaluation Research objectives. These conditions would

seem to call for close control at a higil level within NIE. This would also

seem to Call for top level tag persbnnel to have both substantive and

methodological skills and political savvy.

On the other hand, the Evaluation.Researchers need to have a

good deal of freedom in matters of Reekarch methodology. Further, there

. need to. be ways for ,the Evaluation Researchers.to'provide guidance in mat-

ters of problem definition and Evaluation,Research objectives. Additionally,

program administrators need to be able to obtain the information they need.

.These conditions would seem to call for significantly less control by NIE.

Perhaps it is best to say that NIE must insure that basic needs

are met by the Evaluation Researcher (e.g.: that some level of basic

'Evaluation Research standards are met; that certain NIE-specified objectives

Are accomplished; and that the'political issues are dealt with construe-

tively -- but that beyond these basid requirements, there should be a good

deal of freedom and flexibility within the Evaluation Research function.

VI. CONCLUDING 4EMARKS: COST CONSIDERATIONS IN RELATION TO POTENTIAL

LONG-TERM INVESTMENT PAYOFF

We would be remiss in concluding this analysis without mentioning

the costs likely to be incurred by the kinds of strategies we have proposed.

In comparison to the procedures currently used, it it= likely to be con-

siderably more internally costly for Researc4.progrars to be developed

through long-term, intensive, collaborative/interactive relationships be-

tween Agency staff members and the field. To take another example, stag-

ing of procurements (especially when this involves complex orchestration

of diverse viewpoints in some stages) is likely to appear to be a more

costly alternative thim awarding a contract for the whole project to a

single institution.
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We acknowledge Lhis cost factor. But we alsq point out that the

considerable amount of NIE staff time currently invested, in the research-

ing and writing of BYPs was one.of the concerns that prompted the.Council

and the Institute to request'this policy analysis. The added cost may

also be more apparent than real when this is offset by potential gains in

productivity.

We have no way of putting a price tag on the kinds of options we

have proposed. But if NIE accepts the misdion and the role we have sug-
.

.gested, the costs will have.to be absorbed and referenced in tetms of both

increased effectiveness and efficiency and the potential long-term itkest-
.

inent Payoff in building future system capacity: The point need not be

labored fuFther.

The case,for NIE to assume system...oriented res:wnsibilities is,

we believe, a sArong one, entirely consistent with ite legislative mandate

and its position as lead agency for Research and Development in education.

We suggest that the rather fundamental and broad-ranging questions raised

by the Council and the Institute, once sublected to analysts from an R/D&I

systems perspective, demand at the very.least thoughtful consideration of

the case for a rather substantial restructuring of the Agency's relation-

ships with the field.

1
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SCENARIO ANALYSES

I. NIE -DIRECTED COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENTS: A SCHOOL DISTRICT SURVEY

1. Description of ,the Procurement
2. Impacts
3. Evaluation of the'Procurement and its Impacts, Actual.and Potential

4. Possible Alternatives
5. Summary Descripticn of Alternative Procurement and Related Attivities

6. 'Likely Impacts

II. UNSOLICITED PROPOSALS: A PROPOSED FRAMEWaK FOR DESIGN OF NATIONAL

.PROGRAM EVALUATIONS

1. Description of the Procurement

2. Impacts
3. Evaluation of the Procurement and its Impacts, Actual and Potential

4. Possible Alternatives
5. Summary Description of Alternative Procurement and Related Activities

6. Likely Impacts

31
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SCENARIO ANALYSES

INTRODUCTION

Two illustrative scenario analyses follow:

1. an examination of the implications of alternatives to

NIE-Directed Competitive Procurements, where less

competiLive modes might seem more appropriate; and .

2. an examination of the unsolicited proposal 'as a pro-

curement mechanism and .options that might be consid-

ered in funding R/D&I activities initiated through

the unsolicited route.

Consideration of these two issues in particular was requested by NIE

staff.

The specific scenarios We.have developed both concern procure-

ments of Research. In part, this is because both issues seemed to

lend themselves to richest illustration in the Research context. But

also, it seemed to us that Research thinking is central to NIE pro-

curements as-they are made currently. If we could be persuasive in

making a case for system-oriented thinking in relation to the Research

function(where much of what we have been suggesting might seem particu-

larly alien), then it might be even easier at a later date to make a

'case for this pattern of thinking in relation to other functions.

Each scenartO is presented in accord with the analytical model

described earlier in our introductory chapter (see pp. 19-21 and es-

pecially Figure 3):

1. a description of a procurement (in both cases these

are hypothetical procurements but based to some degree

on typical awes);
2. analysis of the likely impact of a procurement im-

plemented that way, given the educational R/D&I context

at this point in time;

3. evaluation of the.possible strengths and weaknesses of

the procurement based 9n the above analysis;

4. development of alternatires to (or modifications of)

the initial pattern of procurement that might better

achieve Agency purposes;
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5. description of the modified .r alternative procurement

approactv its latent and manifest purposes, and its

iiplications for non-procurement activities and actions

within NIE; and

6. analysis of the likely impacts of this alternat ve pat-.
tern of procurement.

It should be noted that both scenario analyses presented here were

hypothetical rather than actual cases. Clearly, the scenarios would be more

useful if they were based on actual cases Of NIE procurements -- past, present

or contemplated. We would have preferred to develop a series of scenarios

based ol actual cases. However, this would require some discussions with NIE

project officers and other NIE personnel, as well as analysis of relevant

documents and perhaps too, discussions with others outside of NIE involved in

the planning and/or implementation of the particular procurement. Wg would

hope to conduct such empirically-based scenario analyses some time in the

future if NIE judged this to be desirable.

1

3
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I. NIE-DIRECTED COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENTS: A SCHOOL DISTRIdT SURVEY

1. Description of the Procurement*,:-

In 1975, NIE issued an RFP for a survey of 2000 school Districts. The

\ objective was to be able to identify those school Districts that may have had

\\some involvement in lo Ally generated innovation. The survey was to gather

4sic descriptive data ou these"school Districts, who they were and what kind

of things they had done, size, age, location, personnel, student population,

SES characteristics, etc. -- so as to develop a better understanding of the

ditions which affected the innovation behavior of those school Districts

that wouid be so identified in regard to both internally and externally devel-

oped innovations. One of the central questions of concern was whether these

particular school Districts, having already demonstrated some capacity for

self help might not represent a highly receptive and possibly qualified pop-

ulation for R&D products that had been developed externally. If so then,

- poten'lally, these I. :,tricts might well merit becoming the.target of more in-

tensive dissemination and technical service efforts to supplement their own.

In turn they might become ;he source of model programs, of exemplary practices.

On the other hand, it was also possible that, given their own, self

generated efforts they would be resistant to innovations deriving from ex-

ternal sources (the Not-Invented-Here syndrome)." Further, it would be im-

portant to know whether such conditions held generally (or not) across the

total population of such school Districts or whether they might vary with

respect to such factors as:

size

urban/rural

minority concentration

*While the case is presented to read as though it describes an actual NIE pro-

curement it is in fact hypothetical. Also the authors imply no position on the

substantive content of the procurement.

3
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professionalism of staff

District structure etc.

Critical dependent variables to be observed as indidators of

potential receptivity night be:

scope of adoption behavior. (rates, scale, etc.)

maintenance after initial.trials

observable levels of institutionalization (e.g., after

periods beyond 374 years)

The studyWas seen as.the first step in what might become a long

term survey program aimed at monitoring these effects so as to permit

a responsive strategy on the part of the various delivery and dif-

fusion mechanisms that might be operating in relation to these Districts.

Thus, this iniaal survey was viewed as a critical first step that

would develop /the sampling frames that would permit improved later

studies and also both natural and planned field experiments (e.g.,

to examine alternative dissemination and/or technical assistance

strategies) as well as to peimit experiment4ion with varying modes

of Development (e.g., specialized Development Organizations vs.

Practice-Based).

The core of the issue was how local innovation activity inter-

acted with external based R&D. A particular sub-concern involved the

special case of "Basic Skills". How might the conditions implied above

affect the likely response t6 productb being develpped in this area

in the R&D system and, relatedly, what could be dodi to make such

products or programs mote adoptable and useable by this type of

potentially very important target (in terms of the planning of a

major development and delivery program)?

The survey was to be conducted in two phases

Phase 1 - Survey of the 2000 Districts selected as a carefully

statified sample of the total population. The objective of

this phase was to identify which of the Districts had exhibited

what kind of internal innovation behaviors, and their behavior

with respect to externally based R&D products.

Phase 2 - Was to be a more intensive survey of the sub-group

identified in the phase 1 survey as having had a htstory of some

, )
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significant internal innovation activity. The objective of this

phase was to inctease our knowledge of the nature behavior and

attitudes of such Districts. The size of the secand sample would

be determined based on the phase 1 findings --but with the hope

"of having a population of some hundreds.

Based on the two phases it was hoped that the characteristics of

school Districts likely to have bean involved in'different kinds of

innovation, with varying intensities,:could be identified, as well as

specifically identifying a sample known to have been engaged in such

practices. Further, some specific indications might then be obtained

as to the resPonsiveness of this sub-group (and hopefully therefore of

the larger group of school Districts that had demonstrated self-help

capacities)TA

The primary purpose of this procurement was substantive -- i.e.,

to gather the desired data. But there were other purposes involNied as

well: system-oriented purposes Un terms of developing baseline data

for system monitoring and developing a listing of.innovative school

Districti)and environmental purposes (e.g., demonstrating that

the program was responsive to the many and diverse concerns

that had been expressed by associations of Chief State School Officers

and other LEA personnel who would make.up a substantial proportion of

ithe overall survey population).

A point to be noted about this procurement is the extent to which

it partakes of characteristics of both Problem-Focused and Evaluation

Research (or Policy Research). It was intended to increase our under-

standing of a potentially important group of Users/Innovators in the

educational R/D&I system (about wham we know relatively little at this

ttme), to permit NIE to carry out its system management role more ef-

fectively. And too, it was oriented toward meeting information needs of

policymakers suggesting an opportunity area in the system in need of NIE

policy initiatives, and providing the beginnings of a time-series data

base against which to evaluate the impact of the Institute's policies

and programs. Consequently, such a procurement would seem to call for

a balancing of the requirements of both Problem-Focused and Evaluatioa
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Research -- a tension not easily mediated between a) the creativity

n2eded to develop a useful picture of a little understood system and

b) Agency specification of the key information needs to be met.

In the case of this particular procurement, the Agency issued a

highly specified RFP -- specifying the variables to be studied, the

questions to be answered, etc. and requiring frequent and extensive,

highly specified interim reporting ia accord with a specified schedule.

A considerable amount of NIE staff time was invested in the preparation

of the RFP (as well as in the.prior work to develop the stratified

sample of the 2,000 school Districts to be surveyed in phase 1).

.There was some interaction with SEA/LEA sector representatives (whose

cooperation was essential to achieving a high survey response rate),

but little if any interaction between NIE and other highly knowledgeable

participants in the educational R&D system -- this despite the fact

that NIE had some contracts with a number of organizations studying

aspects of the educational,R&D system and specifically conducting

surveys of school Districts -- perhaps out of concern that such interaction

with these contractors with whom the Institute already had a relationship

would be construed as giving them unfair advantage, -- a violation of the

"fairness" principle so strongly clung to in government procurements, where

all potential contractors in'a system are expected to be given absolutely

equal treatment in their relationships to the Agency. We shall return to

this to this point shortly.

The RFP appeared to be a call for a single, well qualified

survey organization to carry out a predesigned survey and provide

prespecified data analyses. One month was allowed for the resp3nse.

2. Impacts

a) The Agency received a substantial number of proposals in

,response to the RFP, mostly from single contractors (rather than

collaborative contractor/subcontractor arrangements), mostly proposing

to carry out the work as specified rather than suggesting alternative

types of surveys, mostly from large-scale private sector survey research

corporations -- in short the competitive mode was reasonably successful

in attracting a goad number of the types of organizations considered

4.
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most appropriate to carry out this procurement.

b) Costs: NIE invested considerable staff time in the stages pre-

liminary to issuing the RFP and in the evaluation of proposals to select

the Survey contractor. Perhaps 20-30 organizations expended resources

(equal perhaps to 1 to 2 man-months each) in responding to the RFP and

in subsequent contract-related interaction with NIE.

c) The survey contract was awarded to a single highly qualified

organization with strong survey capabilities and substantive knowledge

of issues relevant to understanding the innovative behavior of schools
\

and school Districts. Agency purposes, then, would seem to have been

achieved well.

3 Evaluation of the Procurement and its Im acts Actual and Potential

In evaluating the procurement, Agency personnel must weigh actual

(or likely) impacts of a procurement as initially formulated with possible

desired impacts. The question to consider here is: How might such a

procurement be designed to better achieve Agency purposes, or to achieve

a broader range of Agency purposes?

At the very least this question requires insuring some clarity on

Agency purposes: What in fact are the Agency purposes that are viewed as

relevant to this procurement? Might a somewhat different view of the

Agency role nnd its requirements for procurement policies produca a

different or an enlarged picture of the relevant purposes?

If (a) NIE's role is conceived largely as being a funding channel,

with Agency leverage on the system exercised primarily through choices

"!_ as to which work it fundt and if (b) the work to be procured is relatively

,
straight-forward data-gathering in accord with the prespecified design --

then the procurement mechanism (the RFP) would seem entirely appropriate.

.

However, if (A) NIE conceived its role primarily in terms of long-term

system building, and if (b) the Agency started from the premise that

the extent and processes of innovation in school systems are not well

understood phenomena and that developing a data base for understanding

such processes required the input of creative thinking from the R&D

field and not simply more mechanistic kinds of conventional data-gathering

(which is mora appropriate to well understood phenomena) -- then other

Agency procurement strategies become reasonable alternatives to consider.

3;.;
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If the survey is viewed as primarily data-gathering, i.e., to

identify

a) a specific group of "self help" innovator schools

b) the structural and other characteristics of such schools

c) limited and minimal data on prior adoption behavior in the

respect to external innovations

then competitive RFP-type procurement may *ndeed be the wisest course

of action.. Strong Research talent might be "turned off" by the RFP's

specificity, but this might be quite appropriate since the Agency might

view it as undesirable to divert strong Research organizations into con-

ventional data-gathering of this type. Given the substantial number of

competent survey research organizations attuned to RFP procurements who

could effectively gather the desired data, Agency purposes would indeed

be well served by use of a procurement mechanism likely to attract these

survey organizations and not the strong researchers whom.the Agency

would rather see doing other kinds of work for which they are more

uniquely qualified.

However, if the survey is thought of in terms of designing a data

base and monitoring system that will be useful in the long run for de-

veloping an nd.rstanding of a weakly known and little understood

group of school-Districts, and developing the kind of understanding

that will be useful for identifying policy-relevant leverage points

as well as achieving a degree of system building, then it would seem

that a case could be made for a different pattern of procurement that:

a) could attract strong Research talent to the design stage of

the survey effort;

b) could have some impact on strengthening such strong Research

institutichts and shaping their long-term.agendas and port-

folios;

c) develqping powerful communication linkages among the Research

talent that might be considered an "invisible college" on

school innovation processes and possible.synergy or collaboration

aonng their separate efforts, etc.; and

d) developing a close positive working relationship between NIE

and this part of the field, with NIE's internal personnel

3



coming to be viewed as an integral and key part of the field,

facilitati=i quality work in the field and development of the

field.

(If the procurement is seen in somewhat creative terms, then NIE

should be fully cog=izant of an impact that seems entirely likely if the

work is procured as it was in a tightly specified RFP. Such procurement

forces creative Researchers with procurement savvy and understanding of

the complexity of the task.they are undertaking into a form of game-

playing with the Agency: contractors suggest that they will generally

abide by the RFP's s?ecifications -- for they will not otherwise win the

contract -- while in their own minds they are fairly certain that the com-

plexities of the task make such scheduling, specificity of outputs, etc.

infeasible and lik=17 to be modified substantially in the course of conduct-

ing the survey).

If NIE procuremem:s in general came to be viewed in multi-purpose

terms, and in relatizn to possible, surportive non-procurement activities
. .

and internal NIE actions, then the procurement might be carried out in

conjunction with:

a) NIE initiatives to coordinate its survey with similar work

elsewhere (e.g., in OE), to seek cross-agency collaboration,

synergy, pooling of resources, exchanges of information, etc.,

and

b) internal NIE actions to promote a systems.perspective among

personnel in program units and to develop a pattern of cross-

program comomnication and synergy that might strengthen Institute

functioning as well as total NIE impact on the R/D&I system

toward which its aomewhat discrete programs.are directed.

Thus for example, in this particular area a number .of NIE grbups

would (or should) haTe substantial interest. These would include those

concerned with Disserination and Feed Forward processes, with R&D utili-

zation, with local problem solving, with the overall R&D system and with

Basic Stud...es, even though only one of these groupswas actually involved

in the procurement 1:eing discussed, and was in fact pursuing the project

independently of the others.

3,?fi



4. Possible 4ternatives

A. Develo in close workin relationshi with the stron talent in

the field durihgKthe survey design stage:

Use of the RFP mahanism for procuririg this work probably had the\
effect of. cutting NIE off 'fom the base of creative Research talent

who.tend to be "turned off" by. RFPs -- who could not conceive of carry-

ing out4tesearch they did not eh7selves design (or at least play a

role in designing) or in working vqthin tight specifications as to

deadlines, outputs, etc. Many of iese Researchers may not even.be
,

aware of the Pxistence of this Researè program (so that they plight

think about participating) since they a e unlikely to read the Com-

merce Business Daily or other such source where competitions generally%
more attractive to entrepreneurial organi tions are announced.

Tf the procurekent is thought of (initi lly, or after the evaluation

stage described above) as requiring input frn creative Research

talent -- to zero in on'what kinds of things e need to study so as

to achieve long-term polily-relevant goals (f r example that might

involve the exploitation of diffusion processes based on seeding school

districts having high implementation success pro abilitiess.based on

their demonstrated self help capacities)* r.... then perhaps the survey

design stage could be viewed as a wedge for achie ng a wider range

of Agency purposes. By bringing the strong talent n the field to-

gether in an ongoing relationship with the Agency, IE might use the

design of this survey as the basis for lon6-term program planning of

the Research program to be served by (and to further the development

of) the monitoring system. This kind of relationship with the field
._...

might affect not only the long-term NIE Research Program agenda/port-

folio, but also influence the shaping of long-term agendas of these

strong Research organizations. The greater the involvement of these

organizations in the design of this long-term data system, the greater

the likelihood that synergy will develop within and between their own

organizations' R'search agendas. Thus, this mode of relationship has.

the potential. of beilg the wedge whereby NIE may shape the portfolios

1. II IN I AO MIIMMINIK ma. La I. NMI 1 111= .M11=

*We wish to remind the reader of the hypothetical character of both

the process described and our neutral position as to the substantive

content.

t
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of the institutions that appear to have the strongest potential for

producing important quality work in this area. The capability-building

potential here may in fact have greater long-term consequences than the

particular survey (or even the particular monitoring system) being de-

.signed.'

If a survey of this kind is to be an element in a contirming

process, some kind of ongoing close relationship with the field of po-

tential contractors might be essential. Otherwise, each contractor

carrying out a piece of'the long-term program is likely to pursue its

own conception of what is involved here (which may at times be appropriate,

but within boundi of some sort), or NIE will be forced to be highly directive

each and every time about the wurk to be carried out.

-B. Stagink theyrocurement with competitive RFP-type procurement used

only in the data-otherin$ stage:

The procurement might be staged so that (1) R&D specialists

work collaboratively with NIE -during the design stage .(either as "con-

sultants" or as the result of modified Competitions such as invitations

to them to submit proposals of design ideas, etc.); (2) the larger

scale phase i data-ga:nering stage is handled competitively through

RFP-type procurement; and (3) the more intensive but smaller scale

phase 2 survey and the data analysis and subsequent reanalysis stages

might again be handled in only modified competitive form (e.g., inviting

specific innovation process specialists to submit proposals) or as oxen

competitions that include an element of actively encouraging certain

organizations to submit proposals. With regard to the analysis stage,

what we are suggesting may again come into conflict with the "fairness"

principle. If some form of phase 2 and/or data analysis competition

pits specialists involved in the design stage and/or the phase 1 stage

against the rest of the field, it is highly likely that scimeone will

cry "foul" and argue that any of those involved in the initial efforts

should be barred from the later analysis competition because their know-

leCge gives them "unfair" advantage. The other possibility -- closing

this competition to only those involved in the design stage (or perhaps

specifically inviping them to bid) might produce even louder cries of

"foul" since clearly they are being treated differently from the rest of

3
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-.the universe of potential competitors. The problem ih not easily

reolved.

lssuin a c etitive rocurement-announcement that uses the*NIE-

developed survey design as illustrative and encourages creative

design work and collaborative arvIngements between organizations

strong in survey research and.others strong_in understandinh

innovation processes

Another option rather different from what we have been suggesting

would be to implement the procurement as a single procurement but

change the specificity, time frame, etc. to make it possible for more

creative design work to be carried out in the proposal development and

to facilitate the development of collaborative arrangements among

organizations with talents suited to different phases of the overall

procurement.

It should be noted that while collaborative contractor/sub-

contractor arrangements were not prevented in the initial RFP, nor

was a contractor prevented from suggesting an alternative design for

the survey (in addition to bidding on the design specified), such

possibilities were made somewhat difficult by the one month or less

available to the contractor to draft the proposal. Collaborative

arrangements take time to develop and complicate the problems of

writing a coherent proposal. Furthermore, developing alternative con-
.

captions for the survey -- different in conception, design, execution,

etc. from what was suggested in the RFP -- is likely to be difficult

if not impossible within the RFP response time frame, especially-given

the varied other demands on the time of those drafting the responses.

In all likelihood, considerably more time was invested by NIE personnel

in the development of the design specified in the RFP. Clearly, any

organization responding to a competitive procurement is aware that

investment of time and money in responding to an RFP is a gamble with

payoff likely only in a fraction ofall cases. Therefore, the time an

organization is willing to invest in responding to an RFP is likely to

be limited not sufficient to conceptualize, e1aborate, and present
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WelYa design for an aLternative approach significantly different from

that sp.cified in the RFP.

There are problems inherent in this option, then, and perhaps a

staging here might resolve. this -- e.g., competitively procuring brief

statements of creative design work proposed; then selecting from these

a small number of organizations to work with internal NIE staff to develop

--the designs-withid-a-teatonable time frame.

Coordination within NIE

Given the fact that the survey data to be gathered have potential

utility across NIE program boundaries, and that some of the data needs

of other NIE programs might have been met by this survey, then planning

of this survey might have been used as a wedge to promote cross.divisilnal

4*

and cross-program'communication within the Institute-a.to promote a more

systems-oriented pattern of thinking across the Agency as, a whole,

especially to seek synergy and interaction effects apross program lines.

Clearly, the Institute would be well served by such, a strategy. *e

4. _Summary Description of Alternate Procurement and Related Activities

A. Staging/Field Agency Relations

The procurement could be usefully thought,Of as having the following

possible elements:

1) the initial conceptualization and general research design

2) the first phase mass (2,000 school districts) survey

3) data apalysis and the selection of the sample of "self-help"

school district innovations .

4) the second phase intensive survey

5) the data analysis for the second phase and possible reanalysis

of the first phase data

6) design of alternative delivery strategies

7) design of potential field experiments.

While these elements would not all need to be so separated, it

is readily evident that different akills are required as between various

combinations of elements. Also, there are likely to be critical questions

that will need answering ae each stage before it will be obvious as to

whether it is justifiable to proceed. Thus it will be only after element

3) above (the phase 1 data analysis) that we are likely to know whether

it is indeed feasible to identify self-help innovation districts through

such a survey; whether there are any xeliable predictor characteristics
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that can differentiate schools not only as to the general question

but as to the types-of innovation in which they engage; whether a

sufficient number of such districts can be identified so as to make

phase 2 viable; and most important, whether the phase 1 findings*

give any indication of the "self-help" factor as likely to account

for a variance ix tilt. reception to external R&D products. Similar

milestone requirements unuld exist after elements 1) (initial design)

and 5) (phase 2 analysis).

These two aspects, tho-variable skills required, and the

critical milestone requirements lead us to consider staging as a

potentially desirable strategy, as follows:

StaRe 1. Initial conceptualization and research design could be

carried out as part of a loosely defined grants compe-

tition. The NIE staff would take responsibility for

synthesiling the outcomes in collaboration with a panel

of consultants draWn.from the .several Researchers (or grOUps)

that were chosen from the competition.

Stage 2. An RFP, relatively tightly drawn and based on the initial'

synthesized conceptualization, would be used to sslect and

fund a single contractor skilled for the phase 1 survey

and preliminary data analysis.

,Stage 3. After completion of the phase I. survey and analysis the

NIE staff, in conjunction again with the panel from Stage

1 above, would make the determination as to whether to

proceed with the study.

Stage 4. If the decision was positive a second RFP would be issued

for phase 2 and the contin4ing analysis. This RFP would be

far less tightly drawn--only mandating tbe use of the phase

1 results in the planning and design. These results would

be a part of the RFP as would be the original synthesized

conceptualization. The RFP should be open to everyone

(possible) and collaborative relations between groups strong

in conceptualization and in survey research could be

encouraged by indicating in the RFP the importance of



Creative conceptualization of the issues and by permitting

the maximum possible period for response (and informally

by NIE letting the field know that this is seen as a

desirable aspect).

Stage 5. Using personnel identified in the previous stages as

active consultants, NIE sould take responsibility for the

development of alterhative delivery strategies. RFPi;

could later be issued for the design and conduct of field

experiments and evaluation research* (formative and then

summative) when this becomes appropriate.

B. Multi-Purpose Strategy

As we have already noted the oppOrtunity for achieving several

NIE purposes through this procurement exists.

The manifest purpose of identifying the "self-help" Districts

and of learning something of their innovation receptivity behavior

has been described. But there are othes, more lateni purposes that

could be achieVed.

1. System Building

At least two opportunities for system building can be identified.

First, the very targets of the survey, the self-help Districts,

could be looked upon as potentially very important Members of the

educational R/D&I system (as sites for model programs, possibly

receptive entry points for R&D products, models of local implementation

capacity development, etc.). It might therefore be worth considering

the development of a loose network of such Districts--operating much

aa an invisible 'college might. Attempts to involve them in programs,

even in later stages of the pfesent study, could have positive consequences

for the R/D&I system.

Second, we could consider the consequences for the R/D&I system

of developipg the network of Researchers who might be involved in

this study. The effect of creating the original design group and

their continued use as a panel of consultants could be very important

for the field. Also, the efforts aimed at linking the more conceptual

Researchers with the strong field survey organizations for work in

this area (as suggested above) could act to add considerable capacity

to the educational R/D&I system.



2. Monitoring

The issue of monitoring as a critical requirement for R/D&I

system building and orchestration was frequently noted in our general

analysis. We have also already touched upon this in our review of

this case., While monitoring was not an initial or explicit purpose

of the study, it is evident that to make use of its findings (if

these turned out to be of value) for the design of future dissemi=a-

tion and development strategies would demand an ongoing monitories

process. Additionally, the type of data that would be collected wculd

provide a basis for the design of a system to monitor the existeace

and functioning of a potentially very significant phenoienon in the

RID&I system. Hence, in orchestrating the survey design, execution

of Its phases, etc., NIE should make explicit its desire to have tha

efforts lend themselves to these monitoring purposes.

3. Environmental Impact

It may be that by paying explicit attention to the value of

self-help efforts, and presenting in a positive iight NIE's desire

to tee a synergistic interweaving of internally and externally-

generated innovations,- that positive consequences could be generated

for the Agency and its R&D efforts. These might involve increase

in legitimacy ("We do not assume that all wisdom comes to you fromthe
.

outside") and in the political climate ("We are really seeking to iavolve

quality local capacity").

C. In_Le_r_!talNAandOttrementBehaviors
The central theme of the proposed NIE strategy with respect

to this study was that frequently recommended in this analysis--
1

orchestration. The key to the strategy was the careful orchestration

of various types of participants so that they could play their optimal

roles at the right stages, the building-in,of key checkpoints or

mllestones, the encouragement of desired collaborations, etc.

Clearly this would call for NIE personnel capable of performing such

tasks, as well as the synthesis of ideas for the study as we recommend-

ed after stage 1.

We also noted the need for cooperation and communication across

a number of groups within NIE that could (or should) have been inter-

ested in the study. .Further, NIE might consider with which other
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agencies (e4., OE) it should be cooperating in the conduct of this

study and in what might grow out of it.

.Finally, there may be other (essentially) non-procurement actions

that would be seen as contributing to the various purposes of the

study. One such example might be the holding of a session at AERA on

the topic, or a special conference. There may be others.

6. Likely Impacts

We have Buggested throughout this scenario what we believe might be

a number of the likely impacts of this alternatively designed procurement.

We summarize ttiese here:

a) There wo'41d seem to be a strong possibility of highly creative

thinking in the survey design stage.

b) Consequently, the long-term data base and monitoring system

.evolving out of this survey program would likely be appronriately

oriented toward: developing increased understanding of the R/D&I

system in education; and identifying useful leverage points for

policy interventions.

c) Several system-lauilding impacts seem likely: developing comm6-

nication linkages around the strong Research talent of the ride-

vent Research aieas (e.g., "invisible college" mechanisms);

providing additional Support for, and facilitating the quality

work of strong Research organizations working 4n relevant Research

areas; aftecting the long-term Research agendas of these strong

organizations and increasing the potential for synergy across the

work of these various organizations (and between their agendas and

NIE's); and possibly over the long run developing linkages among

the self-help Districts and strengthening their capabilities as key

participants in the R/D&I system.

d) NIE's close working relationship to the field in carrying out this

procnrement and related activities is likely to strengthen NTE's

positionvis a vis the field and enhance the Agency's image as an

integral and key part of the field facilitating its development.

e) Other positive environmental impacts would also seem likely. SEA and

LLA personnel are likely to view with favor NIE initiatives that

recognize their innovative potential and accord them respected status

as key organizations in the R/D&I system. Given the generally strong

influence of education interest groups on Congress and the public,this

3
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would seem to suggest important side-benefits for the Institute's

image, lzgitimacy, and long-term stability.

f) .1E's position as the lead agency for Research and Development in

education is likely to be strengthened by cross-agen0 coordination

of the kind suggested here. -Given the critical interrelationships

between OE and NIE programs, it would seem clear that collaborative/

coordinating strategies between ,OE and NIE (as well as other agencies)

should have substantial long-term payoff.

g) For NIE, oneva the most significant organizational impacts of this

alternatively designed procurement may be the promotion of internal

communication across NIE divisions, the development of synergy

across divisional program lins, and the :.:mergence of a systems

perspective across the Agency -- with all that implies for the con-

sideration of interaction/ lrtfolio effects, building multi-purposes

(especially system building) into procurements, and designing pro-

curements in relation to p variety of non-procurement actions that

in the long run may have greater.consequence for the syStem than any

individual procurement or set of procurements.

The procurement ?Er-initially conceived might clearly _have accomplished

much that could b viewed as highly beneficial, and it is not our purpose to

find fault with procurements made in this manner, Still, we believe that the

benefits likely to accrue from the redesigned procurement are substantially

greater. Therefore, we recommend this alSinoach to the Institute and the
-

Council for their conSideration.

trj .
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II. UNSOLICITED PROPOSALS: A PROPOSED FAAMEWORK FOR DESIGN OF NATIONAL

PROGRAM EVALUATIONS

1. Description of the Procurement*

Among the unsolicited proposals received by NIE in m4 1976 was one

particularly interesting description of a framework for design

\

of national

Thprogram evaluations. e approach was designed to provide the kinds ofpro-

cess ind impact data that could 1.e expected to meet the informatiun needs of

deciaion makars at different levels of government as well as vogram managers

and staff. The approach permitted some degree of local variability in de-

signs and emphases while at the same time enabling.data.to be aggregated or

disaggregated to meet different decision needs. What made the proposal seem

particularly intriguing was the comprehenst4eness with which program'charac-

teristics and implementat.on conditions were treated in the scheme outlined.

The Research organization that submitted the proposal was requesting

funds for.elaboration and subsequent testing of the framework across several

national programs varying in key program and/or implementation charactezistics.-

The proposal appeared to be relevant to the program concerns of sev-
.

eral NIE divisions and was therefore reviewed by each of .These in turn. In

some cases, program personnel were not sufficiently interested in the proposal

to be willing to fund it out of their own allocations. 'In one case, there was

substantial interest in funding the proposal but available funds of that di-

vision for the given program year had already been committed. The leaderhip

cf that division suggested that perhaps the needed funds might be secured froo

the budget of the Director's Office where there was available a small reserve

fund for pofentially significant funding opportunities of this kind.

The Director' Office requested that the proposal be reviewed by sev-

eral leading members ot the Evaluation Research and Research Design fields.

*While the case
curement, it is
the substantive

is presented to read as though it describes an actual NIE pro- ,

in fact hypothetical. Also, the authors imply no position on

content of the procurement.

3,70
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Favorable ccimments were received from most of these reviewerl) with only

minor points suggested here and there for rethinking. These points, along

'with some additional.considerations and possible reservations, raised by a

knowledgeable.NIE staffer, were then forwarded to the proposing Research

organization. After some discussions, a mutually agreeable Research Grant

scope of work was drafted, calling for full development of the proposed

scheme and field testing of its utility and effectiveness at specified sites

of designated kederally-funded national educational programs carried out under

NIE or OE auspices.

NIE staff hl.d previously met with OE personnel to advise OE of the

proposed grant, suggest and work out the details of the needed coordination

between agencies, and secure,OE approval and cooperation in the use of

OE-funded programs and OE-supported program sites in the field test. OE was

enthusiastic about the grant since it had been supporting related work on the .

development of a set of somewhat standardized models for ESEA Title I evalua-'

tions. The work supported by OE was similar in its orientation toward making

possibte data aggregation or disaggregation as.needed to meet differen: in-

formation Aeeds. But the OE-supported work was less powerful in its lack of

attention to implementation conditions (a weakness recognized by the OE con-

tractor and taken into account in their longer-term plans)..

2. Impacts

In considering what the likely impactR of this procurement tight be,

the following seems reasonable:

a) The work might well produce a significant breakthrough in

resolving some of the methodological 'dilemmas of the Evalua-

tion Research function at this point in its development.

Its positive reception from leaders of the field might be

,viewed as encouraging. However, since breakthroughs

tend to be relatively rare and Research of this kind in-

volves a_.onsiderable amount of uncertainty, it is also

quite possible (and perhaps even more probable) that dif- 1

ficulties encountered aAong the way will reveal unantici-

pated problems' in the proposed framewollk, weakening its

utility for widescale application. If such is the case,

then the substantive Research output might better be
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classified as an important (or possibly unimportant)

part of the accumulating knowledge/technology base of

the Evaluation Rese.arch function, and not as a key

breakthrough in the field's methodologica] ievelopment.

b) NIE's involvement of the field in evaluation of the

proposal is likely to be well received, at least by the

part of the field included in pe evaluation process.

Given the NIE strategy of including the field's leader-
,

ship in tilis protess, the payoff in generating positive

field affect is likely to be substantial (unless of

course!the field is undergoing a period of change or is

divided into different "schools of thought" and NIE's

selection of advisers takes into account only one 'of

several groups vying for influence on the direction of

the field's development).

c) NIE-OE coordination of efforts is likely to strengthen

the links between these two key education agencies.

3. Evaluation of the Procurement and its Impacts, Actual and Potential

In evaluating the procurement, Agency personnel must weigh actual

(or likely) impacts of a procurement as initially formulated with possl.ble

desired impacts. The question to consider here is: How might such a

procurement be designed to better achieve Agency purpof.as, or to achieve

a broader range of Agency purposes?

At the very least this question requires insuring some clarity on

Agency purposes: What in fact are the Agency purposes that are viewed as

relevant to this procurement? Might a somewhat different view of the

Agency role and its requirements for procnretent policies produce a

different or an enlarged picture of the relevant purposes?

At the very least, NIE's role is conceived as that of a funding

agency which can facilitate quality work in the field through choices as

to which work it funds. Therefore, the unsolicited proposal would likely

have been evaluated in accord with some of the criteria we suggested in
...-

our discussion of the Research functi Does the proposal fall within a

Research area with which we have decided to work? If it does, can the

proposal be judged to demonstrate the level of state-of-the-art creativity
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and Excellence that calls for support. ,If it falls outside a Research

area that we have decided to work with, but is of such excellent quality

that NIE should in some way or other be part of its sponsorship, how

might NIE work with other agencies to insure and to coordinate its sup-

port?) Does NIE have the kinds of people in-house who can work with

the proposing Researcher(s)? Which Researcher(s) and which organize-

tion(s) will be supported if the proposal is funded -- a "star" of the

field? an exciting new talent? an existing, center of excellence with

the needed minimum critical mass of relevant talent? or, an institu-

tional setting lacking in the organizational resources needed to ade-

quately carry out the proposal or build long-term system capacity?

Once we start considering this latter group of questions, we have

moved conLiderably beyond a conception of NIE's role as simply a funding

agency seeking to identify individual proposals to fund. Instead, NIE's

role is viewed in terms of broader, more system-oriented respoRsibilities.

One of our basic contenttons in our discuss on of the Research

function was that the latent, long-term, system-building potential of any

Research procurement was likely to be far more consequential than the

manifest substantivt *pose of the procurement. If this argument is

accepted, and if we def,ir the relevant Research area as Evaluation

Research.methodology, eh9 several aspects of the Evaluation Research

function as it exists in tke education sector today become relevant to

evaluating the proposed approach to making this procurement:

a) The knowledge/technology base of the field has been

undergoing extensive development in recent years.

, b) There is a clearly visible Evaluation Research c)mmu-

nity, with its own leadership, its own channels of

communication, its developing standards of quality

work, etc.

c) Though the numbers of Evaluation Researchers and in-

stitutional bases for Evaluation Research are large,

the amount of first-rate talent is somewhat limited and

is distributed unevenly across the various types of per-

formQg organizations in the field.

d) There is a huge federal investment in Evaluation Research,

especially ifone aggregates Evaluation Research
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expenditures across agendies.

e) There is.substantial foundation interest (the Russell

Sage Foundation) in the development of Evaluation Re-
\

*search methodology.

Therefore, it seems reasonable to consider how much greater the po-

tential impact of this unsulicited proposal might be if it was used as a

base on which to build a broader-scale, longer-term, staged, multi-purpose

program, coordinated across governmental agencies and internally within

NIE across divisions and program boundary lines.

4. Possible Alternatives

A. Work with the Prop./mina Researcher in an Interactive/Collaborative Mode

If NIE had stxdng in-house.staff with-the needed:Methodological skills

(and there would seem to be.some staffers with these talents at present),

the Agency could work with the proposing Researcher to strengthen the pro-

posal, relate it to other work going on in the field and other relevant in-

itiatives funded by other agencies (e.g., OE). In-house personnel could

possibly: facilitate information exchanges between the proposing Researcher

and others in the field; develop meeded syntheses and critical reviews

mapping the area and the state of the art, useful for stimulating field com-

munication about the proposed framework (and the ongoing work to elaborate

and test it); make:data available for use in elaborating 'or testing the

framework's utility prior to field worki etc.

B. Using the Proposal as a Basis for Developing Close Working Relation-

with the Strong Talent in the Field

NIE might consider convening a continuing seminar or panel to discuss

the implications of the proposed (and subsequently the ongoing) work, to

assess its quality, and.to consider what it does or does not suggest about

directions for the methodological development of the field as well as the

work's practical applications in national program evaluations. This kind

of ongoing seminar might become a wedge for design of alternative ap-

proaches ( or components of a single unified approach), each carried out

by different,participants in the seminar, alone or working together

collaboratively.
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C. Cross-Agency/Funder_Coordination

NIE.might play a leadership role in contaeting.other agencies or

funders (e.g., the Russell Sage Foundation) to stimulate their interest

i in this proposal as well as the possibilities of identifying synergistic

add-ons or points of relevance to work sponsored by these other funders.

Possibilities for pooling of resources might be a particular point of

focus in these interactions.

D. Internal NIE

All NIE project officers might be asked to consider their program

evaluation needs and how these might relate to the proposed framework.
4

Such discussions -- in-house, with the proposing Researcher, and with the

long-4e= advisory panel of leaders of the Evaluation Research field --

would seem to, have the potential to stimulate cross-program communication

and synergy in the development and interrelatiou of Evaluation Research

designs for NIE programs.

5. Summary Description of the Alternative Procurement and Related Activities*

A. Staging and Field/Agency Relations

The procurement and related activities could be thought of as having

the folloWing possible elements:

1) collaborative/interactive NIE-Researcher development of

the proposal in its final form;

2) NIE staff development of state of the art syntheses and

itiques that relate the ftoposed framework to the ex-

ist ng technology base of the field;

3) convening of a long-term, on-going seminar of leaders of

the Evaluation Research and Research Design communities

to assess the validity, significance, and implications

of the ongoing work -- as well as to facilitate the devel-

opment of an "invisible college" mechanism;

We wish to remind the reader of the hypothetical character of both the
process described and our neutral position as to the substantive content.
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4) design of alternativ,e models, or system components of

a unified model, with different members of the seminar

group working on pieces of this, individually or col-

laboratively;

5) testing of the initially proposed framework (as elab-

orated), and possibly alternative Models, thrcugh

reanalysis of available Evaluation Research data sets;

6) field testing of these frameworks/models in a small

sample of selected program sites;

7) large-scale field testing across varying programs

.nationwide;

8) consideration of utility of developed models at interim

points in the testing procedure;

9) convening conferences of Evaluation Researchers and pro-

gram personnel fram varying national educational programs

to consider the imp'ications of this work.

S veral of these stages might be clustered together; but what is impor-

tant is that each stage suggests critical questions that will need answers

before it will be obvious a- to whether it is justifiable to proceed.

B. Multi-Purposes

The manifest purpose of this procurement -- i.e., to elaborate and test

the proposed framework 7-fappears to be of some consequence in and of itself.

But in addition, other latent purposes could be achieved as well if the pro-

curement was considered in system-oriented terms. Wc have noted several

ways in which systemrbuilding purpopt could be achieved (e.g., facilitating

communication among, and providing additional support for the work of, the

strong Research talent and Research organizations in the field). In addition,

positive environmental impact might accrue from involvement of the program

personnel in the assessment of the new framework and its implications after

the field vist resqlts are available fo,-. considetation.

6. Likely Impacts

a) NIE's closa working relationship to ihe field in evaluating and

then expanding *Ale scope of this proposal is likely to strengthen

position vis A vis the field and enhance the Agency's image
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as an integral and key part of the field facilitating its

development.

\b) As we have noted, several system-building impacts seem likely:

developing communication linkages among the strong talent in the

Evaluation Research and Research Design fields (e.g., "invisible

college" mechanisms); providing additional support for and facil-

itating the quality work of strong Research organizations working

in relevant Research areas; and affecting the long-term Research

agendas of these strong organizations and increasing ihe potential

for synergy across the work of these various organizations (and

between.their agendas and NIE's).

c)4 NIE's position as the lead agency for Research and Development in

education is likely to be.strengthened by cross-agency coordination

of the kind suggested here.

d) Increaseakcommunication among NIE program officers (considering the

implications of this proposal to their programs) is likely to

strengthen the develoPment.of stronger progratt evaluations that con-

sider interaction effeCts across programs as well as impacts at-

tributable to discrete programs.

Our conclusion here is similar to our statement 'in the previous scenario.

The procurement as initially conceived might clearly have accomplished much

that could be viewed as highly beneficial. And, clearly, much that we have

suggested is sinner to courses of action frequently followed by the Institute.

What may be different here, and what may explain'any additional benefits

likely to accrue from the expanded description of the rethought procurement

and non-procurement actions, is the emphasis on simultaneity and interaction

among these occasionally considered options. We therefore recommend this

kind of thinking to the Institute and the Council for consideration.

!te' i .
t*. fd
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I. _FRAMEWORK: A SYSTEMS VIEW OF EDUCATIONAL R/D&I

1. Developinik an Analytical Framework for a,New Field

Institutionalized Research, Development and Innovation (R/D&I) in

education is little more than a decade old -- yet the R/D&I system

capacity (as we can assess it now), our understandihg of the

system and our ability to manage it have increased significantly.

We are now in a position to begin to de elop and refine, over

the next few years, an analytical framework and a relatively

unobtrusive monitoring system (for data gathering) with which

we may assess the educational RJD&I system in terms both of

progress made to date and of what might reasonably be expected

in the near term And ler term future. Such an assessment

would provide the basis for annual or periodic reviews of the

educational RJD&I System.

The analytical framework and the monitoring system for such

assessment could be developed from our growing knowledge of

RO&I in other sectors and of the conditions pertinent to the

education seceor in particular.

In this brief overview report, we will suggest in broad terms

what such a framework might look like; what should be the basis

for assessment in the current and succeeding periods; in these

terms, but based on the incomplete and tentative evidence and

impressionistic judgements available at this time, what is the

status of key elements in the system and what can be expected

in the near and longer terms; and finally what major needs

require consideration in formulating federal policy and program

initiatives.

2. Educational R/D&I as a System

It is important to make explicit a key premise that underlies
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the proposed framework; namely that the institutions and personnel

involved in the production and utilization of educational R/D&I

outpup form a "system" and not just an unconnected "configuration"

of entities. Acceptance o this premise does not deny that there can'

be and often is only a weak linkage or integration between institu-

tions which sihould be more closely related and whose goals might

show more cohnimence. Nor do we imply any monolithic, centralized

network. But there are very significant implications for long-term

planning and monitoiing and for the development of initiatives by

a federal agency that do come' from such a "system" perspective;

i.e., of a leadership that can give meaning to an expansion and

maturation of educational RiD&I capacity.

Most particularly, the perspective permits a proper concern for

capacity building and system maturation. It also permits a

recognition of those fundamental or generic characteristics com-

'mon to all R/D&I systems and allows us to learn from their diffi-

cult experiences in growing to maturity. An informed jolicy-per-

spective for educational R/D&I must be based on an understanding

both of th,_Ise generic issues and of the special characteristios of

of the educational context.

/- 3. Stases of Development

R/D&I systems characteristically go thraigh various stages of

growth and development -- from the uncertainties and insecurity
.

:

of birth and early years; to a

1

eriod of striving to establish

themselves and their legitimac ; to a more mature period in

unich their functions, institutions and linkages are well estab-

lished.

In thh,early stages, one finds unrealistically high expectations

and over optimistic forecasts concerning, high quality results -

to be delivered quickly and implemented on a widespread basis.

Stnce in reality the development of an R/D&I system (and its outputs)



takes much longer and requires much more investment than is usually

recognized at the time, one soon alio finds frustration and a

tendency to "overreace-on the part of R/D&I system personnel,

funders and-sponsors.

Thus, it becomes important to assess the value of investment6.

to date in terms of whether or not astrong basis for the future

and future returnslias been developed -- not in terms of sunk

costs, diappointments and unrealistic early expectations.

4. An Exzending View of EduCational R/D&I

.0ver the past two decades, federal funding policies have refectedje

an inCreasingly broadening perspective of what constitutes an

educational R/D&1 system. Initially, funding was charnelled

primarily to Research; then increasingly to Development (e.g.:

design and development of curriculum, instructional packages,,

etc.); to Evaluation Research in the 1960's; and, more recently,

1.ncreasingly to Policy Research.

. _

Most recently, there has been a dramatic increase in funding

support for functions which link R&D outputs with utilization

in school lystens -- i.e., the Dissemination function and assis-

tance for ihe Implenentation/Utilization functions. Indeed,

support for Utilization activities represents 43% of educational

R/D&I funding in both FY75 and FY77 (projected).

In addition to a broadening perspective as to which R/D&I functions

to support (as noted above), there has developed an expanded view

of (1) the institutions in which var.fous R/D&I functions are per-

formed (thus, for example , we find substantial federal funds being

channelled to User system institution's tb develop User system

capacity for innovation); and (2) the type of institutions with

which NIE may establish special relationships (n.g.,with academic

and private oector institutions as well as with the federally

created labs and centers).
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It. ASSESSMENT OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF SYSTEM CAPABILITY OVER THE

DECADES

1, The Bases for Assessment of the Educational R/D&I System

An effecti'vely functioning mature R/D&I system must have:

1) a network of stable institutions of minimum critical

mass, properly attuned to.their.various functions

(Research, Development, Dissemination, etc.), and

appropriately linked to each other and 'to Users;

2) qualified personnel'in sufficient numbers, prop rly dis-

tributed and focuued on appropriate programs;

3) visibility and legitimacy among the various R/D&I system

stakeholders;,

4) adequate and stable levels of funeing;

5) a stiong knowledge and technology base;

6) system mana4ers, decision makers, policy makers who

have relevant management and policy trianing and

skills.

Only when these conditions exist can one expect the R/D&I system

to have the capacity to provide a meaningful flow of high

quality outputs (which could improve educational practice) that

are adopted and used effectivtly by 'a significant number of Users.

The current state of the educational R/D&I system's capacity

and quality of activity may be assessed, but the assessment

must also involve:

1) a comparison with the state of Educational R/D&I in the

past, and

2) the potential for future R/D&I system development and

maturation.

2. The Historical Context

The challenge that has faced us over the past two decath-s has

been one of virtually creating an educational R/D&I system



.de nova. R&D work did exist -- but hot a cohesive R/D&I systam

properly linked to Users.

Specifically, two decades ago one would generally find:

1) scattered researchers (It..stly individuals or small

teams in academic settings studying schools and students,

nonetheless having few strong linkages to User system

personnel);

.2) a sm411 number of large curriculum tmprovtment projectR in

selected subject areas (again, staffed largely by univer-

sity. scholars) ;

3') a considerable 'amount of in-house, practice-based devel-

opment of curriculum (by school ,system perSonnel);

4) private companies providing textbooks, materials and

equipment -- and a very few small Research corporations.

None of these tended to have iignificant discernible impact on the
-t

User system or on the accumulation of a knowledge or technology

base directly applicable`tthe solution of User system needs and

problems. This is nq surprising when we consider that R/D&I

, generally lacked:

1) strong linkaise between Researchers, Developers, Producers,

Disseminators and Users -- or even among personnel within

a specific functional area (e.g.: among Researchers);

2) significant leadership or toordination either from the fl-d

or from any national level organization.

3. The Institutional Base

We can identify some significant changes over the past two decades

in the inktitutional base of the edqcational R/D&IssysteM. For

one thing, the mission-oriented organized R/D&I mode has replaced

V



the individual/small team mode as the dominant mode of R&D. For

another, there are now some 1500-3000 R/D&I organizations (precise

figures by functional/organizational category must await survey

work now in progress). These include (at the very least):

1) the various edaational organizations cre&ted through

federal initiative and funding (e.g.: the regional

laboratories, R&D centers, ERIC clearinghouses,materials

centers, etc.),

2) R&D capacity in several hundred academic and private sector

Research or R&D institutions/organizational units (including

private publishers, equipment companies, etc.);

3) R/D&I capacity (mostly newly created) in every SEA, in ISAs

and even in several hundred of the larger LEAs.

Ilbst of thii capacity is relatively new (even on the SEA/ISA/LEA

levels), having been created or,expanded with federal funding.

The impact that federal funding/procurement policy can have on an

.R/D&I system is well illustrated by the dramatic development of the

. private sectbr noted abovt (Which has been receiving a quite Sub-

*stantial percentage of the federal educational R/D&I dollar) --

compared to (and at the expense of ) the academic sector (which

in recent years hap received a relatively small percentage -- in marked

contrast to earlier years). To illustrate, in FY 1971, only 21% of

DHEW,evaluation awards were to the academic sector, while 74% went

to the private sector (29% to non-profit and 45% to for-profft

corporations) this despite evidence from at least one study

suggesting that evaluations done by the academic sector have

tended (on the whole) to be subsCsntially superior to evaluations

done by the private Sector.

Another point to note is that a si.. 11 numbe- of institutions --

fewer than 50 -- are receiving the bulk of NIE R/D&I funding. Does



this mean that these fewer than 50 essentially represent the

e4tent of the R/D&I system's high quality institutional base?

Or are there other high quality institutions which (for what-

ever reasgn) have not found NIE fundirg activities attractive?

And if so, how many? We currently have no data with which to

answer these questio, , though preparatory work is already

underway at NIE for a future set of studies to analyze dis-

tribution of institutional capability in relation to various

Unds of R/D&I activities.

A third point to note is that there has been some signifi-

cant instability within this expanding R/D&I institutional

base. Institutions or new organizational units have emerged

only to disappear a few years later for lack of funding or mar-

kets for their services. Only 7 of the original 20 regional

laboratories remain today, and only 12 of the 15-21 centers.
*

However, we must also note, (admittedly impressionistic) evi-

dence suggests that: (1) the expansion rate has been signi-

ficantly greater than the contraction; and (2) there appears

to have been some degree of "leveling off" of the "shakeout"

of existing R/D&I institutions (as seen, e.g., in the strength-

ened political position of the labs and centers). We would

also note that this observed historical pattern with the R/D&I

system institutional base is precisely what one would expect

in introductory and late introductory ttages of an R/D&I

system's development -- i.e., a substantial degree.of insti-

tutionalization has occurred (Iwith some losses), and a healthier

degree of career stability has become possible within even the

newer of these institutions. Given the predominant federal

role in funding educational R/D&I Lctivity, future decisions

',maw

*
The types of organizatiOs included under the "center" rubric

varies in different discussions.



about the level, direction, and form of funding to these in-

stitutions (which we know to be very responsive to such funding

patterns) will be determining as to their future.

4. Personal Base

Although we generally lack precise data about the educational

R/D&I system's personnel base, the following general estimates
.and analyses can be made:

1) In comparison to the mid-.'60s, the educational R/D61/

personnel base has doubled (perhaps tripled). The

best estimate was that the RID&I system personnel base

in 1969 totalled about 4,000 pereons. In 1974, sev-

eral estimates suggest a mean figure of about 10,000

persons (estimates.ranged from 8-12,000, and higher

or lower estimates can be found, depending on one's

definition of an educational R/D&I system).

2) Most of that work force is represented by Researchers

and by Development personnel.

3) There would appear to be a particularly inadequate num-

ber of personnel to carry out linkige roles in Dissemin-

ation/Feed Forward and support roles for Need Identifi-

cation, Implementation/Utilization -- especially if these

functions expanded over the next few years to the

degree suggested by various programs now in the planning

or discussion sta6es.

4) Most educational R/D&I personnel have an educational or

psychology training background (roughly 90% in 1965 and

80% in 1974) and university or school system work back-

grounds. Given the interdisciplinary nature of educa-



tional R/D&I personnel base. In this respect, the above figures

represent limited progress, but perhaps less than one might have

expected.

When the current survey of R/D&I organizations is completed and the

personnel data are analyzed, we will have a relatively goodbasis for

determining the precise size of the personnel base, how it is dis-

tributed by work setting, functional specialties, and representation

of minorities and women.

Precise data on the participation of women and minorities in the

educational R/D&I work force must await the results of the current

organizational.survey.of R/D&I-performers. (Based on such indicators

as AERA membership, it would now appear that neither women nor

minorities -- except Orientals -- are present in the personnel base'

in proportipn to their numbers in the population -- though, the level

of participation of women is significant -- 28% of AERA membership.)

. Until additional contemplated special studies of the personnel base

are undertaken, we will lack the needed data we need to understand the-

sources of that work force (by background, training, career history)

or the incentives, expectations, and aspirations likely to affect the

success of policy initiatives to expand that base, affect its diver-

sity, recruit personnel for new system roles, or stimulate considera-

tion of mid-career shifts in patterns of functioning.

Educational R/D&I planners have raised serious concerns about im-

balances and weaknesses in the system's personnel base; e.g.:

1. an inadequate number of specially trained personnel in

the User-oriented functions (dissemination, Implementation/

Utilization);

2. limited availability of strong training programs specifically

designed for functional specialties (except for Basic Research);

3. a far too limited number of first-rate talent being

attracted to the field.

None.of the corrective strategies attempted pver the past decade have



-' been wholly satisfactory. As a case in point, the substantial sup-

port received for Research training programs in the 160s seems to

have contributed substantially to the training (and probably to some

extent to the recruitment) of about 1,000 current educational R/D&I

personnel. However, it is not efttirely clear that the training

provided in these somewhat conventional Research training programs

was.the kind of traininR needed to meat the needs of a/ma functioning,

and the large scale, high priority, fe4erally-funded programs have

been discontinued. Although some subsequent training programs have

received federal support (e.g.: new programs to train change agents

and other linkage personnel), the scale and level of funding o[currott

programs.would not be adequate for either rapid expansion of the

system's personnel base or near-term correction of the imbalances

in the current personnel base across functional specialties.

Our knowledge of other R/D&I systems suggests.that:

1.) The rate at which the personael base can be expanded

varies among R/D&I system functions.

2.) In Research (and to a lesser extent, Development), the

rate is dependent on the number and size of the existing

centers of excellence (which alone can provide the training)

and is a long term process.

3.) For the linkage functions (Dissemination and to a lesser

extent Development), training.programs can be developed at

relatively modest levels of funding and personnel trained

within a relatively short time frame. However, training

'in these functions will be constrained by (1) rates and

levels at which Users can reasonably absorb their outputs

and (2) the relative lack of codification in the knowledge/

technology bases.

4.) Thus, merely investing dollars in training is not always

wise or effective.

5. Outputs

Educational R/DEd activity has produced a substantial number of out-



puts over the past decnde or two. Some 776 of a much larger number

of practice-oriented outputs r4s1;eloped with OE or NIE funding over

the peat decade are listed in the. 1976 Ca,:alog of NIE-Sponsored

Educational Products. Clearly a listing of the total number of out-

putt.; during the past two decades which have been produced by all

institutions within the R/D&I system from all funding sources would

bs many.timms larger.

At this time, there are few data-based statements that can be made

about overall quantitr or quality of theae.outputs. There has

been considerable criticism phrased in rather general terms aboutthe

poor quality of educational R/D&I outputs, but this tends to be

impressionistic or based on examination of a relatively small pro-

pertion of what has been produced.

At ,he fame time, the system has always produced at least a few

outputs of outstanding quality and widely reputed excellence -- the

NSF science curriculum improvement prOjects of the late '50s and

early '60s (PSSO, CHEM, BSCS, the School Math Study Group); Indi-

vidually Prescribed Instruction; Sesame Ltreet; etc.. In an ef-

fort to identifr and make better known sGme of the other high

quality outputs of the system, projects to identify exemplary products

of R&D efforts have brought increased attention to at least 30 such

outputs. Examples of a few of these products with extensive utili-

zation histories are:

- Sullivan Reading Program (programmed readers), reportedly
being used by more than 5 million chdren

Science'Curriculum Improvement Study (fundamental concepts/
elementary school science), reported to have been, used by

more than 1 million students

- Science -- A Process Approach (elementary school science

taught through processes of observing, measuring, classifying,
predicting and inferring), estimated to be used to teach mil-

lions of students

- Kindergarten Program, or First Year Communic.tion Skills

Program (basic skills of English language eommunication) , used

by about 250,000 students

- Man: A Course of Study (social science curriculum for grades

5-7), reported to have bee-. used by at least 200,000 students

;)



SEAs (with an additional impetus from federal support) have been

identifying, packagingland.disseminating potentiallY high quality

"exemplary practices" developed by. local school personnel.for their

own use. As yet, it is too early to judge whether the exemplary

practice concept will be a major source of innovation for the educa-

tional system or an illusory will o' the wisp, more hopeful than

practical or workable in reality -- as one of its critics charge.

There has also been an attempt to provide comparative evaluative in-

formation about alternative products, practices and packages to meet

given needs. Again, it will take some time before we will be in a

position to assess.the quality or utility of these outputs.

Linkages.to Educational Practice

Clearly, whatever might be said about the quantity or quality, effective-

ness or utilization of outputs.of the educational R/D&I system over

the past two decades, it would be fruitless to contend that the in-

vestment in the e'ducational R/D&I system to date has produced sub-

stantial, widespread impact on educational practice. There have been

some clearly outstanding outputs produced by the system that have been

well received and have reasonably extensive utilization histories.

Some firm linkages have appeared between some of the stronger Develop-

ment'organizations (e.g.: some of the labs, centers, and private sec-

tor firms) and the school systems who have been using their products.

On the whole, however, there has been rather minimal integration

between R&D, on the one hand, and educational practice, on the other.

Neither the findings of educational Research nor the products of

specialized R&D organizations or the highly publicized innovative

strategies of recent decades have generally been found to have any dis-

cernible impact on educational practice; where they have been found,

theY tended more often than not to be emasculated into "more of the

same old thing."

School systems that are highly innovative have been described as using

local resources to develop innovations designed only for local con-



sumption. Consequently, a vast body of practice-based innovation

fails to get documented or disseminated.

Innovation in education, then, where it does exist, is not being

managed with maximal efficienCy for widespread impact on the educa-

tional enterprise in this country. But clearly, the picture described

above is what one wouid exPect to find for a relatively young R/D&I

system in the early stages of its development -- i.e., sporadic

examples of significant, impactful knowledge production/knowledge

utilization linkages amid a general picture of much less substantial

achievement.

One of the most promising trends in recent years has been the increased

attention given by funders and policy makers to the development of

effective linkage mechanisms. For example: the substantial share of

federal 1441). funding allocated to Dissemination, Implementation, and

Utilization activities (43% of federal educational R/D&I funding in-

FY 1975); the increasing flow of federal R/D&I funding to User

system institutions (SEAs, ISAs, LEAs); new types of R/D&I activity

being supported with federA funding (e.g.: State Dissemination

Capacity Building Grants and LEA local problem-solvtrig projects and

capacity buildLng accompanied by documentation and analysis of the

processes used ,so that they can be packaged and disseminated to otSer

-

LEAs); etc.

Precisely how much linkage capacity now exists in place, how it is

distributed, and how adequately the various existing inechanisms link

Producers and Users are questions we cannot yet answer on the basis

of existing data 9r even data surveys now being planneci% Fiore

specialized studiei,of Producers, Users, and linkers will be needed.

7. Funding

In FY 1975, total funding for educational R/D&I in this country, from

all sources, fell somewhere between $504 rillion and $565 million

(depending on what is included or excluded in a given estimate), with
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$576 million the most likely figure. Of this total sum, approximately

827., i.e., $470 million (with a possible lower bound of $430 million

and a possible upper bound of $520 killion), came from various federal

departments ot.agencies. The remaining sources of educational R/D&I

funding include: State funds, $40 million ($30 million to $60 million);

local government funds, $4 million ($2 million to $10 million); private

foundations, $57 million ($57 million to $65 illion); and other private

sector sources, possibly (but here estimation is esiecially difficult)

$5 million ($3 million to- $75 million).

By comparison, the level or funding estimated to have been invested in

educational R/D&I by all sources in FY 1968 was $250 million. Data

for the vrevious decade Or so ate Ilss adequate, but some idea cl the

magnitude of the increase in funding levels can be seen in data from

USOE, the largest single source of funds for educational R/D&I acti-

vities: USOE appropriations for research and training rose from $1 mil-

lion in 1957 to A little ovar $100 million in 1969. The level of

funding available from federal sources has levelled off somewhat since

1966 (in terms of rate of growth) when the period of the most rapid

expansion.of the system's funding base ended.

Federal funding for educational R/D&I activity is provided by a sub-

stantial.number of federal departments and agencies. Different data

sources vary in the way they define relevant R/D&I activity and the

departments and agencies from whom budget data are collected. The best

recent set of data, gathered by a National Academy of Sciences study

group, provides data figures from 21 departments Ep-i agencies (counting

four HEW units separately). Fourteen of these departments and agencies

provided $48 million of the estimated $470 million or so estimated to

have been invested by the federal government in educational R/D&I in

FY 1975. The largest sdurce of funding came from the Education Division

of HEW ($335 million or 73%): of this .$335 million, $294 million came

from the Office of Education, $74 million from the National Institute

of Education. Substantial sums also came from the Department of Agri-

culture ($56 million), the National Science FoUndation ($40 million),

and the National Institutes of Health ($38 million). Quite a large

3



number of other federal agencies provided smaller amounts of funding..

After, the current survey of educatiOnal R&D performer organizations

is completed, we will be in a better position than now to estimate the

relative size of funding allocations by functional areas of R/D&I acti-

vity, and to determine to what extent the available resources are appor-

tioned in a manner so ae to provide the appropriate balance between

functions (taking into account the overall stage of development of the

R/D&I system and any necessary corrective actions that may be needed to

redress previously out of balance conditions).

The NAS data provide useful information about how fiederal funding for

educational R/D&I is divided among groupings of functional areas. The

FY 1975 data indicate that knowledge production (research, evaluation,

and statistical activities) have received the smallest share of federal

funds (17%), while 40% was allocated to applications formulations (materials

.development, policy formulation, demonstrations, and social experiments).

and 43% to Utilization activities (dissemination and implementation

. activities). Comparison with FY 1977 budget data indicates that know-

ledge production is receiving somewhat more attention (23%, up from 17%),

while applicatinn formulations are receiving less (34%, down from 40%)

and support for Utilization activities has remained stable (at 43%).

Comparison of 1975 and 1977 budget figures guggest at least one area of

concern: when the rate of inflation is taken into account the federal

allocations suggest a 14% decline in real terms financial resources

available to educational R/D&I.

8. Knowledge/Technology Base

There are two kinds of knowledge relevant to the building of the edu-

cational R/D&I system: (1) substantive knowledp/technology relevant to

specific system functions (needed by functional specialists) and (2)

knowledge about operative aspects of the system: what exists, what

policies/strategies do or do not work (needed by system managers and

policy makers).

t)
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In the educational R/D&I system, the knowledge/technology base is weak

in both respects -- probably substantially weaker than for most otiler

existing R/D&I systems. Thia is understandable: the educational R/D&I

,system is relatively,new; it exists in an emotional, value-laden,

Volitical context; and it is multi-disciplinary; it has had a relatively

law level of funding.

Nonetheless, so long as the system's knowledge/technology base remains
t

weak, we will tend to find poor quality outputs, which will (in turn) tend

to (1) produce and/or reinforce a negative environmental climate for the

sYstem, and (2) inhibit the flow of funds, personnel and other inputs

liirto the R/D& system -- tnputs needed for system maturation.

Given the above understanding of these overall weaknesses, we must also

take note that relatively substantial progress has been made in the past

ten to twenty years -- and thakt there are hopeful signs' for the next

decade. To illustratP., one of the most useful (though admittedly "rough")

indicators of the state of development of the knowledge/technology base

needed by functional spec4alists is .the availability of handbooks and other

syntheses of the relevant information -- i.e., some degree of maturation

must exist before these can begin to appear.

Using this criterion, we find that educational Research and Evaluation

Research have the beginnings of a modest knowledge/technology base, while

Dissemination and Development remain relatively weak.

Additionally, there have been efforts to develop knowledge of the opera-

tional aspects of rhe system (e.g.: NIE's R&D System Supp%Irt Program).

Thus, there are signs that the system's knowledgq/technology base will

improve in the years ahead. However, we must be aware that this involves

a slaw, system building process -- it is not done easily, nor will it be

done overnight.

.J
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9. Development of R/D&I Management and Policy Know-Ho4

As A typical of any newly developing' R/D&I oyster', concerns 'for Manage-

ment and policy making procesiés have taken a low priority as compar('

to programmatic concerns. The'dilemma is classical. ThoAe who ate

most likely to initiate an innovative thrust are least likel: to see the

need for or pay attention to effective performance in-the "mundane"

problems of institutional management and the "dirty" problems of policy

making. This has been the situation in educational R/D&I. 'Little at-

tention was given in past to sucti issues at the practitioner level or

at the Agency level. R&D management for education was not seen as a major

and necessary aapegt of the agenda of federal funding programs. In the

one study that inOired into this question personnel involved in educa-

tional R&D management practice indicated that they saw no need for training

and upgrading in REID managemedt skills.

With increasing matutati again as is typical, concerns in these areas

have begun to appear. Problems of organizational design, personnel

management, project nd portfolio 'selection, control and evaluation, cash

flow management, information management, etc. have begun to plague mana-

gers and policy makers.. NIL has begun on a modest scale to support some

studies of management and policy making processes in R/D&I. The time

would thus seem ripe for a major expansion in research and training pro-

grams devoted to upgrading the quality of -management and policy making

processes.

III. STATUS AND NEEDS OF MAJOR R/D&I FUNCTIONS

1. Basic Research

A. Assessment Basis

Basic Research is an uncertain, unpredictable and htghly creative

undertaking. It is very sensitive to threat5 to its climate and to



the 'quality ani stability of support and funding. It is highly

dependent on its roots in its fundamental disciplines. Its out-

puts are knowledge and stimulation and it is only generally in the

long term that we can as.ass its practical contribution. And,

given its inherent uncertainties it becomes pazardous to attempt

to predict the areas in which such outcomes will occur. But with-
.

out it the well of the new thinking frequently runs dry. It is

therefcdre vital that a healthy and mature R/D&I system will have

developed and maintained a substantial high quality Basic Research

component. But such a component\cannot be built quickly. The

rate at which quality Basic Research can be expanded is liMited by

'the size and quality of Jts existing centers of excellencd. To:

pump more funding into fhis endeavor than such centers can usefully

absorb can only lead to waste and disappointment. ,Future growth

is (and will be) limited by past investments in creating and

porting a central core of Basic Research having many centers of

excellence of minimum critical mass and larger. The major problem

in educational Basic Research has been in the very weakness of this

central core.

Assessment of the Basic Research function will need to be based on:

1) The size and quality (based on the reputation of institu-

tions and personnel) of the central core of the Basic

Research function -- most !specifically on the size, growth

and stability patterns of'identified centers of excel-

lence. An important indicator will be the ability to at-

tract and hold top flight researchers.

2) The number of new centers of excellence seeded and taking

root over successive (rolling) 3-5 year periods.

3) A measure of the supportiveness of the climate - in terms

of funding growth and stability over several year periods.

Measures of the quallty of the linkage to and reputation

of Basic Research in education and lts more fundamental

root disciplines (e.g.: psychology, sociology, etc.).
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Over long (10-20 year) time spans, an assessment of major

substantive contributions to.knowledge coming from educa-

iional Basic Research.'

B. Current Status and Expectations

4

Basic Research-in education is generally, to be found in two types

of seilings. That located in schools of education (frequently

in such disciplines as Educational Psychology and Sociology)

tpoasts few centers of excellence and much mediocrity. A dif-

ferent picture emerges from viewing the research carried on in

discipline based university departments such as Psychology and

Sociology. Excellence and valuable contributions to knowledge

are to be found, but What has been lacking here has been a

primary and continuous commitment to education. The interdis-

ciplinary character of educatiffial Research has added to the

diffuseness by making communications and information retrieval

(from the large)variety of publication sources) very difficult.

Altogether, this has added up to an educational Basic Research

community that has been to date unstable and amorphous. It

makes system building in this area a major requirement for NIE

efforts and a critical consideration in funding programs.

At the same time, the general climAte for Basic Research in

education a for other (especially social) areas of Basic

Resea-ch has been far from supportive. This negative climate

has been particularly intense for education which has been hard

put to point to more than a handful of significant developments

that are.traceable to Basic Research. The low prestige with the

general public and with Congress and the associated unreliable

funding have made it hard to attract strong talent and this has

acted as a major constrd'Int on building the central core. As

regards funding, it is vital to note that NIE has been a

relatively minor contributor to the total funding going to Basic
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Research, especially in comparison with such an agency as NIH.

Thus, for example, in FY 1975 in the area of-early childhood and

0 adolescent education-5% of total federal funding for Basic Research

came from NIE while 78% came from PHS/NIH.

C. Key Needs

The key need for the educational Basic Research function is a

consistent, continuous, stable process of system building. This

would include:

1. identifying existing centers of excellence4;

2. facilitating the establishment of Oditiaffit centers of

excellence;

3. facilitating the growth of these centers, existing and

new;

4. facilitating improved information exchange and retritval

mechanisms;

5. providing stable, long term funding.

Problem-Focused Research

k. Assessment Basis

It is important to keep in mind tha; Problem-Focused Research is

Research and shares with Basic Research a higll 12vel of uncertain-

ty Ind unpredictability. Thus, Researchers in particular treat
.1

Problem-Focused Research in a Basic Research mode. But it is. also

.t,a4gketecl Research. Thus, Funders and Users often assume It to have

the level of certainty and shortness of time line more appro-

prittely associated with Development. This deceptiveness and the

,consequent inherent tension makes Problem-Focused ReSearch'sub-

ject to considerable instability, misdirection and mismanagemen.t,
) ,

and consequent misdirected assessment:

Researchers frequently redefine and bend Problem-Focused Research

3 1; fl



into Basic Research modes. In particulat, they often attempt

to undertr'ke projects on smaller scales than are required by the

hature of the problems, which often require the efforts of large-

scale interdisciplinary and empirically based team programs.

This syndrome is often combined with attempts to oversell the

timing, probability and impaet of outcomes in order to obtain

funding. This Often succeeds with funders simply because

Problem-Focused Research projects do appear to have practical,

attainable outcomes. All of this creates aA environmQnt Lhat

tends to be unattractive to many of the best Reseat.2%ers.

On the other side,.Users and Punders, having been persuadeu to

fund such probrams becaupe of these very expectations of near-

time benefits, become frustrated by not only the lack of delivery

but also by the shifting targets, time and cost patterns which

are inherent in the uncertain Research process.

Another important dimension of this tension lies in the problem

of Need Identification. On the one hand, the objective is to

work on important and timely problems that require solution, and

this tends to be the prime induceient for the Users and Fuvders.

On the other hand, a Researcher is required to maintain the

criteria of researchability -- criteria that often significantly

limit the utility of the project from the User perspective.

Thls as well as the previously mentioned problems of tens.lon

become magnified when one recogni7es that the cost and scale of

Problem-Fo( d Research tend to run orders of magnitude higher

than what ie typical of Basic Research.

'
Assessment must therefore be based on 2udgements.oc:

1) The quality and appropriateness of the institutions

performing this function:

Are they capable of mounting die required 14ge
J

scalq interdiscIplinary efforts? "01
.0.'''



Are they attracting and keeping top quality ap-

plied researchers?

Are their programs and.projects considered

to be of high quality, important to practice and

on truly researchable problems?

2) Whether'Problem Focused Research is emerging as a

definable entity, differentiated from Basic Research

and Development.

3) After a time lag that reflects several years of sus-

tained system building, an evaluation Of the .rate and

impact of outputs.

4). The climate for Problem-Focused Research in terms of

both support patterns and receptivity to its output's.

B. Current Status and _Ejaestations.

Most of the Research that is carried on in education appears to

be what might loosely be defined as the ProblemFocused type,

much of it unfunded and small-scale. The volume of studies

produced may indeed be large -- but being of this small-scale,

scattered and fragmented quality, these have been subject to many

questions of quality. It is evident that there is substantial

lack of differentiation in education between what can truly be

classified as Research and various other activities (e.g.: demon-

stration projects, social bookkeeping, etc.); great weakness'in

defining researchable problems; considerable fuzziness in dif-:

ferentiating Problem-Focused 'Research from Basic Research and

Development; and the previously mentioned teridency to oversell

such projects.

Prolg,lem-Focused Research in education is largely carried on in

two types of institutional settings: universities and large-

scale R&D institutions in the private and quasi-public sectors.'

Where this work has gone on in universities, there has been a
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tendency to perform Problem-Focused Research in a Basic Research

mode. This is not surprising given the socialization and prior

training of univer.sity Researchers and the social and publica-

tion pressures under which they operate. Generally, univer-

sities find it difficult to assemble the minimum critical mass

of zffort needed to undertake large-scale Problem-Focused

Research projects. As a consequence, they have tended to scale

such projects down and/or to assemble ad hoc teams that lack

long-range stability. With this has come the unfortunate ten-

dency for Researchers to move in and out of this part of the

field which has mitigated agaiust system-building requirements.

Large scale R&D organi7ations should have been, and to some

degree Lave been, more suitable sites for such programs.

However, two important proble%s.have limited their potential

success. Firstly, most of these R&D organizotions have not been

able to promise a stable c.,J7eer path to Researchers, thereby

greatly lialting their ability to attract and hold first-rate

Researchers. Secoadl 7, federal funding practices in the late

60s shifted the character of many of these institutions away

from Pr,hlem-Focused Research ynd reshaped them into Develop-

ment or;aniz_Lions in accorclance with federal priorities at

t1...t time tor product-centered impact strategies.

A. a consequence of the above conditions, education has in fact

sc..en very little Problem-Focused Research. Therefore, this has

to be seen as an area that needs to be put together at this

time in its own terms and not be thought of as a form of ad-

vanced Development or downstream Basic Research.

A number of other problems in educational Problem-Focused Re-

search desPrve mention. The climate for such Research has been

perhaps even more negative than that described above for Basic

Research. This has been so precisely because it seemed to hold



out more promise of impact and raised expectations than could

have been satisfied -- given the inherent time frame and the

weak state of the area. Relatedly, Need Identification, which

had been Researcher-driven up through the mid-'60s, became

system-driven by Users and Funders in an overreaction to this

state of affairs. As with Basic Research, funding has been

relatively limited, receiving under 5 per cent of total federal

FY 1975 funding for R&D in early childhood and adolescent

education. It is interting to note that NIE's rwie (at

least recently) has been a more significant factor in funding

Problem-Focused Research than was the case we observed with

respect to Basic Research. (In FY 1975, of all the federal

R&D funding in the applied Research category in early child-

hood and adolescent education, 45% was from NIE alone.)

C. Key Needs

Problem-Focused Research in education, then, must be seen in

a system-building mode.

1. It will be essential to locate thos9 centers of ex-

cellence capable of performing large-scale Problem-

Focused Research.

2. Such institutions will need to be provided with the

kind of long-teri table.funding that will permit

them to attract and retain top-flight staffs of

Researchers.

3. It will also be vital for the lead educational

funding agencies to help practitioners and Lhe

Congress understand the nature and requirements

of Problem-Focused Research; to understand that

project selection requires the determination of

what is researchable as well as what is important;

to recognize that the present lack of capacity

demands a perlud of institution-building before



the promise of the area can begin to be fulfilled;

and that such institution-building will require an

ongoing and long-term commitment.

3. Development

A. Assessment Basis

Critical in the assessment of the Development component of an

R/D&I system is the recognition of the centrality of its

linkages to the User, to Production and to the state of art

in Development. Development has a relatively more predictable

and shorter time horizon process as compared to the Research

functions. It aina to convert knowledge into User ready products,

Oroducts which may (or may not) need to pass through a distinct

Production phase before they can be diaseminated or distributed.

With the linkage to the User being so critical, so is the

requirement for Need Identification -- a step that is diffi-

cult to perform, but one that must be done well and often in

an ongoing manner during the Development process (Where com-
A

plete iden ification is not feasible -- as in many areas of social

development) if the prodyct selected for development is to be

on target.
.

Development is also highly dependent on the quality of its

linkage to the state of the art and on the skills and motivation

with which products are desigeted-so as to be capable of produc-

tion and dissemination. This determines the effectiveness and .

viability of the product. It depends on the quality and ap-

propriateness to the task of the institutions involved and the

knouledge base upon which they must depend.

Since Development is frequently carried out in specialized

Developlent organizations it is highly dependent on the quality
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of such institutions and their personnel and most particularly

on their experience. It is important to differentiate the

concept of excellence in Development from.that used in Research.

In Development excellence is measured by being cost/effective,

timely and opportunistic. With such criteria, experience

(individual and organizational) and thoroughness (ability to

to the whole job) are often more important than brilliance.

Where Development is carried out in a User setting, then

assessment must be concerned with the extent of wider dissemina-

tion.

Thus, the critical bases for assessment are:

1) quality of linkages to:

Users

Production

Development state of the art.

Measures of such linkages are hard to define and

obtain, depending as they do upon quality, frequency

and form of interaction. They will likely be quali-

tative in nature, and "observable" more in their.

absence terms of problems generated, than in their

presence. \\

A specific manifestation of this linkage, will be in

the quality of Need Identification, to be measured

indirectly by the relevance of Development outputs

for practice, and by the scope and effectiveness of

feed forward activity from Users to Developers.

2) Number and effectiveness of large scale Development

organizaittons. Effectiveness here would be measura-

ble in terms of extent of adopted products and some

qualitative assessment of impact (actual and poten-

tial).

4'
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3) Extent of dissemination of practice based develop-

ments.

4) The number and quality of products developed from the

whole R/D&I system and their overall (portfolio)

effect. Quality would again have to be measured by
.

usage based criteria although the locus of quality

control would be a design variable.

B. Current Status and Ex ectations

Educational Development is plagued by a weak knowledge base.

The quality of information is poor, very little has been

codified. As such, quality control is a central requirement,

which has only recently begun to receive serious attention

but which is still relatively poorly developed and its

enforc ment a matter of some diffuseness as to locus of re-

sponsibility. With limited ability to depend on quality

control in the field, funders and program managers may need

to build quality control checkpoints'into staged Development

procurements, a procedure that demands closer Agency/Field

involvement and orchestration than has been typical to date.

Two modes of Development which predominate in educational

Development at this time are the l'specialized Development

organisation" and "practice based" Development.

At its best the specialized Development organization repre-

sents a strong element in educational R&D system capacity.

There are a few such well staffed and experienced Development

organizations and their existence is an important indicator

of the system building that has gone on. More often,Lhow-

ever, the institutions and personnel involved in Development

do not come up to these required standards. Evn the best

of these organizations tend to suffer from isaation from

8

I



practice, making Dissemination and Implementation problema-

tical. This may be one of the causes of the limited utili-

zation of R&D based products, a shortcoming that is tending to

threaten the viability of this type of ..Institution. There

may be a critiäal need in Development not to increase the

level of effort overall (there is an inventory ot more than

half a million R&D products that are available for sorting,

tailoring, packaging and dissemination) but rather for a

shift of emphasis so as to build up more of the strong high.

quality Development organizations with whom the government

can contract and, to ensure their closer linkage to practice.

The second basic mode of Development in education (practice

based) does not suffer (obviously) from poor linkage to the

User. It does suffer, however, from inefficiency, lack of

sophisticated skills, poor documentation of .its achievements,

difficultres with packaging, and from enormous problems in

adhieving wider dissemination and diffusion. The verdict is
ak.

not in as to whether this mode can become a source for wider

application (beyond the local development site). Meanwhile,

further research on this mode is required as well-as govern-

ment efforts to supplement local capabilities (possibly

through renting strategies).

In the area of project selection the emphasis to date has been

on a project-by-project selection process. Missing has been

the capacity in the system to consider critical portfolio ef-

fects. These could involve decisions to target and concentrate

Development programs so as to achieve synergistic benefits,

staging and sequencing strategies that minimize User disruption

and uncertainty, cooperative ventures across agencies, etc.

Particularly important may be the need to develop skills in

commercialization so as to make better decisions with respect to

what to place with which elements of the private sector and when.
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C. Key Needs

Build up the explicit designing-in of quality control

functions into funded Development programs - possibly

including staged programs with quality control check-
/

points.

2. Shift support emphasis to favor those high quality

specialized Development organizations that show a pat-

tern of being responsive to practice needs and to-tech-

nical opportunity.

3. Research programs to determine the most cost effective

Ways of identifiing and disseminati4 practice based

Development products.

4. Investigation and trial of mechaasms to supplement

local Developmental capacity. /

5. Development of program planni7g and project selection

methods by federal funding agencies that give explicit

consideration to portfolio effects.

6. Explicit programs designed to achieve inter-agency

cooperation for Development activities.

7. Study of and experimentation with strategies designed to

improve the government funded Development organization-

to-commercial firm interface -- including development of

criteria for what should be handled how and by whom.

4. Dissemination

A. Assessment Basis

The function of Dissemination is critical to the entire R/D&I

system. It is, in essence, a linkage process which "connects"

knowledge producers with knowledge users. Thus, the R/D&I Dis-

semination system must provioe for mechanisms which: can deter-

mine what is available; can sort out the "good" from the "bad";

86.(i
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will allow Users to identify and obtain the particular

producr- which are relevant to their needs; as needed, can

"tailor- products to fit User needs; can motivate Users to

"try" a product; insures effective User implementation and if

utilization.

Assessment must be made in terms of capacity to achieve and

success in each of the above requirements. Overall we would

wish to know this with respect to:

(1) Extent and quality of "reach" into tiler systems

(e.g.: nuMber being reached, the extent of repeat

utilization OPDissemination services, and User satis-
,

faction with such setvice)

(2) Levels of User awareness and trial of R&D products

(existence, character, and evaluative)

(3) Contribution to Implementation and Ut4ization of R&D

products.' Since this depends on such other factors as

number and quality of'products available, Userskills

and receptivity etc., the Dissemination function can

only be assessed as a contributor to the prcess.

This must of necessity be a qualitative evalkiation.

(4) The existence of a well developed and cooperative net-

work of Dissemination mechanisms giving coverage across

the nation and to the va.riety of Users to be fouri.

B. Current Status and Expectations

In education, we find a numbr of problems and barriers to Dis-

semination. There are an enormous number of users (some 19,000

school districts -- plus teachers, etc.), among whom there is

wide diversity and variety as to philosophy, interests, nerceived

needs, etc.. Innovations ake demands on the time of school per-

sooael (a very practical matter) and generally require "people

change" -- factors which can lead to resistance to inn4ation.

'4"-
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Additionally, at least two major factors have tended to

create a very poor climate for Dissemination in educati,on:

(1) a lack of Implementation/Utilization support to the User;

and (2) the perception Liat R&D products haw, been inferior

to existing User-developed products.

In education, there has been a considerable amount of activity

that has been called Dissemi4ation, and a large number and

variety of organ: 1f4ons are involved in some kiind of Dis-

semination, and a 'rge number Ind variety of organizations

are involved in sme 'And of Dissemination -- b-t much of this

has be',--1 fragmedted and scattered (e.g.: "add-ons" to DeNielop-

ment pr....jects; successful but separate and discrete DiS'semina-

tion systems for specific categorical programs).

In the past decade, federal efforts in Dissemination have

focused upon'the ERA:r system and the state of Disseminati.on

capacity building grants. Again, hOweer, these are not ef-

fectively linked pr orchestrated into a national "system",

and receptivity with Users varies greatly. Further, there is

not yet a well developed personnel base of trained Dissemina-

tion specialits. Several federally funded programs have been

developed in rece,t years for ":raining Dissemination and

Utiliza*ion spee.alists, but Dissemination mechanisms ate ex-

panding far more rapidly and creating a far greater demand for

trained personnel than these programs could even hope to keep

up with.

irom an overview perspective, then, the need is for:

1. orchestra:ion of educational R/D&I Dissemination from a

total system_persaecLive;

2. in the Short term, facilitating the work f existin,c; Dis-

semination mechanisms and "filling" critical "ops";

3. in the Iong-term, providing for overall system building

(this calls for policies and strategies which are proac-
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4't

-tive, not passive or reactive, and which are based on a

knowledge of what does.and does not in fact exist); and

4e balancing short and long-term needs.

More specifically, federal policies and strategies mutt focus

upon:

1, quality control;

2, mechanisms that can optimize product/T.ssemination/User

"fits";

providing Users with alternative channels of access to

the available resource base (a "mixed strategy" approach).

Federal policy will need either to expand the Dissemination

training capability or slow the rate of Dissemination system

expansion, keeping inmind the level and ratq at whilh Users

can absorb new input once a Dissemination system is established

-- a factor which is of pritical importance.

Federal policy 411 need to provide for systematic, ongoing

monitoring of the Dissemination function.

5. Evaluation Research

A. Assessment Basis

In or, .r to understand and assess Evaluation Research in the

education context, it is important to be aware that Evaluation

Research is a multifaceted R/D&I function with some potential

problems and conflictserent within the function. It is

both Evaluation (a Knowledge Utilization function) and Research

(a Knowledge Production function). Its primary purpose is to

\ reduce the level of decision uncertainty for decision makers.

Thus, it has a clear, specific focus (which is the problem de-
, '

fined by the decision maker); seeks sufficient (not "ultimate")

truth; must be "timely", within short time constraints. Yet it



is also Researgh, to be done b7 Researchers who are generalli\

used to lrger time frames, tp icss. clear "targets", to
\

defining their own "problems", etc. There are p-tential con-

ilicts of needs and interests of.policy makers/funt.t.rs on the

one hand and of ptogram administrators on the other. Evalua7

tion Research may validly be needed to provide both ongoing,

corrective evaluation data (Formative_Evaluation) ailid "end-
. -

result" (Summative evaluation) -- yet the Research design for

one conflicts with the Research design for the other. Evalu-

ation Research must often evaluate programs in differing real

life-contexts and yet provide data which can be aggregated.

Specifically, assessments would be based on fhe following:

1. in general, those bases outlined fcT the Baaic and Problem-

Focused Research functiOns;

2., the extent to which identified canters of excellence and

identified competent Evaluation,Researchers are used in

government sponsored Evaluation Research; and

1. the extent to which recommendations (stated or implied) of

Evaluation Research are acted upon.

B. Current Status and Expectations

Evaluation Research in the social science rontext:,(of which edu-

cation Is a part) was strongly affected by the proliferation of

large-,scale federally funded social programs with attendau

requirements for reporting and analysis of program effective-

ness.

Of all the R/D&I functions in the field of education, Evalua-

tion Research has experienced the most rapl.d and extensive devel-

opment in die last ten to twelve years, both in terms of sup-.

port through federal funding and in terms of an increasingly

self-conscioup "identity" as a separate function. Though sub-

stantial progress has been made, the field still lacks an

V:31
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adequate theoretical base; irlstrumentation is in akudi-

mentary state of development); basic concePtual and methodod.

logical dilempas remain unresolvedkthere are relatively few

persons well trained in Evaluation Research (though many

more than existed ten to twelve years ago).
, 0

The bulk of federal Evaluation)lesearch fueing has gone to `

the private sector, with relatively little going to the univer-

-slity setting -- yet some evidence suggests that quality Evalua-=

tion Rssea01 comes from the acadeea community.
/

Evaluation Research in education.must be done in,a highly

value-laden, politid-41 context -- with a multiplicity of group

and interests having reason to use, dispute, manipulate or 'miry

either p2sitive or negative.findings. Valid issues such as who

-controls the design and outcome of Evalua4on Research must be

settled within ihis context -- and must lie settled\in the early

(design) stages of the process.

Educational Evaluation Resear6 must deal with problems associ-

ated with the nature of the edunational context itself: thei size

and variety of the ed,eation field may result in planned or un-

planned design variations; multiple levels of government may need

different data -- yet such potentially different data must some-

how be aggregated.

CI Key Needs

System buiPing per se is not a primary concern 5- there are

various Evaluation Resea4 organizations already in the field.

However, funding idly need to be focused m.7,ra on the academic

sector -- perhaps even upon a selected set of univeFsities and

university-4 related organizations.

a*
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Because of the critical nekure of the Design and Dad Analysis

-stages of Evaluation Research,.the best talent in the field

\ .

'must be utilized.' This implies a relatively high degree of*

agency control over the selection process. In the Data Col-

lection stage, control over selection. is not a critical issue.

Policy decisions must be made early in any Evaluation-Research

process concerning:

r1. Whose evaluation information needs are to be met

(policy.makers, program administrators, various

l'veks of government, tc;);

The relative roles of de4sion makera and Evaluation

Researchers in defining the problem from a specific

Evaluation Reearch project;

Whether or not data shall be made public and when.

In a word, EVAluation Resehrch must be done well --,and it

-probably will not be done well without NIE leadership in

orchestrati4 the many complexities and potential conflicts

m-

',

involved.

CONCLUSION k),

have throughout this report noted weakrteEses in the educational -

it/1)&1 system. It is iMportant rkow to re-emphasize that we have also

noted Lhat yhat we have found would be generally what one would

expect -o have found within a relatively young R/D&I system. There

has been. progress, and there are sign pf the beginnings of a tranpi-

tion froWthe in roductory stages o ystem development.k

Thus, as we note at the outset,

R/D&I system must be assessed in

it Ilow hasithe potential to go --

tioas about "progress and output

if

the current state of thR educational

terms of where it has ben and where

not in terms of unrealistic expects-

to date."
4

1
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With this perspective in mind, we can see the last two.decades as

a period of some important.achieVements in the creating and

building of the eduk.Ational R/D&I4Oiem in the United States.

As Compared to twenty years ago:

There are today some 1500-3000 organiratinns (academic,

private, and pnblic) which have R/D&I capacity -- most of

this capality being xelatively new and being largely the

result of federal funding.

2. The personnel bswe has doubled (perhaps tripled) -- from

around 4000 in 1969 to 8712,000 in 1974. Most of\this

work'fordt is represinted' by Research and Dtvelopident per-

sonnel.
,\\

1

3. The educational R/D&I system has produced ,a substantial

number'of outputs. Some of these have bf.en outstanding

quality and of a widely reported excellence -- products

from R&D organizations and exemplary products'which'tave

'been identified, generalized and widely 'dissemthated,

4: Sote linkages have been developed between some of the

strong Development organizations and the 'ach -1 systems

who have been using their products.

.5. USOE furiding for research and training rose from $1 mil
N'

lion in 1957 to a little over $100 million in 1969.

Total Funding (federal and otiler) for educational R/DISI

has risen from $250 million in 1968 to n esAmated $576

in 1975 -- though when inflation 0 considered,

1977 federal funding appears to be about 14% below 1975

levels.

6. Since some aagree of maturity of a knowledge/techrotogy

base is necessary to allow its codifiCation into hand,

books and other syntheses e may infer some beginnings

of educational R/D&I syst m maturity from the increasing

lqvd1 of availabilitz, such hancLooks/syntheses.
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As the R/l&I system has matured, inevitably some of the functions

have'developed and/or iteen supported more than.others. It will be

important to maintain a."balance" betweer these various functions

of the educational. R/D&I system. This balance musk take into ac-

count for each function:

1. the time period needed to produce significant outputs;

2. the impact each function'has on the other functions;

3.. the level of funding needed both to maintain a balance and

, to maintain the basic integrity of the personnel and in-
.

stitutional base within each function;

4. what .currently does/does not exist within each function

(in terms of outputs and, of the institutional.personnel,

knowledge and technology ba4es).

As we looked across the various functions within the educational

R/D&I syitem, we noted the following:

1. The central core of institutions and personnel in the Basic

Research fUnction seems to be particularly weak (in terms

of persons committed to and devoting the bulk of their

scAreers to educatlonal Basic Research). This points both

td a need for support and a limitation on the rate at

which this 1:767se may be developed. The ixpact of Basic

Research must be viewed over a lontrterm (not a short-term)

time frame.

2.. There is a sizeable community of educational Researchers

workin3 within the Probrem-Focus(ad Research function.

However, milch of what is being done is small-scale and

scattered, while what is ofiten needed requires a large-

scale approach.

3. In the Development function, w.-.! find a sizeabie number of

Development products available and there are some trong

Devalopment organizations.-- though relatively few in

comparison to other fields. The Development function has

received a large portion of federal funding over the iast

decade.

A
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4. In the Dissemination function, we .fiud a generally weak

function characterized by bultiple fragmented activities.

There is.a need for sytitem building -- but care must be

taken not to build a system that would overwhelm User

capabilities to absorb what is disseminated.

5. In the Evaluation Research function we find the begin-

nings of a significant Evaluation Research community,

though we must note (a) that the bulk of federal funding

has gone to the private sector and (b) there is need'to

.determine, the relative'potential capabilities of the

academic and private sectors for high quality Evaluation

Research.

With the above in mind (and considering the limited federal funding

available), the following general format for federal funding of the

educational R/D&I system would be relevant:

1. Provide moderate funding for Basic Research for long-terM

systems building purposes and to insure ongoing stability.

within the personnel an0 institutional bases. Funding

should not be premised on short-term, "quick" outputs.

2. Since larre scale Problem-Focused Research has .been ne7

glected, provide major funding here for system building --

but not at a level greater than tha capacity of the func-

tion to absorb productively.

3. Since there are now a sizeable number of Development pro-

ducts available, reduce current Development funding -- to

that level necessary to maintain the c ..:..!tlng high quality

centers.

4. 'Since Dissemination has been so fragmented, direct

cant funding to Dissemination -- but not so much as to

build a system that would overwhelm Userd. At this time,

quality conrol, sorting and technical service would ii1-2ly

need to be a part of the function.

5. Provide moderate funding for Evaluation Research for system

building purposes. At this time, some emphasis needs to be
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placed on clarifying the role and potential capabilities

(foehigh quality work) of the private 'and academic sec-

tors.

In summary, the perlod of the last two decades has been.an important

era of initial system building for.the educational'R/D&I system.

probleMs, weaknesses, critical gaps to 'be filled,

1 .

balancei,:-to be achieved as one would expect to find in a relative-

ly young R/D&I system. These identified needsibeCome the 'focus for

?

system building and rebuilding for the next transitional.phase for

.
the next five, to ail years. In this period, it will.be

provide continuity, stability and security in'order that the educa-

tional R/D&I systpm can take root, grow and develop maturity. 'Only

in these ways can we hope to develop a maturing educational R/D&I

systemwhich can have significant impact op the educational system

in the UnitedSt'ates..
.P
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I. AN QyagnEw

The National Institute of Educationi(NIE) is a lead mission-
i

oriented agency for educational resTch and development in

the United States. It is a lead agency both bek:ause it was

created for, this purpose by the Congtess and because the scope

of its mission encompasses all aspects of the educational RAD
i

process. While NIE thus has a "lead" \role, the nature of its
i

mission and leadership can only be understclod in the context

of the many other parties concerned with educational R&D:

various governmental agencies at the federal, regio al, state
1

and local levels; quasi-governmental an# non_governnfental
1

organizations; the operational educatiogal system ( rtmary,

secondary and post-secondary educational\institutions end their

1

administrator/teacher/student personnel t the local and state

levels); and, indeed; the various indivi
'1
ual publics whose

(often conflicting) interests, needs and*emands both impact

and are the "end result" concern of educational R&D.

One part of NIE's overall responsibility is fundamental research

relevant to education. .In order to fulfill this part of its

responsibility, NIE has sought the advice and counsel of the

National Academy of Sciences (NAS). This ;'dvice and counsel

been presented in "Fundamental Re;earch and the Process
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of Education!' (1977), a report of the N;iS Committee on Funda-

mental Research Relevant to Educsticini. In response to thrt NAS

report, the Progria Committee of the National Council on Educav

tional Research (NCER) has presented a series of 'policy recom-

mendations in its own report to NCER.

The NAS report emphasizes the importance of_fulldamental research

relevant to education _and has very correctly and ::apably focused -

'on many critical aspects and requirements of fundamental research.

We are in strong agreement with the report's emphasis on the

importanca of fundamental research relevant to education -- as we

have stated in one of our earlier Analyses for VE (Radnor, Spivak

and Haler 1976). At the Same time, a.carefuL reading of the NAS

report reveals some very critical deficiencies. These deficiencies

could mislead VIE into developing policies and strategies which
(

would be. inappropriate and dyfuhctional in terms both of NIE's

overall responsibilities and of the basic intent of the NAS com-

mittee: to strengthen fundamental research relevant tci,educatiou.

Indeed, as we shall discuss in this analysis, such a result has

already occurred in the form of the NCER Program Committee recom-.

mendations regarding.funding and research community involvement --

recommendations which appear to have compounded the limitations

and potential-fot,-error of the NAS report.

From an overview perspective, the major deficiencies of the NAS

report (and the NCER Program Committee Reports) include the

following:

1) NIE has lead responsibilities for all aspects of

educational R&D, not just for fund.,-ental research.

While the NAS Committee was charged to examine only

fundamental research, NCER/NIE deliberations cannot

consider fundamental research apart from its othor

areas of responsibilities. The NAS report does mention
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this issue -- but only marginally. la effect, the NAS

report is what one might expect from a committee

already biased towards fundamental research -- a bias

which the NAS committee openly and forthrightly states.

In a similar vein, we would expect a committee com-

posed of educational development , arsonnel to make a

similar analysis and set of recommendations abbut the

importance of (and the need to "trengthen) develop-

ment relevant to education. NCER/NIE have the

...-""

responsibility to balance policies and strategies

aCross all aspects of educational R&D -- a balanc n6t-

.
present, in the NAS report and potentially threatened

by the irecommendations of the NCER Program Committee.

2) The NAS report fails to examine a number of issues

about the educational R&D conpext -- issues which

significantly impact policy/strategy deliberations

for strengthening fundamental research relevant to

education. Among these educational R&D context issues

would be: the current institutional/personnel base for

education-relevant fundamental research (number and

quality; interest and commitment; capability to use

productivel,.. increased levels of funding -- and what

levels); the rate at which the personnel/institutional

base could be "built up"; the derivative, multi-

disciplinary nature of educational R&D; that education

is also a practice-based field where experience-based

knowledge may be a vital component of the process

by which new concepts and insights are developed; the

relative immaturity of the educational R&D field.

3) What is the role of NIE as the "lead" agency in light

of: *the many institutions concerned with/involved in

educational R&D; the variety of disciplines in which
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fundamental research may be relevant to education; the

fact that NIE is only one of many federal agencies

which provide funding for fundamental research relevant

kto education? While the NAS report does suggest-some.

vslid and important roles for NIE relating to funda-

mental research, there are significant issues, roles

and role options which are'not considered by the

NAS report.

4) While both the NAS and.NCER Program Committee reports

emphasize the need to strengthen fundamental research

relevant to education and make certain recommendations,

neither provides adequate rationales or criteria to

guide the policy and strategy del.P.erations of NCER/NIE.

5)

A

The NCER Program Committee has recomftnded that 20% of

NU'S funding be allocated for the support of fundamental

research relevant to education by 1979, and at least 30%

by 1985. (No specific figures or dates were mentioned

in the recommendations of the NAS report.) This NCER

Program Committee recommendation is seriously deficient

in a number of ways. NO rationale is provided for the

selection of these specific target percentages and

dates. No analysis is provided about the impact of such

a funding policy on fundamental research. Neither is

analysis provided about the impact of such a funding

policy on the needs of (and NIE's responsibilities for)

other aspects of educational R&D (for example: need

identification,'applied research, and eissemination --

areas which many believe to be even,weaker than funda-

mental research in7the education context):

6) The NAS report fails to deal with the distinctions and

relationships between fundamental research on the one
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handand applied research on the other. For example, the

report at times seems to be making a clear distinction

bttween fundamental and applied research; yet at other

P
times, the report seems to use the terms almost inter-

changeably. 'As a poignant case in point, the report uses

a study by Connally (1977)* as an-example of the.type of

important fundatiental research needed (p.33), when in

fact, this yea 4n applied research study on an applied

problem (project selection and monitoring) in a highly

applied context at NASA.** As a.further illustration,

the.report states that a "more adequate base of

scientific knowledge Cl.e., presumably from fundamental

re8eaFch--.43 is'required before thiS applied research

can pose answerable questions with reasonable tools"

(p. 65). The implication of this statement is that

applied research must always be "driven" by fundamental

research -- and such is simply not the case, even in

such , . esoteric area_as high,energy phycics.*** The

NAS report also uses Sesame Street as an illustration

(quite correctly) of "the ways in which work on an

.applied problem, can, in turn, advance fundamental in-

quiry as well" (p. 61).

However, the NAS report does not pursue this very

significant point elsewhere in its discussion or in its

recommendations. Further (as we shall note later), the

fundigg recommendations of the NCER Program Committee

report seem to be oblivious to this point and indeed

Connolly, T. "Information
zations. In B.M. Staw and
zational Behavior, 1977.

processing and decision making in organi-
G.R. Salancik", New Directions in Organi-

Chicago: St. Clair Press.

**
CISST is very familiar with the Connally study because Connally was

at the time a doetoral student of Dr. Radnor and the research was

performed under Dr..Radnor's supervision.

***
AB seen in the Radnor, Zaltman & Kernaghan (1976) study of this field.
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could have the effect of preventing the advancement

of,fundamental inquiry through more applied contexts.

Finally, we might note that precisely because the

distinctions between applied and fundamental research

*in education are not and are not likely to be clear,

it is not obvious that a change in policy as sugges.:4d

by 'the NAS and NCER,Program Committee reportswould

have the intended effects. ,It is too natural (and

easy) for people to "bend" the "descriptions" or

their work to what is perceived as the "new" polidy.

Thus, the.whole issue of'Agency/field relationships

will be central to implementation of a change in

policy,

7). The NAS report makes a very stronEs case that education

benefits from fundamental research in a variety of

disciplines. As we will demonstrate later, however,

there is a subtle (but potentially very real) danger

that persons or agencies not already committed to

education-relevant fundamental research (in cantrast

to the NAS cospittee members and NCER/NIE) would well

take the NAS committee's own illustrations and discus-
.

sions to conclude that there is no funding role for

NIE, or evey that funding for fundamental reseaich

need not be "earmarked" for education per se -- con-

clusions diametrically opposed to the recommendations

of the NAS report.

8) /The NAS report does not give consideration to the type

of management capabilities NIE would need (or what it

currently has) in order to play an effective role in

strengthening fundamental research and/or to use increased

levels of fundamental research funding for this purpose.
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The.NCER Program Committee report is even more deficient

here because it does not deal with the management cepa-
.

bility issues which would accompany the drastic increases

in funding levels recommended by this committee.

9) Finally, as we will discuss later, the NAS committee's

analysis of statistical,funding data (pp. 50-60) is

inadequate and misleading'. ;The report admits that

"the data needed to make comparisons are sometimes

unreliable or unavailable".(p. 50) -- but then proceeds

to use such data and make comparisons as if these data

weaknesses did not exist.

Because we believe so strongly that fundamental research relevant

to education is indeed of critical importance, we have chosen to

submit this analysis to NCER and N1E. Our intent is not simply

to be ciitical of the WAS report. Though vie will discuss its

deficiencies, we haye already noted that the report does indeed

highlight many critical aspects and requirements of fundamental

research. Rather, our intent is to suggest issues,. rationales

and policy/strategy alternatives which will supplement and com-

plement the NAS report and which will provide a more adequate

basis for consideration of the recommendations of the NCER Program

-Committee.

We now turn to an examination ot some issues critical to an analysis

of fundamental research relevant to education.

A more comprehensive discussion of many of these issues is provided

in an earlier C1SST policy Analysis for NIE (Radnor, Spivak and

Hofler 1976).
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II DEVELOPING A RATIONALE FOR ALLOCATION OF FUNDS TO

FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH RELEVANT TO EDUCATION

A

The NAS report has recommended that fundamental research in'

education be strengthened -- a recommendation with which we

concur.. It is clear that such a recommendition has potentially

significant implications for Mich matters as funding, NIE staffing,

selection of areas and projects to be funded, etc. It is such

implicatione'which.the NCER Program Committee addresses in its

first recomMendation ("Allocation of Funds"). Specifically, the

NCER Program Committee has recommended that:

1, At least 20% of the Institute's funds shall be used

to support fundamental research relevant to education

by FY 1979, and by FY 1985 this shall have increased

to at least 30%..

2) At least half of.the minimum thus allocated (10% of

the Institute's funds in FY 1979, increasing to 15%

by 1985) shall be used for research grants to

individual investigators or small groups of

investigators.

While these recommendations attempt to address valid, significant

issues, there are some critical problems with these recommendations

about which NCER and NIE should be aware. The problems include at

least: the lack of a rationale for the specific target percentages
1

and dates; the lack of consideration given to the educational R&D

as total innovation process and to the impact the funding recom-

men:ations could have on other aspects of ,ducational R&D; the

lack\of consideration given to critical aspects of the educational
l

R&D ontext.*. As the discussion will indicate, consideration of

The NAS report (upon which the NCER Program Committee recommenda-
tions are presumablrbased) is also deficient in considering these
concerni.

3 !)



N
such concerni\may well suggest an alternative set of funding

policies and strategies.

1.
\

The Need f r a Rationale for Funding Allocation Decisions.

,

411

First, the Progra Committee provides no specific rationale for

choosing either thk percentage targets ot the target years. Pre-

sumably, the menomendatioq.1.4.tuiqe4.4pOu.tha_recommendation of

the NAS report to strengthen fundamental research relevant to

education. .ftwever, the NAS report neither specifies nor provides

a rationale for selecting target percen:tages or years.
*

.Thus it

is not clear,why 20% and 307. were choseWinstead of, for example,

15% and 25X, or 10% and 357,, or 25% and 40%, etc. Similarly, it

is not clear why 1985 was chosen instead of,.for example, 1980

(an i7ediate increase to a specified percentage).or 1990 (a more

gradual increase). Nor is a rationale provided for selecting a

target year at all. Indeed, we will suggest later that a target

year not be specified. We are suggesting, then, that while

decisions about levels of funding are required, such decisions

must be bused upon sound rationales.-- rationalewnot provided by

the Program Committee. 'Later in this discussion, we will suggesc

such rationales.

Second, while it is valid to consider the need for strengthening

fundamental research relevant to education, this cannot be done

in isolation from consideration of othe.: Sreas of educational

R&D and of NIE's responsibilities in thtse areas. Specifically,

NIE also has responsibility for and nust give consideration to

In its discussion (p. 54) of Table 3 (p. 55), the NAS report does
mention a "one-third" figure. However, this referred to funda-
menta research as being one-third of total research allocations,
not one-third of a total budget.

39 i
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the educational R&D-related functions of need identification, applied

research, development and dissemination, and implementation/utilization.

In light of its respodsibility for educational prol,lems and practice,

NIE must also give consideration to such matters -licy research

and training/technical assistance for users of . .ional R&D outputs.

In addition to considering: each of these areas individuakII, NIE must

also give consideration to orchestration and system building across

these areas. Simply put, NIE msut consider educational RED as a total

process of innovation. Thus, there are a number of czitical concerns

which mmst be considered in development of policies and strat.igies

for strengthening fundamental researdh. However, these are concerns

which are not addressed by the NCER Program Committee in its recommen-

dation and only marginilly by the NAS report.

A third area of concern which must be considered is the actual

context of fundamental research in education. Critical questions

must be raised as to the rate At which quality fundamental research

relevant to education can be built up; the ways in which the multi-

disciplinary, derivative nature of education might impact policies

and strategies for strengthening education-relevant fundamental

research; the fact that funding for education-relevant fundamehtal

research in a variety of disciplines is provided by a Variety of

federal agencies; etc. ,Again, these are critical issues not

addressed by the NCER Program Committee recommendations or by the

NAS ieport. As we have noted elsewhere, Consideration of shah

issues leads to consideration of both funding and non-funding

policies and strategies. Here, however, we will linit the

discussion here to the issue of funding allocations.

*
Radnor, Spivak and Hofler (19 ) Increasing funding is perhaps the y

most "obvious" strategy for st tlgthening fundamental research relevant

to education. It is very inportant to recognize, however, that
strengthening.fundamental resear6h in the education context is not
just a funding issue. It also intolves developing linkages, building
system capacity, selecting projects and areas for research, etc.
These are issues we will be discussing later in this paper.



2. Building a Rationale for Vundit]aAllocations

-

There are at least several critical considerations upon which

funding decisions for education-relevant fundamental research

should be based. (We are assuming here. i common agreement

that education-relevant fundamental research is indeed Important.)

First, excellence is critical to fundamental research in any field.

As the NAS report correctly notes (p. 5), "relevance" in fundamental

research is essentially meaningless if the research is of low

quality. Funding low quality fundamental research programs or

projects may sad quantity but not quality to the fundamental

research base and would simply be dysfunctional and wasteful.

Ftrther, we maY note that funding levels which are greater than

can be used effectively by high quality researchers/research

institutions invites application by and distribution of funds to

low quality researchers/research institutions. Thus, as the NAS

report emphasi, s, funding must be provided in a manner which

carefully selects high quality programs/projects and "screens

out" low quality programs/projects.

Second, if excellence is a critical requirement, then the capability

of the field to absorb and use productively increased levels of

funding for fundamental research programs/projects Is limited by the

available base of high quality fundamental researchers and funda-

mental research institutions. This is a funding implication which

is not raised as an issue by the NAS report. Simply put: the fewer

the number of available high quality fundamental research personnel,

the lower will be the level of funding for fundamental research projects

which can be productive.

Tard, the current base of fundamental researchers and research

institutions also limits the rate at which the fundamental research

. *
Current and as augmentable in the near term.
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field can be "built up" -- for it is the existing fundamental

research personnel and institutions which provide training for

new fundamental research personae/. Further, training.of new,

.high quality fundamental reaeatchers does take time. These con-

siderations are conseraints on the Llity to "improve" or '"strengthen"

fundamental tesearch through increased levels of funding -7,..anid_

again, these are issues not considered in.the WAS report1

There If a basic question concerning the structure of fundamental

research relevant to education that must be dealt with and which

was not considered in the NAS:Leport. Granted that education

has historically been a field that is practice-based and largely

derivative of reiearch, from a variety of disciplines, the

question arises as to how important it is, if at all, that there

be a core of fundamental research activity within education itself

(and/7 by researchers whose long-term and.major commitment is to

education). Is it likely to be healthy for education to be

entirely a derivative field r is there a need for a significant

level of research effort in fundamental areas that comes from

within education (possibly n some loosely defined sense)4.1?

It is 91ear that the core of reseirchers that are primarily

committed to education has been small and weak to date -- though

it does exist (and was even represented on the NAS committee

making the study). A major policy issue is the extent to and

rate at which such a core should and can be built. Furthermore, it is

vital that we better understand the extent to which the size

and health of such a core does or does not iepresent a constraint

on the healthy growth anOlow of useful insights that can come

from supporting potentially relevant research in the contributory

* We are definitely not .Luiplying by this the need for such work to go

on only in schools of education. The issue is one of commitment.

tri



disciplines. And finally, what is to be NIE's role with respect

to fundamental research carried out by those with major versus

periOheral Commitments to education, as ,:ompared to other sources

of funding ifor-these.areas of fundamental research? Such questions

are not easily xesolved. They should have been an important

aspect of the NAS analysis. They should be the subject of further

study by NIE. '1.1t take a tentative position that such a core is

likely to be important and that education has suffered from the

lack of such a strong core.

\,k

In the present educational context,*the existing base of high quality

educational fundamental researchers (i.e., those committed strongl

to education) is small. This would imply some constraint on funding

levels. On the other hand (as has been well noted by the NAS

report), education can derive benefits from fundamental research

in other disciplines which do have established, sizeable, high

quality personnel/institutional bases. Here, however, there is

also a constraint. Education research Lends to have 10w prestige,

complicating efforts to attract qompetent researchers to this

field.

A fourth consideration is that,educational R&D includes not only

fundamental research but also need identification applied research,

development, dissemination and other areas relevant to educational

R&D and its application within the operational system of education.

Here, consideration mnst be given to.the need to balance NIE's

responsibilities across each of these areas; to the need for a

balanced rate and level of development across each of these areas;

and to NIE's responsibility for the impact of educational R&D on

the educational operating system. Here, then, several baslc

questions must be asked which are not asked in either the WAS or

NCER Program Committee reports.
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1) What are the needs in all of these areas for which NIE

has responsibility?'
,

The Academy report has concluded that education-

*, relevant fundamental research should be strengthened.

Rowevai. because educational R&D is relatively young
!

in fhis'country, all educational R&D areas need

strengthening, though in varying degrees. In particular,

we would note that some people consider need identification,

applied reaearch, dissemination\and implementation/ultili-

zation to be areas which have even more "need" for

"strengthening" in the educational context than does

fundauertal research.

2) What are the relative levels of funding requirtd for

significant impact across the various educational R&D

related areas?

The point to be made here is simply that compared to

applied research and development, thecosts for signi-

ficant fundauental research are relatively small.

Both appliedesearch and development have requirements

of scale several degrees ot,magnitude significantly

larger than the scale requirAments of fundamental

research. ..Differencas in sectors and disciplines make

precise analogies difficult.
*

In areas st4 as drugs and

chemicals (which invo1i7e "hard" sciences and which have

very high levels of industry involvement), funding may

be as much as ten times greater for applied research

(and one hundred times greater for development) than

for fundamental research. In the "softer" social

sciences, the diffirences in magnitudes of funding

3 I

We recognize that in the education context, applied research is
-aten ')ne in a "small-scale" mode. However, the fact that applied
research on a lar3e-scale mode appears to be largely absent in the
education context may be a weakness worthy of concern.



may not be c great --.but they are still significant.

In the social sciences, funding for applied research

trptcal,ly is two-to-fout times greater than for

fundamental research, with the ratio betWeen develop-,

ment and fundamental research being even higher.

The'implication of the above is that funding for funda-

mental research can be increased significantly without

undermining the funds available (ana needed) for other

R&D functions. At the same time, there is also an

implicatton thatfunding levels for fundamental

research are not typicaliy 20% to 30% of the total

combined funding for fundamental research, applied

research and development.

3) What impact would various levela,of funding for funda-

41.+1

mental research have on Nn's ability go Tulfill its

responsibilitie, in oti ieducational R&D areas?

The NCER Program Committee haà recommended that 20%

of NIE's bUdget be allocated to fundamental research

by 1979 and 307. by 1985; This recommendation can be

properly evaluated only in the context. of NIE's

responsibilities for all aspects of educational R&D

(need identification, fundamental research, applied

research and development), as well as fof dissemina-

tion and i7lementation/utilization of the outcomes

of educational R&D. Allocation of 30% of NIE's budget

to fundamental researchAmuld leave only 767. of NIE's .

budget for its other R&D -related responsibilities.

Since applied research and development both tend to 1:

,

require much-higher
.

magnitudes of funding than does

fundamental research, the effect of the NCER Program

Commattee's recommendation would likely be to weaken NIE'k
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-
capacity-to meet funding needs for applied research and

development --.as well as funding Aeeds for NIE's other

areas of responspility:

1

Consideration must also be given to the fact that NIE

doeshave fixed expenses for administration (12-14% of

its budget in recent years) and.other commitments for

Which funding is allocafed (e.g.: contractual comnit-

ments; programmatic commitments such as the implied

three to five year comnitments to SEAs involved in

the State Capacity Building'Progranq Congressionally

mandated commitments such.as are found in NIE's re-

authorizing legislation).. Fixed.expenses And commitments

cannot be mitomatiAlly removed or reduced to re-allocate

funds to fundamental research (or to any other R&D-related

area of concern). Since fixed expense's and commitments

already represent a significant portion of NIE's budget,'

increasing NIE's fundamental research allocation to 20-30%

could be,accomplished only by using funds from the

II uncommitted" portion of NIE's budget -- thereby

significantly reducing the level of the discretionar3i

portion of NIE's budget. This simple fact raises at

least two serious questions about the NCER Program

Committee's recommendations.

a) Would thi "remaining" uncommitted portion

of NIE's budget be adequate for NIE to

fulfill its other R&D-related responsibilities?

b) Would NIE have the level of flexibility and

discretionary use of funds it needs to respond

to anticipated or unanticipated changes in the

educational R&D context, promising new developments

in any area of the total educational R&D ,



process, the need.to "balance" the levels

and rates of maturation across all educa-

tional R&D functions, etc.?

It must be noted that the above discussion is not meant to imply

or suggest specific funding amounts or percentages for fundamental

research or for any aspect of educational R&D. Such determinations

are the responsibility of NIE and NCER and are beyond our capability

or intent. What is intended is to suggest that the issues discuesed

above are the types of consi erations which should be used to provide

the rationaie for decisions a out specific funding allocations for

fundamental research -- and indeed for all funding allocations.

It is also intended here to suggest that allocating 20 30% of NIE's

brdget to fundamental research is quite likely to be dysfunctional to

NIE's capability to meet its tOtal responsibilities.

There is one further comment we woUld make here. Stability over

time is very important for fundamental research. Thus, while we

recognize that percentages can be a useful tool for administrators,

we do question the wisdom of allocating a total budget percentage

(10%, 20%, 30% or whatever) for fundamental research. If NIE's

budget were to increase significantly, a total budget percentage basis

might well result in more funding being assigned than the personnel/

institutional base of fundamental research could usefully absorb.

Contrarily, if at sometime NIE's budget were to decrease significantly, a

total budget percentage basis would require cutting funding alloca-

tions to fundamental research projects -- thereby introducing an

instability which would likely be dysfunctional.

3. An Alternative Funding Strategy for Fundamental Research

ht of the above discussion, the need is for a funding

policy/s bçategy for strengthening fundamental research which is both
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effective and feasible (given constraints discussed above and the
._

need for "balance"). Based upon the above discussion) we would

suggest the following as an bffective and feasible alteinative.

While this alternative assumes there will likely be an increase

in the level of funding for.fundamental research-relevant to

education, we do not here intend .to suggest a specific level of

funding. That would be beyond our capabilities and is the

responsibility of NIE./ This alternative also assumes that analyses

and estimates will be made (and taken into consideration) about

such issues as: the levels of funding which the fundamental

research personnel/institut

t

onal base is currently capable of

using productively; che rel tive need for funding across all

aspects of the educational R&D process; etc.

1) NIR would establish a targetdollar-amount level for

NIE funding of fundamental research relevant to educa-

tion. The target dollar amount level would.likely be .

greater than the current dollar amount level.

Discussion: The use of a target-dollar-amount level for

increasing NIE funding of fundamental research would

serve several purposes and would have several advantages

over a percentage-of-budget basis for funding. Both dollar-

amount and percentage-of-budget formats would demonstrate

the commitment of NIE to a policy of strengthening funda-

mental research.- Both would provide goals or "targets" to

be.reached. However, a target-dollar-aiount basis for
1

funding would also, allow NIE to relate funding to the

capability of the field to use funding productivelir and would

protect fundamental research funding from fluctuatlion or in-

stability in NIE'a budget. A percentage-of-budget basis for

funding would not serve these purposes.

4



Thi specific target-dollar-amount level would be established

on the basis of realistic estimates of probable ME budget

levels, the capability of the field to productivply use

funping and consideration of N1E's Mission responsibilities.

2) The target-dollar-amount level would be reviewed at approxi-

mately fivi yearfintervals.

Discussion: It is not assumed that a specific target-dollar-

amount level, once set, is either "written in stone for all

times" or based on "perfect wisdom". The target level does

represent (1) a definite commithent which (2)-fs-based

on well-considered judgment. At the same time, there

must be review mechanisms which can take into account

such context changes as significant changes in NIE's

overall budget levels, increased capability of the

field to use funding productively, etc.

While a review procese is needed, qte process must be.
a
neither too often nor too seldom. ;If performed too often

(e.g.: annually), there is not adequate time to "measure"

and "weigh" the changes noted abpye; the danger of insta-

bility is re-introduced; and the concept and force of

"commitment" is.undermined. Contrarily, if the review is

performed too seldom, (e.g.: every 10 years or more),

adaptation io context changes may come "too late" to be

effective and the concept of "review" becomes operationally

meaningless. Th3s, we.suggest the review be performed

approximately every five years.
*

On the assumptions that NIE's overall budget level is a key factor

and that it is most subject to significant change as a result of

political dynamics, consideration might be given to a four-year

review cycle, performed in the second year of each Presidential

term. There would be both benefits and dangers to this approach,

but discussion of these is beyond our scope here.

4n,
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3) In order to reach the target-dollar-amoUnt level specified

as policy, NIE would establish as policy an annual-incre-

mental-percentage growth of NIE's fundamental research budset.

, Discussion: Any increase in NIE funding for fundamental

research must take into eccourit (1) the current capability

of the field to u'e prodLctively increased levels of

funding and (2) tile rIle of development of the field over

time. An annual-incremental-percentage basis f r

increasing fundamental research funding takes both of

these factors into account. Indeed, the specific
1

annual percentage set as ,7olicy would be based on

informed estimates of these twivfactois. Additionally,

this strategy is based on the perspective that the 4
\

nature of fundamental research in general (and

specifically in the education context) calls for a

steady rather than a one time/short term "spectacular"

rate of growth. The 4ecific annual percentage would

also be subject to review approximately every five years

for the same reasons as noted above.

The percentage formula recommended here is a percentage

of NIE's fundamental research budget, not of NIE's

total budget-.

4) NIE would establish as policy that funds set aside for

fundamental research would be used only when programs

or projects meet the crite-ion of researcher andlor

rerearch institution excellence (and any other criteria

established by NCER/NIE).

If deemed wise and feasible, the incremental percentage could be

higher in the first year both in order to "signal" NIE's commitment

to the field and to bring the level of fundamental research up to

the level at which the .field is currently able to use funding

productively.

4
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Discussion: This.policy.operationalizes the valict,concern

of the NAS committee that low quality fundamental research

is meaningless no matter how "relevant" it might appear'.

5) Provision would be made that for any given fiscal year,

the annual\percentage growth may be temporarily suspended
,

for a one-yekar period, with the complementary provision that

the level of funding already reached wouid not be reduced.
1

Disnuasion: We have stressed the imporiance of.not providing

levels of fundamental research beyond the capability of the:\

field to use productively. An inflexible growth in funding \

levels does not take this factor into account. The above

provision provides the needed flexibility -- i.e., if at

any time NIE finds that the level of productive funding has

"peaked" (temporarily), it may suspend the annual increase

in funding levels. Simultaneously, stability would be

provided in that the level of funding already 1.-eached-would

not be reduced. The intent of a policy of annual increases

in funding level would be protected by the provision that a

suspension would be for one year only. Continuation of the

suspension (if valid) would require an annual decision.

6) No target year would be established foi reaching the

target d)ollar-amount level.

Discussion: Setting a target year may "sound good" at
\

first glance, hut it is unnecessary and the effect is simply

to rigidify the process, thereby leaving NIE less able to

adjust the process to the capability of the field or to

changing conditions (e.g.: a period in which the Congress

does not provide for the increases in NIE's budget needed

to increase allocations to fundamental researdh).
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7) As part of the implementation of the above policies,

441E would corktinually monitor ttli capability of the

field to use fundamental research'funding productively.:

Discussion: This provision, necessay for the

implementation of the policies and strategies suggestedo

above, could well be implemented as part of a total KkU

monitoring process. This provision would also serve the

"secondary" purpose of*developing/maintaining a close

contact between NIE and the field.

4

4'
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III. STRENGTHENfNG PUND&ENTAL RESEARCH: STRATEGIES AND ISSUES

The basic conclusions ofthe NAS wport are that fundamental research
'4

r' relevant to education is important, that it has been given low
d

priority and that it should be given higher priority. In a word,.

the basic conclusion of the NAS report is that fundamental research

relevant to educaqon should be strengthened. Given this premiee,

it becomes critical to determine how this "strengthening" can and,

should be accomplished how the objective of "strengthening"

can and should be operationalized.

Probably the most obvious approach is to increase the level of funding

allocated for fundamental reeftrch relevant to education. However, as

the discussion above has implied, increased fundinginust be,seen as only

one aspect .(admittedly an important aspect) of an overall eet of inter-

active policies and strategies. Thus, it now becomes critical to aek

the "larger picture" questions: What is thirkahge of policies and

strategies which might be considered? What are their "pros" and

II cons"? How do they fit into,a synergistic "portfolio" of policies

.bpd strategies? What.are the critical set of iseues invollved? What can

and should be the relevant roles of NIE and the field?

Both thel NAS end the NCER Program Committee reports recommend a set of

policie4 and' strategies which do i.ndeed go beyond the "level of funding"

issue. .Nonetheless, there are significant strategies and issues which

are not (or not adeqyately) considered in either report.

The concept and importarte of a ',portfolio" approach is discussed in

Radnor, Spivak and Hofler
\ t-1
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1. Expandi76 the Purposes of Fundamental Research Fun ing

/It is reasonable to assume that a Major purpose of increasing the

level of fundamental research funding is to increase (through an

increase in the number of projects funded) the base of scientfic

knowledge about education. This is a very valid purpose. Atthe

same time, there are oiher purposes which are suggested by theV
nature and context of fundamental research relevant to education:\

Specifically, as we have noted in an earlier analysis for NIE:

The central core of Basic Researchers, those committed
,to and devoting the bulk of their careers to educational
Research, seems to be particularly, weak in this field,
especially when compared to Basic Researih in most other
fields. In education, this core group tends for the most
part to be located in schools of education,- in depart-
ments focused on each of a number of derivative disciplines
(e.g., educational psychology, educational sociology).
'Consideration of these settings as the primar,\institutional
bases for Basic Research in education suggests 9ist there
are relatively few centers of excellence and a great deal

of mediocrity. Also, when one makes the distinction
between numbers staffing these departments and numbers
carrying out significant amounts of Basic Research,\the
relatively.small size of this core, and iti scattere
condition, become apparent.

A somewhat different picture emerges when one examines
Basic Resear,A relevant to education ctwried out in
discipline-based university departmeets (e.g., departmenis
of Psychology or Sociology). Here, 'there is considerable\

Excrilence, and these disciplines often provide valuable
inputs and contributions to the education knowledge and
technology base. The problem, however, is that the
commitment of discipline-based Researchers to the field
of education tends to be.variable and shifting over time.
After all, their primary commitment is to their discipline,
and education takes a secondary role.

Taken together, these two conditions create an educa-
tions'. Research cnmmunity that tends to be unstable and
amorphous, thus complicating the problem of relationships
and of oaintaining communication flows among the parts 9f
the system. ( Radnor, Spivak and Hofler 1976, pp. 29-30)

*
As noted earlier, we recognize that the need for a "core" of
education-oriented fundamental researchers is an issue which

needs further discussion.

4
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'The implication of the above discussion is that fundamental research

project funding should be based on a multiple purpose strategy.

That is, in addition to the purpose of strengthening the base of

scientific knowledge about education, project funding decisions

should take into consideration such additiona4aystem building

piiiieses as:

1) creating a vital, stable core'of high quality'

'fundamental researchers who are committed'to

education-oriented research;

2) facilitati.ng and iustaining communication and

.
collaboration across eclucation-relevant

disciplines and across the many agencies and

institutions which fund fundaments/ research

relevant to education.

These purposes imply project funding strategies which seek to maintain

relationships with researchers beyond the life of a specific project,

which seek to develop "centers of, excellence", which support training

programs for educational fundamental researchers. Indeed, these

purposes and strategies would appear'to be essential- if NIE is to

N\ take seriously its mandate to "build an effectUie educational R&D

system. " While Recommendation No. 7 of the.NAS report (and related

discussion on p. 75) begins, to address such purposes and strategies,

we believe that such system building purposes and strategies of

tundamental research funding should be given considerably more emphasis

and.00nsideration than provided by the report.

There is one further issue that should be considered here -- the

politi al issue. NIE is a federal agPncy and as such it is (and has

been) -ubject to "political" dynamics. Because "political" dynamics

tend to be "short term" in nature, they pose a potential threat to

the more long term stability needed for fundamental research. With

this point in mind, we are concerned that by focusing attention on the
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importance of fundamental r#search "outputs", the NAS report might

lead to Congressional expectations of short term "results" -- despite

the valid cautions of the report to the contrary. In making its

9 case" to the Congress, it would seem advisable for NIE to focus

(.1) on the need for strengthening the educational fundamental

research community (and its linkages) and (2) on multipurpose

strategies for doing so with the illustrations of the NAS

report providing support for the long-term validity of system-building.

2. Selection Decisions: Projects and Areas of Fundamental Research

NIE specifically requested that the NAS committee identify areas of

fundamental research having potential significance for eduCation And

deicribe areas of research they would deem to deserve high priority.

Clearly, if NIE is to be involved in the funding of fundamental

research relevant to education, NIE staff must beeprovided with some

guidance from the field to inform the inevitable selection decisions

that will have to be made. Wbether the fundamental research funding

policies of NIE entail (1) a focus on a few areas in which projects

will be funded or (2) a totally open, 100% field initiated approach,

choices will have to be made from among proposals submitted. Further,

since a variety of disciplines are relevant to education, there is

potentially a broad array of relevant research areas from which

project proposals could be submitted.

Thus, some criteria other than the relAtive merits of submitted

proposals are likely to (and indeed must) enter into selection

decisions -- even when panels of distinguished researchers are

used to make selection decisions. Distinguished researchers,

after all, do have their own individual biases and perspectives.

Thus, the research areas, methodologies, etc. that *are funded are

likely to be heavily influenced by the simple act of selecting

distinguished researchers for the review panel. Therefore, there

4 ,



is really no way to avoid the problem; decisions are going to

reflect the conscious or unconscious choices among research areas

as having greater or lesser potential relevance for education,

potintial significance for strengthening the scientific foundations

of education, etc.

It is reasonable to suggest that NIE's fundamental research funding

decisions need to be based on some understanding of at least the

following:

1) the spectrum of fundamental research areas, with potential

,relevance to education;

2) the state of development of each of these'researth areas:

3) lines of inquiry that are being pursued; how, where

and by whom; with what kind of results, and how such

results might have potentially significant application

to education;

4) the state of readiness for educational application in

different areas of inquiry (i.e., are there some lines

of inquiry that are so well developed that it becomes

feasible to concentrate on a few central problems of

.questions which may lead to insights and/or outcomes

of fundamental significance to improving our understanding

of the educational process or how we think about

education7);

5) how well different areas are (or are not) being funded

by other federal agenCies;

6) which areas seem to have reached a temporary saturation

for funding high quality fundamental research;

7) which areas could expand most rapidly with the help

of increased funding (given the availability of personnel and

centers of excellence able to expand their training
-

capacity at different rates);

8) where the potential for synergy across agencies

and/or projects seems most likely.
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We do not here deny the argument made by the NAS committee

given the uncertain nature of fundamental research, one can'never

predict with complete accuracy where the most important break-Ovoughs

are likely to be, what applications are likely to follow frOm.whie

lines of fundamental research, etc. Still, some reasonable,

infoimed estimatns are not outside the realm of possibility, and

this seems to be ail that.= was requesting from the NAS committee.

Funding decisions will be made regardless of what recommendations

the NAS committee makes; and sinc decisions are almost always made

on less than perfect information, any information which could

'---xeduce the uncertainty level of such decisions by improving the

quality of information available to decision makers would certainly

seem to be a decided plus. Distinguished researchers from the

field would seem to be the best possible source for at least part

of this information. Thus, it is a serious failing of the NAS

committee that they were unwilling to provide any of the guidance

Wr.. requested abt. t "promising" areas for fundamintal research.

In effect, the NAS committee.took the far easier task of selecting

illustrative examples aimed not at providing guidance for selection
r'

decisions but rather simply at persuading the reader that fundamental

research does have potential relevance for education. Certainly NIE

and NCER do not need to be so persuaded. By redefining their task

and thus producing the kind of report they have presented, the NAS

committee has, in our view, provided a potentially useful public

relations documeot (though as we will later note, it could have a

negative effect on some readers) in support of fundamental research

relevant to education, but has provided little of the kind of

guidance NIE needs to assist its staff in developing a fundamental

research funding policy or making specific decisions regarding the

implementation of such policies.

3. The Role of NIE

By virtue of its Congressional mandate to "build an effective

educational R&D systemr, it is obvious that NIE does have a role
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in the strengthening of.fundamantal research relevant-to education.

It is ihus now ate to examine the nature of that role. To do so,

it'is necessary to consider the context in.which NIE exists and in

which fugdamental research relev'ant to education occurs -- a context

which includes: the multi-disciplinary, deriOative nature of'

fundamental research relevant to education; a relatively young

edikational fundamental research system in which there are many

loosely-linked participants;. several mapr federal (and other)

funding agencies (of-which NIE is only one).

The educationql context for fundamental research has two main

"chaKacteristics. Fir3t, it'is multi-faceted. Educational

fundamelial research is derivative from many disciplines and

thus involves many pariicipants, each gill somewhat different

perspectives and interests. There are several major federal

(and non-federal) fanding agencies involved -- of which, NIE
/

is only one. SecOnd--(the educational fundamental research

community is reiatively young (rather than "mature") -- and its

linkages are we k. In such a context, there are three particular
t

"lead" roles which'seem necessary but which could only be provided

by an agency or institution whose scope is nationwide and multi-

disciplinary and whose'pilisaxy mission is education-oriented. NIE

is just such an institution. Indeed, given its Congressional

mandate, NIE is the only institution in a position to perform

these very necessary roles.

AB has alreadY been implied in the discussion thus far, one NIE

role is to provide leadership in system-building. At the very

least, this role implies the need for policies and strategies
-.

which would:

(1) facilitate the development of linkages among disciplines,

among funding agencies, and among fundamental research

personnel;

(2) provide for the training of education-oriented ft...,damental

researchers;
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(3) build and strengthen "centers of excellenceb fOr education-

relevant fundamental research;

(4) provide stability;

(5) Ancrease the "status". of educational research.

A system building role also implies that the system-building

.
potential of a specific project should be a major-criterion for

project selection decisions.

A second role of VIE is closely related; i.e., the role of orchestration.

At the very least, this role implies:

(1) facilitating communication across disciplines and among

fundamental research personnel;

(2) taking a lead role to identify particular areas of

fundamental research which appear to have particular

significance for education;

(3) taking a lead role to coordinate fundamental research

programs and projects across funding agencies in order

to develop synergy across such programs and projects;

(4) linking fundamental research to "upstream" and "downstream"

R&D functilns.

Implied in the orcheatration role is yet a third.role for NIE -- a

coalescing role. We may note that fundamental research relevant to

educatron may be characterized as'being highly "scattered". It

involves a variety of.disciplines -- each with a variety of research

areas potentially relevant to education. Funding for education-rele-

vant fundamental research is "scattered" across many funding agencies.

Edvcation is generally a "secondary" concern in these varied

disciplines and funding agencies. The education-relevant fundamental'

research "community" is at best loosely and weakly linked, Educa-

tion-relevant research is not per se of "high status". Thus, there

4 .
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would seem to be.a strong need for coalescing the diffuse, scattered

enelemeata of education - relevant fundamental research. Ai the very
Vv'e

least, this role would imply:

(1) scanning the various education-relevant disciplines to

identify potential, for synergy across lines of research;

(2) facilitating.and supporting the development of linkages

within and across fields.

4. The Asencv/Vield Issue

A, basic issue in R&D is the role of the field in relation to the

role of a major funding agency, an issue whiCh we have addressed

in a policy analysis for NIE (Radnor, Spivak and Hofler 1976).

Both the NAS and.the NCER,Program Conmittea reports focus strongly

on this issue in their recommendations. Though their recommendations

differ somewhat in specific details, both reports recommend the

fllowing kinds of roles for the field:

1. A review role (e.g.: to review proposals, quality and

balance of programs, etc.);

.2. A role of assistance to NIE (e.g.: to identify research

needs, to develop guidelines, to plan);

3. To initiate fundamental research projects.

Additionally, the NCER Program Committee recommends that 50% of

NIE's fundamental research funding be allocated to "individual

investigators or small groups of investigators."

Both reports, then, suggest a strong role for the field. However,

'4 there are issues which we feel need further consideration and clari-

.

4
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fication than provided in either report. While we have discussed

these issues at more length elsewhere (Radnor, Spivak and Hofler

1976), we will review them briefly here.

One issue is the level of consensus among researchers in the field

about such considerations as: identification of key questions in need

of answers, adequacy or appropriateness of different methodologies,

lines of resear:% which appear to be most promising, etc. Where

field consensus is low, it would seem more appropriate for a

funding agency to work closely with (but clearly not be directed

by) the field to determine areas and projects for funding. That

is, the agency would "be fairly active in molding and selecting

from what the field has to offer rather than just responsing to

scattered field-initiated proposals" . On the other hand, where

field consensus on key issues is high, such an Agency role would

seem less necessary -- Le., a mode of being highly responsive to

field initiated proposals would be quite appropriate. Thus, it

is incumbent on NIE to determine the level of fieldconsensus on

key fundamental research issues before setting a fixed policy about

field initiated proposals. However, pending such a determination,

it appears to us that in many areas, fundamental research relevant

to education is more nearly characterized by low rather than.high

consensus. If this is indeed the case, the "lead" roles of
. .

orchestration and coalescing become especially important.

A second (and related) issue is the need for system capacity

building in relation to fundamental research relevant to education.

As we noted earlier, this need implies that projects should be

considered in terms of their potential for system capacity building

as well as in terms of their quality and substantive output. An

"overview" agency such as NIE is more likely than the field to

have an "overview" perspective of total system building needs and

to be specifically concerned with this issue.
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The basic implication of the above discussion is simply that there

are "lead" roles which can only be performed by a major funding

agency such as NIE and that these "lead agency" roles are especially

important when an R&D system such as that in education is relatively

young and not really "mature". We do note here that while NIE may

validly be considered a lead agency for fundamental research

relevant to education, there are other federal agencies (e.g., NSF)

whiCh fund fundamental researCh relevant to education -- some

at levels greater than that provided by NIE. Thus, NIE's "lead"

role must be understood in terns of the intersection and inter-

action of its lead role with the lead roles of other relevant

funding agencies.

Having.said this, it is now important to balance the discussion

by again noting that both the NAS and NCER Program Committee

reports ari correct in emphasizing that ihe field must have a

strong role in the funding process for fundamental research

relevant to.education. Fundamental researdhls an uncertain

process. It is difficult to determine which lines of research

are "most promising." The knowledge and perspectives of researchers

are needed if adequate evaluations are to be made of the quality

of research proposals.

The practical question at this point might seem to be: How can

the "lead" role of NIE and the "strong" role of the field be

reconciled? Actually, this is the wrong question -- it implies

that the Agency/field 4ssue is an "either/or" issue. We would

suggest instead that the nature of fundamental research in the

educational context requiresa highly collaborative Agency/field

relationship. To illustrate, we have suggested that NIE should

Radnor, Spivak and Hofler (1976:33).
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not be directed kt the field in project selection. However,

the field should be strongly involved in reviewing projeCt

proposals -- as is validly recommended by both the NAS and NCER

Program Committee reports. Similarly,,while NIE must take a

/ "lead" role in the process of identifying areas of "promising"

Wridamental research relevant to.education, it must seek the

advice and counsel of the field.

In order to develop and maintain such a close, collaborative

relationship with the field, we would suggest (as does the NCER

Program Committee report) that-NIE have fundamental researchers

on its staff
*
-- though we recognize that attracting quality research

talent io NIE in not a simple task. Indeed,.we would recommend.

that NIE research personnel continue to be involved in research

and have as a major responsibility maintaining close contacts with

othey members of the field.

Through a close, collaborative mode of Agency/field relationships,

the Agency/field "issue" is no.longer an "either/or", "us vs.

them" issue. Rather it becomes simply an issue of determining-

the appropriate modes of collaboration. Indeed, if NIE has

active researchers as part-of its internal staff, NIE becomes,

in one sense, a part of the field.

5: A Potentially Dangerous Alternative Conclusion
0

The NAS report was prepared by a committee composed of personnel

who candidly admit their strong and pre-established commitment to

The NAS report recommends only that NIE staff be "well informed

about research" (p. 79).

4
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fundamental research. It is not surprising, then, that the NAS

committee concluded that fundamental research it indeed important

for education.. Similarly, the report was requested by and,sub-

mitted to NIE -- which has its mission the support of educational

R&D. Thus; it would be reasonable to expect NIE (and NCER) to be

supportive of this conclusion.

The issue here, then, is not whether the conclusion of the NAS

report is right or wrong -- or whether groups such as those above

will find the report persuasive. Rather, we are concerned about

the impact the NAS report might have on persons or groups who are

not already "predisposed" towards (or who may even be predisposed

against) the conclusions of the report. Given the political

context in which NIE (and itv funding) exist, this is just as

important an issue as the validity of the report's conclusion.

We think that the report could, unfortunately, be misinterpreted

by persons "un-predisposed" towards fundamental research.

In order to demonstrate forcefully the need for educational funda-

mental research, much of the NAS report is devoted to demonstrating

that fundamental research ifi a variety_ of discirlines has providedi,

.(and thus can .be anticipate in the future to provi4e) benefits

for education -- and this arimnt of the report is indeed persuasive.

However, it is precisely this persuasiveness which could provide

a basis for what we consider to be wrong and dysfunctional conclusions.

Specifically, there are two possible issues here: the allocation

of fundamental research funding with a apecific focus on education;

and the role of NIE.

*
Subsequent to the initial draft of this policy analysis, at least

one Congressiopal staff member has raised the type of issues discussed
in the paragraphs which follow.

1
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The NAS report has correctly noted that it is difficult to predict

which specific lines of fundamental research (and in which disciplines)

are likely to be most significant for education. At the same time,

the report.does make a strong case that education has.indeed benefited

from fundamental research in a variety of disciplines. If these

two (quite valid) considerations are taken.alone and out of the

larger educational R&D context (as an "un-predisposed" reader might

well do), it wOuld not be unreasonable to suggest that .funding

allocations lor fundamental re.earch need have no specific reference

to education per se. Such a position does have some validity

education tan expect to benefit from fundamental research

in a variety'of fields regardless of 'whether or not the term

"education" is applied.. The NAS committee does not provide a

rationale to the contrary, and indeed, does not really raise or

discuss t s issue. We believe the issue should be raised and a

rationale delineated. Specifically we suggest (as discussed

earlier) t at it is possible to make reasonable, informed judg-

ments tha certe.n lines or areas of fundamental research have a

high level of potential relevance to education -- and should be

funded (and orchestrated) as such: relevant to education.

Assuming for the moment agreement that funding should be provided

(even increased) for fundamental research relevant to education, the

question could be raised whether or not NIE should have a role in

the funding process; and if so, what role. The NAG report has

made a strong case that education has historically derived benefits

from fundamental research in a variety of disciplines -- research

funded for the most part by agencies which are larger, more well-

established than NIE and/or are more directly related to specific

relevant discipline3 (e.g.: NSF, NIH, NIMH). If this is the

case, it would be reasonable to aslOwhy all federal funding for

education relevant to fundamental research should not be channeled

directly to such other federal -agencies. In the absence of a

4
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rationale .for an NIE role, such would be a quite reasonable question.

The NAS report lacks a clear and forceful stateMent of such a

raiionale and,herein lies a potential danger of the report. The

rationale for an NIE role is simply the strong need for a lead

role of system building, ordiestration and coalescing across disci-

plines (as well as across the several major funding agencies) --

and NIE has been mandated by the Congress to provide these Ipad

roles.

6. The Use of itatistical Data

When statistical data is used in any analysis, it is important both

to recognize the limitations of the data and to stay within these

limiiations when drawing.conclusions,or implications from the data.

The NAS report does make initial disclaimers that (1) the way a federal

agency allocates its funding is a "far from perfect" measure of an

agency's commitment; and (2) "the data needed to make comparisons

ore sometimes unreliable or unavailable" (p. 50). We further recognize

that the statistics used in the NAS report (Tables 1-6, pp. 51-59) are

the most relevant available statistics. Nonetheless, in a number of

instances, the report does use the available data in ways that appear

to be inappropriate and misleading. This can be illustrated in Table 3

(p. 55) and related discussion (p. 54) in the NAS report.

As presented in the report, Table 3 includes dollar amounts that were

allocated in FY 1975 to basic and applied research by a variety of

federal agencies. Estimates are provided from two separate sources.

Percentages are included only for sub-totals and totals -- not for

each separate agency. From Table 3, the report concludes that: "Both

sets of data show that, overall, basic research receives about one-

third of the total research support. This proportion is even smaller

(22-297 of all research) in the 7gencies identified by the NRC study
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iProject on Social R&D as directly con erned with research in education.

Basic research is smallest (15-207 o4 all reseaich) in the Office of

Education and the National Institute f Education." .

A more detailed analysis of Table 3 raises serious questions about

these conclusions, and about the NAS committee's use of available

statistical data. If the dollar amounts provided in Table 3 are

translated into percentages (specifically: basic research as a

percentage of total_research allocations), we obtain the results

shown in Figure 1. When Figure 1 is used as a basis for a closer

scrutiny of Table 3 than is provided in the NAS report, a number of

implicaiions may be drawn that challenge the conclusions of the NAS report.

1) The NAS report concluded: "Basic research is smallest (15r

20% of all researCh) in the Office of Education andethi----

National Institute of Education" (p. 54). This statement

is highly misleading in several respects. First, it comr

pares OE and NIE with the average of thirteen other agencies,

agencies which are significantly different in mission and

whose individual percentages range from 0% to 100%. Second,

wiyin NIE is considered separately, Esamate 1 plaCes NIE

quite high (e.g.: 47% for NYE cp. 37% for NIB; N1E; at

47%, is higher than all of the other agencies except for

NSF and Smithsonian). Third, as discussed elsewhere by

us and by the NAS report, education has been a largely

derivative field. Thus, N1E and OE do not represent the

total enterprise for fundamental research relevant to

education.

2) The NAS report concludes that the "average" percentage of

total research funding allocated to basic research is

33-35%. Granted that this is a mathematically true assertion.

It is also a meaningless assertion. Individual agencies

range from 0% to 100% allocation of total research funding
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Estimate 1. Programs for Research

in the Behavioral and Social Sciences

(National Science Foundation)

Sasic Rese40 auPercntake of TotalRemersh

te 2. Research
Jetts Relevant to Schooling

and Other Formal Education,
Selected Agencies Only
(Interagency Coordinating
Project)

Agencies Engaged in Soma
Education Research (Study-
Project on Social R&D)

DASiC Research
in Behavioral/
Social Sciences

Basic Research
in Education

Department of HEW:

Nati'mal Institute
of Vocation 47% 11%

Office of Education 0% 21%

fubtotak: Average 20% 15%

Office of Ass't
Secretary of Education

80%

Health Division 37% (NIH) 80% (NICHD, NINCDS)

33% (ORD)

Depalament of Agriculture 24% 73%

Department of Interior 11%

Department of State 0%

'Department of Commerce under 2%

Smithsonian 100%

Department of Labor 4% 0%

Departsent of Defense 20% .26%

Veterans Administration 5%

Subtotal: Average (22%) (29%)

Other Agencies Whose Research
iS Relevant to Education

National Science Foundation 727. 70%

Alcohol, Drog'Abuse, and
Mental Health Administration 44% 29%

Health Services Administration -0- 100%

Social and Rehabilitation
Service 07. -o-

Average 33% 35%

FIGURE 1
BASIC RESEARCH FUNDING AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL
RESEARCH FUNDING OF SELECTED FEDERAL AGENCIES

Adapted from Figure 3 in: National Academy of Sciences, "Fundamental Research and

the Process of Education" (1977).
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to basic research. It would be meaningful to compare Mb

with other spedific agencies -- provided that the nature

and relevance of the comparison are identified (e.g.:

similarity of mission). However, this is not done in the

NAS report.

3) The NAS report attributes a high level of significance to

the fact that both the "Estimate 1" and 'Estimate 2" data,

show basic research receiving about one-third of total

research support, as a composite average for 2.14. agencies

combined. Given the above discussion and the fact that

there is no data for several agencies in "Estimate 2",

we question that this statistical fact has any real meaning.

4) Finally, we would note the rather extreme differences

between "Estimate 1" and "Estimate 2" in relation to

several agencies (e.g.: NIE, OE, Health Division of

HEW, Department of Agriculture). These differences

highlight the limitations of available data and suggest

the need for caution in drawing conclusions from the

data.

We may note briefly here another aspect of the discussion of

statistical data in the NAS report. There are differences between

federal agencies as to the aspects of the total R&D process for

which they have concern or responsibility. Since NIE has a respon-
f

sibility for all aspects of a total RfilD process (including dissemi-

naPion and implementation/utilization), one must be very careful Ln

comparing NIE funding data with funding data for agencies which

have more limited areas of concern and responsibility. In a

similar vein, in some fields we fird the major funding for applied

research, development, dissemination and even implementation

utilization being provided by industry. In the education context,

there is no such equivalent -- at least not on a comparable scale

Thus, the demands on NIE's budget for (as an example) applied

4
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research and development are likely to be stronger than the demands

on the budget of (for example) NIH. These differences also make

analogies difficult, imprecise and potentially misleading. While

the data available to the NAS committee does not make comparative

analyais an easy task, the NAS report does not seem to take these

issues adequately into account in its discussion.

Some Other Considerations

The discussion thus far has served to illustrate a range of issues

relevant to the reports of the National Academy of Sciences and

\
of the NOR Program Committee. There are additional issues which

need to be addressed. Limits o i time and resources prevent us

,elsborating on these for now. As illustrative of just a few of

these issues we provide the following annotations of several points

2 made in the NAS report. At this point we Will merely provide the

appropriate quotation from the report together with brief comments.

A. Assumption: Educational Practice Has Improved

We can also see that the quality of education as a human exper-
ience has undergone marked improvement over the years, not only
between some distant historical point and now, but also within
the lifetime of most adults. The curriculum of schools and
colleges, for instance, has never been, more varied in scope
and variety. High school students are learning now what was
once thought to be college-level material, and elementary
students are acquiring skills that used to be taught in high
school. While some might argue that it has become too ambitious
and that we should not be trying to teach so much to so many,
there is no doubt that the varied fare that schools offer today
is an advance over the three Rs of our grandparents' day.(pp. 17-18)

Does the discuscion of the NAS committee on pages 17-18 reflect a

4 .
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rather "liberal bias" rather than a "disciplined inquiry" perspec-

tive? There are those who doubt that today's varied educational

fare is an improvement (or at least has been at the .expense of) the

"three Rs". Woad'not the "back tit basics" movement be a direct (and

widespread) challenge that there is "no doubt that the varied fare"

of today "is an advance over the three Rs"? Similarly, recent

actions in La Crosse, Wisconsin (where the community recalled and

defeated School Board members who had dismissed a "strong discipli-

narian".Superintendent) reflect what may be a more widespread and

growing\trd back, towards.strong internal school disciplinary

practices. Am the people who call for "basics" and "discipline"

wrong? On the basis of what fundamental reseaKch are they "wrong"?

Even if one accepts the NAS committee's particular perspective of

"improvements" in educational practice (improvements at least

indirectly traceable to fundamental inquiry), this perspective is

"hindsight". A critical issue becomes how one can distinguish,

at any present moment, which lines of research and/or related

practice applications are "sound" and which are "fads" (and even

"bad" fads). How can the educational R&D cOmmunity inform or

4 warn" the practice based educational community.about the limitations

or weaknesses of implications which are prematurely drawn from the

'tentative and/or limited findings of a specific line of fundamental.

research? These are pragmatic and value issues which ire a part

of the "reality" of the educational context but which are not

addressed by the NAS report.

B. Inappropriate Optimism

These illustrative projects are not atypical of education
R&D, nor are projects like them exclusive to education R&D.
In our judgment, they represent an ill-advised tradeoff of
scientific quality and future understanding for promises of
immediate products and suiterficial benefits. To be fair, we
must note that the promises have not always been made by
administrators. Researchers themselves have sometimes approached
their work with inappropriate optimism about the speed with
which science might yield results that would inform practice.

4
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Codclusion. The application of science and technology to
improve education is of great importance. On the whole,
however, we believe that the federal government'has adopted
policic-3 that encourage superficial and wasteful research that
has the appearance Cof relevance'but lacks the substance of
general principles. We recommend a significant redistribution

of emphagis toward more fundamental research in education aud
toward a more measured approach to education R&D of all kinds.
The current r4ources for doing so are clearly sufficient. (p. 66)

The NAS report is correct in challenging the validity of promising

or expecting "too much too soon" from particular fundamental

resgaich projects, and his also correctly noted that federal policies

can have the effect,of encouraging such "inappropriate optimism".

Rowever,, the reiort does not sOecify-Phich federal policies are.

inappropriate -- or how and why. Nor does the report analyze the

*political aspect of the educational R&D context, identify any other

causes for "inappropriate optimism", suggest ways of alleviating

this problem. The report does seem to imply that a greater emphasis

of-fundamental research woull "alleviate" this problem. We fail

to see the rationale or logic of this conclusion and iudeed suggest

that as a sole strategy, increased "emphasis" woLld not impact the problem.

C. Limitations of Individual Research

Federal agencies and the public are understandably concerned
about the time required to solve problems through science or
to get "answers" from research. In pat, as we have observed,
the-dutcomes of research have been misunderstood. But also,

the time-required to formulate and to carry out productive
research is.usually underestimated. We emphasize.that this
time cannot be reduced significantly by programming sequential
activities, tightly supervising laboratories, dividing labor
according to function, or "buying" clusters of research. The
individual is at the heart of fundamental research and he or
she needs time to think, worry, and proceed with "gradualness." (p. 68)

The NAS committee's primary concern here is to emphasize'(1) the

time and (2) the modus operandi for fundamental research. These

are correct and needed emphases. We specifically agree that

"programming sequential activities" and "tightly superyising labora-
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toriis" are inappropriate. Neither do we challenge that the

importance of the role the "individual" tesearcher can have in the

fundamental research process. However, we do challenge the impli-

cation that an "individual" approach is the only (or e'ven the main)

approach to fundamental research. Such an implication does not

take cognizance of recent trends towafds the use of teams

in fundamental research in a number of areas (e.g.: in empirically

based areas).

We also question the report's conclusion against "buying" ,llusters

of research. Although the term "buying" has negative pejorative

winnotationi, there ari realms to cOnaider-fUnding-firesearch

clusters", whether such "clusters" be research areas or research

centers. The earlier discussion in' this paper about stlection

decisions has implied that concentrating on a research area

(tnrough a "cluster" of supported projects) may at times be

prudent. Similarly, the need for system capacity building suggests

a strategy of supporting "centers of excellence" -- i.e., insti-

tutions where there is a "cluster" of fundamental research

personnel.

D. Unsolicited Proposals.

It is the Committee's opinion that the most productive toci

yet devised for managing research without destroying freedom
cf inquiry is the research grant awarded after peer review of

unsolicited proposals. (p. 69)

There is no real "evidence" for this statement, which reads more

like an "assertion" thin an "opinion". Nor does the discussion here

take into account how .Insolicited and agency-suggested proposals

should ba viewed in terms of issues discussed in this paper such

as "lead" agency roles, agency/field relationships, selection

decisions re. lines of research, etc.

4
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IV. CONCLUSION ' V.

a

We spated at the beginning of this paper that in two key areas,

we strongly agree with the conclusions of the NAS and NCER

Program Committee reports:. i.e., that fundamental research

relevant to education (1) is important and (2) should be strengthened.

At the same time, wa have in this paper suggested soma critical

issues which have not been adequately addressed in either report.

We have further suggested that consideration of these issues is

necessarq for the develoraent of appropriate policifs and

strategies -- and for the rationales and justifications upon which

such policies and strategies must be based. We have noted that

consideration of a broader range of issues than those provided

in. the two reports leads, at times, to conclusions and recom-

mendations different from those in the two reports; at other times,

the result has been to support their recommendations and strengthen

the rationalls behind them.

It, has been our intent in this paper to be illustrative rather

than comprehensive. Certainly, there are other issues which need

to be considered and other policies and strategies which can be

developed. We do believe that the issues raised in this paper are

critical issues and that these issues do demonstrate the type and

range of issue; -- and related policies/strategies -- which should

be considered by NIE and NCER.

As one looks across the range of issues discussed in this paper,

three major requirements emerge that over-arch the specific points

of concern:

1) that NIE's.policies and .arategies'regarding education-

relevant fundamental research must be based on a clear

understanding of NIE's mission as a lead agen4 in the

educational R&D context;

4, ;;-
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2) that organizational and o erational issues related to NIE's

mission must be considered:

/

3) t

1
at a variety of policies and strategies (including but not

1 mited to funding) fdr strengthening education-re -cult

fundamental research.need to be considered.

41

1. The Mission of NIE as a ead Agency in tthptEducational R&D Context

The discussion in this paper points to a critical need fOr a clearer

understanding of NIE's mission which can be used to guide policy

and strategy decisions"regarding all of NIE's responsibilities --

including fundamental research. The "starting point" and general

framework of NIE's mission is, of course, provided by NIE's author-

izing legislation. At the same time, it is'important that an agency

such as NIE also take a proactive, self-defining stance in defining

its mission. This at least involves:

- determining the meaning and intent which underlie the language

of NIE's authorizing legislation;

- developing a vision of what NIE's mission should be in light

of a close examination of the nature of and needs in the

education context;

- "spelling out" NIE's mission even more preciseLy in terms of

directions; critical needs; relationship with NIE's con-

stituencies, other funding agencies, and the various education-

relevant disciplines; operational implications; etc.

Thus, while NIE obviously must start with it's authorizing legis-

lation as a general framework"for defining its mission, NIE must also

make a self-determination whether the scope of its mission should

be more comprehensive or less comprehensive; what should Q. the

major foci or emphases at any given point in time; what "mission"

4



is apprupriate given the character of educitim (as a derivative

field, as partially craft-like, etc.) and in the light of the state

and stages of development of educational R&D in its various aspects;

what is realistic Nlithin the constraints ot funding;

and in this case what are the specific mission implications for

fundamental research in education.

We recognize, of course, that defining one's mission is not a

0precise science", perhaps especially in the political context of

a federal agency and in the value-laden context of education.

Thus, anyunderstanding or statement of NIE's mission could (and

likely will) be debated and would be subject to dhange over time.

Further, we a10 recognize that at times a certain (amount of
Lo

" vagueness" about one's mission may be "the better part of wisdom":

Nonetheless, we believe that NIE Ehould give immediat. and serious

attention to developinglt clear internal understanding and consensus

of its mission -- as well as to developing such an understanding

with ocher education-relevant funding agencies and with NIE's

II constituents", Otherwise,. NIE wifl continue to be subjected

(internally and externally).toyon-resolvable and d4litating

debatee about policies and strategies, to a lack of consistency

and balance in its policies and strategies, and to periodic (and

time/energy consuming) "rehashing of the same old issues".

As part of an understanding of its mission, NIE must also give

.early and serious consideration to what it means to be a lead

agency. Certainly, this role is implied (1) in the very establish-

ment of NIE as a'separate agency; and (2) in the establishment of

a Federal Council on Educational Research and Development -- composed

of "representatives of Federal'. agencies engaged in research and

development relating to education" and chaired by the Director of
-m

'NIE.
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Further, consideration must be given to what it means to be a lead

agency in the education context. As we have suggested, this will

require consideration of sueh needs as system-building in a relatively

immature, diffuse and highly "derivative" field; of orchestration

roles in relation to other agencies, to the varied relevant disci-

plines, and "participants" in educational R&D and educational

practice; of the "practice-based" nature of education. 'Consideration

should also be given to such issues as the extent to which there

needs to be a "core" of researchers whose primary commitment is

to the field of education. Finally, consideration should be given

to the intersection and interaction of NIE's lead roles with the

lead roles of other agencies concerned with educational R&D and with

education-relevant fundamental research in particular.

Considerations of mission, lead agency roles and the educational

context do lead to specific policy/strategy implications and even

requirements. While it is not our role in this analysis to determine

what these will be, we have in our earlier analysis (iadnor, Spivak

and Hofler 1976) provided illustrative scenarios of how these con-

siderations could lead to specific planning and funding policies

and strategies.

In light of the above discussion, we recommend that NIE give

immediate and serious attention to:

1) defining its overall mission as a lead agency in educational

R&D;

2) determining the kind of leadership which is required and/or

feasible for NIE'to fulfill its mission as a lead agency in

the educational R&D;

3) defining NIE's mission regarding education-relevant funda-

mental research both in relation to educattion-relevant funda-

mental research per se and to NIE's overall mission.

d
Nj
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It is our position that the deeper issues involved in determining

NIE's posture and programs with respect to fundamental research

cannot be properly dealt with in the absence of these determinations.

2. /Organizational and Operational Issues

.If NIE is to fulfill its mission regarding fundamental research

relevant to education, early and serious attention must be given

by NIE to a wide range of organizational issues concerning how NIE

should be struLtured, how it should operate, how it should be staffed.

For example:

How is NIE to relate to/work. With other funding agencies?

How can NIE best keep in close touch with and work with the

"field"?

Row can N1E obtain the information it will need to make selection

decisions of what program areas to fund?

How should N1E manage and supervise the projects it funds?

Does N1E now have a program management capability which is-adequate

and appropriate for its fundamental research mission?

The point to be emphasized here is that simply increasing funding

for fundamental research without dealing with such organizational

issues is not likely to be very productive. For example, if NIE

does not have personnel who understand a particular:research area

and are "in touch" with the r6levant research personnel, serious

question must be raised as to what significant (or valid) role NIE

could have in that particular research area.

Among tha organizational issues uhich NIE should consider would be

at least the following:

4,;
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1) having competent fundamental researchers on NIE's staff --

and having them actively involved in research;

2) determining appropriate roles for the field; appropriate

ways of relating to the field; and appropriate methods

for involving the field (e.g.: appropriate uses of panels,

conferences, workshops, exchanges, etc.) in selecting,

funding and working with those sub-specialties selected

as targets for NIE support and attention.

3) determining appropriate ways of working with other funding

agencies in order to orchestrate.fundamental research efforts

across agencies and disciplines;

4) determining appropriate uses of well-developed state-of-the-

art reviews, knowledge syntheses, etc.;

5? monitoring-the educational fundamental research context.

\..

Thtis, we recomMend thitt *planning policiea, strategies and

programs_for streogthening\educatian-relevant fundamental researdh,

NIE give early and serious consideration to identifying and developing

appropriate responses ta organizational:issues such.as (but not

limited to) those noted above.

3. Mtiltiple Perspectives and Purposes of Funding

Any examination of,fundnmental research in the education context

is likely to reveal that education-relevant fundamental research

shotild be strengthened and that NIE funding for fundamental research-N

can be socewhat 4.ncreased without ''.damaging" the balance of NIE

'\Ifunding for other areas of education 1 R&D. However, the funding

issue needs to be examined from a va iety of perspectives and in

terms of multiple-puzr,se strategies. To illustrate:

//
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1)\ In determining levels of funding for fundamental research,

;TIE must first give consideration to the needs of and N1E's
.

i4A sponsibilities in other areas of educational R&D and

pra tide. Consideration must then also be given to.the

field's capability to use and NIE's capability to "manage"

particular levele of fundinefor fundamental researdh. These

.considerations.would seem to indicate that applying 20-30%

of NIE's total budget to fundamental research would be un-

necessary, inappropriate and potentially dysfunctional. As

.we have auggested, a more realistic.strategy would be an

incremental, measured and monitored annual increase over

NIE's'current level of funding for fundamental researdh.

..2). Policies end. strategies for strengthening fc.xdamental

research relevant to education should give consideration

to such purposes as system building and orchestration

across disciplines and funding agencies.

3) Policies and strategies for strengthening fundamental

research relevant to education should involve careful

selection of research areas for funding. In selecting such

research areas, consideration should be given to whether

or not they are:

- areas which provide opportunities for orchestration

and synergy across projects;

- areas where N1E can have a significant impact in

terms of orchestrating the efforts of several funding

agencies, system building, etc.;

- areas whiva informed judgment indicates potential

significance for educetion;'

Ey topics and by sub-specialties; it is our belief that disciplines

and general fields represent a much too broad research spectrum.

4 ,,t,
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- areas where "excellence" exists or an be builti

- areas where "seedin

"

s needed and c uld be_productive.

\4) Recognition must be given to the act that the "genesis" of

significant fundamental research come from applied

research and --..in a "craft-like" fi ld such as,Aucation

from practice.

5) It may well be that the rationale for an mmediate increase

in funding levels is most validly based on the leed for NIE

to "signal" to the field NIE's commitment.t fudamental

.---researdh and to stability. in NIE -1Und. -and-manage

fundamental research.

It is imperative, then, that NIE view an increase in/the level uf

funding for-fundamental researdh as only one aspect/of a broad-based

funding policy.

4. Summary

In conclusion, while we haVe said that we supporean increase in

NIE funding to fundamental research, it is our strongly held position

that in the absence of specific resolution of and attention to

required policies, resources, structures, and programs, such an

expansion should be measured and incremental and not of the radical

nature recommended by the NCER Cammittee (20% to 30% of budget). We also

oppose the use of such formulae for fundamental research funding policy.

Among the areas requiring such specific attention are the identifi-

cation of fundamental research areas in terms of current capabilities

of the field in various areas; potentials for synergy; potential

for developing "centers of excellence"; potential for relatively

SInear term" significant results, etc.; organizational issues,

including NIE's current program management capabilities; defining
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NIE's mission and the nature of what it means to be a lead R&D agency

in the education context; the relative need for funding across the

various educational RAD functions; whether or not there needs to

be a "core" of researchers whose primary commitment is to the field

of education.
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APPENDIX A

We have included as an appendix an editorial from the August 26, 1977

issue of Science which discusses some of the same issues that we

have reviewed in this paper.
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26 August 1977) Volume 197, Number 4306 SC NICE i!

How Fares Basic Science?
When the elders gather to assess the spirit and substance of science, ap-

prehension isinvariably expressed about the state of basic research. Thus,
it was only normal for the reOent summer meeting of the Committee of Sci-
entific Society Presidents to vote that "basic science is in trouble."

This is a useful, and suitably gloomy, battle cry to raise on the eve of the
annualjousting exercise of budget7making. Unfortunately, the quality of the
supporting evidence leaves Much to be desired. IS basic science in grave
trouble, in significant trouble, or in some trouble? Is it equally in trouble in 1'

government and in indystry--or is there a great differenee: a tale of two ,
cities? What art the- properties of the troublefinancial, political, institu-
tional, attitudinal, or managerial? How much of the trouble is self-inflicted?
It would be helpful to have answers. Lamentation is ..ot enough, and basic
science is not homogeneous..., . .

As has been said before On this page, basic science long ago drifted I

amiably into the arms of governMent at the price of those checks and bal-
ances which go with pluralisticsupport. It should not come as a surprise to.
leartrthat the marginal industrial and foundation dollar has been driven-out
ofithe picture. It has also been noted that although government hai beei a
very gó6d-friend-of p wades an--
erratic and uncertain illYirtir nt for long-term research because it has not
.yet come round to treating basic science-asinvestment, in contrast to year-
to-year expense.--This library of familiar music is- likely to play-for some
time. . ..

What becomes iniportant now is the questionof productivity in basic sci-
ence. Instead of measuring "trouble" strictly in terms of rising, falling, or
steady-state budgets, we need to ask different questions and apply, different
tests, It may very well be that built-in inefficiencies and distractions are
sapping the vitality Of the research process and that the dollars allocated to
basic science no longer tell US much about the true levels of research effort.

Which factofs operate to devalue the basic science dollar? The indirect
cost surcharge en research grants is a familiar kind of burden, but not the
only one. Counqess man-months are subtracted from research effort in or-
derto satisfytheroutines ofrenewal application, accounting, reporting, and
compliance with the rising tide of governmental and institutional- regula-
tions. Obsolescenee-ot instruments and equipment, together with queuing
delays, works to drop the-blood- count of research.. The torrent of what
passes for scientific and technical information presents obstacles through
which investigators must blast dr tunnel their way. This is the enervating
dimension of basic science as it must be practiced now, and little of it meets
the unwary eye. Would it overreach by too much to say that, compared with
the environment of a decade ago, the research dollar has been devalued, in
terms of productivity, by one-third?

With zero-based budgeting coming on strong, and a balanced federal
budget being scripted for 1981, prospects for growth of support for basic .
science are problematic. The normal revenue growth under present tax laws .
will be claimed by defense, welfare reform, energy development, and per-
haps a national health insurance program. Three-quarters of the govern-
ment's budget is already relatively uncontrollable, leaving a very narrow
area for discretionary expenditure, and it is in this cramped and bitterly
competitive corner that basic science is to be found. Given all this, there
are strong incentives for isolating those influences which undercut the pro-
ductivity of basic research at existing support levels.

Basic science has known lean times. But a combination of austerity, in-
dustrial disinclination, continuing inflation, and falling .productivity could
prove to be too much. if the science adviser, the National Science Founda-
tion, and the scientific community would take a close look at the issue of
productivity, a brighter light might be shed on the sources of "trouble" in
basic 3CienCe.WILLtAm D. CAREY

4 e,
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APPENDIX B

A sdecond appendix we have included here is a report to the

National Institute of Education (1977) entitled "Fundamental

Research and the Process of EdUcation".

4
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PREFACE

The Committee on Pundameetal Research Relevant to Education, constituted

in Junel976 by the National Research Council in cooperation with the

National Academy of Education, wasrformed in response to a request from

the National Institute of Educattain (NIE). Pne of the legislative charges

to the Institute is that it seek to improve education in the United States

by strengtlIoning its seientific foundations. In light of that charge, Dr.

Harold hodgkinson, Director of the Institute,.asked the Committee to rec-

ommend how that strengthening might be accomplished, by identifying promising

lines of fundamental research, assessing tht adequacy of federal support,

and recommending changes in policy, if any, needing consideration by the

National Council on Educational Research or other appropriate bodies.

This Committee did not conduct a scientific research project. We

were asked, because.of our experience and expertise as scientists and

educators, to expresi some judgtents about research and federal policy.

We did not feel constrained--and were not asked--to suspend our initial

belief in the value of fundamental inquiry for education. As persons

who have committed our careers to fundamental research as well as to

applied research and education, this belief was, and rem-1ns, strong.

Nor did we feel it necessary to collect large amounts of new empirical

data. There is much that we .have learned over the years and much that

others hive learned. There exist numerous sources of information'already

.available from reports, iapers, and books on thetopic of research and

education. Our task, as we/Conceived it, was to review with each other

our knowledge and perspeaiyes and to learn from documents and colleagues

outside the Committee. 0#- search for information and our discUssions,

while lengthy and to the point, were not so much exhaustive investigations

as they were.a form of shared reassessment of our judgments.

The Committee did.try to solicit comments as widely as possible and

to familiarize itself with all the pertinent literature. For example, we

systemitically reviewed previous reports and evaluations of change in edu-

cation and the effects of research (see Bibliography), undertook a limited

citation study of the flow of research information (see Appendix A), and

collected information on the performers of basic research by examining

current journals, books, and nationally distributed magazines and the re-

cipients of research awards. Some of us examined the research cittl in

books that had had national impact on education.
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The focus of much of our study Vsas on research designed to understand
;

the processes of individual learniurtnd human development, the organiza- /
tion of social inatitutionsx and interpersonal'interaption. Wereviewed f

only briefly applied research and work that translates baste re4earch into
educational materials. Our major concern witb regard to applied research
and development was to evaluate its scientific foundation.

We did not evaluate fundamental research on the subject matter of
education, such as mathematics and physics. This decision was largely
due to our limited time and errlrtise. During a one-day meeting, we did
consult with a special mathema ical and physical sciences panel of thAr
Committee, whose members were George Pimentel (University of California
at Berkeley); Henry Pollak (Bell Laboratories), Frederick Reif (University
of California at Berkeley), Frank Westheimer (Harvard University), Hassler
Whitney (Institute for Advanced Study), and Bernard Witkop (National In-
stitutes of Health).

Our evaluation of research policy was focused mainly en the National
Institute of Education, becauSe of its mandate to improve the scientific
foundation of education.. Our review of the Institute and its programs
was as comprehensive as we could make it. We examined at length and in
detail the current spectrwm of researsupport now maintained by the YIE

L. and familiarized ourselves with its orking structure. We interviewed
program officials, examined budget documents and actual spending in detail,
reviewed projects proposed to and supported by the NIE, and investigated
provisions.for maintaining scientific feasibility and quality. In addition,
we reviewed the funding and management of eduCationally relevant research
by the various governmental agencies that now offer such pupport. Among
these are the Office of Education and the National Science Foundation.
(auring.our deliberations the latter began a new program for research in
science education.)

Our task in formulating and writing this report was made lighter then
it might /Jibe been because nany individuali helped. First, Philip Jackson,
one of our own Committee members, deserves thanks. In an essay he wrote
for the Committee, he captured our conception of the process by which re-
search is diffused. A revised version of this essay consiitutes Chapter 2
of this report.

The Director and Associate Directors of the National Institute of
Education and several other past and present program officials provided
much 'of the assisiance we needed. They were both cooperative and sympa-
thetic with our requests for information, quick answers to questions, and
discussion. We especially wish to thank Dr. John Mays, who, as the Science
Advisor of the NIE, was responsible for transmitting to us the largest por-
tion of the information and background materials needed. He was invaluable
as a source of historical background and citations.

Many others contributed at various stages of our work. For example,
our initial search for 'information on both research and policy was aided
by the directors of a large number of associations, who announced to edu-
cators and researchers our request for suggestions. In response to this
request, we received over one hundred letters, visits, or calls. In addl.-
tion, Christopher T. Cross, a knowledgeable staff person from the Congress,
spoke to our Committee about congressional views. The aforementioned
panel of mathematical and physical scientists commented on the first draft
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of this report and met with us for a day. Dr. David A. Coslin, Executive
1

Director.of the Assembly of Behavioral and Social Sciences, and Dr. James
G. March, of.the NIE Council, alsb met with us and provided valuable sug7
gestions. There were a large number of unwitting helpers, too, among
'whom we count the originatorsiof the reports listed in the Bibliography
and the authors of books on educational problems and organizations.

The revisions of this report have received Careful scrutiny by re-
viewers within the Academy. These reviews, many of which were written
in great detail, were extremely helpful; we owe our thanks to these anony4-
mous reviewers. We are grateful, too, to Eugenia Grohman, Editor and
Executive Associate of the. klasetbly,. who helped us structure the'report,
.and to,Christine L, MtShane, Assistant Editor, who critically edited the
report and supervised its production. A

Finally, we wish to thank Benita A. Anderson, the Administrative
Secretary of our Committee, who not only typed.the many versions of the
report but was pur primary research assistant, collecting information ,f
from journals and reports and .collating by hand the large number of cite-

I itions used in the study reported in Appendix A.
; 1.

In conclusion, we joined.the 'Committee with stronglylleld-views about., I

the nature of fundamental research and preferences regarding the lines of '

inquiry most worth pursuing. Another committee might have had somewhat
different opinions. We tried to avoid narrowness on our Committee by
reading and Consulting widely, but we did not attempt a systematic,survey
of scientists and educators, nor aid we try to achieve consensus on all
aspects of the report. We do not presume to represent all.our colleagues
in this rerort nor to suggest that every part of this report represents the
opinion of every Committee member. We did, in the end, find that the areas
of agreement among Committee members.were much greater than the areas of
disagreement. As a whole, this report presents our collective judgment on
those aspects of fundamental research relevant to education that we have
been able to examine in these few months, and our recommendations regatd-
ing research policy represent some hard thinking and, reflection on the
part of each of us.

Sheldon H. White
Chairman, Committee on Fundamental
Research Relevant to Education

4
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The modern conduct of education--through schools, colleges, training pro-
grams, television, publishing companies--touches every one of us in more
ways, for more hours of the day, and probably with greater effect, than
ever before. Possibly that is why education is so much in the news and
is much of what seems to\be behind the news. To many people, the quality
and quantity of education\seems connected with their own and their chil-
dren's chances for success;\important_social problems such as unemploy-
ment and crime, and the natiOn's stature. Our social, political, and
economic ills and expectations"transcend education, but the perceived
importance of "getting an education" to alleviate problems and achieve
dreams is significant. Nearly all of the gouernment's major social pro-
grams have an education component. Therefore, when scientists and schol-
ars turned their research toward the driderstanding of education, people
hoped for practical improvements in instruction as well as the .11evia-
tion of apparently related societal problems. The questions sometimes
raised by,these hopes, and nourished by the eVIdenceof moon landings,
antibiotics, and atomic energy, are how soon a11. with what effect does
research on fundamental processes bear practica fruit? These questions
find pointed expression in the phrase, "That's vdry interesting, Professor,
but, what's its relevance?" .

This report on fundamental research addresses the issue of relevance
by aiming at three questions that we, a committee of scientists and edu-
cators, belieVe are uSeful for a serious discussion of national research
policy for education: "What do you mean by relevance?" "What kinds of
fundamental research have potential relevance?" "How can federal policy
strengthen fundauental research relevant to education?" .

Our answers to those questions take the following form: first, what
makes fundamental research relevant is the improved knowledge it gener-
ates, which in turn is a condition for more useful views of how education
takes place, new visions of what is educationally possible, stronger com-
mitments by those who educate, and improvements in instruction and educa-
tional institutions. Second, the kinds of fundamental research that have
potential televance derive from a broad range of inquiry focused on basic
questions concerning how people mature, learn, and interact and how social
ins*itutions affect them. Third, federal policy for fundamental research



relevant to education should be designed or redesigned to improve the
qutiity of work of those who conduct research.and their working environ-
ment, to enlarge the sdope of fundamental inquiry, and to provide adequate
resources for its developmerit.

These conclusions derive from our views of research and how it is
administered. We believe that f.ndamental research relevant to education
is basically a development of ideas for explaining how and why education
occurs across places, time, aLd groupp of people. The quality of this
development is rcflected in the validity of the new concepts and under-
standing that gradually diffuse to educators and the public, where it
atands its ultimate test: the degree to which educators, students, and
citizens find ttle new ideas pore useful, more sensible, than the ola ways
of thinking. In turn, the quality of fundamental research depends heavily
on the standards of those engaged in it and on their resources for systeue.
atic observation and careful analysis, bullding upon the work of others,
responding to emerging possibilities, and examining the many realms in
which basic educational processes occur. These resources depend on two
factors insufficiently represented in the practice of federal policy
today--commitments to financial support and flexible management that en-
courage self4-directed fundamental inquiry.

Definitions

Defining the subject matter of this report proved to be difficult. The
colloquial definition of education is imprecise--to some it means schooling,
and to some it means more than that. Our discussions of fundamental re-
search relevant to education hinged on our agreeing on a definition of
education itself.

In Western society, the classical definition of education is intel-
lectutl development, or lcarning. The Latin origins of .the noun, educa-
tion, convey the notion of a leading out of ignorance. Plato recommended
.geometry as a course of serious study, not for the practical advantages
.it might afford in battle or everyday life, but rather because "geometry
'will draw the sOul towards the truth and create the spirit of philosophy
and raise up that which is unhappily allowed to fall down . . ." (The
Republic, Book 7). Echoing this attitude over.2,000.years later, John
Henry Cardinal Newman argued that the advantages of advanced education
are "in one word, the culture of the intellect" (The Idea of a University,
1852).

1While this definition of education is simple, it is not entirely
consistent with that of many Americans. In the minds of many, education
means schools, colleges, and other institutions that, in turn, are called
on to provide many functions other than intellectual development. Thus,
"education" can be viewed as a means for socializing childrend provid-
ing day-care, vocational training, conferring status or credentials,

'Article 26 of the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights says,
"Education shall be directed to the . . . strengthening of respect for
human rights and fundamental freedoms. it shall promote understanding,
tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups,
and shall further the maintenance of peace" (Dec. 10, 1948).



aLd stimulating national development. When, in a recent survey, parents
were asked to rank the relative importance of various attributes of tneir
children, intellectual curiosity lanked tenth (after characteristics like
honesty and good manners) and success in school was twelfth. Letters to
the Committee from researchers and educators also showed a range of ex-
pectations for educational institutions. In these letters, 40 percent
emphasized that learning should be their primary function, but 60 percent
mentioned train:Nig for occupations, good citizenship, mental health, or
national development. These views suggest that if 1.ntellectual develop-
ment were the only outcome of schooling, parents would not expect their
children to spend at least twelve years in school, and the public would
not spend an average of over $15,000 pe, child on schooling. More to the
point, it suggests that our discussion would be too.narrow were we to
focus on intellectual 'development alone.

We have decided to use, for the purposes of this report, a two-,

dimensional definition of education. On one hand, education is personal
and intellectual development or learn'ng, which may oCcur either inside
,or outside schools. On the other hand, education is what educational
institutions do, or are expected to do. It is our belief that fundamental
research is relevant to education to the extent that it leads to an under-
standing of these domains.

What is fundamental research? The Committee decided, arbitrarily,
that there was no need to make a distinction between the traditional term
"pure science," the popular."basic research," and "fundamental" research.
Basic resear,:h need not be equated, as it once was by many, with labora-
tory work or rese.lx,:h conducted exclusively in academic departments. We
believe it has come to mean disciplined research to discover general
principles, but not necessarily by a particular academic or methodologi-
cil route. Thus, for example, some of the work of psychologists on
learning from Sesame Street, conducted on the site where the program was
developed, is basic research, truly fundamental to uaderstanding how
children learn.

Fundamental research JA. education is disciplinen inquiry whose pur-
pose is to understand why and how education takes place. These processes
are the subject matter of the behavioral and social sciences, such as eco-
nomics, sociology, political science, psychology, and anthropology, and
some of the humanities, such as philosophy and history. Our ability to
comprehend the basic activities of education, to recognize and articulite
problems, and to suggest ways and means for solviri them depends heavily
on the knowledge developed by these sciences and humanitzes.

Objectives

As a guide to the Committee's work, the National Institute of Education
(NIE) asked us to consider three questions:

1. What are the principal lines of research being pursued at the
present time that are significantly strengthening the scientific founda-
tions cf. (Aucacion, and what are some of their possible contributions to
American education? Are there some lines of research that appear particu-
larly promising and deserving of higher priority than they are now given? ,

2. Are current modes of conduct and support of fundamental research
relevant to education adequate to ensure its quality and ultimate useful-
ness to education? If not, how might they be improved?



3. In light of answers to the above, what possible additions to
or changes in policy relevant to fundamental research, if any, are rec-
coithended for consideration by the National Council on Educational Research
or other appropriate bodies?

We began our examination of these questions by defining, operation-
ally, the specific issues we would address and the array of work we would
evaluate. Three major considerations affected our decisions. First, we
were asked to prepare a draft of the report in nine months; second, we
did not wish to repeat what other groups had done recently; and third, we
wanted to allocate our limited time to those issues we felt were most im-
portant and about which'we were most knowledgeable.

The first question asked of the Committee by the Director of the NIE
received considerable discussion and study. Implicit in the task re-
quested--that of ideatifying lines of fundamental researdh having potential
significance for education and describing research deserving of higher
priority--was the more basic task of articulating haw fundamental research
makes a contribution*to education. In short: How does education improve?
How does one define a "contribution" from iesearch?. Our reading of govern-
ment documents and reports on education, the testimony of government offi-.
dials before Congress, and our discussions with congressional staff and
program officials,greatly increased our concern with these questions. We
finally concluded that the usual evaluation of the impact of fundamental'
research knowledge on education'is fax too limited, amd deserved our
nary attention.

Education is a human.service, a massive one. It does not change by
leaps and bounds, and even when changes are introduced by design, as in
a new curriculum, one finds upon analysis that adaptation to the novelty
takes place through a slow, complex, political process. Since clearly
defined improvements in education are rare, it is also rare to find a
direct and simple movement from fundamental research knowledge to educa-;
tional practice. And yet"anyome familiar with schoolè, school management,
teacher training, and parent-school relationships knows of the movements
that have taken place from disciplinary knowledge to public discussion,
curricula, and teacher beliefs, which ultimately define practice.in edu-
cation. We found that many reports, program guidelines, and budget docu-
tents reflect a far more limited perspective. Ftesumed in these written
materials and the words of many government officials who spoke with us
was the conviction that there must be identifiable change that clearly
results from a well-defined, once-articulated set of ideas.

We therefore-undertook to examine a-subtler and deeper vein of trans-
mission from knowledge to education. Webelieve that educational change
is slower, more subtle, and more complex than that usually envisioned, and
that one of the most important influences that fundamental research has on
education comes through diffusion rather than dissemination. Our concep-
tion of this diffusion process is discussed in Chapter 2.

The consensus we reached as a committee on the contribution of basic
research to education had considerable impact on a subsequent decision to
restate the first question directed to us as: How does fundamental re-
search contribute to education? It was our judgment that ideas from basic
research flow gradually, and in complex ways, to the educational community,



citizens, parents, and students. TheAe Ideas affect not simply educational
techniques but the way people think about education, the criticisms and en-
thusiasms they have regarding it, and the aspirations they hold for them-
selves and others. Some of this influence can be foreseen, roughly, in
fundamental research as it progresses, but much of it cannot. We therefore
felt it ifiappropriate to rank specific lines of research that might make a ,

contribution to education. Instead, we attempted to delineate, by example,
fundamental inquiry that has potential usefulness for education. We wished,
through these examples, to illustrate the variety of methods that can be
used to address topics and problems relevant to educationthe process of
building the scientific foundation of education--and to demonstrate the
potential of contemporary basic research. .These examples are found in
Chapter 3.

We had also a more general task of evaluating the range of basic re-
search and the health of work relevant to education. The earlier work of
individuals and groups aided in this task. One of the most thoughtful
volumes we read was Research for Tomorrow's Schools, edited by Cronbach
and Suppes. We also read a large number of papers written by working
groups of researchers whohad been sponsored by the NIE. Reports by dis-
tinguished groups identifAd interesting and promising lines of reserach
in neuropsychology, information processing, cognitive development, social
development, linguistics, sociology, anthropology, and various kinds of
learning difficulties. We discovered, in addition, a large number of
literature reviews in the various disciplines that identified important
problems on which excellent research was being conducted. Finally, we
considered a series of other reports, some sponsored by the National Re-
search Council, that evaluated and listed promising 'lines of research.
(These sources are listed in the bibliography.) Once we were fully aware
of all this previous work, we concluded that the question of what research,
in particular, might be usefully supported had already been adequately
answered, at least for the time being. Promising topics for fundamental
research have been laid down, if not to the complete satisfaction of all
the Committee members, then in abundance and with sufficient regard for
quality and promise. Furthermore, we think that identification of prom-
ising research must, as a general practice, be based upon the implicit
guidance that derives from the system of peer review. '

The second and third questions directed to the Committee by the
Director of the NIE conerned federal policy, which we were to evaluate
and about which we were lo formulate recommendations. InIthis effort we
were guided by two assumptions based upon training and experience. First,
reseatch is only so "relevant" as its quality allows. If research is not
of high quality, no amount of apparent pertinence to important educational
issues in its content, method, or site of study will make it relevant.
Therefore, research policy must enable the research environment to promote
quality in the work of researchers whose support derives from the federal
government. Second, today's research cannot be conducteci, on the whole,
without flnancial support from the federal government. The problems are
far too complex and numerous, the facilities required are too expensive,
and the training needs are too sophisticated. Thus, we examined research
policy with attention to the adequacy of funding as well as to the quality
it encouraged.

4
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Our evaluation of research policy, described in Chapter 4, provoked
much discussion, and resulted in the recommendations ending the report.
VS hope these recommendations communicate our continuing belief that the

,

. federal government can and should support the growth of knowledge about
education that we need to alleviate its problems, to build upon its
strengths, and to shape it for the benefit of flit-re generations.

0.4



CONCLUSIL S AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMITTEE

In this report, the:Committee on Fundamental Research Relevant to Education
has set forth its views of the contribution that fundamental research can
and has made to education. That is, fundamental research has had its
major and mast useful impact on education through the gradual, public difi
fusion.of new ideas and concepts that have been assimilated into the
expectations; practices, and resources of education. These have influ
enced-practitioners' views of reality, their vision of the achievable,
their knowhow, and their commitment to act (Chapter 2). We have described
briefly by example the kinds and variety of fundamental inquiry that we
believe may make such a contribution in the future (Chapter 3). We have
noted that federal policy in practice does not emphasize fundamental
researeh (Chapter 4). Our recommendations are made with the hope that
the federal government will reorient operating policy in education.toward
fundamental research on how people learn and mature, their diverse sources
and settings for learning, and the function and value of what they learn
as well as toward improving the quality of all efforts to improve or
alleviate problems in education.

A Reemphasis on Fundamental Research

1. Fedek'al policy to build the scientific foundation of education
through fundamental research is established in law, precedent, and concept.
Nevertheless, basic research on the processes of education is today
assigned very low priority in federal agencies charged with the manage
ment of educational research and development. In federal agencies, gen-:
erally, basic research receives about 11 or 12 percent of all funds for
R&D; in educations'basic research is allocated only 4 percent. In the
two agencies primarily concerned with public education in this country--
the Office of Education and the National Institute of Education--bas.;.c
research receil-s less than 2.percent of the research and development
monies. We recommend an increase in the proportion of the federal in-
vestment in education research and development designated for fundamental
research (p. 66).
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Improving Scientific Quality of Research and Development

2. Government agencies have swung toward premature attempts to pro-

vide quick solutions to educational problems, many of which are not well

understood. It is our conclusion that without the guidance of understand-

ing, these practices regularly lead to projects that are of neither practi-

cal nor scientific value. We recommend a change in policy toward more

carefitl assessment of what is known and what must be learned when solution-

oriented programs are undertaken (p. 66).
/".

3. Agencies concerned uith educational research are properly con- )4

cerned with setting research priorities and objectives. But too often

the felt significatce of an educational problem has been the overwhelming

factor in allocatiug research effort, with ineutficient regard for the

scientific feasibility of the proposed research. We recommend that more

active investigators be included in the planning and program review of all

basic and applied research efforts in education (pp. 67, 68).

Better Management of Fundamental. Research

4. Management practices that have proved appropriate for developing

new curricula and moving technical advances into the educational system

have not been particularly appropriate for strengthening basic scientific

research. We recommend more extensive use offieldminitiated and peer,-

reviewed systems of research Anding (pp. 69, 70).

5. For some of their programs4 the National Institute of Education

ani other agencies use a sinC.e review panel designed to serve different

objectives, such as to improve acientific.understanding, to encourage ma-

terials development, and to devise applications. This practice leads to

overload, watered-down concentrations of competence, and a.tendency for

the more applied,and immediate problems to preempt totally,the resources

available. We recommend that within each major program (such as Pasic

Skills in the National Institute of Education or the Office for Handicapped

in the Office of E&cation), separate budgets and review panels be estab-

lished for fieZd-initiated research. Review panels should be staffed pre-

dominantly by currently active basic researchers, with appropriate

representation of those more oriented to development and application

(pp. 70, 71, 76).
4

A More Active Role for the National Institute of Eduelation

6. The National Institute of Education has not made significant pro-

gress toward fulfilling its mandate to strengthen the scientific and

technological foundations of education. We recommend that the National

Institute of Ec&cation take immediate steps to tmplement a policy of

strong support for fundamental research relevant to education (p. 75).

7. The National Institute of Education should offer leadership in
fundamental and applied research relevant to educat,lun. WO recommend that
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'the Institute redefine its role and implement policies to attrAt an1 main-
\ tain research ofhigh quality in the field ofeducation, to provide ong- 1

ter-i suplzrt for work on important problems of education that affect broad 1

sectors of sd6iety, olid to encourage pioneering applied and fundamental
research (p. 75).

8. The National Institute of Education how limits itself almost
exclusively to education in public schools. We recommend that its mi,sion
be broadened to include sponsorship of fundamental research on Zearning
throughout Zife and in the many settings in which education.occurs (pp. 75, 76).

9. The staff of the National Institute of Education must be well
informed about research. We recommend that the National Institute 6j'
Education adopt personneZ poZicl,s that will facilitate the staff's knowl-
edge of research and ofprograms for research (p. 71, 72).

National Scife.nce Foundation Participation

10. The Science Education Directorate of the National Science Foun-
dation is now planning its first deliberate program of support for research
on science education. The National Science Foundation should establish a
strong program of suppori for fundamental research related to science edu-
cation (p. 75).

.4
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APPENDIX C 4

A third appendix included here is &report 'inr the

National Council.on Educational Research on Fundamental

Research Relevant to Educatfon.

4
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NATIONAL COUNCIL ON EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

NCER Program Ccumittee Report

and Draft Policy Resolution

On

FundaIntal Research Relevant to Education

The National Institute of Education was esablished in 1972 in order to increase

the effectiveness of educational research and development Under the policy of he

United States to provide for all persons opportunity to receive an education of

high quality. Congress recognized the relationship between quality of education

aad research of a fundamental nature in the followirig statement (in the General

Education Provisiot;s Act of 1972):

"To achieve quality will require far more dependable knowledge about

'the process of learning and education than now exists or can be expected

from present research and experimentation in this field. While the

direction of the education system remains primarily the responsibility

of state and local governments, the Federal Government has a clear

responsibility to provide leadership in the conduct and support of

scientific inquiry into the educational process."

The Institute was given full responsibility under the Act of 1972: "1.) To

help solve or alleviate the problems of, and to promote the reform and renewal

of American Education; 2.) to help advance the practice of education, as an art,

science;\and profession; 3.) to
strengthen the sCientific and technological -

foyndons of education; 4.) to build an effective educational research and

development system." Scientific inquiry into the educational process, or research -

of a fundamental nature, is essential in carrying out each of these responsibilities,

and pursuit of the third depends almost entirely on this kind of research.
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The Council requested the Director to contract with the National Academy of

Sciences, in cooperation with the National Academy of Education, for a study of

fundamental research relevant to education. To paraphras the Academy report

Fundamenal Research and the Process of Education fundamental research in edu-

a

cation is disciplined inquiry what purpose is to understand why =dhow education

takesplace. These processes are the subject matter of the behavioral and social

sciences, such as economics, sociology, political science, psychology, and

anthropology, and some of the humanities, such as philosophy and history. The

relevance of fundamental research to education derives frot the.ipsights it provides

-
into learning, wherever it occurs, and into schooling, that aspect of learning

which is more formally organized. We see the Committee's formulation as quite

consistent with the definitions used by the National Science Foundation:

"In basic research the investigator is concerned primarily with gaining

, a fuller knowledge or understanding of the subject under study."

"In applied research the investigator is primarily interested in a
practical use of the knowledge or understanding for the purpose of a
recognized xiaed."

The Academy has concluded that "basic research on the processes of education is

today assigned very _ow priority in Federal agencies charged with the management
t

of educational research and development," and that as this applies to the

National Institute of Education, the Institute "has not made significant progress

toward fulfilling its mandate to strengthen the scientific and technological

foundations of education." The Report suggests that serious problems may.flow

from this situation.

4
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If the knowledge upon which applied research and development projects are based

is inadequate, the likelihood of their producing valid or beneficial results is

doliblitl. Although the Cormittee is aware of recent progress,in NIp support for

fundamental research, it believes that even more must be done. If fundamental

research is neglectel, the program of the Institute becomes less effective.

A major part of the Institute's,support should continue to be for projects that

have a direct benefit for educational practice and for research of an applied

rather than a fundameqal nature, including problem-solving, develoi:: .rt, and

dissemination. A considerable body of fundamental knowledge already exists upon

which to base this kind of research. NevertheLss, we are concerned that the

knowledge base that already exists should also be extended in order to continue,

to make application and development possible.

Wehhave consulted with a number of scientists and educators, both about the

National Academy's Report and about their own views of the need for fundamental

research in education. As a result of these consultations, the Academy Report,

and our own deliberations over period of several months, we Are convinced that

the situation described is serious, that its implications for the future are even

more serious, and that NIB: support of fundamental research relevant to education

should be increased substantiaL.ly if,the Institute is to fulfill its potential for

aiding major long term imp Ptent in education. The following policy is therefore

proposed.

4 ,,
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I. Allocation of Funds* -

A. At least 20% of the Institute's funds shall be used to support

fundamental research'relevant to education by FY 1979, and by

FY 1985 this shall have, increased to at least 30%.

B. At least half of the minimum thus allocated (10% of the Institute's

funds in FY 1979, increasing to 15% by\ FY 1985) shall be used for

research grants to individual investigtors:or small groups cf

investigators.

Research Community 'Ilvolvement:

A. The major purpose of research supported under this

Le to extend ihe knowledge gained through previous

?olice shall

or current

researdh or to explore a.Teas where'knowledge is lacking and for

which a need is evident. Since those ,who are most'familiar with

/such areas of researchtare investigators in the field, the Institute

*In px'llminary discussion by the Council some members, while supporting
fully the intent of the Committee's recommendations, preferred the following

wording of Section I:

A. A significantly greater portion of the Institute's budget shall be

used eor fundamental research in FY 1979 than in FY 1978 and each
year thereafter until a level is reached th4 is'satisfactory to

,

both the Director and the Cc_acil.

B. At least half of the funds thus allocated shall be used for research

grants to individual investigators or 8mall groups of investigators.
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thall, to the maximum.extent possible, rely upon their assistance

in identifying research needs and research to be supported. This

assistance should include, but not be limited to, submission of

unsolicited proposalS', participation in developing guidelines, and

review of proposals by groups.of highly capable investigators

(with multi-disciplinary anA cross-disciplinary Membirship),

including investigators close to educational practice.

B. As part of the continuing external.review of NIE, the scientific

quality and balance of fundamental researuh programs shall be

evaluated regularly by outside investigators.

C. The Director shall seek to work w:th all major research associatiuns

and organizations whose members may be engaged in fundamental

research related to education to accumulate knowledge About such

research ana to c-.,nrdinat the Institute's support program with such

reseaLch.

ILL Coordination:

ThE Direct.= she.l seek through the Federal Council on Educational Research

If

coordinate fundamental researchand Development and other means to

Supported by the Federal agencies, 'to identify areas of fundamental

research which should have greater support by NIE or another Federal

agftncy, and to stimulate fundamental research in such areas.

4 I '4
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IV. Staff Resoonfibility For Fundamental Research:

The Director shall insure that within each program. Group there is

substantial

and recent

shall be in

a

er and proportion of staff members who have competence

experience in fundamental research, and that these researchers
%

ved in positions,of responsibility in all activities

of the Program Groups affecting fu7.damental research decisions.

V. Reports:

Initial plans for implementation of this policy shali be convayed tc

the Council within 30 days of its adoption, including resources,

allocations and management strategies. Similarly, by January 1, 1978,

the Director shall present to the Council for its concurrence a general

plan for implementation of this pollcy through 1985.

t .

The Director shall include in each annual report to the Council a

review of the Institute's fundamental research work and efforts to

improve it, and shall present to the Co.ncil as part of the budget

planning process an analysis of option. for support of fundamental

research under this policy.


